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“SHOULDER TO SHOULDER” 
 

 

  

INTRODUCTION  
 

 

“Turning off the Tap or Wiping up the Floor” 
 

In short order as well as in blunt language, the objective of this volume is simple. It seeks 

to present a type of preparation for marriage that will permanently “turn off the tap” for 

potential marriage partners that fail to qualify biblically. This is to say, it aims to screen 

them out, until Scripture gives them its stamp of approval and thereby screens them in. 

Unless potential partners wholeheartedly embrace this procedure and in advance submit 

themselves to God's Word as the final determinant regarding their choice of a partner, 

they are proud and self-seeking. As such they open themselves up to a future that may 

well require them constantly “to wipe up the floor” to one degree or another, with or 

without the assistance of the elders of the Church or marriage counselors, and invariably 

with the lurking possibility of a God-dishonoring divorce. Whether it is biblically 

justified or not (Mt. 5:32; 9:19; 1 Cor. 7:10-16), God still hates it (Mal. 2:16). So every 

prayerful effort must be made to avoid it in total surrender to Scripture, even as far back 

as the earliest preparation for marriage. 

     To enter into marriage unqualified, let alone disqualified, and without the Bible's 

“enthusiastic” endorsement constitutes a sin before God that does, and will, evoke his 

displeasure and his frown. It also does, and will, inflict serious damage upon the potential 

partners that will adversely impact, if not cripple, them, their family, their ministry as 

well as the Kingdom for too long and in too many instances. On the other hand, to enter 

into marriage with the imprimatur of Scripture is an act of holiness and constitutes a 

delightful event that carries God's smile of approval. Therefore, it also does, and will, 

hold out the prospect of a life that enriches the partners and makes them prosper in their 

family, their Church and their society for all of their life in all of its aspects and phases! 

     In short, this volume aims to “forewarn against defeat in order to forearm to victory,” 

with all that this entails. Let me explain this further in some detail. 

     During the past decades the literature on the subject of marriage has simply exploded, 

and the number of marriage counselors skyrocketed. The oldest social institution had all 

the earmarks of deep trouble, with a rapidly rising divorce rate telling only part of the 

story. It appeared to be disintegrating on the inside through the loss of its biblical 

substance, and under fierce attack from the outside by the spread of so-called alternate 

lifestyles. As a result both the written and the spoken word were increasingly marshaled 

to meet this dual crisis head-on, and to come to the rescue of this pivotal creation 

ordinance.   

     This is not to imply that the trouble arose suddenly. It merely surfaced with a 

vengeance in a relatively short time span. Strong undercurrents had already done 

considerable damage to the infrastructure. Only societal pressure kept the lid on a 

potentially explosive situation. For a long time divorce carried a social stigma, and was 
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not regarded as a real option. Similarly, alternate lifestyles carried a stigma as well, in 

fact, an even bigger stigma, and for that reason stayed in the closet.     

     In the decades that led up to the private as well as public breakdown of marriage in the 

latter part of the 20
th

 Century, the Church had given little or no concrete substantive or 

preventive guidance in the area of marriage. Neither had it aggressively come to a well-

argued defense of marriage as a God-ordained relationship exclusively between a man 

and a woman. There is at least a partial excuse for this. For a considerable time it was 

locked in the battle for the fundamentals of the faith, such as the inerrancy of Scripture, 

the virgin birth, and the substitutionary atonement. In the process it was, for all practical 

purposes, fighting for its very life. This absorbed so much of the Church’s time and 

energy that other areas essential to the vigor, if not viability, of the Christian faith were 

virtually ignored or shortchanged.   

     Incidentally, something very similar occurs when the relationship between parents is 

tension filled, and as a result they must spend too much time and energy to deal with their 

problems. The children are bound to be neglected to one degree or another, and will pay 

the price of generational injury that from a biblical perspective easily turns them into 

damaged goods, if not into (potentially) terminal cases! Frankly, to prevent this deeply 

regrettable, while greatly detrimental, state of affairs from occurring is one of the reasons 

for the publication of this volume. The quality of a marriage directly impacts the quality 

of the home, the quality of the home the quality of parenting, and the quality of parenting 

the spiritual, and therewith eternal, state of the children (Ex. 20:4-6; Deut. 5:8-10).     

     At any rate, while the Church needs to be applauded for waging an uncompromising 

battle against any and all sorts of liberalism in order to hold on to the central, if not 

saving, tenets of biblical truth, it was less fortunate that much of its remaining time and 

energy was often spent on legalistic do’s and don’ts in peripheral issues, which Scripture 

does not address directly, and therefore should have been left up to the Christian 

conscience, issues such as smoking tobacco, playing cards, and drinking alcoholic 

beverages. One only needs to remember the battle that raged around the prohibition issue, 

which, of all things, precipitated two constitutional amendments in the USA! After it was 

all over, the Church had used up much of its capital, and was largely left behind as a 

spent cultural force. As a result it was progressively marginalized and increasingly lost its 

relevance to society as a whole. Recently compiled statistics eloquently tell the story, 

which is grimmer than most Christians realize. Thirty five thousand churches were closed 

during the last decade.      

     All this is not to say that peripheral issues, including watching television and going to 

movies, should never be discussed. Far from it! After all, there is always the lurking 

danger that so-called “Christian freedom” is used as a cover-up for “counter-Christian 

license” (Gal. 5:13). But it is to expose that as a result of the undue, legalistic, emphasis 

upon these issues, the fundamental twofold task that comprises the Grand Command (Mt. 

28:19-20) with which the Church was sent into the world, left lots to be desired. The 

Church was not exactly on the cutting edge of an alert, vigorous, and organized, 

evangelistic outreach that covered the national scene (Mt. 28:19a) by methodically filling 

the streets of city and village alike (Acts 5:28) with its discriminating message (John 3:3, 

5; 4:16-18; 8:44; Acts 2:37; 4:12; 7:54; 14:15; 17:6-7; 28:25-27). Neither did it receive a 

Nobel prize for its vigilant, powerful, and applicatory, preaching, teaching, and exhorting 
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ministry that held professed converts systematically accountable for all of the law of God 

(Mt. 28:20a).
1
  

     In the process the crucial areas of marriage and the family that have an immediate 

bearing, not only upon the life and growth of the individual, but also upon the fabric of 

Church and society in general, were affected by the prevailing spiritual climate as well.  

In fact, they were given scant attention, if not left untouched. The near-total lack of 

pertinent, substantive as well as defensive, literature on these practical subjects until the 

1980’s speaks for itself. 

     It is hardly surprising therefore that both the First and Second World War, and 

specifically the loosening marital morals, the vanishing taboo of divorce, and the ever 

bolder attacks upon the biblical institution of marriage that followed in their wake, caught 

Church as well as society off guard. It is to the Church's credit, however, that it rallied 

with considerable speed. The alignment of proponents of biblical truth and adherents of 

the liberal cause had pretty well been completed, and the preoccupation with peripheral 

ethical issues had to a great extent run its course. So there was plenty of time and energy 

                                                           
1
 It is hard to deny that during the last century or so the Church put the evangelistic task to a large degree 

on the backburner. It is a statistical reality that in recent memory no more than 2% of Churchgoers have 

ever shared their faith. Furthermore, the Gospel that they share is usually reductionistic (See for both 

aspects Ray Comfort, Out of the Comfort Zone (Bridge-Logos Publishers: Orlando, 2003), 264). “Accept 

Jesus as your personal Savior, and you will go to heaven,” is hardly the biblical Gospel. The upshot of this 

reductionistic approach is there for everyone to see. After all, it is also a statistical reality that of those, who 

come forward in present day crusades, only 5% end up in the Church. A reductionistic so-called “gospel” 

produces a reductionistic so-called “Christianity.” Frankly, both reductionisms fly in the face of Acts 2:17-

42. This chapter presents us with a different picture by presenting a different Gospel and a different 

outcome. In line with and in obedience to Ezekiel 36:25-27 Peter preaches the full Gospel of repentance for 

convicted, hell bound, sinners unto the forgiveness of their sins and the gift of the Holy Spirit toward a 

godly life (Acts 2:38; see also 11:16-18; the gift of the Spirit is clearly part of the normal Christian life. 

When it is absent in two specific instances of thus far uncharted waters, in the case of Samaritan believers 

and followers of John the Baptist, the apostles Peter and Paul hurriedly remedy this situation by their laying 

on of hands, Acts 8:17; 19:6). The biblical record informs us that the response is awesome.  Cut to the heart 

by the message of Peter, three thousand men and women called on the name of the Lord (Acts 2:21, 41). 

The next Sunday all three thousand swelled the ranks of the worshippers (Acts 2:42). Having become 

repentant disciples, the first part of the Grand Command, they subsequently displayed Spirit-filled thirst to 

be taught all of the Law of God, the second part of the Grand Command (Mt. 28:19-20). There is 

legitimate, biblical reason to doubt that someone is a true disciple of Christ, unless he or she hungers to be 

taught the worship of the Lord in the splendor of holiness (See John 8:31ff). In fact, Jesus calls those, who 

have no interest in being set free from the prison of their daily sinfulness, “children of the devil.” They 

refuse to hear the Word (unwillingness), cannot hear the Word (inability), and do not hear the Word 

(reality) (John 8:37, 43, 47). Accepting Jesus as personal Savior as a steppingstone to go to heaven simply 

does not cut it. For biblical Christianity to be a reality the experiential and activating presence of both 

repentance and the Holy Spirit are a must! Candidly, I do not know of any evangelistic methodology that 

consciously, in the footsteps of Peter, lays the foundation for a call to repentance and ends up with the 

promise of the gift of the Spirit. It is hardly surprising that in such setting the Church of Christ is losing the 

war left and right. The fact that, gratefully, it still wins battles may never hide this ominous reality from 

sight. But more about all this in Chapter 4 of this volume. Incidentally, Comfort’s volume on the Church’s 

evangelistic mandate is worth reading. But the title is questionable. Christian should not have a “comfort 

zone.” Frankly, to have one is idolatrous. It is to snuggle up and hold on to “things of this world” for (the 

quality of) life’s sake, rather than to embrace Christ as our all-sufficient and all-blessed life. Once we have 

tasted him as such, all of life is utterly rich in quality through the “(Holy Spirit) power of the resurrection,” 

even, in fact, especially if it spells “the (heart-warming) fellowship of suffering” and “the (precious) 

conformity to his death” (Phil. 3:10; see also Ps. 116:15; Phil. 1:21), which jointly hold out the prospect, 

promise, and production of life (John 12:24).       
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thoughtfully and aggressively to tackle the practical issues of Christian living, and to 

come to the rescue of the beleaguered areas of marriage and the family. There is presently 

an abundance of substantive literature as well as competent counselors available.   

     No doubt, much of both the written and spoken word is of solid quality. However, it 

seems to be the tendency of most literature and counseling to take aim at marriages that 

are already in existence, and families that already have been formed. In a word, their goal 

is for all practical purposes “instruction after the fact.” It is similar to teaching someone 

the ropes of a profession after the “license to practice” has already been issued. That this 

is not the wisest course of action will be readily admitted! Incidentally, the Church would 

do well to take the medical profession as an illuminating model. This profession is so 

fearful of failure that it requires years of preparation before physicians are permitted to 

open an office, and “do their thing.”        

     To be sure, much of after-the-fact instruction material on marriage and the family has 

proven to be quite helpful, even for “beginners,” such as providing general information 

about the nature of marriage, giving necessary direction for the proper functioning of 

marriage, warning against common pitfalls in marriage, shoring up real or potential 

weaknesses and, in general, emphasizing and serving the various positive purposes of the 

marriage relationship. More often than not, however, books and especially counseling 

sessions are eyeing situations where serious damage has already been done, looking at 

marriages that are at the point of dissolution, and assisting families that are crumbling.  

After all, people usually turn to counseling sessions as a last resort when everything 

seems bleak, if not hopeless! Since experts in the field are agreed that the marriage and 

family crisis has taken on near calamitous proportions, it is hardly surprising that they 

appear to expend most of their efforts to keep the finger in the dike or, when the dam has 

burst, to mount a speedy, and at times massive, salvage operation, whether by means of 

the printed page, private counsel, or the airwaves and the television screen. 

     However, it must be admitted that there is something disquieting about literature that 

is printed and disseminated, counselors that are trained and licensed, and programs that 

are produced and aired, all at a record pace, simply to meet a crisis. It raises at least some 

pertinent questions. Is a crisis atmosphere inevitable? Should it be accepted as a rule or 

rather as an exception? Is it possible to remedy the situation within the pale of the Church 

of Christ, if not in society as a whole? Should “instruction after the fact” be embraced as 

satisfactory? Is not participation in a training program, after the “license to practice” has 

been issued, similar to closing the barn door after the horse has bolted? Should not in the 

community of faith a thorough preparation for marriage be a non-negotiable condition for 

obtaining an “ecclesiastical” marriage license? In fact, is it not tantamount to “criminal 

negligence” for the Church to send its offspring, and therewith its future, into the battle of 

(marriage) life without the proper biblical armor? Should not every effort be made to 

provide a Word-filled and Spirit-filled remedy to the lamentable slip-shod situation that 

too often prevails in Christian circles today?      

     These questions gain greatly in relevance, once it is recognized that on the whole the 

“avalanche” of literature and counselors has not really made a material difference in 

remedying a deplorable situation. The broad societal and cultural downgrade, that affects 

the Church as well the world, has hardly been reversed. In fact, the situation continues to 

deteriorate. Many marriages are at best limping along, and what is worse, the biblical 

essence of the institution is assaulted internally, and is in the process of being gutted and 
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discarded, while the biblical legitimacy of the institution is battered externally, and in the 

process of being thrust aside as outdated and outmoded.   

     To put this in concrete terms, and not without a good deal of irony, “on the inside” the 

downgrade, that was often precipitated by an all too arrogant male chauvinism, is now 

being completed by an equally arrogant egalitarian feminism. And possibly with even 

greater irony, “on the outside,” what secular so-called alternate life style proponents 

militantly propagate in terms of homosexuality, lesbianism, and same-sex marriages, 

does not only make serious ecclesiastical inroads, but also has its unofficial ecclesiastical 

champions, and even receives official ecclesiastical endorsements. In short, while solid 

biblical literature and competent counselors undoubtedly have won, do win, and will win, 

quite a few individual battles, it seems that strategically the war is in the process of being 

lost. Egalitarianism, homosexuality, lesbianism, and same sex marriages are on the 

march, if not war path, while politically it is increasingly incorrect to raise a prophetic 

voice against them. The time may not be far off that the law of the land will condemn and 

penalize such voice as promoting hate crimes. All this amounts to a frightening reality, to 

say the least! 

     Frankly, the various observations and questions thus far are meant to be a justification 

of sorts for the present volume. To put it in colloquial terms, this book is designed not 

just “to wipe up the floor” after marriages become messy and families fall apart, but “to 

turn off the tap,” before messy marriages can even see the light of day, non-functional or 

dysfunctional families can make an appearance, and the possibly eternal consequences 

are a foregone conclusion. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, is still a 

valid maxim. It better be utterly clear. Even when two Christians marry, they do not 

necessarily make a Christian marriage! In fact, statistics, such as the response to seminars 

or workshops and the need for pastoral or professional counsel, basically tell the grim 

story of the widespread lack of thorough preparation for marriage, of the troubling failure 

to fully grasp its essence, and, therefore, of the disturbing fact of its all too frequent 

breakdown with all that this entails. It has been estimated that the majority of professing 

Christians have at best a dim awareness of the biblical blueprint of marriage, when they 

exchange vows. How can this possibly translate into a prevalence of truly Christian 

marriages, even within the confines of a truly biblical Church?   

     To be sure, exposure to biblical teaching after the damage has been done often result 

remedially in “solid and happy marriages,” especially when the crunch of life produced a 

welcome openness to such teaching! But for every "success" story there are many more 

failures, in fact, too many failures. The price of these failures is simply too high. For one 

thing, it is estimated that on the whole possibly not even 50% of the children born in so-

called Christian homes embrace Christ as their Lord and Savior in repentance and faith. 

That the Church, because of a lack of proper and timely instruction, must take much of 

the blame for failing marriages and failing families, should be a given. That it must do 

everything in its power to prevent failures from endlessly repeating themselves, and so to 

remedy the present situation, and reverse the downgrade, should be just as much, if not 

more, of a given. In short, also in preparing “its offspring” for marriage it must ever be 

guided by the motto, “No Longer Business as Usual,” ultimately as a matter of life and 

death!   

     In order to succeed in this there is little choice but to go back to the beginning.  Prior 

to marriage, in fact, prior to the contemplation of marriage, there ought to be a proper 
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understanding of the components of, as well as the necessary qualifications for, a 

Christian marriage. This must set the much-needed stage for the eventual premarital 

counseling sessions that are a “must” for all candidates for marriage.  In short, the prime 

focus of such sessions is to find out whether these candidates qualify for marriage against 

the backdrop of the fundamental biblical teaching. 

     All this suggests at least three phases of preparation. The first phase is a basic and 

factual preparation that spells out the available biblical data regarding marriage, and in 

the process provides comprehensive insight in the biblical model of marriage. This does, 

and should, start as early as possible. It identifies and lays out the biblical blueprint and 

its constituent elements in great clarity and detail, so that there is no mistake about its 

content. This should occur before marriage is even on the horizon.   

     The second phase is a broad and practical preparation. With the biblical blueprint as 

backdrop, it identifies and presents the framework and contours of a general, godly, 

lifestyle that befits and accommodates this blueprint, and will facilitate and contribute 

toward its implementation. This presentation should also be completed before the 

emotions that accompany the actual search for a mate, however proper and laudable in 

the proper time and context, can cloud the judgment as to who might be, and who might 

not be, an appropriate partner. 

     The third phase is a specific and focused preparation.  It is pointed and discriminating, 

as it applies the biblical blueprint to specific people in concrete situations. The upshot of 

this will be that just as many potential candidates for marriage will appear to be unfit for 

each other, as many others will prove to be acceptable partners. It is designed, and 

hopefully succeeds, in nipping mismatches from a biblical perspective in the bud, in 

order to prevent sinful alignments, and in its wake a “stream” of at times heart breaking 

situations, from ever developing. This is what is meant by “turning off the tap.” At the 

same time, many “at-first-sight-unlikely-prospects” may well turn out to be excellent 

future spouses, just as many seemingly “can't miss candidates” may well fail to make the 

biblical grade. In short, the Bible does not and will not only screen improper partners out, 

but also does, and will, screen proper partners in.     

     The extensive screening process, suggested by all this, cannot but have beneficial 

effects and, at least in the Christian community, stem the alarming tide that precipitated 

the present crisis in the area of marriage and the family. Possibly, there will even come a 

time in the Church of Christ that terms such as victory rather than crisis will be 

appropriate to describe the prevailing state of affairs. In fact, with due obedience to the 

biblical directives pertaining to marriage this should become a certainty, just as without it 

its doom will be increasingly sealed.   

     This volume is primarily written with the unmarried and not-yet-married in mind, that 

is, for those who eventually expect to get married and those who actively contemplate 

getting married. It is designed to assist them at the various stages of their singleness in 

putting together for themselves a blueprint for marriage that (hopefully) covers all the 

biblical bases, and to encourage them to display a life-style that befits such blueprint.  

Further, it seeks to assist their “mentors,” whether parents, especially in the early phase 

of the preparation time, ministers of the Gospel, or other types of counselors, in 

structuring their input so as to promote and facilitate its implementation. 

     At the same time, if married readers who are facing failure will discover when and 

where their relationship went off the biblical track, provided it was ever fully and truly on 
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the track, and will succeed in improving or even rescuing their marriage, it will be an 

added benefit. Incidentally, not being on the biblical track in the first place is never a 

ground for later divorce. This type of reasoning would be rooted in warped, ungodly, 

thinking. However, it does constitute a sobering ground for repentance about the past. 

This would be the necessary first step toward the remedy for a questionable marriage in 

the present, and the healing of such marriage for the future.      

     Truthfully, the material presented in this volume could not have been written apart 

from personal experience, which started out with virtually a total ignorance of the biblical 

data regarding marriage, and as a result proved to have painful repercussions. Quite 

helpful as well was regular pastoral involvement throughout the years in a wide variety of 

counseling settings. Ultimately, it all amounted to an extensive learning process that, with 

all the groping, stumbling, observing, probing, analyzing, and sharing, ended up to be 

illuminating as well as rewarding. I trust that all this is reflected in the present volume. 

     During this learning process the conviction began to grow that, consciously or not, too 

often an insufficiently alert and seemingly uncritical Christian public was saddled with a 

prevailing model for marriage that was foisted upon it by secular society, often through 

contaminated “insiders” who in their teaching or counseling subtly or openly propagate 

and disseminate such model, whether by design or default.
2
 Secular society either 

militantly opposes any biblical directive, or more subtly organizes itself without any 

reference to God or input from his Word. The resultant life-style, which no one will be 

able to escape completely, is accordingly either fully dominated by secular influences or 

to a greater or lesser extent infiltrated by foreign elements. Both will open the door to 

undesirable, if not sinful, patterns and practices. Such patterns and practices are not only 

offensive to God, but also damaging to the individuals involved, not to speak of the 

potentially incalculable harm all this inflicts upon the family, the Church as well as 

society. 

     To prevent those involved in preparation for marriage from grieving God and from 

damaging both others and themselves, constitutes an additional incentive to share the 

material about to be presented in this volume. This material is divided into three Parts of 

three Chapters each, which together suggest a biblical model of preparation for marriage, 

and by implication both expose the secular approach and aim to strike a decisive blow 

against its all too prevailing influence.   

                                                           
2
 This is not meant to be a disparaging put-down. James 4:4, as well as its context, makes it abundantly 

clear that every Christian can fall victim to, and be contaminated with, the “friendship of the world,” and its 

corollary, “hostility toward God,” at the drop of a hat. All “teachers-counselors,” who come to the sobering 

recognition that they (also) have “deadly poison” in their tongue (Jam. 3:8), will ever be on the alert to 

“cleanse their hands” (their outside activities), to “purify their hearts” (their mission control center) (Jam. 

4:8), and to pray in all “humility” (as their only hope) for the “abundant grace,” prerequisite for their 

teaching-counseling ministry to be biblically sound and personally effective (Jam. 4:6, 8, 10). It is hardly a 

coincidence that James counsels against folks crowding the “teaching-counseling office” (Jam. 3:1). The 

responsibility is awesome, and the danger of failing is always there. In summary, “teachers-counselors” 

always do, and always should, live and labor both “at the edge of despair (�),” due to the “deadly poison” 

in all of their members (Rom. 7:23), and “in joyful confidence (☺),” due to the “glorious grace” of our God 

in Christ Jesus (Rom. 7:25). The ever present “deadly poison” in them compels them always to keep their 

eyes on Jesus in joyful and enabling confidence (Rom. 7:25). The ever present “glorious grace” in Jesus 

always safeguards them from being swallowed up by ugly and disabling despair. Of course, this applies not 

only to “teachers-counselors,” or their “disciples-counselees,” for that matter, but also across the board and 

at all times to “all of us.”  
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     Part I prepares the not-yet-married for their future marriage, and hopefully comes to 

the aid of troubled marriages, by setting forth in a summary fashion the broad biblical 

fundamentals that should govern the husband-wife relationship. It seems hardly possible 

to get ready, or find a healing solution, for something, with which one is not properly 

(and fully) acquainted. The focus of this Part is the husband-wife relationship under the 

aspects of (1) Creation (Gen. 1:26-28; 2:7-9, 15-25), (2) the Fall (Gen. 3:1-19) and (3) 

Redemption (Eph. 5:22-33).   

     In his Creation God posited the structure of marriage. As creation ordinance it is 

inviolable. It defies every attempt to restructure it, while every effort to counterfeit it self-

destructs. The Fall takes dead aim at the way marriage was intended to function. If it 

cannot bring about its demise, it will gut its content. Basically, it spells ruin. Only 

Redemption can put it back on its proper track, restore its fortunes and transform it into 

the godly, productive, force that it was designed to be. 

     Part II is interested (1) in the Preparation for Life in general as the larger framework 

of marriage, (2) in shedding light on the areas of Communication and Problem solving, 

and (3) in settling the elusive issue of “God's Will for my Life,” as it has a bearing upon 

the selection of a future spouse.   

      To focus upon what it means to be prepared for life in general seems eminently 

reasonable. Marriage is inextricably interwoven with most all of its phases and aspects.  

Further, to present the intricacies of communication and problem solving appears equally 

proper. They are found at the core of any successful relationship, including marriage.  

Finally, to give special attention to the area of so-called “divine guidance” seems no less 

appropriate. This complex issue, which from a biblical perspective more often than not 

receives a dubious treatment, usually enters into the picture when people wish to make 

sure that they are correct in the choice of a mate. Candidly, efforts to find "God's perfect 

(or ideal) will for ‘your’ life," and subsequently to arrive at “the center of God’s will,” 

have been accompanied by many an agonizing, and unnecessary (!), tear. So it makes 

sense to find a way out of this often troubling, and at times paralyzing, maze.        

     Part III is the capstone. It deals methodically with a number of apparent implications 

of the biblical teaching for the more specific and pointed preparation for marriage, once a 

potential spouse is singled out. In such preparation the potential partners must (1) assess 

the Past, (2) come to grips with the Present, and (3) face the Future! 

     A list of specific recommendations and pertinent questions, which reflect the biblical 

pattern and pertains to all three areas, has been drawn up. The recommendations should 

be implemented, and the questions answered, in a systematic way. This ensures, first, that 

the preparation will proceed in an orderly fashion, second, that proper progress will be 

made, and third (of pivotal significance!), that this progress can be measured. The 

objective is for the candidates for marriage to establish a track record in their relationship 

that provides them with the confidence that they will succeed in establishing a delightful, 

edifying, and productive, while a truly biblical and God-honoring, marriage. Once again, 

the medical profession may serve as a model. No “license” will be issued, until there is 

every human assurance through thorough preparation and examinations that the 

“practice” will be successful. In short, provided that the proper precautionary steps are 

taken, even in prospect marriage simply does not, and will not, need to be the Russian 

roulette that it too often appears to be in retrospect.    

     To capsulate this Introduction in short order, in a truly biblical, God-honoring 
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marriage the partners do, and will, stand “Shoulder to Shoulder,” one in heart, mind, will, 

emotions, in purpose (Phil. 2:2), and in everything else. Standing, stepping forward, 

walking, accelerating, running, slowing down, stopping, sitting, stepping backward, etc.,  

“shoulder to shoulder” is the hallmark of a functional marriage. This is in contrast to a 

non-functional marriage, in which the partners do their own thing and pass each other as 

ships in the night, or a dysfunctional marriage, in which all kinds of disagreement, strife, 

and conflict, with all their accompanying baggage, are the detrimental order of the week, 

if not the day or the hour, first in the marriage, and eventually in the family, the church 

and society.   

     To make crystal clear what standing “shoulder to shoulder” means and entails in its 

biblical fullness and in as exhaustive a detail as possible, is the “grand objective” of this 

volume. If in the preparation time the potential partners conclude that this “grand 

objective” for one reason or another is beyond their cherished aspirations, their expressed 

interests, or their demonstrated capabilities, they must cheerfully “turn off the tap,” and 

go their separate ways. If they decide to “tie the knot” in spite of ominous “red lights” 

anyway, and as a result never experience the awesome privilege of standing “shoulder to 

shoulder,” they can be assured that they will consistently have to “wipe up the floor,” to 

whatever extent. That this, to say the least, will go hand in hand with the displeasure of 

God, and a good deal of damage, and possibly “untold” grief, in the marriage, in the 

family, in the Church, and in society in general, stands to reason.   

     At the same time, I will argue continually that without the Lord Jesus Christ and the 

ever present Holy Spirit it is impossible to make any progress whatsoever toward this 

“grand objective,” let alone achieve it (John 15:5). However, this human impossibility is 

no reason for despair, since the flipside, in fact, the upside, is that through Christ 

believers can do everything (Phil. 4:13). What is impossible for man, is and remains 

possible with God (Mt. 19:26)!  

     All this, of course, requires “incessant (jointly pursued) prayer.” It is no coincidence 

that in the area of prayer the summons to do so non-stop is the most repeated injunction 

in Scripture (Is. 62:6-7; Mt. 7:7; Lk. 18:1-8; Rom. 12:12c; Eph. 6:18; Phil. 4:16; 1 Th. 

5:17; 1 Tim. 5:5; Heb. 4:16; Jam. 4:2-3; Rev. 8:3, etc.).  Consistently standing shoulder to 

shoulder is impossible apart from consistently kneeling shoulder to shoulder! The latter 

joins shared human impotence to an all-encompassing divine omnipotence. As a result 

the Christian marriage (and family) life invariably flourishes, as has been mentioned 

already, simultaneously at the edge of despair (human impotence), and in joyful 

confidence (divine omnipotence). In this it resembles Peter. Walking on water, he is a 

“super-conqueror” (Rom. 8:37). At the same time he is fully cognizant that he is no more 

than a wavering hairbreadth away from being swallowed up alive.    

     Now on to the details!      
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PART I 
 

 

BIBLICAL FUNDAMENTALS OF MARRIAGE 
 

 
 

Chapter 1 
 

 

Marriage under the Aspect of Creation 

 
 

Introduction 
       

Even if it is often assaulted from the inside and increasingly attacked from the outside, 

marriage is and remains generally recognized by the Christian Church as a creation 

ordinance. The fullest description in all its various details of this ordinance is found in 

Genesis 1:26-2:25. A summary outline will bring its content into focus and form the basis 

for some broad remarks that present the fundamental framework for the marriage 

relationship, to which Scripture returns again and again. Biblical truth is like an imposing 

edifice. The foundations are laid in created reality prior to the Fall, and are determinative 

for the superstructure that is (to be) erected upon it. As we will see, neither the ruinous 

Fall nor restorative Redemption does (or can, for that matter) change this! They both 

function within the parameters determined by God in terms of creation. It is the height of 

rebellious pride arrogantly to undermine these foundations as in male chauvinism, subtly 

to reconfigure them as in egalitarian feminism, or brazenly to dismiss them as in same 

sex marriages. Eventually one will no longer recognize the exquisite beauty of the 

marriage relationship, as intended by God. The exclamation of the Psalmist is ever 

pertinent, “If the foundations are destroyed, what can the righteous do (Ps. 11:3)?” 

     Well, here is the outline of the pertinent sections as found (mainly) in Genesis 1 and 2. 

 

     1.  Essential Equality in Marriage                                               (1:26-28) 

           a.  Image of God        : Relationship to the Creator                      (1:26-27) 

           b.  Dominion              : Relationship to Creation                          (1:26-28) 

           c.  Multiplication       : Relationship to the Human Race              (1:28) 

 

     2.  Functional Difference in Marriage                                         (2:16-20) 

           a.  Image of God        : Structure of Authority                              (2:16-17, 19-20) 

           b.  Dominion              : Cultural Mandate                                     (2:18-20) 

           c.  Multiplication        : Propagation of the Human Race              (4:1) 
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     3.  Basic Blueprint of Marriage                                                   (2:21-25)  

           a. Leaving                   : Initial Requirement for Marriage            (2:24a) 

           b. Cleaving                 : Constituent Element of Marriage            (2:24b) 

           c. “One Person”         : Grand Design for Marriage                      (2:24c) 

 

I take it that in broad biblical perspective the image of God (2a) represents man’s 

“spirituality,” dominion taking (2b) man‘s “humanity,” and multiplication (2c), man’s 

“sexuality.” The meaning, significance as well as implications of both this threefold 

phraseology, and the specific order in which these three designations are presented in 

Scripture, are spelled out below! 
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1. Essential Equality 
 
Genesis 1:26-28 teaches, first of all, the essential equality of man and woman, and it does 

so in a threefold way. Both men and women (a) are created in the image of God, 

signifying, as has been just mentioned, their spirituality, (b) are charged with the cultural 

mandate of dominion taking, focusing on their humanity, and (c) are constituted as 

propagating beings, indicating their sexuality. 

 

 

a. Image and Spirituality 

 

To begin with, man and woman are essentially equal, since they are both created in the 

image of God. While with their body they relate to the material world, in their spirit, 

which was breathed into them (Gen. 2:7), they relate to God. That is, both man and 

woman reflect God in their total spiritual, that is, non-material, make-up, which they 

bring to manifestation and expression though their material make-up. Man is a duplex 

being, in which the spiritual is “folded” together with and “embodied” in the physical. At 

any rate, as the image of God man and woman are “incurably spiritual.” This includes (1) 

their heart, the core of their being and their “mission control center” (MCC), (2) the three 

internal functions of their rationality, volition and emotionality, (3) the twofold 

dimension of their morality and social interaction, (4) the dynamics of their creative 

imagination, and (5) the two tools of their dominion taking, namely word and deed. The 

following diagram should be helpful to understand the complexity of the image of God, 

and the relationship the various components sustain to each other.    

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The General Picture of the Image of God 

  

       (1)              (2)                           (3)                            (4)                             (5) 

Inner Core      Three                       Two                 One Propelling                  Two 

(MCC) Internal Functions   Life Dimensions           Dynamic            External Dominion-                                    

                                                                                                                taking Activities 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The Specific Details of the Image of God 

 

                  (2) Thinking                                                                     (5) Speaking/Writing/ 

                                                                                                                 Responding 

                                            (3) Moral Conduct  

(1) Heart   (2) Willing                                       (4) Creative Imagination 

                                            (3) Social Interaction 

                  (2) Feeling                                                                       (5) Acting/Pro-acting/ 

                                                                                                               Reacting 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

     Concretely, in their deepest self or personhood, in their “real I,” men and women 
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transcend the world of things, animals, and even their own bodies. In this capacity they 

are designed not only to be unalterably knowledgeable, volitional and emotional, but also 

inevitably moral and social, inescapably imaginative, and unavoidably self-expressive in 

speaking (responding) and acting (reacting). All this is meant by the designation of 

human beings as “incurably spiritual.” Colloquially, they are the "spittin' image" of God 

in the way they are, function, behave, relate, motivate, instigate, stimulate, communicate, 

operate, etc. All of God is in some way and to some degree mirrored in them.
3
 In as much 

as God insisted upon creating human beings in his image, he could not have created them 

any differently.  

     In other words, they exist and always will exist in the realm of spiritual realities, 

whether they recognize it or not. They live in the universe of God and before God, 

whether they like it or not. They are involved in the cosmic drama with eternity at stake, 

whether they acknowledge this or not. After the Fall they are engaged in spiritual 

warfare, for their Creator or against him, with all that they are, have and do, whether they 

realize this or not.    

     This implies that they rub elbows, and always will rub elbows, both with the world in 

which they live and with its Maker. Deep down they know God, whether they hold that 

knowledge at arms' length and suppress it (Rom. 1:18), or appreciate and embrace it with 

joy (John 17:3). They are endowed with the faculty of knowledge acquisition, and must 

per force interpret the world, whether properly or not. They also possess the faculty of 

volition. They can, and must, spontaneously and freely choose their conduct, whether 

pleasing to God or not.
4
 Finally, they enjoy the faculty of emotion. This sets them in 

                                                           
3
 This applies to the so-called incommunicable as well as communicable perfections of God. While God is 

infinitely unique in his omniscience, omnipotence and omnipresence, nevertheless humans finitely mirror 

the infinite God in that they do possess “knowledge,” do display “power,” and do manifest “presence.”    
4
 This is to say, they are never externally compelled or internally programmed to take a “mechanical” 

course of action. The (twofold) fact that before the Fall they could spontaneously and freely choose 

holiness or sin, and that after the Fall they can only choose sin, does not take anything away from this 

endemic and continuing “spontaneity” and “freedom.” Neither does the fact that, left to their own devices, 

they will never be able to overcome their inability to choose holiness, and are totally dependent upon the 

grace of God for their will to be transformed, so that it can will as well as do the good. The human will, just 

as the mind and the emotions for that matter, always parallels the human heart, which is mankind’s mission 

control center. Whether this heart, this mission control center, is degenerate or regenerate, the human will, 

just as the human intellect and emotions, always follows suit in its quest, whether of wickedness or 

godliness, “spontaneously” and “freely,” without any alien, external or internal, compulsion. In short, the 

human heart, and the human heart only, is radically and totally responsible for its (own) willing, as well as 

for its (own) thinking and (own) feeling. This is commonly known as “free agency,” which spells total 

accountability and precludes any and all blame shifting, whether to God, Satan, fellow human beings, or 

circumstances. It is about time that mankind in its mission control center assumes full responsibility for all 

of its thoughts, words and acts, both in the purity of Paradise and in the foulness of a fallen world. They 

never were, never are, and never will be robots. While for any and all godliness and righteousness they 

have only God to thank, for any and all ungodliness and unrighteousness they have only themselves to 

blame, without exception. This is the case, even while God’s plan encompasses everything that comes to 

pass (Eph. 1:11). Anyone who protests that God cannot have it both ways, simultaneous divine sovereignty 

and human responsibility, simply possesses and “serves” a “god” who is too small, ultimately made in the 

image of man, and (in this instance) certainly not the God of the Bible. Of course, it is immediately granted 

that no finite human could ever have it “both ways.” But the infinite God of Scripture had it, has it, and 

always will have it. In short, the heart of the issue is whether what is impossible with man is possible with 

God. To ask this question is to answer it. This answer is a simple Of Course! The option now is either to 

rebel against God as the God who transcends the limitation of the human intellect, and to be sternly 
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motion, propels them, to pursue their goals, whether these meet with God’s approval or 

not.      

     This, further, implies that they always do, and will, operate within the parameters of 

moral (ir)responsibility, social interaction and creative imagination. “Habitually,” if not 

“instinctively,” they make value judgments. They condemn or commend, whether 

appropriately or not. They reject or opt for patterns of conduct, whether they please God 

or not. In short, they differentiate between good and evil, whether they conform to the 

divine standard in doing so or not. Just as “habitually-instinctively,” they seek out other 

humans in social relationships. For better or for worse, they are not meant to be by 

themselves, and they cannot but show this. In the meantime, once again “habitually-

instinctively,” they make themselves goals and seek to reach objectives, whether 

corporate or individual, public or private, in the workplace or in business, in society or in 

the home, in times of employment or in retirement. The list is potentially endless. 

     This, finally, implies that they will always express themselves in word and in deed, 

whether they act, pro-act or react. They are in the arena of life, and they must perform.  

The psyche of some may be temperamentally more aggressive, and therefore more geared 

to take the initiative. The make-up of others may be more passive, and inclined to take a 

wait-and-see stance. But the human condition is such that they have no option but to 

show their colors in acting and speaking, regardless whether this evokes the smile or the 

frown of God.  

     Neither the man nor the woman can escape any of this. It is part and parcel of the way 

they were created. This, once again, is meant by characterizing them as “incurably 

spiritual.” In this they radically differ from every other creature. They both, and they 

only, are created in the image of God.   

     It is hard to miss the implications of all this for one's preparation for marriage. The 

man and the woman who are heading for marital union had better (learn to) see eye to eye 

in their approach to the spiritual dimension of life, (come to) agree in their interpretation 

of the world, (seek to) match their conduct in their relationship to God and their fellow 

humans, and (aim to) join hands in the pursuit of their creativity and self-expression. 

     Differing assessments and appreciation of the spiritual world, differing interpretations 

of, and views about, everyday realities, differing approaches to life and patterns of 

conduct, differing aspirations and ambitions about objectives, as well as differing ways of 

self-expression have not only been responsible for occasional tensions and quarrels.  

Physically they have produced high blood pressure, and spiritually resentment and 

bitterness, all of which have turned many a marriage into a “snake pit” with the inevitable 

breakup as the painful aftermath. 

                                                                                                                                                                             

admonished (Rom. 9:19-23), or to surrender to this God and to flourish (Rom. 10:9-11). The root of 

rebellion, of whatever kind, and to whatever degree, is invariably the same. It always seeks to position the 

twofold truth of God in the human (pea) brain. But the human intellect is simply too finite to accommodate 

the two poles of infinite truth simultaneously. It has single occupancy only (Similar to a Motel 6). Put the 

truth of divine sovereignty in it, and human responsibility vanishes. Vice versa, put human responsibility in 

it, and divine sovereignty bites the dust. By way of graphic imaging, to position God’s infinite truth in the 

finite human brain, is to cultivate a baby in the fallopian tube. This will destroy both the baby and the 

mother. On the other hand, the essence of surrender is to harbor God’s truth in the (regenerate) heart. This 

has double occupancy (Similar to a Marriott), because God has attached eternity to it (Eccl. 3:11). To resort 

to graphic imaging once more, to harbor and cherish God’s truth in the heart, is to cultivate a baby in the 

mother’s womb. Both will flourish! 
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     The question may well be asked why and how marriage as an institution survived the 

storms of time. To answer this question we once again turn to the image of God, but now 

in terms of an aspect of God’s being that has not yet been mentioned explicitly. God is 

not only a spiritual Being in the ways already indicated, but also a Triune Being. That is, 

in Him the uncreated One (one God) and Many (three Persons) are equally ultimate. 

Everyday reality appears to be a “mirror image” of the being of the Triune God. This 

reality displays a number of created one-and-many spheres, such as the family, the 

church, the state, etc. All these spheres are both a unit (the “one”) and at the same time 

have a diverse, multiple, membership, such as family members, church members, and 

citizens (the “many”). With regard to their make-up these spheres are analogous to God’s 

Triune Being in both their unity and their diversity. The marriage relationship is one such 

sphere as well. The point of all this is far reaching. As a reflection of God’s Triune Being 

marriage, just as the other one-and-many spheres, is not an evolutionary, changeable, 

fluke. It is a created, unchangeable, necessity. The following analogy should make this 

crystal clear.  Painters, such as Rembrandt and Picasso, and composers, such as Bach and 

Handel, invariably put their unique stamp upon their work of art. Their paintings are 

immediately recognized as typically a Rembrandt or a Picasso. Similarly, compositions 

of renowned composers are immediately recognized as a typically a Bach, a Handel, etc. 

In the same vein the Triune God, as the original master artist, did, and could not but, put 

his imprint upon all his creation, which can never be obliterated or effaced by man.   

     The upshot is this. Marriage may be under attack. It may be twisted and warped. But it 

can never be eradicated. It is part and parcel of the way God has structured created reality 

(metaphysically) in a way that does, and always will, mirror in a finite way his infinite 

Being.   

     In a later chapter it will be argued that only to the extent marriage partners in their 

understanding of marriage (1) (epistemologically) submit to the interpretation of God, 

and (2) in their (created one-and-many) social behavior in general, and in their marriage 

interaction in particular, (ethically) mirror the (uncreated One-and-Many) conduct of 

God, does, and will, marriage come into its own, and display the harmony, peace, beauty 

and productivity for which it was designed. The reason for this is profoundly simple and 

simply profound. Only then will the one marriage and the two partners serve each other 

fully and effectively. Co-functionality will be the order of the day. This must be attractive 

in a world where both marriages and families are all too often so non-functional, or even 

dysfunctional, that they become self-destructive. I argue that every one-and-many sphere 

can only function properly, when, mirroring the conduct of God, it is characterized by 

self-denial in love and holiness.
5
 But more about this necessary and explosive spiritual 

reality in extensive detail below! Regrettably, as we will see, this reality has all too 

infrequently been recognized and emphasized by marriage counselors, and all too 

sporadically acknowledged and embraced by (potential) marriage partners! 

                                                           
5
 To enlarge on this some more, a non-functional marriage or family is one in which the partners-members 

routinely do their own thing, and infrequently interact on a deep level. They basically pass each other as 

ships in the night, even if they do so with a good deal of civility and cheerfulness. Dysfunctionality enters 

the picture when there is constant tension and frequent conflict, whether simmering or explosive, and as a 

result the partners-members never do, or can, live up to their full short-term or long-term potential, and to 

that extent waste their lives. In functional marriages and families the partners-members stand shoulder to 

shoulder, harmoniously contribute their skills, energies, time, etc. to a common enterprise and shared 

objectives, and have no trouble identifying their God-given joint-accomplishments.   
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b. Dominion and Humanity 

 

The dominion over creation is the second aspect in which the man and the woman are 

essentially equal.  Even if it is inseparable from it, dominion taking may not be identified 

with the image of God.  Rather the former is the “natural” outflow of, and made possible 

by, the latter!   Both the man and the woman are to exercise dominion.  As such they are 

both incurably “human.” The task to oversee, develop and direct created reality is 

entrusted to both. Both are in God's employ. Neither one may shirk the responsibility or 

squander the privilege of purposeful labor.   

     The earth is the Lord's and all that it contains (Ps. 24:1), and, furthermore, there is not 

one square inch of this earth of which Jesus does not presently say, "It is mine" (Mt. 

28:18). Hence the scope of man's dominion and “tireless” labor under God by virtue of 

creation, and, more specifically, the believer's dominion and equally “tireless” labor 

under Christ by virtue of his redemption, is the whole earth throughout its history. Of 

course, this calls for a comprehensive world-and-life view, in which also all the 

constituent elements of man’s spirituality must be biblically positioned, in order to insure 

that man’s dominion taking is dominion under God.      

     Dominion under God is to be exercised in every sphere of life, such as marriage and 

the family, government and business, church and school, in short, in all created societal 

structures and voluntary associations. Similarly, it covers every aspect of life such as 

economics and aesthetics, the sciences and history, logic and linguistics, in short, all the 

colorful facets of created reality. At each point the implementation of a biblical world and 

life view enters the picture. Such world and life view answers at least four fundamental 

questions biblically. What is the origin, what is the make-up, what is the function, and 

what is the purpose of created reality and its history in general, and of the human race in 

particular. The answers go a long way to determine the parameters, content and outcome 

of one's dominion taking.  

     To work out the implications of biblical dominion taking is difficult enough as it is. In 

fact, without Christ as source, model, and enabler it is a total impossibility. However this 

difficulty/impossibility is intensified when a man and woman enter into a marriage 

relationship. Dominion taking now becomes mandatory teamwork in the light of a shared 

world and life view. This, of course, multiplies the questions. How do the partners learn 

to stand shoulder to shoulder in their world and life view as both the indicator of their 

spirituality and the backdrop of their humanity and sexuality? How, then, within the 

overarching framework of their total, multi-faceted, and intricate, spirituality, do they 

bring their interests and aspirations in a unified focus, and how do they employ their 

talents and gifts so as to function as a harmonious and purposeful unit? Or for that matter, 

does the team concept of exercising dominion under God and his Christ in accordance 

with the biblical directives require that their interests and aspirations always dovetail, and 

the use of their talents and gifts always complement each other? Is there a legitimate 

place within the marital relationship for any independent pursuit of self-development, 

self-realization or self-fulfillment? These and similar issues are weighty, must be faced, 

and therefore will be dealt with in the course of this volume.   

     At any rate, here a further reason for thorough preparation for marriage emerges. Too 

often partners throw in the towel because they do not function as partners, passing each 
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other as ships in the night. Or else they call it quits because their relationship is 

dysfunctional, constantly experiencing the sharp, cutting, edge of competition, if not 

perennially working at cross-purposes of each other, whether in their heart, their thinking, 

their willing, their feeling, their morality, their social interaction, their creative 

imagination, their words or their actions. Proper preparation for marriage, that is worthy 

of its name, will do everything in its power to prevent any of this from ever occurring.  In 

case of need it will (seek to) “turn off the tap” in order to preclude the inevitable and 

painful necessity of eventually having to “wipe up the floor.” Candidly, to add insult to 

injury “wiping up the floor” always proves to be a daunting task, and may well be an 

elusive commodity in a marriage that did not honor biblical principles from the very 

beginning.  In fact, it cannot but end up as an unsuccessful exercise in futility, if these 

principles continue to be ignored or rejected. All this underscores that the biblically 

mandated prevention of “turning off the tap” is worth more than simply an ounce of cure, 

since “wiping up the floor” too often turns into a failing proposition!    

 
 

c. Propagation and Sexuality 

 

The third aspect of their essential equality pertains to the propagation of the human race.  

Both the man and the woman have their responsibilities. As such they are both incurably 

“sexual.” The command to multiply is given to both. Both must take this command 

seriously, especially since it is emphatically restated after the flood (Gen. 9:7). Neither 

one may view it only as an option. To be sure, in contrast to animal sexuality, which has 

only a procreative purpose, humans experience the privilege of sexual pleasure that is 

personally edifying and builds relationship. But this should not obscure that human 

sexuality is in a very fundamental and intricate way interwoven with reproduction. Why 

is that? It seems divine irony that privilege and responsibility are nearly inseparable. 

Many a couple has wished that the pleasures of sexuality could be detached from the 

supposed “burden” of procreation. Too often the "fleeting" ecstasy of the (pre?-)marital 

act, once experienced as so desirable, evaporated quickly into the fear of a consequent 

pregnancy and into a debilitating depression when this fear appeared to be well founded! 

The "blessing" turned sour, and seemed to become a "curse."   

     The pleasure of sex is invariably in demand. But regrettably the same can hardly be 

said of its product. The ingenuity of man, after all created in the image of God and 

therefore endowed with creative, be it frequently self-serving, imagination, has gone to 

great lengths to make this quite clear. It has proposed the use of devices, such as the 

I.U.D., chemicals, such as "the pill," and procedures, such as tying the tubes and 

vasectomies. And ironically speaking, if all these fail, there is always “the ultimate 

solution,” abortion. Is it an exaggeration to say that what surfaces here is a rather 

concerted and determined effort on the part of a man-centered and often godless society 

to undo the created marriage structure? It seems not! What God has joined together, 

godly delight and godly offspring, ungodliness in attitude and conduct again and again is 

determined to separate!   

     To elaborate on this, the principles of Scripture lead to the conclusion that man should 

heartily and warmly welcome the prospect of children, being conceived in the sexual 

relation. After all, God says, "I seek godly offspring through a responsible and rewarding 

marriage union" (Mal. 2:15). Secular society begs to differ. It champions sexual license. 
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It uses tools from subtle innuendoes to hard-core pornography to push its cause. In this 

climate only the suggestion already that there might be a link between the privileges and 

responsibilities of human sexuality within the context of monogamous marriage seems to 

originate in the Stone Age, and is too often treated as an extinct Dinosaur. Too often there 

is a prevailing distaste for, a determined opposition, if not outright rebellion, against what 

God has joined together, namely the joyful blessing of the marriage act (Eccl. 9:9) and 

offspring as its natural consequence (Prov. 5:15-19; Ps. 127:3-5; 128:3-4). In fact, too 

frequently all this turns into a murderous rage against God's sovereign disposition of the 

structure of human sexuality. Widespread abortion, as has already been indicated, seems 

to testify convincingly to such rage! No one should be fooled by the indignant claim that 

a “woman’s right to her own body” is at stake. A murderous rage is and remains a 

murderous rage, however (thinly) disguised and (delusionally) defended! Candidly, the 

Kingdom of God only knows the privilege of responsibility which invariably can be met 

by the privilege of grace. The notion of “human rights” is an invention from the liar and 

murderer from the beginning. This leaves with two sets of remarks to close this section!     

     First, all this, let it be emphatically stated, is not to say that sexuality is “empty,” if 

there is no prospect of children. Quite the contrary! Solomon’s Song of Songs in general 

and Proverbs 5:18-19 in particular, hardly leave any room for such outrageous 

conclusion. Human sexuality is a precious gift of God. This is not merely the case 

because of the physical pleasure that is derived from it. No, it has a much deeper 

dimension. It serves as a mutual affirmation and therefore enrichment for both partners. 

As such it does not merely delight the body. In that case human sexuality could never 

transcend the animal level. No, it also boosts mental proficiency, sharpens volitional 

focus, and enhances emotional acumen. This, in turn, impacts the human experience in its 

moral, social, creative and self-expressive dimensions. It serves to make humans 

“strangely” and wonderfully alive in the totality of their experience as spiritual beings. It 

is also designed to impact and serve their joint-dominion taking, by boosting, sharpening, 

and enhancing their joint-output. In short, human sexuality is not a matter of intermittent 

and occasional heat. It is the arena of a continuing ministry that is closely embedded in, 

and intertwined with, both the spirituality and the humanity of the partners. Without a 

proper spirituality and humanity sexuality is basically an empty experience. At the same 

time without a properly functioning sexuality both spirituality and humanity will be 

impoverished. In a word, joint-sexuality does, and should, both round off and enliven 

joint-spirituality and joint-humanity. Precisely because spirituality and humanity are 

divinely designed to be embodied, what comes into view is clearly a “package deal.” To 

untie the package and break up its content, and scatter the parts into the wind is to unravel 

biblical marriage in principle and dissolve it in practice. Incidentally, all this provides an 

enormous depth perspective behind Paul’s solemn admonition not to deprive each other 

sexually except by mutual consent and never for an extended time (1 Cor. 7:5). To enter 

into marriage without embracing the truth that one’s body belongs to one’s spouse (1 

Cor. 7:4) is to enter into certain-to-surface sin. To be in a marital relationship without 

surrendering to this truth is ominous in its consequences for both the spouses and their 

offspring, and warrants a summons to heartfelt repentance!     

     Second, neither does all this imply that there is no room for serious discussions in this 

area of life. The solutions to the various problems that surface in terms of mutual sexual 

availability, frequency of sexual relations, and the number of children, are not all cut and 
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dried. But it certainly constitutes a further argument for the necessity of a thorough and 

biblical preparation for marriage. No one should wish to be caught in the world's web, 

consciously or not. In Part III of this volume I seek to focus the attention on the biblical 

principles and data that must be taken into account in order to tackle these and similar 

concrete issues that every married couple faces.   

 

 

d. Concluding Comments 

 

It ought to be noted in this context that Scripture presents the image of God/spirituality, 

dominion taking/humanity and multiplication/sexuality in a specific order. Spirituality 

precedes the mention of humanity and sexuality, and humanity precedes the mention of 

sexuality. Is this order arbitrary, or does it reflect a divine design?  Does it imply that the 

concern for spirituality should take precedence over the concern for humanity and 

sexuality, and that the concern for humanity takes precedence over sexuality? In other 

words, is the order “hierarchical” in nature? This would have startling implications, and 

would give rise to some hard questions!     

     Starting with the last two in the biblical order of things, while the mandate of 

dominion taking clearly precedes marriage in time, does it also take priority over the 

marriage relationship? In one counseling instance a young woman accused her fiancé of 

“putting his work before his woman.” The counter accusation was that she wanted “to 

have her man without his ministry.” In a situation like this, what should a counselor say?  

It seems that one must argue from the biblical data that the cultural mandate comes first 

both in time and in priority. In a word, dominion taking under God and unto God takes 

the precedence over human sexuality and therewith over marriage. But what, then, is the 

solution to potential tensions, as evidenced in the just mentioned counseling session?  

     This can only be solved when marriage partners are committed to taking joint-

dominion, that is, pledge to dedicate themselves under God and for God wholeheartedly 

to a shared objective, and a common strategy to reach it! If all this constitutes the “grand 

and magnificent obsession” of both partners, the tension vanishes by definition. Both 

partners will gladly deny themselves as they proceed to take joint-dominion to reach their 

common goal. Even if their common strategy to reach their shared objective keeps them 

physically apart for any length of time, they will rejoice on two counts. For one thing, 

they will rejoice, because they are present in each other’s absence (See Phil. 1:4). After 

all, they are positioned in each other’s heart (See Phil. 1:7a), and therefore quite able to 

experience each other, as further illustrated by three anecdotal illustrations mentioned 

below. For another thing, they will rejoice as their prayerful, joint dominion-taking-

under-God (See Phil. 1:5, 7b) pays off in achieving their common goals to the glory of 

God (See Phil. 1:19). 

     If all this sets forth the biblical case, which is difficult to deny, any derailment of 

marriage is easy to explain. On the whole joint-spirituality and joint-dominion in 

marriage leave a lot to be desired, even in the Christian community. Too often partners 

resemble ships that pass both in the night and during the day (!) to a lesser or greater 

degree. This makes for a non-functional marriage. Add anger, resentment, bitterness, and 

hostility, and it soon turns into a dysfunctional marriage. All in all, without a biblical 

start, a biblical benchmark, a biblical focus, and an immediate biblical remedy, when 
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needful, an increasingly greater, deteriorating, degree of marital estrangement is bound to 

be inevitable.   

     For the Church to recognize this sobering reality as ultimately a matter of “friendship 

of the world” (Jam. 4:4), to be defined as the society of man as it is organized against, or 

in this case, apart from God, is in general greatly to “humble itself.” In fact, there is every 

reason for the Church to do so in the light of its regrettable omission to approach the 

marriage issue with sufficient seriousness, and specifically against the backdrop of its all 

too frequent failure to “cleanse its hands” about its negligence, and to “purify its heart” 

about its carelessness, to pursue it with the necessary biblical vigor (Jam. 4:8). Such heart 

rending repentance does, and should, lead to a solemn determination on the part of the 

Church not to rest, but to shoulder its biblical obligation by declaring that no marriage 

will take place within its pale, unless potential partners are shown to be committed 

without reservation to a biblically defined joint-spirituality, joint-humanity, as well as 

joint-sexuality.  

     Once again, all this is only possible, if and when marriage partners are in each other’s 

heart as the root of the image of God, from which all of life, whether one’s thinking, 

willing or feeling, morality, social interaction, or creative imagination in speaking and 

acting, originates. Now on to the three anecdotal illustrations that bring out what it means 

for a (potential) couple to stand “shoulder to shoulder” in everything!  

     The first illustration explains how a godly husband and wife are, and should, stand 

“shoulder to shoulder,” even while poles apart physically. Imagine a mission team deep 

in the bush somewhere in Sub-Saharan Africa, under potentially deadly attack not only 

by malaria-laden mosquitoes seeking to take their toll, but also by nationals stirred up by 

an angry witchdoctor. Suddenly one of the team members begins to smile at a very 

critical moment. One of his partners promptly asks him, “What do you have to smile 

about?” The answer was not long in forthcoming, “I experience my wife.” Neither was 

the subsequent protest, “How is that possible? She is 8000 miles away?” The potency of 

the final reply can hardly be missed, “She is always present and ever stands ‘shoulder to 

shoulder’ with me, even in her absence. She is in my heart!”    

     At the same time “she” is in the “valley of the diapers.” In the middle of one of the 

hottest summers on record, and with the electricity interrupted already for a number of 

days, she is washing all the diapers by hand. With rivulets of sweat coming down from 

her forehead she suddenly starts smiling as well. A visiting friend asks her what she has 

to smile about. The same dialogue ensues. “I experience my husband.” “How is this 

possible with him being 8000 miles away, and letting you ‘slave’ here by yourself?”  

“You do not understand. He is always present and ever stands ‘shoulder to shoulder’ with 

me, even in his absence. He is in my heart!” One can taste their joyful joint-spirituality 

and joint-dominion taking!   

      The second illustration pertains to a minister of the gospel behind the former Iron 

Curtain in a country tyrannized by communism. The Constitution of that country 

promulgated freedom of religion. However, it only applied to the inside of an officially 

approved Church building, and the communists saw to it that no one would enter it. After 

a number of years the pastor came to the recognition that the Word of God, which is “not 

bound” (2 Tim. 2:9), and by implication cannot be bound, and may not be bound, was in 

chains after all. He subsequently came to the conclusion after three weeks of prayer that 

this situation could not continue. He had to step outside the Church building, knowing 
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full well that this, according to the same Constitution, was a matter of treason and carried 

the death penalty. Wishing to have his wife’s backing, he requested her to pray for three 

weeks as well, to find out whether she would endorse his decision to leave the confines of 

the Church building, and preach on its steps. After only two weeks of prayer she walked 

in his office, gave him a complete endorsement, and left his office with the following 

words, “If you do not step outside, I shove you outside.” It is difficult to encounter a 

more pronounced and a more glorious sample of sacrificial joint-dominion taking, in 

which husband and wife stand “shoulder to shoulder.” While this can only be rooted in a 

powerful joint-spirituality, it is the very stuff that does, and should, characterize both a 

godly husband and a godly wife in a biblical marriage. In short, in a truly biblical, God-

centered, joint-spirituality husband and wife are, and must be, willing to “come face to 

face with, and shove each other to, a God-honoring death!”                   

     In the third illustration the husband shared his “dream” of building a Christian School 

that would accommodate one thousand students. Spontaneously the wife smiled and 

responded, “I pledge you my time, skills, energy and toil to realize this “dream. But let’s 

shoot for two thousand students!” When subsequently she expressed the desire to 

construct a house with four bedrooms, one of them to be used by visiting missionaries or 

occasional guests, it was his turn to reciprocate in full. His eyes twinkled, he suggested 

that the number of rooms be upped to eight and he pledged his time, skills, energy and 

toil in order to make her vision a reality. Both could not have demonstrated any more 

clearly what it means to stand “shoulder to shoulder” in joint-Kingdom service 

(spirituality) and joint-dominion taking (humanity).   

     In short, whether the one mate draws up and proposes plans for evangelistic or 

edifying ministries at home or abroad, for Kingdom funding, for benevolence giving, for 

diaconal services, for constructing buildings, for shopping in the local mall, for watching 

sports events on television, for socializing with neighbors, for travel to exotic places, for 

formal and informal study, for leisure time and vacation, for sexual relations and the 

number of children, or for anything else, the other mate only can, and will, indicate that 

he or she truly stands “shoulder to shoulder,” when she or he spontaneously and 

enthusiastically ups the ante, by seeking to double (or triple) the scope of the proposal.  

Whether this is at all feasible, and will ever see the light of day, is a totally different 

matter. It is the “heart,” the mission control center, that is, and must be, exposed in this 

context!   

     Incidentally, the notion of “mutual support,” however frequently recommended in 

literature pertaining to a “successful marriage,” is still anemic, when it is compared to 

standing “shoulder to shoulder.” That mutual support is undoubtedly a good beginning, 

goes without saying. But it does not necessarily require self-denial, and is therefore still 

below biblical par. Only standing “shoulder to shoulder” is fully biblical, since it implies 

“(co-)suffering” and “(co-)death,” which are the joyfully anticipated prerequisites (Phil. 

3:10) for producing fruit (John 12:24) as well as life (2 Cor. 4:10-12). In fact, this 

phraseology brings to expression what “becoming one flesh” (Gen. 2:24) is truly all 

about. Mutual support may be confined to one’s cheering on the sidelines, while all along 

remaining a spectator. To be sure, this is a contribution of sorts. But “standing shoulder to 

shoulder,” “becoming one flesh,” is making a radical and total commitment. It is crossing 

the Rubicon, and getting into the “game,” with all that this does, can, and may, entail.  

That is, for good, better, and best, or for bad, worse, and worst!   
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     All this goes to show that preparation for marriage should be taken with utter 

seriousness. Not to ascertain by means of a thorough preparation process whether 

standing “shoulder to shoulder” in heart, thought, will, and emotions, morality and social 

interaction, creative imagination, as well as speaking and acting, is the grand and 

magnificent obsession of both (potential) marriage partners, is at least a blueprint for 

marriage sterility, and more than likely a blueprint for marriage disaster!   

     In the light of all this it goes without saying that, when a woman, as in the above-

mentioned instance, complains that her potential partner places “his work above his 

woman,” and this potential partner concludes that she desires “her man without his 

ministry,” the hand-writing is definitively on the wall. The situation is beyond rescue, and 

the marriage preparation simply must come to a dead stop. This counsel was promptly 

given and, thankfully, just as promptly heeded without either party giving it a further 

complicating thought! In short, in this case the tap was turned off, and in cases such as 

this the tap must be turned off! But more about this below in greater detail, especially 

when we loom at the meaning and significance of the biblical phrase that husband and 

wife are “one flesh!”                    

     Not so incidentally, the pivotal significance of dominion taking is underscored by the 

fact that it is mentioned twice in Genesis 1:26-28. It precedes as well as follows the 

mention of human sexuality. Apparently it should be the starting-point, if not bedrock, as 

well as the outcome, if not the aim and objective, of multiplication.
6
 The message is that 

in God’s plan children are entrusted to parents in order to join them in the dominion 

taking process as vital participants. That this has implications for their training should be 

evident. Children must be taught to display their creative imagination according to their 

own individuality, and so to stand on their own two feet as they, shoulder to shoulder 

with their parents, contribute to their joint-dominion taking under God. Incidentally, there 

is hardly any more efficient preparation for marriage than the experience of joint-

spirituality and joint-humanity in the parental home!               

     All this, I repeat, means that a marriage preparation worthy of its billing must take 

pains to inquire into the evidence of a “joint-obsession for joint-dominion taking.” When 

this is absent, there is no unity in the “humanity” of the partners. In such case a truly 

biblical marriage cannot materialize. This should “turn off the tap!” Even if the lack of 

unity would not produce the type of “irreconcilable differences” that culminate in 

divorce, it is bound to create either a non-functional or a dysfunctional marriage. With or 

without painful, scar-producing, tension the parties would go basically their separate 

ways mentally, volitionally and emotionally, even if the formal bond of marriage is not 

publicly renounced! This is underscored by the three features in Genesis 2 of “leaving,” 

“cleaving” and “becoming “one flesh,” which are to be discussed later.   

      In the meantime, it hardly seems a coincidence that Adam in naming the animals was 

“a working man” before God introduced marriage to him. Further, when Eve is called 

Adam’s “helper,” which is to serve the purposes of a joint pursuit of the cultural mandate, 

the priority of this mandate appears to be as binding today, as it was in Paradise! Once 

again, it is telling not only that it is introduced prior to the command to multiply (Gen. 

1:26), but also that the multiplication itself is said to serve the interests of that mandate 

                                                           
6
 This, once again, does not exclude the bonding, pleasure, and energizing aspect of sexuality, which is 

taught elsewhere in Scripture. This aspect must be given its full biblical weight. But it does not undercut 

the message of Genesis 1:26-28. 
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(Gen. 1:28)! In short, joint-dominion taking that is of God through God and unto God 

should be both the immediate launching pad and the grand objective of marriage. Of 

course, spirituality is and remains the grand foundation, umbrella and framework. I 

intend to show this in further detail below!  

     At this point, however, I wish to enlarge by way of practical examples on the crucial 

item that both the man and the woman must always (seek to) stand shoulder to shoulder 

with each other in their joint-dominion taking, whether in person or, if this impossible, in 

spirit. This is their bounded, inviolable, marital responsibility and privilege. Just as 

believers, inclusive of husbands and wives, are co-laborers with God (1 Cor. 2:9), so the 

woman is a co-laborer with her husband, and vice versa the husband with his wife in the 

service of God. This means that the wife must be desirous to “stretch” herself in order to 

stay alongside her husband, but by the same token that the husband must be desirous to 

“throttle back,” whenever joint-dominion taking requires this. This is his equally 

bounded, inviolable, marital responsibility and privilege. By way of illustration let us 

look at two telling instances!        

     In the first instance I counseled a pastor not to join me on a short term mission trip, 

but to stay home with his wife during a pregnancy that had all the earmarks of serious 

potential complications. Under those circumstances his wife’s request to that effect was 

altogether honorable and appropriate, without any trace of fear for, or antagonism toward, 

joint-dominion taking abroad. He sacrificially put on the brakes and engaged himself in 

joint-dominion taking at home. In this case the biblical principle of the primacy of 

biblical dominion taking over biblical sexuality was not violated by an unbiblical practice 

on the part of either the wife in her request or the husband in his response. The following 

year made this abundantly clear. At that time both husband and wife, with baby and all, 

took the short term mission trip together, with a gloriously productive joint-ministry to 

show for! Being shoulder to shoulder at home was beautifully complemented by being 

shoulder to shoulder abroad. Quite clearly, the one did not, and may not, crowd out the 

other, nor vice versa did, or may, the other crowd out the one. Both partners were, and all 

partners must be, unreservedly committed to joint-dominion taking whenever, wherever, 

and however! 

     In the second instance the husband, some years in the marriage, experienced the desire 

to attend seminary in order eventually to enter into the pastorate. When his wife, again 

without any antagonism against joint-dominion taking, wondered whether she was up to 

the task of being a pastor’s wife, he kindly and biblically informed her that he would not 

pursue seminary attendance, until all her reservations had disappeared. Two years later 

they headed for their seminary of choice, and five years later they entered the pastorate. 

     Both instances go to say the same thing. Without ever earnestly seeking to “stretch 

forward” and to “speed up” (whether the woman or the man), or ever quite willing to 

“bend backward” and to “slow down” (whether the man or the woman), there is no joint-

dominion, and without joint-dominion there is no sustained biblical marriage. This makes 

it mandatory that during the preparation time the potential spouses under the tutelage and 

watching eyes of their counselors/mentors better make sure that joint-dominion taking 

receives its undisputed biblical place. Even the slightest hesitation to go the biblical route 

turns the continuing pursuit of marriage into a sinful enterprise, and warrants “turning off 

the tap.”              

     Of course, it would be presumptuous to think that either joint-humanity or joint-
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sexuality will ever receive their proper due in their proper order apart from joint-

spirituality. The latter is not only mentioned first, but it also does, and must, take 

precedence over the other two. Without a biblical spirituality, both humanity and 

sexuality hang in the air and are bound to crash land. In short, without joint-humanity 

sexuality inevitably breaks down. It is a well known fact that baggage in the living room 

of life cannot but affect the bedroom. At the same time without a joint-spirituality both 

humanity and sexuality are in serious jeopardy. The lack of a deeply, warmly, and 

commonly experienced presence and worship of God leads to a divergent humanity with 

its inevitable tension-laden effects in the sexual area of life. This is one of the reasons 

why Scripture prohibits marriage to a non-Christian. After all, without Christ the 

foundation for a properly and orderly functioning marriage is absent, however much 

“common grace” may temporarily, or even temporally, put the brakes on the effects of 

sin.
7
    

     The upshot is this. Both potential partners in marriage must fully recognize the beauty 

of joint-spirituality, joint-humanity and joint-sexuality in their biblical, far-reaching, 

content as well as in their biblical, hierarchical, order, and be equally desirous 

permanently and joyfully to surrender to, and embrace, the practical consequences of this 

content and order. Even the slightest question mark or hesitation disqualifies from 

marriage.  

     Incidentally, the notion of (potential) disqualification will occur again and again in 

this volume. Future marriage partners must indicate their desire to submit in toto to all 

biblical conditions for a godly, God-honoring, marriage. Any kind of unwillingness or 

inability to meet the biblical conditions would put marriage out of (legitimate, biblical) 

bounds, and prohibit it. To ignore such “prohibition” in an attitude of indifference and to 

continue the pursuit of marriage under such circumstances would go against Scripture.  

Furthermore, to disregard it in an attitude of defiance, and to enter into marriage anyway, 

would be sinful to the core. On the other hand, it would be the mark of God-fearing 

potential partners when, upon recognizing their unwillingness or inability to function as 

fully biblical marriage partners, they would, and should, disqualify themselves, and 

abandon the pursuit of marriage!          

     One thing in closing, the prospect of marriage with its promise of joint-sexuality is 

frequently so exciting that the wedding day becomes the great, if not exclusive, goal for 

the partners during the time of their engagement. It absorbs their thoughts, captures their 

emotions, and chains their wills to such an extent that it tends to nullify the excitement 

for their joint-spirituality and joint-dominion taking. They cannot wait for the wedding 

day to arrive, and in the process fail to take time to assess their rich potential for either of 

these two God-given and essential aspects of marriage. As a result they spend hardly any 

of their energy in planning for ways and means to implement them. The upshot is that 

after the initial sexual excitement dies down, marriage seems empty, and does not 

                                                           
7
 “Common grace” has been said to be nothing more than “the embalming fluid” that prevents a corpse 

from emitting its stench. This should never be forgotten. When gasoline is in plentiful supply, societal 

peace, at least in this area, prevails. But the moment fuel lines are forming at service stations, tempers 

quickly flare and dormant murderous instincts are bound surface, when someone seeks to crash the line.  

Similarly, it requires “special grace” for marriage to come into its godly own. Common grace may make 

married life pleasant, but it will by definition fall short of receiving the stamp of biblical approval. The 

content of possessing and sharing the “special grace” that is in Christ as the engine of a godly marriage is 

the subject of Chapter 4 in this volume, and will be set forth in great detail at that point.   
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provide the fulfillment that it was supposed to provide.   

     It is not too difficult to pinpoint the twofold problem. An astonishing failure, and at 

times stubborn refusal, to get thoroughly organized in order to identify the biblical 

mandates and providential opportunities pertaining to their shared spirituality and 

humanity, hand in hand with an astonishing neglect, and at times willful indifference, to 

determine their God-given spiritual gifts and creational talents in order to deploy them 

toward the spread of the Gospel and the advance of the Kingdom! The excitement finally 

to be able to experience their biblical joint-spirituality and joint-humanity following the 

wedding day should be more powerful than the excitement to enjoy their joint-sexuality 

on the wedding day.  

     Frankly, not many couples go on record that following the wedding festivities, which 

concluded at 12:00 midnight, they prayerfully and joyfully sought the face of God 

together in their joint-spirituality until 3:00AM, animatedly and joyfully strategized 

together with a view to their joint-dominion taking until 6:00AM, and only after this 

thankfully and joyfully consummated the marriage in their joint-sexuality. But the couple 

that did so demonstrated thereby that it grasped and embraced the truth of Genesis 1:26-

28 in its hierarchical order, and shoulder to shoulder enjoyed a harmonious, ever 

blossoming and productive marriage!     
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2. Functional Difference 
 

While Genesis 1:26-28 teaches the essential equality of man and woman, Genesis 2:16-

20 emphasizes their functional difference. This difference evidences itself in the same 

three areas as the essential equality, namely the image of God, dominion taking over all 

of creation, and human sexuality. 

 

 

a. Image of God and Authority 

 

In the marriage relationship the final authority is said to rest with the man. The common 

participation in the image of God may not be used to undermine this. In fact, a proper 

understanding of the image of God in the total biblical context does exactly the opposite.  

It underscores it. Just as the being of God in terms of the ontological Trinity in which the 

Three Persons are equally God in both their essence and the sum total of their attributes 

(John 10:30; 14:9), is reflected in the ubiquitous created one-and-many spheres, so the 

way God functions in the economic Trinity, in which the Father is in authority over the 

Sent and Incarnate Son (John 3:16; 12:49-50; Phil 2:6-8), and, together with the Son, 

over the Sent and Proceeding Spirit (John 14:16-17, 26; 15:26; 16:13; Acts 2:33), is 

mirrored in the equally ubiquitous authority structures.
8
   

     In other words, as has already been observed, just like human artists, created in the 

image of God, put their full and unmistakable imprint upon their works of art, so both the 

ontological and economic Trinity put its indelible twofold imprint upon the created 

universe as the most glorious work of art ever produced. Hence the universal and all-

encompassing presence throughout created reality of the one-and-many spheres with their 

essential equality as well as the authority structures with their functional differences! 

From this perspective it is hardly surprising that mankind in its essence as well as 

functioning is the “spittin’ image,” not only of the ontological Trinity (in its essence), but 

also of the economic Trinity (in its functioning). In short, it stands to reason that what is 

endemic in God in terms of both the eternal One-and-Many sphere and the redemptive 

Authority structure is also endemic in mankind created in his image, in terms of the 

ubiquitous one-and-many spheres and the equally ubiquitous authority structures.  

 It is generally recognized that the authority issue constitutes the nucleus, and that the 

authority structures form the subject matter, of the Fifth Commandment. These authority 

structures comprise the parent-child relationship in the family, and from the broader 

biblical perspective the husband wife-relationship in the marriage, the elder-member 

                                                           
8
 The question can be raised, and has been raised, how the essential equality of the Father and the Son in 

the ontological Trinity in terms of both essence and perfections, which disallows any kind of essential 

(Arian) subordinationism, can be reconciled with the functional difference in the economic Trinity, which 

stipulates the salvific subordination of the Son and the Spirit to the Father, and is on undisputed display in 

the history of redemption. Once again, we are faced here with the reality of complementary truth. Both the 

ontological equality (homoousia) and the operational inequality of the persons in the Godhead are Biblical 

truths, must be honored, and will be honored, in and by the regenerate heart! In Church history it was 

customary to stipulate that “in the form of God” Christ was essentially equal to the Father, while “in the 

form of a servant” he was functionally unequal (Phil. 2:6-7; see Dennis W. Jowers, Journal of the 

Evangelical Theological Society, Vol. 49, No. 4 (December, 2006), 739ff, esp. 73—740, 765-766, as well 

as Kevin Giles, Jesus and the Father (Zondervan: Grand Rapids, 2006), 98-103.            
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relationship in the Church, the government-subject relationship in the State, and the 

employer-employee relationship in the business world. The prominent place of the Fifth 

Commandment, and therewith the prominent place of the authority issue, and the 

prominent display of the authority structures may not go unnoticed, let alone ignored or 

dismissed. It is the first commandment with a promise of long life (Eph. 6:1). It is more 

prominent than the prohibitions to murder, commit adultery, steal, and give false witness, 

however strange this may sound at first. But its towering significance is quickly grasped, 

once it is understood that the authority structures are like the structural steel in a huge 

skyscraper. Suck the steel out, and the whole building collapses, leaving destruction and 

death in its wake (Remember the tragic 9-11 Twin Tower disintegration in New York 

City, as soon as the steel structure failed to supply the necessary cohesion).   

 In other words, apostatize from God, remove the Fifth Commandment from society, 

and one can expect oppression on the part of those in authority and rebellion on the part 

of those under authority (Is. 59:13), resulting in chaos, lined with murder, rape, robbery 

and false witness. One can only wave off the Fifth Commandment at one’s grave peril.  

All this enables Paul to enforce this Commandment in the Family (Eph. 6:1-4) and the 

Business world (Eph. 6:5-9), allows the writer of Hebrews to enforce it in the Church 

(Heb. 13:7, 17), gives occasion to Peter to enforce it in the State (1 Pet. 2:13-17), the 

Business world (1 Pet. 3:18-25) and the Church (1 Pet. 5:1-5), and paves the way for all 

three of them, Paul, the writer of Hebrews and Peter, to enforce it in Marriage (Eph. 5:22-

33; Heb. 13:1; 1 Pet. 3:1-7).                  

     In sum, just as the one-and-many spheres mirror the eternal being of God in terms of 

the ontological Trinity and are essential to the make-up of mankind, so the authority 

structures are a direct reflection of the creative-redemptive operations of God in terms of 

the economic Trinity, and are therefore equally essential to the proper functioning of 

mankind. After all, mankind images the total being of God, ontologically as well as 

economically. This provides the solid anchorage for Paul's argument that the authority of 

the man is rooted in the created order. Therefore, in the Church as the body of Christ and 

the fortress of the truth, "the woman may not exercise authority over the man, because the 

latter was created first" (1 Tim. 2:13). This is underscored by Paul's reference to the Fall 

(1 Tim. 2:14). The twofold rationale of Creation and Fall could not be more universal. 

Therefore, there is nothing culturally contingent about Paul's teaching here.     

     Since Scripture is authoritative in whole and in part, as a rule of thumb its normativity 

must always be emphasized and maintained, unless and until its non-normativity can be 

demonstrated. This would require an original rationale, an original audience, original 

conditions, or a later revelation, that unmistakably either narrows the scope, or terminates 

the validity of, a passage, and thereby indicate that the content of this passage cannot, or 

can no longer, be taken as a universally applicable, binding, truth. However, no limiting 

rationale, audience, conditions, or revelation, are in evidence in the present context. So 

there is no possible ground to declare this Pauline teaching non-normative.  It constitutes 

a universal truth that does and should stand perennially. 

     Incidentally, a peculiar turnaround has come about in recent decades. A number of 

scholars now seem to hold that Scripture is non-normative until its normativity is 

established. This turnaround ought to be resisted. It vitiates what Scripture naturally 

assumes and what the Church has always confessed, namely the full authority of all of the 

Word of God for all of life, without any ifs, ands, or buts. 
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     At any rate, Paul tops all this off by co-anchoring the authority of the man in the 

redemptive order, picturing the husband-wife relationship as both analogous to, and 

reflective of, the Christ-Church relationship (Eph. 5:23-24, 25-26, 29, 32)! To insist on 

egalitarianism in this context is to subvert the position that Christ occupies in reference to 

his Church. In Revelation he walks among the golden lamp stands as their head (Rev. 

1:13). He is not only their sacrificial Lamb, but also their sanctifying Lord. In fact, 

precisely as Lord, the Lion from the tribe of Judah, he is the Lamb of God, standing as if 

slain (Rev. 5:5-6). Look at his features, hair like snow to indicate his holiness, eyes like a 

flame of fire that see everything, feet like burnished bronze that meet every objective, his 

activities, a voice like the roaring Niagara Falls that gets the attention, a sharp sword 

coming out of his mouth that cuts out the rot (Rev. 2:16), and his majesty, a face like the 

sun shining in full strength as the sum total of who he is and acts. It is hardly surprising 

that John falls on the ground like a dead man (Rev. 1:12-17). Refusal to embrace him in 

this second capacity as sanctifying Lord Scripture defines throughout as “prostitution” 

(See Ps. 73:27), and the stubborn insistence to continue in this refusal eventually spells 

“divorce” (Rev. 2:5; 3:16).   

     The Church is the body of Christ, and in and through this body he walks the world.  

When the Church opts out, comes to a standstill, and goes in reverse, Christ shakes the 

dust off his feet, moves on and finds himself another body, a body of true believers.  The 

history of the Church is full of evidence to this effect. Clearly, one better come to the 

quick conclusion that egalitarianism flies in the face of the relationship of Christ and his 

Church, and therewith by definition also in the face of its stipulated mirror image in the 

husband-wife relationship.  

     It should be added yet that the man displayed an authoritative stance which was 

assigned to him before the woman was ever created, as the "naming" of the animals 

indicates (Gen. 2:19). "To name" is to exercise authoritative (Is. 4:1; Dan. 1:19) 

interpretation (Gen. 32:28; Eph. 3:14ff). Adam clearly hit the ground running, before he 

had any comparable companion or audience! 

     However, there is a complementary side. While in the marriage relationship Scripture 

vests the (final) authority in the husband, this authority is not original. It is delegated.  

God entrusts him with it and sets the boundaries for it (Gen. 1:26; 2:16-17). This explains 

the nature and the exercise of this authority. 

     In terms of its nature human authority is not autonomous but derivative. This is to say, 

it is dependent upon God's interpretation of created reality. This is indicated when the 

man is enjoined not to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. This is more 

than a test of obedience.  Much, much more! The elaborate name of the tree would serve 

little purpose, were it merely a test. No, the tree, precisely because of its name, 

symbolizes a source of interpretation outside God and in competition with God. Adam is 

told for all practical purposes, “You either listen to me or you listen to someone outside 

of me for the interpretive input of what this world is all about (epistemology), and for the 

conduct that you ought to display (ethics). But remember, you will always be Number #2.  

If you listen to me, your life will bud and blossom. If you listen to the Deceiver and 

Murderer, you will be led astray and inevitably die” (Gen. 2:17)!   

     This is a universal principle that still obtains today. In making up one's mind or 

determining any course of action, every human in general, and the man in marriage in 

particular, is either guided by God's authoritative Word or deceived by the Enemy.  That 
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is, either his life blossoms up, or he destroys himself and his descendants.  This means by 

definition that the man's authority in marriage can never be anything else but derived.  He 

never is, and never will be, the “master of his own fate,” nor of anyone else’s, inclusive 

of his wife. In other words, also in his authority over his wife, he has received strict 

instructions what to think, what to will and how to feel, as well as how to act and what to 

say! By his surrender to God and his word, both partners in marriage are protected from 

Satan and sin, and face an open door toward a life of Godliness, harmony, peace and 

prosperity!  

     Furthermore, the exercise of this authority is not magisterial but ministerial. While 

“naming” entails authoritative, albeit not autonomous, interpretation, it also points to 

protective care (Prov. 18:10; Is. 4:1). As I will show later, this is totally in line with the 

biblical definition of a ruler as a “care-taker” (Is. 3:6-7). In short, while the authority of 

the man is authority, it is authority under God and for others. This implies for the woman 

that in marriage she is under the authority, teaching, as well as protective management of 

her husband. This is corroborated in the New Testament (1 Cor. 11:3; 14:34-35; Eph. 

5:25-27, 29; 1 Pet. 3:7).         

     In Part I, Section 3, Marriage under the Aspect of Redemption, I will argue that the 

place and function of the husband in the authority structure requires a self-sacrificial 

(Eph. 5:25) as well as sanctifying ministry (Eph. 5:26-27), just as the place and function 

of the wife entails submission to this ministry in action and spirit (Eph. 5:24; 1 Pet. 3:4-

6). Further, in Part III, The Focused Preparation for Marriage, the practical implications 

of all this will (have to) be carefully discussed.   

     Two remarks in closing out this section!  

     First, all this implies that in the preparatory phase of marriage it must become crystal 

clear that both potential partners, the man and the woman, wholeheartedly desire to honor 

and abide by all the biblical directives. That is, both (must) prove to be willing and able 

to pursue and implement (the man), and to embrace and submit to (the woman), the 

man’s sacrificial, sanctifying and shielding ministry, which must prevail in a marriage for 

it to be designated as a truly Christian marriage.     

     Second, it must be underscored at this point already that the proper exercise of the 

final say on the part of anyone in authority does not preclude that the one under authority 

will receive the full say. Care-taking in terms of both effective, sanctifying, teaching and 

insightful, satisfying, protection is unthinkable without it. It is an essential part and 

therefore must be a vibrant part of joint-dominion taking, which is the subject of the next 

section! In short, when the biblical boundaries of both the final and the full say are 

honored, the latter will function as the safety valve against rebellious anarchy and the 

former will not deteriorate into stifling tyranny. As will be shown later, then, and only 

then, will One plus One turn out to be authentically and truly One!  

 

 

b. Dominion taking and Division of Labor 

 

This brings us to the issue of the division of labor within the marriage relationship as the 

second aspect of the functional difference. The man receives the privilege and task of 

both "cultivating" and "guarding" the realm of his vice-regency (Gen. 2:15). This does 

not only amount to a lifelong, comprehensive, "cultural mandate," but also calls for 
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constant, vigilant, custodial duty against hostile intrusions. There appears to be an 

implicit warning that Satan is already on the prowl. Both the “dominion taking trowel” 

and the “apologetic sword” are, and must be, in constant evidence (Neh. 4:15-18).  

Cultural stewardship and cultural guardianship go hand in hand! 

     The woman is designated as the man's “helper” (Gen. 2:18). The fact that this is a title 

of honor, otherwise reserved to describe the nature of God's relationship to his children 

(Ps. 27:9; Heb. 13:6), indicates that the woman is not just a lower ranking assistant or a 

subordinate servant who simply does what she is told. No, she stands side by side, 

shoulder to shoulder, with her husband as a trusted friend and co-worker. While in 

marriage as an authority structure the husband does and should have “the final say” in 

matters of dominion taking, here the need for, and the significance of, “the full say” on 

the part of the woman enters into the picture as well. In fact, it does so in great force. Her 

insights, skills, gifts, talents and toil, must be fully tapped in order for her to honor the 

task that God has given her in the marriage relationship. However, as has been stated 

already, it also indicates that under no circumstances may she ever pursue her own 

independent goal(s). “The full say,” when separated from joint-dominion taking, will turn 

the marriage at best into a non-functional reality. Further, since non-functionality easily 

sparks antagonism and warfare, dysfunctionality always lurks around the corner. In fact, 

in a context where full, biblical, functionality is not deliberately and doggedly pursued, it 

is virtually inevitable, whether it is partial or total in nature.   

     A truly and fully biblical marriage is predicated upon a shared vision, a shared 

objective, and a common strategy to implement that vision and to arrive at that objective. 

Unless both partners have a “joint grand and magnificent obsession” in these regards, the 

marriage has collapsed before it started, and therefore should never materialize. In short, 

a biblical marriage is God-centered and serves God’s purposes in that his mandate to take 

dominion provides the framework for, and in that sense precedes the marriage 

relationship. As has been mentioned already, this implies that in the preparation for 

marriage any and all irreconcilable differences that do or threaten to “pop up” pertaining 

to dominion taking, whether in terms of a (predictable) questionable “final say” on the 

part of the man or a (likely) questionable “full say” on the part of the woman, disqualify 

any and all potential partners from marriage.   

     I explore the practical implications of this in Part III, which focuses on the specifics of 

the marriage preparation. But at this time already it seems apparent that the woman, just 

as little as the man, is permitted, once married, to set her aim at the independent self-

realization or self-fulfillment touched upon earlier, possibly in competition or even at 

cross purposes with her mate. No, marriage constitutes a solemn pledge on the part of the 

man to provide loving leadership, tender care and full protection for his wife and co-

laborer, while it constitutes a similar pledge on the part of the woman to make her 

husband in his spirituality the prime focus of her life and labor, and to support him in his 

dominion taking with her time, talents, input, energy, and labor. A large and vital part of 

this is to take charge of the household and to make a home for the children (Prov. 31:10-

31; Tit. 2:3-5). 

     Against this backdrop it is easy to understand that both the man and the woman can 

make or break both a marriage and a home (Gen. 29:31; 2 Sam. 12:7-10; Prov. 12:4; 

14:1). But it is equally easy to understand that with the proper exercise of their creation 

mandate the man can expect, and should receive, the respect of his wife and family, and 
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the woman the praise of her husband and children (Prov. 31:28). 
 

 

c. Multiplication and Propagation 

 

As to the respective functions of the husband and the wife in the extension of the human 

race, the biological differences alone already go a long way in determining them.   

Although it is the product of mutual love, the child is carried by the woman until birth 

and then, under normal circumstances, cared for by her for a considerable time. In line 

with, if not by virtue of, this created pattern, Paul does not only expect the woman to bear 

children as part (crowning piece) of the (functional) sanctification in her married life (1 

Tim. 2:15; 5:1), but also enjoins her to make the daily management of her home the focal 

point of her labor (ministry!) (Tit. 2:4). In the light of this the marriage preparation will 

do well not only to take a look at today's society, as it seeks to curtail the size of the 

family, but also to evaluate its emphasis upon the role of working women and the 

popularity of Day Care Centers to facilitate such curtailment. To be sure, the training of 

children, which does (should) take place from early morning to late at night, as well as 

inside and outside the home (Deut. 6:7), is not to be left in the hands of mothers only. In 

fact, the final responsibility rests with the father (Prov. 13:1; Eph. 6:4). This must be 

acknowledged both in principle and in practice. But it does not remove the pivotal place 

that mother does and should have in the rearing of children (Prov. 1:8; 4:3; 14:1).   

     In the light of what has been mentioned before, if the godly woman seeks to rear godly 

children, they will not only become partners in the joint-spirituality of their parents, but 

also in their joint-dominion taking. However, it is equally clear that if the woman does 

not take joint-dominion with her husband seriously, or refuses to do so, the resultant 

emergence of a non-functional or even dysfunctional marriage will certainly show up in 

the children. Joint-dominion with their father is bound to be ignored, downplayed, 

resisted, or dismissed to one degree or another. This is far from insignificant. In fact, it 

constitutes a sinful situation that poses a serious threat to the family. After all, the 

mention in Genesis 1:26-28 of joint-spirituality, joint-dominion taking, joint-sexuality, 

and then once again, joint-dominion taking, indicates that children are and should be the 

product of joint-spirituality and joint-dominion taking with a view to an enlarged joint 

family dominion taking. The preparation for the marriage enterprise has clearly cut out its 

task to ensure that all this is recognized and embraced! Children as well as their parents 

are full-blown individuals under God, each in his or her own individuality, but God 

forbid that they are taught to grow up through unbiblical, counterproductive, parental 

words or examples as unconnected or disconnected individualists. They are part of a 

family and must conduct themselves as such.  

     Here once again the issue of the one-and-many sphere, namely one family on the one 

hand and all the various members of this family on the other hand, enters into the picture. 

It is imperative that eventually the divinely mandated conduct in the one-and-many 

spheres receives our full attention. Suffice it for now to alert ourselves to its paramount 

importance. After all, without being instructed in the proper conduct in their originating 

family as a one-and-many-sphere, children are bound to grow up as (partial) weeds that 

will put their future marriages (and families) in serious jeopardy!  

     Let me underscore here, once again, that it is essential for the proper functioning of 

the originating family that husband and wife across the board stand shoulder to shoulder.  
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Only in this scenario will the children, who are so intimately tied to the wife as mother in 

the home, learn to stand shoulder to shoulder with their father, both in and outside the 

home. The moment rifts open up between parents, whether in terms of the “anemic 

mutual support,” mentioned above, through the pursuit of totally separate agendas, as the 

result of a fundamental estrangement, or on display in open antagonism, the originating 

family suffers for lack of godly fellowship and effectiveness, the children drift away from 

the father, the mother or both, and the derived families, originating in a corrupted context, 

and influenced by a corrupting model, are put in serious jeopardy. After all, questionable 

contexts and models are bound to repeat themselves! Therefore, if in the preparation for 

marriage it becomes clear that one or both of the parental homes are seriously lacking in 

functionality, the potential partners better make sure that it does not become a noose 

around their neck. They must resolutely distance themselves from the destructive pattern 

to which they have been exposed and which so easily turns into an injurious, if not 

destructive, generational sin! In fact, parents do well to recognize that they are far from 

perfect and consequently warn their children to shed all contaminated baggage for the 

sake of both their future and their service in the Kingdom of God. 
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3. Basic Blueprint 
 

Genesis 2:16-20 presents, thirdly, the basic blueprint of marriage. This has three 

component elements. Marriage partners must “leave” their parents, make a once and for 

all break with their parental home, “cleave” to each other, as if they are glued together, 

and must become “one flesh,” that is, merge and fuse their total existence.    

 

 

a. Leaving 

 

The formation of a marriage unit requires a radical breach with the parental home and 

constitutes truly a new beginning. This entails that a new unit emerges with a new human 

“priority” and a new human “wellspring” (the marriage partner) under a new standard 

(Scripture). Of course, only God is and can be the absolute and ultimate priority and 

wellspring. That is why it is not only quite unrealistic, but also profoundly mistaken to 

surrender “everything” to, and to expect “everything” from, the partner. This would be 

tantamount to an idolatrous “worship” and an equally idolatrous “dependence.” It would 

also lead to disillusionment. After all, finite and sin-stained humans cannot take the place 

of God, and therefore cannot carry the weight of such “surrender” or “expectation.”   

     No, the only way for married folks to function properly in their capacities of new 

human “priority” and new human “wellspring,” is to see themselves as the primary 

human “pipeline” of God’s grace to their partner, and to see their partner as the primary 

human “pipeline” of God’s grace to them. This and this only can and will make them 

proper priorities and wellsprings under God. Of course, God’s grace is to be taken in the 

broadest sense of the word, and encompasses all that God has for his children in both 

word and action. It stands to reason that the “wider” and more functional the two 

“pipelines” are, the more a marriage will blossom.   

     This is fully in line with the pattern found in Paul’s letter to the Colossians and the 

Ephesians. According to Colossians 1:17-19, 27; 2:2, 9; and 3:1-3, God in Christ is the 

ultimate priority and the ultimate wellspring for the Christian. All graces, such as 

knowledge, wisdom, love and holiness, are to be derived from Christ as the Head of the 

Church. But according to Ephesians 4:11-16, 28-29 those graces are to be imparted to 

Christians through the Church as his body. Marriage should reflect this pattern (Col. 3: 

18-19; Eph. 4:22-32). 

     At any rate, proper “leaving” entails that the spiritual, psychological, mental, 

volitional, emotional, social, economic and physical umbilical cord with the past must be 

irrevocably cut. All energies in these various areas ought to be directed to, and all needs 

in these same areas ought to be fulfilled by and through, the newly acquired partner. This 

turns partners into the new priorities and new wellsprings they are supposed to be. To put 

it bluntly, and somewhat provocatively, in terms of both giving and receiving the partner 

should approximate as much as possible an idol, without ever being or becoming one.  

This is, the spouses should by definition and without interruption enjoy the primacy over, 

and nullify the decisive influence of, any other person, item or event, except God.        

     Concretely, the first focus of the partners should be each other, in terms of time, 

energy, money, possessions, attitude, events, achievements, etc., and their first objective 

should be to determine each other's strengths and weaknesses, preferences and desires, 
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and to meet each other's needs, etc. This is what is meant by the new priority. The first 

focus is no longer the parents or friends, and as long as one’s partner is alive, it may 

never be the children, or the grand children, for that matter. They also should first and 

foremost draw from their God through each other, whether spiritually, psychologically, 

intellectually, emotionally, volitionally, morally, socially, financially, physically, or 

otherwise. This is what is meant by the new wellspring. It should be evident by now that 

the more biblically the partners function, the more they will display servanthood. They 

make themselves constantly available, and just as constantly draw from each other, as 

“pipelines” to and from God.   

     Once again, parents and friends should be permanently replaced in terms of both 

human priority and human wellspring. Neither are children or grandchildren ever allowed 

to crowd out the spouse in these regards. Of course, to the extent partners encounter their 

own limitations they can and should turn to other complementary sources, such as 

pastors, counselors, or friends, to supply much-needed assistance of any and all sorts. But 

even then they should do this jointly and by mutual consent! 

     This does not imply that the family past or the friendship circle simply vanishes. The 

relationship to the parents must be, and remain, as harmonious as possible (Rom. 12:18), 

and the attitude toward them must be one of respect (Ex. 20:12). The same applies to the 

relationships to their friends. It implies even less that the past, especially the family past, 

is antagonistically rejected or resentfully ignored. Every attempt to distance oneself from 

it in an artificial way, including a physical move, is doomed to failure. If the family past 

in terms of individuals or events poses any problem whatsoever, it ought to be dealt with 

squarely and properly. Otherwise it will retain its grip and continue as a liability, if only 

as a negative influence in future thoughts, patterns, relationships or decisions. 

     Nevertheless, all this does mean that nothing or no one from the past, consciously or 

unconsciously, may have the final say in, or form the ultimate mold for, the new marriage 

unit. That is, they may not determine the choice of conduct or course of action. The past, 

whether family or friendship past, may never, whether in its totality or in any of its 

details, be regarded as sacrosanct, but must come under fresh, intelligent and unfettered 

scrutiny on the part of both partners, as the need arises or the circumstances require. In 

short, continuity or discontinuity with the past is determined solely by the partners and by 

no one and nothing else.   

     This is to be done not on sentimental grounds, but in prayerful interaction with, and in 

unquestioning submission to, the Word of God.  Here the new standard for the new unit 

emerges. It is the Word of God. It is not the old family unit or the friendship circle on 

either side. In fact, no past structures, relationships, experiences or practices, may dictate 

future habits or plans. They all have lost the authoritative position they once may have 

held. Of course, the patterns of the original home may carry over. But if they are retained, 

it is only because, and to the extent that, they are either sanctioned by Scripture, or not 

opposed by it, and, further, agreeably fit in the fabric of the new unit. Naturally, all the 

bad patterns must go for obvious reasons. But also the “indifferent” patterns may be 

dismissed, as the new unit determines its own present and future. The allegiance to the 

new unit must be so strong that even patterns of long standing, that are not to be regarded 

as sinful, should be gladly sacrificed without any emotional backlash. Indeed, even the 

mere scrutiny of these patterns may not and should not meet with hostility, resentment or 

even a defensive attitude. Under God and his Word the new unit is a totally new “ball 
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game.” That the knowledge of God’s Word becomes a crucial factor hardly needs to be 

emphasized.   

     Of course, all this requires humility on the part of parents and friends not to insist on a 

blanket continuation of their influence. In fact, both godly parents and friends, who 

acknowledge that they cannot claim perfection, will gladly counsel, indeed, insist, that 

their children and acquaintances should close ranks with their mates under the standard of 

the will of God, and filter or screen out any identified deficiencies or less than perfect 

patterns in their family past or friendships that could debilitate, cripple or even poison the 

new marriage unit.     

     In summarizing this section, it should be fully recognized by now (1) that God is and 

ought to be the ultimate wellspring for both marriage partners, (2) that in the marriage 

relationship the mate is and ought to be the first and foremost pipeline from God, and (3) 

that the content of the Word does and ought to constitute the grace that flows through this 

pipeline. If this is the case, it will and ought to lead to the further recognition (4) that 

prayer is an essential ingredient for all the constantly (much) needed grace to start 

flowing from its Divine wellspring, for its quality to be constantly controlled by the Word 

as the Divine standard, and for its constant arrival at its Biblically, and therefore Divinely 

approved, destination to be assured. The twofold maxim of James should ever be in the 

forefront of our thinking and in control of our prayers: (1) “You do not have, because you 

do not ask,” and (2), “You ask, and do not receive, because you (all too easily!) ask in an 

evil way, that you may waste the outcome on your lusts” (Jam. 4:3). Failure to pray 

makes either “pipeline” or both “pipelines” in marriage non-functional and unproductive. 

This stifles growth, and produces an unfruitful and ineffective marriage. Self-seeking in 

prayer makes either “pipeline” or both “pipelines” dysfunctional and counterproductive. 

This has a withering effect, and turns the marriage into a desert that is void of life, a 

cemetery that exposes death, and a Dead Sea that kills everything. In a word, standing 

shoulder to shoulder in a fully blossoming marriage demands kneeling shoulder to 

shoulder in an ever increasing, life-giving, fashion! 

 

 

b. Cleaving 

      

Furthermore, marriage is constituted when the partners bond themselves together by a 

solemn pledge of perpetual fidelity in a union that is inviolable and indissoluble other 

than by death. Apart from God they may not be bonded to anything or anyone more 

strongly than to each other, whether spiritually, psychologically, mentally, volitionally, 

emotionally, morally, socially, economically, physically or otherwise. This bonding 

resembles the welds of the steel sections of the hull of a mega-tanker. Apparently, in a 

violent break-up the steel plates will be ripped apart before the weld ever disintegrates. In 

short, the latter is stronger than the “mother” material. Similarly, marriage partners ought 

to experience this kind of "tearing" sensation when their marriage is under attack and is 

threatened with disintegration. The agony of being torn apart, of course, would be so 

intense that it will preclude divorce by definition. Not even the thought of it will be 

entertained.  

     Scripture provides us with more than merely an inkling of the type of bonding that is 

at stake in the marital union in the story of Ruth and Orpah (Ruth 1:8-17). If the 
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analogous model that Ruth presents is taken any seriously, the range of proper, biblical 

bonding between spouses is all-encompassing. It pertains to divine worship and human 

fellowship, nationality and residence, labor and leisure, place and time, in short, life and 

death. The difference between Ruth and Orpah is telling. The “break” between Orpah and 

Naomi took place at the weld. There was short term weeping, all right, but the “divorce” 

was soon final. However, the suggested “break” between Ruth and Naomi threatened to 

tear Ruth apart in the “mother” material, that is, in the deepest part of her personality. 

That is why it never materialized.   

     As is shown in the next section, the common objective for both partners in marriage is 

for 100% (man) + 100% (woman) to equal 100%, no more and no less, with ultimately 

no gap, nor even a identifiable weld. This does, and will, keep the marriage, as well as the 

derived family, invariably in tact, fully functional and gloriously effective. This is what 

standing “shoulder to shoulder” ultimately is all about! In a redeemed world all this, as 

will be seen in detail below, is on original display in the relationship between Christ and 

his Church, and in a derived, reflective manner, in the relationship of husband and wife.  

        

 

c. “One Person” 

 

Finally, the grand design for marriage is to achieve a union that is ever growing and 

cannot be compared with anything else on earth. As has been observed, only in marriage 

does one plus one equal one. It does not equal three, four, five, six, or more. Neither 

parents, nor bosom friends, nor children, or grand children for that matter, whether one or 

more than one, may project themselves, or be invited, into this equation. One plus one in 

this context does not even equal two. In fact, 100% plus 100% may not equal a fraction 

over 100%, such as 200%, 150%, 125%, 115%, 105% or even 101%. Man and woman 

become one person ("one flesh") without any reservation, whether in terms of ifs, ands, 

or buts! The biblical blueprint calls for total sharing without any room for solitude, 

isolation or privacy.   

     (1) They are, and must be, one in their spirituality. They must share by conviction and 

in their experience that of, through, and unto God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, are all 

things, psychologically, intellectually, volitionally, emotionally, morally, socially, 

financially, physically, and in any other way. This influences, and must come to 

expression, in the totality of their life, including their devotions, their Church attendance, 

their ministries, their reading habits, their entertainment, the rearing of their children, the 

discharge of their civil responsibilities, the spending of their moneys, the choice of their 

vacations, etc., etc.      

     (2) They are, and must be, one in their humanity. They must share their lives, all that 

they are, have, can, wish, and do, their joys and sorrows, their strengths and weaknesses, 

their victories and defeats, their riches and poverty, their achievements and failures, their 

aspirations and inhibitions, their fears and their courage, their dreams and their 

expectations. They must surrender themselves and their possessions, their time and their 

energy, their talents and their skills to each other. They integrate their personalities. Their 

heartbeats are synchronized. Their thinking processes merge. Their wills fuse. Their 

emotions blend. Their gifts and abilities become complementary. They amalgamate their 

imagination, and their vision. They pursue their implementation together. The partners 
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look through each other's eyes. They hear through each other's ears. They are heading in 

the same direction. They aim at the same objectives.  

     (3) They are, and must be, one in their sexuality. In their diversity as male and female, 

and as the culmination point of their shared spirituality and humanity, they profoundly 

experience physical (comm)union. They will not call their body their own, but do 

surrender their authority over it to each other (1 Cor. 7: 4), always prepared, if not eager, 

to bring their joint-spirituality and joint-humanity to a fitting finale by means of the 

mutual ministry of a joint-sexuality. If Paul’s observation that “it is better to marry than 

to be aflame with passion” (1 Cor. 7:9) is taken any seriously, human sexuality is a 

potential powder keg. If either partner deprives the other of his or her conjugal rights, and 

the powder keg explodes in a grievously sinful manner, the guilty, “exploding,” party has 

only himself or herself to reproach. No blame shifting or finger pointing permitted! But 

the contributing party better be aware that he or she cannot wash his or her hands of the 

affair. In such setting both parties share guilt and must condemn themselves (1 John 

3:20). This is merely to say that any inkling before marriage that either future partner 

may or will decline potential “availability around the clock,” except “by agreement for a 

limited time for the purpose of prayer” (1 Cor. 7:5a), can only lead to one conclusion. 

Turn off the tap and scrap the wedding day, unless and until this issue is biblically 

settled! One simply does not, and may not, open oneself up in advance to Satan’s 

temptation with all that this could entail (1 Cor. 7:5b).                          

     In other words, the conclusion is warranted that in all three areas both partners must 

“stand shoulder to shoulder.” Desirous to be jointly conformed to the image of Christ 

(Rom. 8:29), they must unconditionally and cheerfully surrender everything to each 

other, may similarly claim everything from each other, spiritually, psychologically, 

mentally, volitionally, emotionally, socially, financially, physically, and must regret any 

limitation and barrier to the perfect union of, and complete communion with, each other. 

This both expresses and enhances (1) their shared spirituality, zealous to display 

themselves jointly as the image of God, (2) their shared humanity, eager to take joint-

dominion, and (3) their shared sexuality, keen to experience this jointly in ever joyful 

anticipation.    

     Their union, in short, is vital and total. It is a living reality and extends to every entity, 

every aspect and every area of life. Their communion is all-encompassing, ever 

deepening, and ever growing during their safari through life. Although the sexual 

(comm)union is the crowning piece, it may never be substituted for the whole. In fact, 

without (comm)union in the areas of spirituality and humanity, the sexual (comm)union 

will be a fleetingly pleasant, but ultimately "empty" experience. By the same token, only 

with spirituality in place, will humanity and sexuality come into their own, and only with 

spirituality and humanity in place, will sexuality be a true and permanent culmination 

point. Therefore both in the preparation for marriage and in marriage itself, spirituality, 

humanity and sexuality should be pursued both in combination and in that order.    

     All this, as has already been stated, does not only underscore that the marriage 

relationship cannot thrive, unless the partners share the objectives required by the cultural 

mandate, and pursue them jointly. It also emphasizes the pivotal truth that both “cultural 

mandate” and “marriage” will blow up in one’s face, unless true spirituality prevails!  

Part III goes into greater details to make all this as clear as possible.   
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     In it I argue that the slightest unwillingness or the most minimal inability (1) 

unconditionally to surrender to the biblical teaching on spirituality, humanity and 

sexuality applicable to everyone, (2) unreservedly to pursue the joint-spirituality, joint-

humanity and joint-sexuality demanded by Scripture in marriage and (3) wholeheartedly 

to implement this expressly stipulated triad, makes it once and for all impossible to enter 

into a truly and fully Christian marriage. In fact, any persisting unwillingness or inability, 

to whatever degree, immediately disqualifies potential partners from a biblically 

mandated marriage relationship, and turns the continuing pursuit of such relationship into 

an exercise of sinful presumption. In fact, it would constitute a transgression of God’s 

prescription for a godly functioning marriage, whether consciously or not, to proceed 

toward a relationship that violates this prescription, to whatever degree and in whatever 

manner.     

     I also argue that any effort to pursue and implement a joint-spirituality, a joint-

humanity and a joint-sexuality, apart from the grace of Christ and the presence of the 

Spirit is doomed to radical and total failure. While through Christ and through the Holy 

Spirit Christians can do all things, also in the marriage relationship (Phil. 4:13; Rom. 8:9-

10), without Christ and the Holy Spirit they can do nothing (John 15:5; Rom.  8:7). This, 

once again, mandates prayer, unceasing prayer, fervent prayer. If marriage partners ever 

see their marriage teetering on the brink, or falling apart, it is because they either do not 

ask, or ask selfishly (Jam. 4:2-3). But if they knock and keep on knocking on the door of 

heaven, ask and keep on asking the God of heaven, and seek and keep on seeking the life 

of heaven (Col. 3:1-3), they will encounter an open door, experience a generous Father, 

and experience a rich life (Mt. 7:7-11).  

     There is every reason for potential marriage partners to enter the School of Prayer in 

their preparation for marriage, and to enjoy the fruits of prayer at that time already. There 

is also every reason for their counselors/mentors to ascertain that they are eager students 

in that School. Without having “earned their degree,” or being well on the way, at the 

scheduled time of their marriage, it is the better part of wisdom to postpone the wedding, 

or not to enter the marriage at all!                 

     Of course, it will be immediately conceded that “common grace” not only can, and 

does, restrain evil, but also can, and does, provide a sense of fulfillment, in non-Christian, 

as well as in non-functional and dysfunctional “Christian” marriages. But this should not 

lull anyone to sleep.  Apart from “special grace,” as it is found in Christ through the 

Spirit, a truly functional, that is, a truly Christian marriage is impossible.    
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Chapter 2 
 

 

Marriage under the Aspect of the Fall 
 
 

Introduction 
 

The biblical blueprint is impressive and clamors for total implementation.  However, this 

is by no means a foregone conclusion.  The Fall into sin interfered.  It precipitated a 

debilitating Chapter Two in the drama of creation in general, and of marriage in 

particular.  To be sure, the prolongation of marriage was never in jeopardy.  As a creation 

ordinance the institution of marriage remained, and always will remain, in force.  

Furthermore, the make-up of marriage was never changed.  The union of a man and a 

woman, in their createdness, continues to be essential.  Finally, the standards for marriage 

were never lowered.  The basic blueprint retained its normativeness.  But the blight of 

sin, its inherent corruption and its consequent devastation was to make an imprint upon 

marriage from which it would never completely recover.  Not until the heavenly marriage 

of Christ and his Church will there ever be a perfect union.  

     In short, the impact of the Fall upon marriage cannot be ignored.  It is displayed 

throughout Scripture, and recorded in considerable detail in Genesis 3:1-19.  An outline 

of this pertinent passage will once again precede a number of general remarks, and serve 

to bring out a number of central points.  It will soon become clear that, just as all of 

created reality, marriage turned into a battleground in a variety of ways.  It was savagely 

attacked by Satan who did and still does his level best to subvert, if not ruin, it.  It was 

sadly ravaged by the sin of man, who did and still does experience the bitter taste of its 

consequences.  It was seriously effected by God’s judgment, which was and still is meted 

out.  It will become equally clear that apart from the Gospel marriage is essentially a 

dead-end street.  Just as all of created reality it is subjected to an empty meaninglessness 

(Rom. 8:20).  To be sure, there still is what is known as “common grace.”  But while this 

can restrain the ugliness of sin, and result in a measure of happiness, it can never restore 

the beauty of holiness.  It is rather tragic to hear the Preacher exclaim, “Enjoy your wife, 

all the days of your meaningless life (Eccl. 9:9). Surely, there is lots of hope, but only in 

the fear of God as the source of meaning, in keeping his commandments as the grid of 

meaning (Eccl. 12:13), in being children of God and joint heirs with Jesus as the 

substance of meaning (Rom. 8:16-17), and in the ultimate glorious deliverance and 

freedom from all corruption at the arrival of consummate meaning (Rom. 8:21)! 

     This brings us to the outline of the sections in Genesis 3 that present the biblical data 

about the Fall into sin relevant to the institution of marriage. In the exposition below it 

will once again be clear that God does not allow man or woman to tinker with marriage 

as a creation ordinance, whether in terms of male chauvinism, egalitarian feminism, or 

same sex marriages. The creation ordinance as stipulated in Genesis 1 and 2 stands 

inviolable in all its component elements. Sin may rage against it, but cannot undo it.  

Eventually, Scripture shows both in Ephesians 5 and other passages that marriage under 

the aspect of redemption constitutes a restoration of the marriage relationship to its 
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original glory as this is set forth in the Paradisial blueprint in Genesis 1 and 2! 

     Well, here is the outline of the pertinent sections of (mainly) Genesis 3.       

 

     1.  Ravaging Effects of Sin upon Marriage                  3:6-16    

           a. Ravaging Effect upon the Man                               (3:8-12) 

           b. Ravaging Effect upon the Woman                         (3:6, 16) 

           c. Ravaging Effect on Display in Scripture                (Is. 3:1-4:1) 

 

     2.  Judicial Effects of Sin on Marriage                         3:16-18 

           a. Judicial Effect upon the Woman                            (3:16) 

           b. Judicial Effect upon the Man                                 (3:17-19) 

           c. Judicial Effect in Scripture                                     (Eccl. 1:2; 12:8) 
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1. Ravaging Effects 
 

 

Introduction 

 

The Scripture passage under consideration, Genesis 3:1-19, discloses, first of all, the 

ravaging effects of sin upon marriage, consisting of two seemingly irresistible debilitating 

tendencies. The first tendency deeply affects the man. It will plague him all his life. The 

second tendency affects the woman with equal force and tenacity.  

 

 

a. The Man 

 

The man is shown to possess an ever present, and seemingly irrepressible, tendency to be 

irresponsible. This is in evidence before marriage, but is accentuated in marriage. Always 

latent, it rears its ugly head in direct proportion to the increase in responsibility. It is 

virtually the first thing that Adam displays after his rebellion against God. When asked 

whether he had eaten of this forbidden fruit, he immediately attempts to disavow 

responsibility by pointing the finger at his wife, and ultimately at God himself. The real 

culprit is “the woman whom you have given” (Gen. 3:12).   

     However, this tendency does not stop with Adam. It is noticeable in Abraham as well. 

Upon his arrival in Canaan (Gen. 12:10), he encounters a famine. Quite a discouraging 

reception in this totally new and alien environment! On his own he decides to move into 

Egypt. Instantaneously he runs into trouble. This, incidentally, is inevitable, when one 

operates independently without consulting God, and ventures outside the range of both 

the commands and the promises of God. He must now choose. Egypt's border guards 

have the standing instruction to take all beautiful women to Pharaoh's palace, and kill 

everyone who stands in their way. Now, will Abraham sacrifice the honor of his wife, or 

run the risk of losing his life? He does not seem to hesitate too long. He chooses the 

former, and hides behind the skirts of his wife. “Tell them that I am your brother!” This is 

not a lie. After all, he and his wife shared the same biological father. Still, he chooses to 

save his "hide" by potentially throwing her to the "wolves" (Gen. 12:10-20). Of course, 

once he decided to enter Egypt, he should have informed the border guards that they 

could not touch his wife except over his dead body. Instead, eye to eye with a potentially 

deadly danger he opted for the height of marital irresponsibility. His tendency to this 

effect proved to be too much. It proved to be irresistible!    

     This tendency is also noticeable in Isaac.  He was utterly irresponsible, when he 

refused to listen to the Word of God through Rebekah. She undoubtedly reminded him 

again and again that God's plan called not for Esau to be Number 1, but Jacob. However, 

he did not yield to the truth that came his way through the spousal “pipeline” that God 

had given him! He added insult to injury when at the moment of truth he totally ignored 

Esau's spiritual state, and decided to entrust the future to Mr. Indifferent-to-God's-cause.  

Isaac's decision to disregard God's directive completely caused great frustration to his 

wife, and eventually led to the break-down of his home (Gen. 25:19-28:5). Of course, he 

should have gladly yielded to the “oracle” that commanded him to give the first birthright 

to his youngest! 
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     It is, finally, noticeable in Jacob. He failed to deal responsibly either with his mother 

Rebekah or with his wife Rachel. He cheerfully set out to deceive his father as soon as he 

was assured that his mother would pay for any unpleasant consequences. After falling for 

her beauty that went only skin deep, he permitted Rachel to hold on to her cherished idols 

for most of her life. Not until after his return from Haran into Canaan did he remove them 

from his house. But even then he had to be prompted by God to do so (Gen. 27:11-14; 

31:30-35; 35:1-4). Of course, Jacob should have recognized his irresponsibility, and 

immediately opted for a massive overhaul of his total life! Without God’s direct and 

personal intervention, which made him “call on the name of the Lord,” and so 

precipitated his salvation (Acts 2:21), he would have been left to his own devices (Gen. 

32:26a), and undoubtedly gone down the spiritual drain (Gen. 32:24-26).    

     King Asa is a pleasant exception when he deposed his own mother as queen because 

she had the gall to erect an obscene idol. In the process he cut down the idol, and 

proceeded to crush and burn it (2 Chr. 15:16). However, even the irresponsibility in Asa 

reared its ugly head toward the end of his life, as he entered in an alliance with the king 

of Syria, placed his reliance upon him rather than upon the Lord, became angry with the 

prophet who rebuked him for that, promptly jailed him, and for good measure proceeded 

to tyrannize his own subjects (2 Chr. 15:2-3, 7-10). Of course, King Asa should never 

have deviated from his original patter of conduct! His tendency to be irresponsible got the 

better of him!   

     In short, this tendency is not only present in the first man, but also appears to be 

endemic to the patriarchs and beyond. The conclusion seems warranted that it is universal 

in its scope. No male can ever hope to escape it. As will be explained later at greater 

length, the irresponsibility the man displays in Paradise, now becomes the “thorn in his 

flesh,” which he has to fight all of his life. It is interesting to note that in the decades that 

I have shared all this with many audiences, no one has ever seriously sought to challenge 

its truth. Thoughtful, biblical, self-knowledge invariably prevailed.  

 

 

b. The Woman 

 

The woman does not escape the ravaging effect of sin either.  She is shown to have a 

tendency to be dominating that seems to be just as present and equally irrepressible. This 

also is in evidence before marriage, and accentuated in marriage. It emerges from its 

latency, when it is faced with authority. God tells Eve, "Your desire shall be to your 

husband, and he shall rule over you" (Gen. 3:16).   

     It has been argued that this is a sympathetic warning of God to Eve as to what she will 

experience in the marriage relationship. This provides us with the following bottom line. 

God compassionately gives her a hint of what she, regrettably, can anticipate in marriage. 

To forewarn her is supposedly to forearm her. "Eve, in a trusting and guileless fashion 

you will again and again decide to give up all or part of your identity, and attempt to fit in 

your husband's world. But don’t be fooled, he will lamentably use this fact to his own 

advantage, and oppress you whenever he has the chance." The implication, of course, is 

that the woman is in need of emancipation. She should break out of this deplorable 

situation, and insist on experiencing her identity in total egalitarian, if not independent, 

equality.   
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     The proponents of this exegesis claim that the apostle Paul, at least in his best 

moments, endorses this view. Deviating from his worst moments (1 Cor 14:34), he 

declares that there is no “male or female in Christ” (Gal. 3:28). In doing so, he 

supposedly stipulates that in the Gospel the woman's emancipation, the great break- 

through, has finally become a reality. She can now put the authority structure behind her, 

and insist on equal, egalitarian, billing.  

     The comparison of Genesis 3:16 with Genesis 4:7, however, leads to a totally different 

conclusion. In both passages the same phraseology occurs. Just as sin desires Cain, and 

he must resist this, so Eve desires her husband, which he may not let go unchecked. The 

only sensible explanation is that the desire in question is a desire to dominate. Sin and 

Eve have the penchant “to take over” in common. This presents a diametrically opposite 

picture than the one presented above. God warns Eve that her decision in Paradise to go it 

alone has consequences. In fact, there is a parallel with Adam. Just as was the case with 

her husband, what constituted Eve’s sin in Paradise becomes a tendency with which the 

woman has to fight all of her life, the perennial propensity to take unilateral action and so 

to dominate. Against this backdrop Adam is charged not to yield to this tendency, but to 

resist it. Under no circumstances may God’s authority structure be turned upside down. 

God gave him the authoritative rule in Paradise as a creation ordinance, and this 

ordinance does and must stand. Adam may not let himself be dominated, and in the 

process become a “weathervane,” a “follower.” He may never surrender his leadership 

responsibility. He must rule!    

     This, incidentally, does not fly in the face of Galatians 3:28. To extract from this 

passage the woman's emancipation from the authority structure in marriage, or in the 

church for that matter, is irresponsible, if not preposterous, hermeneutics. One should 

never ask a passage of Scripture a question that it is not designed to answer. The context 

of Galatians 3:28 deals with the doctrine of justification. In that framework there is, of 

course, total equality among all humans. All are equally sinners, all are equally justified 

by faith, and all are equally children of God through faith in Christ! However, the 

authority issue does not come into the picture, not even by the farthest stretch of the 

imagination. It is fully outside the purview of the purpose of the passage. So to draw 

conclusions from it in an attempt to settle the authority issue is to shove something down 

the throat of Scripture. This is unbecoming, if not shameful, to say the least! Besides, the 

notion that Paul virtually retracts his earlier chauvinistic approach in 1 Corinthians 14 in 

favor of a later supposedly egalitarian view in Galatians 3 is untenable. Galatians was 

written well before 1 Corinthians. In his earlier letter, Galatians, Paul boldly proclaims 

that in terms of salvation there is total equality across race, social status, and gender (Gal. 

3:28). In his later letters, 1 Corinthians and Ephesians, he, as well as other writers in their 

epistles, such as Hebrews and 1 Peter, proclaim with the same boldness that there is a 

functional difference in the created authority structures, such as marriage, the family, the 

state, the employer-employee relationship, and the church (1 Cor. 11:3; 14:34; Eph. 5:22-

6:9; Heb. 13:7, 17; 1 Pet. 2:13-3:7; 5:1-5). In fact, the NT intimates that only those who 

enjoy their equal status in salvation as a reflection of the ontological Trinity, which spells 

essential equality, can, and will, gratefully embrace their function in the authority 

structures as a reflection of the economic Trinity, which spells functional inequality.       

     Furthermore, the divine warning in Genesis 3:16 as it is explained above, has a basis 

in biblical fact. Eve was the first one to eat the fruit and proceeded to urge the same upon 
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Adam. However, the seemingly irresistible tendency to dominate does not stop with her.   

     It is noticeable in Rebekah. Jacob's deception of his father for the purpose of obtaining 

the promise was her brainchild (Gen. 27:5-10). Of course, she should have earnestly and 

respectfully warned Isaac, possibly informing her that God, if needs be, might well strike 

Esau dead just before he would receive the blessing. But domineering manipulation is out 

of bounds for a godly woman who aspires for godly conduct!  

     It is also noticeable in Rachel. She determined where Jacob ought to sleep without his 

input. In exchange for what was regarded as a fertility drug, she directed him to her 

sister's tent, apparently at will! She used Jacob as a means of exchange, in fact, as a piece 

of merchandise. It is not without some grim humor to envision what took place at the 

decisive moment. When he came home from a hard day's work, and directed his steps 

"’thisa’ way," he was cheerfully informed by the two sisters that he had to go “’thata’ 

way." And he did so without protest, like a lamb to the slaughter. Rachel also decided 

who would be worshipped in the home. Idols were in clear evidence (Gen. 30:14-16; 

31:31-34). They were only belatedly removed, and this solely by divine intervention 

(Gen. 35:1-4). It is hardly surprising that in the episode of Dinah's rape, Jacob's sons 

shoved him unceremoniously aside. "Butt out, Dad. We will handle this" (Gen. 34:7, 13).   

His evident failure to shoulder responsible leadership in the family led to the refusal to 

honor his leadership by the family. Of course, Rachel’s conduct in this episode is not 

incidental. Just like Jacob, she should have sought for a massive overhaul of her total life!  

Without the direct and personal intervention that her husband experienced, she eventually 

died in childbirth with a bitter and murmuring complaint on her lips, as she declared 

herself Mrs. Sorrow by means of the name that she wished to force upon her newborn 

son. Thankfully Jacob put a stop to that (Gen. 35:18).
9
  

     Sarah is a pleasant exception. She is truly exemplary at a crucial time in her life, 

which earns her an honorable mention in the NT. Peter informs the women in the church 

that "Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord," and adds, "whose daughters you became, 

as you did well and were not gripped by fear in nervous consternation" (1 Pet. 3:6). It is 

quite possible that Peter refers to the well-known episode that is described in Genesis 

12:10-20. Intense fear could well have gripped Sarah, and great consternation could well 

have overtaken her, when her husband appeared willing to throw her to the dogs and 

sacrifice her honor in what would amount to statutory rape in order to save his own life. 

But this is clearly not the case. She obeyed Abraham as the lord of her life when she was 

directed to call herself his sister. Abraham's motivation was self-serving and selfish, and 

his conduct irresponsible, if not reprehensible. Furthermore, the words that Sarah was to 

speak constituted on his part a deception to cover up the more fundamental reality of the 

marriage relationship. But in themselves they did not represent a lie. Abraham and Sarah 

had a common father (Gen. 20:12). Therefore, Sarah on her part had no choice but to 

obey. And she did so without fear or consternation. In fact, she rose to the occasion in a 

godly fashion. It is hardly surprising that God deemed her worthy to be held up as an 

example for every Christian wife! Obedience spells life, and does not put possible 

consequences into the equation. Sarah’s conduct was not always impeccable. She had her 

                                                           
9
 As will be discussed in greater details below, twice more Scripture refers to Rachel, as at times of great 

calamity in Israel’s history she emerges from her grave as the personification of murmuring sorrow that 

stubbornly refuses to be comforted, “never mind” the promises of God (Jer. 31:15, and 16-20), and the 

escape of the Christ child from Herod and his henchmen (Mt. 2:16-18, and 13-15). 
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dominating and unbelieving moments (Gen. 16:1ff; 18:9ff). But in this context she was 

an exquisite, godly model!    

     Incidentally, all this does not only indicate the extent of the submission that is required 

of the married woman, but also conveys very persuasively that unconditional obedience 

to God's commandments, however foolish or self-destructive it may seem at the time, by 

definition secures God's favor, his protection, and ultimately his personal intervention. In 

the end Sarah returns safely to her home, and secures Abraham's safety in the process. It 

is astounding that the sin of a community can be offset by, and the threatening tide of a 

community can turn on, the strength and obedience of one person. 

     The NT counterpart is the Christian as the salt of the earth. It does not take much to 

demonstrate its preservative power. Just trust and obey by exercising righteousness in 

simple profundity and profound simplicity, regardless of the questionable activities of 

people or the traumatic pressure of circumstances. However much this may be decried, 

ridiculed, or opposed, it still does, and will, function as a societal preservative.   

 

 

c. Scripture 

 

Scripture, finally, leaves no doubt about the consequences of the seemingly irrepressible 

tendencies in husband and wife when they remain unchecked. The whole authority 

structure collapses. Chaos is the result and ruin is not far behind. Isaiah 3:1-4:1 is an 

eloquent case in point. 

     This chapter begins by providing insight in what it is to be a “ruler.” It is tantamount 

to being a healer for the wounded as well as a provider of food and clothing for the needy 

(Is. 3:6-7). A ruler does not simply have the final say, nor does he have the prerogative to 

be irresponsible. No, biblical rule spells complete, sacrificial, sanctifying and tender care, 

and consequently security, for those under authority. 

     Such benevolent rule, however, seems to be non-existent during the days of Isaiah. 

Male irresponsibility appears to be the order of the day. Isaiah 3:1-5, 12 the inevitable 

judgment of God is announced. Chaos will prevail. The infrastructure of society will 

collapse. The authority structure will break down. Children will exercise tyrannical 

control in the home, and women will rule the roost. Male irresponsibility is matched by 

female domination. Isaiah 3:16ff, further, lists the characteristics of such dominating 

women. They call people's attention to themselves. They do so by the way they walk. 

They do so by the way they dress. They do so by the way they deck themselves with 

ornaments. The list of these ornaments seems endless. The women's emphasis upon 

externals, which serves the purpose of subtly becoming the center of the attention, raises 

deep suspicions about the state of their heart before God. At least, this is what Peter 

suggests when he counsels women to let their beauty not be a matter of externals, hair, 

ornaments, clothes, but rather of a heart that is acceptable to God and evidences itself as 

such by a submissive and serene spirit (1 Pet. 3:3-4). 

     In the meantime, the collapse of society and home, not in the last place due to the ugly 

display of both male irresponsibility and female domination, has terrifying consequences.  

The men, who proved themselves to be weaklings, will reap the bitter fruit of it.  Isaiah 

3:25 announces that they surely will be eliminated. Once they are "neutered" by their own 

irresponsibility with the cheerful assistance of their wives, they are useless, and may as 
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well be removed. Their death, it appears, is both and simultaneously a natural outflow of 

their self-inflicted condition and a well-deserved judgment of God.   

     But women do not fare much better. They pay an equally terrible price for letting their 

tendency to dominate run rampant. They end up without protectors and providers. They 

rejected their rule and authority. Now they have to go it alone. But without them they 

cannot survive. Note carefully their fearful cry, "In that day seven women shall take hold 

of one man, saying, 'We will eat our own bread, and we will wear our own clothes, only 

let us be called by your name to take away our reproach'" (Is. 4:1). Once the men have 

vanished, their wives will finally recognize what has happened. Subsequently, they will 

implore apparently any man to take them under his authoritative wing, even if they have 

to pay for their own food and clothes. A grim picture, indeed!  

     The irony of it all should not escape the serious Bible student. The man, who has been 

entrusted with the reigns of leadership, is typically inclined to experience them as a 

burden and, then, to drop them or let them slip out of his hands. His wife, who finds 

herself under leadership, is typically inclined to chafe under this and, then, just as 

inclined to get her hands on the very reigns of leadership or to usurp them.   

     Furthermore, when the man gives in to his irresponsibility, he creates a vacuum in 

leadership. This constitutes for all practical purposes an “invitation” for his wife to move 

in. After all, vacuums will be filled by definition. But when she does, he resents it. 

Conversely, when the woman yields to her sinful tendency, she for all intents and 

purposes clips the wings of her husband. \When he permits this to happen, she will learn 

to ignore, if not despise him.   

     Finally, in the chaotic net result one can observe the 100% inevitable consequences of 

man's own disobedient conduct and equally the 100% predictable manifestation of God's 

holy judgment. This is also the proper time once more to point out that the ugly and 

devastating irrepressible tendencies on the part of both man and woman are simply a 

continuation of what was so troubling about their conduct at the time of the Fall in the 

first place. When the woman ate of the tree, she did her own thing without bothering to 

check with her husband. It is divine irony that this is now her perpetual vulnerability. 

This runs parallel to the plight of the man. After he had eaten, he did not want to own up 

to his rebellion, and refused to shoulder the responsibility by blaming his wife and 

ultimately God himself. Now the area of responsibility becomes the point where he has to 

do battle continuously. 

     However, it is more than just ironical. There is a grim lesson to be learned that appears 

to be both self-evident and a divinely imposed pattern. The very sins that humans commit 

frequently become the weak link in the chain of their lives, and consequently the “spot” 

where they must stand guard most (See also Judges 2:1-3). Any alcoholic will testify to 

that! 

     In the meantime, the question will arise sooner or later why the seemingly 

irrepressible tendencies on the part of both the man and the woman are not more 

diligently contained, and why they are too often allowed to make their pernicious and 

destructive presence felt. Although this problem is dealt with in detail in the next section, 

some general remarks at this point are needed to shed some preliminary light on the 

matter.   

     The general framework of Scripture suggests that the answer is to be found in the 

teaching of both James and Paul pertaining to man's radical inability to pursue any 
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holiness whatsoever. Paul states that the continued presence of indwelling sin in the 

believer's total existence (Rom. 7:14-25, esp. 17 and 20), already particularized at an 

earlier occasion by James as an ever present poison in the tongue (Jam. 3:1-12, esp. 8), is 

so strong that it always and by definition will preclude the regenerate heart from attaining 

obedience, as long as the latter takes on indwelling sin its own strength. The new heart is 

principially impotent to translate its delight in the law of God into the performance of that 

law, unless it draws its ability from Jesus (John 15:5). To look away from Jesus, which is 

an all too frequent occurrence, is tantamount to being victimized by any possible sinful 

inclination. This fairly explains why also the destructive tendencies of men and women 

go so often (too often!) unchecked. 

     But this is still only part of the answer. The more immediate context of Genesis 3 

points, in addition to this, to the judicial effect of the fall, namely the phenomenon of 

sorrow, further detailed in the next section, as a continual irritant, if not a perpetual 

catalyst, to make irresponsibility and domination very tempting and quite attractive to the 

respective spouses. 

     As tempting and attractive as they may prove to be, however, let us underscore, be it 

in passing at this point, that both tendencies, even if they cannot be eradicated, are 

repressible and remediable in Jesus! The sublimation of the cry of Romans 7:24, “O 

wretched man that I am,” in the triumph of both Romans 7:25, “I thank God - through 

Jesus Christ my Lord!” and Romans 8:1-4, “For the law of the Spirit of life has made me 

free from the law of sin and death,” guarantees that they can be controlled. Through the 

strength of Jesus that is at his disposal in the person of the indwelling Spirit (Rom. 8:9), 

the believer can do “everything” (Phil. 4:13). Gratefully, this is the bottom line of the 

Gospel in the area of sanctification in the life of the Christian through both the presence 

of Christ and the operation of the Holy Spirit. Sin does not, need not, and may not, have 

the final say. Both tendencies, of irresponsibility on the part of the man, and domination 

on the part the woman, can be overcome. Victory can, must, does, and will have the final 

liberating word. It spells faith (1 John 5:4), prayer (John 15:7-8), Christ (Phil. 4:13), and 

the Holy Spirit (Rom. 15:16)! 
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2. Judicial Effects 
 
 

Introduction 

 

Scripture indicates that the judicial effects of sin profoundly impact the man and the 

woman as well, and therefore, also the marriage relationship.  These judicial effects 

consist of a pervasive sorrow that enters the fabric of the total existence of both the man 

and the woman.  I argue in what follows that it is precisely this sorrow that tends to fuel 

the fire of the perennially prevailing irrepressible propensities on the part of both the 

woman and the man!   

      

 

a. The Woman 

 

God begins by addressing the woman, "I will greatly multiply your sorrow and your 

childbirth" (Gen. 3:16). The meaning of this statement appears puzzling to many, 

including translators of the Bible. This is evident from the NASV and the NIV. Both 

change the coordinating conjunction "and" into the preposition "in," "I will . . . multiply 

your sorrow in your conception." This supposedly removes the seeming awkwardness of 

having "sorrow" and "childbirth" as a compound object of "multiply," and appears to give 

the sentence an unambiguous, straightforward, and understandable meaning. However, 

neither the original Hebrew, admitted by the NASV in a marginal note, nor any rule of 

grammar, syntax or semantics, when properly applied, supports such a change.   

     On the contrary, it totally obscures a much needed, vitally important, and incisive 

truth from view. God informs the woman bluntly and in no uncertain terms that sorrow 

will be part of the warp and woof of her life. It will be her ever-present companion that 

cannot be dismissed or ignored. The piercing pain of childbirth, subsequently, functions 

as a persuasive symbol, and a constant reminder, that this sorrow is and will remain a 

pervasive, inescapable, and at times seemingly unbearable fact of life. This interpretation 

appears preferable on three counts.   

     First, it rules out the unacceptable conclusion that a woman without children would 

thereby escape the judicial effect of sin. Second, it does not allow for the implication that 

the judicial effect is merely a slap on the wrist in view of the relative infrequency of 

childbirth in the individual woman. Third, it paves the way for the much more natural 

explanation of the next sentence, “In sorrow you shall bring forth children,” as not merely 

a repetition of what has just been said, but as a further elaboration of the reality of the 

distress symbolized in childbirth. After all, while each woman at worst experiences the 

occasional childbirth symbol of sorrow as a relatively infrequent occurrence, the 

perpetual substance of sorrow has a prevailing presence! 

     The judicial effect of sorrow, in short, is not a peripheral, intermittent, problem. It has 

a place in the very center of a woman's life. It colors the totality of her existence. And it 

persists throughout her life span.   

     As judicial effect it is not confined to Eve. It is noticeable in Sarah's life. The sorrow 

of a radical breach with her country, her clan and her parents, of a threatening famine, an 
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irresponsible husband, a persistent childlessness, and a proud competitor in her home is 

well documented in the book of Genesis.   

     It is even more noticeable in Rebekah's life. She was dislodged from her homestead as 

well, and subsequently experienced the grief of a husband who is not submissive to God's 

words, of an oldest son who was totally indifferent to God, of a youngest son whom she 

lost into exile, and of a home that was virtually ruined.   

     It may be most noticeable in Rachel.  Her life was seemingly galled from beginning to 

end. She undoubtedly smarted when her older sister took her place in marriage. She was 

hurt when she failed to have children. Finally, as has been indicated already, she lashed 

out bitterly when her life slipped away at the birth of her second son. In  fact, she vented 

her grief in the proposed name of Ben-Oni, which means “Son of my Sorrow.” With it 

she characterized herself bottom line as “Mrs. Sorrow,” indicating her bitter, murmuring, 

dissatisfaction with all of life. 

     To be sure, much of the sorrow noted was self-inflicted. But this does not remove, in 

fact, it rather underscores the reality of a pervasive and inescapable presence of an, at 

times, nearly unbearable sorrow in the life of each and every woman. All women at one 

time or another will have cried themselves to sleep! 

      

 

b. The Man 

 

However, the judicial effect of the Fall rocks the life of the man with equal force. God 

tells Adam, "In sorrow you shall eat of the ground all the days of your life" (Gen. 3:17).  

The sorrow of the man is no less pervasive, perpetual and heart-rending than that of the 

woman. And he is equally faced with a symbol that will not cease to remind him of this.  

It is the symbol of exhausting, ever present, daily sweat. To confine the sorrow of the 

man to the "labor pains" in his employment is just as shortsighted as to confine the 

woman's sorrow to hers in childbirth. It would trivialize God's judgment and would allow 

those who do not need (any longer) to work for a living to escape it altogether. No, the 

sorrow also touches every aspect of the man's life and will always be part of his earthly 

existence. The grief that Adam experienced, when he had to face up to the fact that his 

oldest son murdered his second son, is only one instance of that grief. In fact, the few 

drops of labor sweat must have seemed insignificant in comparison with it.   

     Abraham's sorrow is recorded as well. The separation from all that was dear to him, 

the famine, the interminable wait for a son, it all must have been taxing.   

     Conditions were worse for Isaac. His life seemed so promising with a lovely bride 

from afar. But he eventually turned blind, was opposed by his wife, cheated by his 

youngest son, suffered the grief of a broken home, saw his oldest son marry unbelievers, 

and spent his last years as a lonely old man.     

     But Jacob suffered most. He testifies at the end of his life that his years were "few and 

evil" (Gen. 47:9). And so they were. His brother threatened to kill him. His father-in-law 

sniped at his heels. His home was torn by strife between his wives. His only daughter was 

raped. Two of his sons turned into murderers. His oldest one was involved in perverse 

fornication. He smarted much of his life over the loss of his favorite son. He was tortured 

by the threatening loss of his youngest son. His last few “sunshine” years in “palatial” 
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circumstances hardly made up for the perennial grief he experienced throughout his life, 

however self-inflicted and deserved it may have been!   

 

 

c. Scripture 

 

Sorrow, sorrow, sorrow, not in the last place the sorrow of the futility of life (Eccl. 2:1-2; 

9:9; 12:8; Rom. 8:20), it seems a never-ending story. In fact, Scripture is replete with 

many more evidences of the numerous streams of sorrow that engulf and threaten each 

and everyone. Space does not allow us to enlarge on the sorrows of Moses, David, Job, 

Jeremiah, Paul, Naomi, Abigail, mother Mary, Mary Magdalene, to mention only a few.  

But hopefully enough is said to give an inkling of the pervasive presence of sorrow in the 

lives of all people, infants, children, teenagers, newlyweds, middle-aged and elderly, in 

all spheres, including the social, psychological, mental, emotional, financial and physical, 

and in all areas, whether society, home, church, work, or otherwise. 

     All this must be faced squarely and honestly in order to understand the convulsions 

and cross currents in today's society, including the Christian home. Regrettably, sorrow 

has the tendency to become ultimate. It is too often the unconscious motivator behind 

most every action, word and thought. The often equally unconscious agenda is to escape 

it, or overcome it by most every means and at most every cost.   

     The sorrow of death prompts man to pursue life, whether by the peaceful means of 

medical research or violent protests against nuclear war. Ironically, the sorrow of life 

prompts man to seek death, whether at the cost of an aborted baby or of one's own life in 

suicide. Indeed, suicide is the supreme attempt of leaving an intolerable sorrow behind, 

and finding "happiness" in a state of supposed and apparently more tolerable non-

existence. 

     There does not seem to be much rhyme or reason to the curious ambivalence of the 

simultaneous pursuit of life and death, which is so prevalent today. The inner 

contradiction of it all has not gone unnoticed. It often resulted in the accusation that 

modern man is illogical, as if that by itself would remedy the situation or at least would 

make him take a second look at it. Such accusation, however, is not very promising. It 

overlooks the basic fact that anything ultimate, including sorrow, produces its own 

rhyme, creates its own reason and has its own logic. This is implied in ultimacy. 

     It is regrettable that the sorrow syndrome affects, if not infects, consciously or not, 

believers and unbelievers alike.    

     It is no different in the area of the authority structures, of which marriage is one. On 

the one hand, those in authority and those under authority have the ever-present 

propensity to minimize their sorrow and maximize their happiness. This is why 

management is often devoid of social responsibility toward the worker. The pain of a 

shrinking market for an irate stockholder, with possibly the loss of an executive position 

as a result, ought to be avoided at all cost. On the other hand, those under authority tend 

to rebel against authority whenever it crimps their style, endangers their security or 

threatens their future. This is why labor unions often brandish the strike weapon against 

employers. The prospect of only a small increase in wages, of no increase at all, or a 

cutback in wages, of a lack of job security, or of the loss of a job, is simply too painful to 

accept, even if the company loses its competitive edge in the marketplace, comes to ruin 
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if no remedy is found, and takes everyone involved with it. 

     Sorrow, indeed, appears to be great motivator and seems to dictate the agenda. The 

marriage relationship does not escape this syndrome. The pain of responsibility is 

inherent in being in authority. When the man has too much of it, he seeks respite in 

irresponsibility. At the end of a long day he has had enough. Never mind his wife who 

seeks relief after a day that has been equally long. TV, newspaper, golf clubs, fishing 

pole, here I come! Being under authority has its own sorrow. When the woman's 

frustration reaches the breaking point, her tendency to dominate begins to emerge. If she 

only had the final say or at least the say over her own life, things would change 

drastically. One does not need to agree with the American feminist movement of recent 

years to recognize that it was motivated by a desire to escape a pervasive sorrow. Of 

course, the situation was not helped by both a prior, widespread, and at times oppressive, 

male chauvinism, and, ironically, the simultaneous de-masculinization of the American 

man who by his irresponsibility created a vacuum in the first place. 

     In short, sorrow tends to be the fuel that stokes the destructive fires of the irrepressible 

tendencies on the part of both the man and the woman. The man thinks that he can 

neutralize sorrow by shirking his leadership responsibility, the woman by rejecting all 

authority over her, and taking control of her own life. But both thought patterns are 

presumptuous. In reality, both fail to recognize that they are on a slippery slope.  

Irresponsibility on the part of the man and domination on the part of the woman only 

serve to increase sorrow in the long run, even if they seem to give temporary relief. To 

drive out a darkness of whatever sort by a greater darkness always and by definition 

produces eventually an even greater darkness. Unless this spiral of sorrow is reversed, the 

marriage relationship is almost sure to fail. Everything and everyone has a breaking 

point. 

     The first step to break out of the spiral is to recognize the near universal tendency to 

view sorrow as ultimate. 

     The second step is to neutralize and overcome this tendency. As the judicial effect of 

sin, sorrow can never be eliminated. But it can certainly be refused as ultimate. 

     The third step is to recognize that sorrow is a product of the Fall, both as its natural 

consequence and as a judgment of God. 

     The fourth step is to square off against sin, which is the root cause of the fall, of the 

consequent rift with God as well as of the subsequent pervasive presence of sorrow. 

     Then sorrow is no longer ultimate, and the escape from sorrow and the corresponding 

pursuit of happiness is no longer the overriding concern, in total oblivion of, or 

indifference to, God. The battle against sin and the pursuit of holiness take center stage, 

in acknowledgment of, and commitment to, God. The not so surprising byproduct is that 

many sorrows simply vanish, and that whatever and however much remains is 

experienced differently. A life style emerges that is not rocked by the convulsions of 

secular society. There is quiet strength even in cases of heart attack and tuberculosis (Ps. 

73:26). There is joy also in time of poverty (Hab. 3:17-18). There is contentment in any 

set of circumstances (Phil. 4:11). In fact, there is thanksgiving both in (1 Thess. 5:18) and 

for (Eph. 5:20) all things and events. After all, God causes all things to work together for 

the good of them who love him (Rom. 8:28). Since the “good” is further defined as 

transformation into the image of Jesus, that is, practical godliness (Rom. 8:29), there is an 

ever present reason for an all-embracive thankfulness (See also Ps. 119:71). In the words 
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of James, because God is pure light, without a shade of darkness, whatever he metes out 

to those who love him in the unceasing stream of his providential dealings is unalterably 

“good” by definition. Furthermore, when these dealings are counted sheer joy and met 

with perseverance through unwavering petitions for biblical wisdom to handle them 

properly the outcome of practical godliness en route to perfection is by definition 

“perfect” (Jam. 1:17; see also 1:2-8, 12)!    

     Basically, the “Christian difference” is solely and exclusively the person of Jesus 

Christ (Eph. 4:20). He changes the focus upon sorrow into the focus upon sin. He 

replaces the indifference to God by a hunger for God. He transforms the happiness cult 

into a holiness movement. It is interesting to note that the pursuit of happiness is man-

centered and destructive. Whenever I wish to be happy, I always present someone else 

with the bill. If I, then, win, you lose! But when you lose, I always end up losing myself. 

After all, presenting someone else with the bill creates a gap, which may well turn into 

the gap of resentment, bitterness, and possibly even hatred. The pursuit of holiness has 

the opposite effect. No one can enter the edifice of holiness except across the threshold of 

self-denial and self-sacrifice. So I invariably lose in the pursuit of holiness. But when I 

lose, you win. And when you win, I win. After all, self-denial and sacrifice close any and 

all gaps, and build bridges, the bridges of peace, harmony, joy, and more likely than not, 

even reciprocity.     

     Jesus is the prime model. It seems that he was a "double loser." In obedience, he 

submitted himself to God, and in love he sacrificed himself for his people. In both 

instances this meant holiness, self-denial, and the cross! But now, he has all the authority 

in heaven and earth, whether this is recognized or not, and is worshipped as the head of 

the Church by untold millions. He triumphed as a double winner! 

     Furthermore, he removes the convulsions of the absence of God in favor of the peace 

of the fellowship with God. The difference is radical and total. It is ultimately the 

difference between the kingdom of darkness and the kingdom of light.   

     All this also explains the centrality of the Lord Jesus Christ in the teaching of Paul as 

he sheds the light of the Gospel upon the marriage relationship against the backdrop of 

both creation and the fall. Only in and through Jesus Christ can Creation's blueprint of 

marriage be implemented and sin's blight resulting from the Fall be eliminated. This will 

now receive our attention. Let me repeat! Only in and through Christ will the blueprint of 

Paradise once again be reflected in the marriage relationship in terms of the essential 

equality and functional difference between husband and wife, and will God’s grand 

design for marriage materialize in all its luster of their leaving father and mother, their 

cleaving to each other, and their becoming one person in blissful joint-spirituality, joint-

humanity and joint-sexuality! Furthermore, only in and through Christ will the blight of 

sin that also seeks to ruin the marriage relationship from top to bottom, inside and 

outside, be countered, neutralized and put to flight. To be sure, the complete removal of 

sin will not occur until death, which for Christians is the glorious means of their entire 

sanctification. But already in the here and now can they proclaim with great confidence 

in the totality of their lives, inclusive of their marriage relationship as husbands and 

wives, “We are more than conquerors through him who loved us.” In fact, “The (all 

conquering) love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord” is the absolute guarantee of 

certain victory (Rom. 8:37, 39)!           
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Chapter 3 
 

 

Marriage under the Aspect of Redemption 
 

 

Introduction 
 

Ephesians 5:22-33 represents the most exhaustive description of the marriage relationship 

in the NT. This passage contains specific injunctions for both husband and wife against 

the backdrop of three general directives that are to be found in the immediately preceding 

verses. These directives form the bedrock for the Christian life in general, and for a 

proper marriage in particular. All three of them are equally vital.   

     They require a regenerate heart that distances itself from spiritual deadness and walks 

carefully in the midst of spiritual darkness (Eph. 5:14-16), thoughtfully considers the 

Word of God to determine what godly conduct is all about (Eph. 5:17), and experiences 

the presence of the Spirit as the empowering starting point for godliness (Eph. 5:18).   

     The unregenerate is a blind rebel and a stubborn obstructionist. It is just as 

presumptuous to call such a person to holiness, as it is to build a superstructure without a 

proper foundation, or to attempt a take-off in an airplane without an airstrip as a 

launching pad. In Part II, Chapter 4, of the present volume the need for, and the nature of, 

regeneration as a necessary precondition for a Christian marriage will receive extensive 

attention.  

     The Word of God provides the necessary road map for life, and the Spirit the equally 

necessary power to reach the objectives, identified by this road map. Incidentally, the 

Word without the Spirit leads nowhere. The direction is intellectually known, but there is 

no power to get there. Similarly, the Spirit without the Word does not go anywhere either.  

The wheels are spinning emotionally, but they are “lost”, without direction or purpose.   

     Without the Spirit the Church is similar to a locomotive that has lots of tracks, but no 

steam to set it in motion. It is dead in the water. Without the Word the Church resembles 

a locomotive that has lots of steam, but with no tracks to go anywhere. At best the steam 

ends up in the whistle. It is noise without substance!   

     In other words, the Word provides the elaborate wiring for the awesome, sophisticated 

skyscraper of life. Without the Word and its hundreds of miles of electric wiring, it 

simply is unable to function. By the same token, the Spirit furnishes the electricity.  

Without the continuous presence and flow of the Spirit the mighty skyscraper is hidden in 

darkness. Its elevator systems are dead in the water. Its computers cannot but crash. 

Either way, without the Word or the Spirit, all of true life comes to a stand still and 

disintegrates. If it does not turn toxic, it might as well be non-existent.            

     Once the "threefold cord" (See Eccl. 4:12) of the regenerate heart, the Word and the 

Spirit is recognized for what it is, the stage is set for a more detailed look at Paul's 

teaching on marriage. In this we will be guided by an outline of the classic Ephesians 

passage. It will become evident that in redemption creation comes into its own again, be 

it in an enriched fashion due to the splendor of the Gospel, while the Fall in its 
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devastating effects is countered, be it only in a purposeful, that is, in a provisional 

fashion. Perfection is out of reach on this earth! 

     Not until the consummation will perfection become a reality.  But then marriage will 

be no more. This will not constitute a loss, since then God himself will be our eternal 

companion. At any rate, it is hardly surprising that marriage will only come into its own, 

provided that this ultimate and anticipated condition is foreshadowed with Christ as the 

indispensable centerpiece and the constant companion in the marriage relationship! He 

should be its director, its model, its guardian, its focus, and its strength, as this is 

exemplified in his relationship to the Church! Ephesians 5:22-32 leaves no doubt this.   

     Well, here is its outline, which encapsulates what does, and must, govern a godly 

marriage! 

  

     1.  Submission of the Wife                                    (5:22-24) 

          a. Nature of Submission                                       (5:22) 

          b. Ground of Submission                                      (5:23) 

          c. Extent of Submission                                        (5:24) 

     

     2. Love of the Husband                                         (5:25-32) 

          a. Nature of Love                                                 (5:25-27) 

          b. Ground of Love                                                (5:28-28a, 30, 32) 

          c. Extent of Love                                                  (5:29b, 31) 
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1. Heartfelt Submission 
 

Introduction 

 

This passage requires, first of all, heartfelt submission to the husband on the part of the 

wife. It is often said that submission is a dirty "s" word. However, let it be underscored at 

this point already, that the so-called dirty "s" word, submission, which is required from 

the woman, is more than offset by the equally dirty, if not dirtier "s" word, self-sacrifice, 

which is required from the man. This reminder is not indicative of an apologetic attitude 

toward the biblical teaching on submission. Although it is easy to experience a certain 

embarrassment when social pressure continuously hammers away at this biblical truth, 

and public opinion is swayed against it, such embarrassment is still something nobody 

can afford. The path of biblical obedience should always be chosen, even if it flies into 

the face of “political correctness.” 

     No, this reminder is given to show in advance the remarkable balance in the biblical 

teaching. The gauntlet is thrown down equally. Both the man and the woman are faced 

with impossible requirements. This should drive both of them to Jesus. If anything, 

sacrifice on the part of those in authority seems even more impossible than submission on 

the part of those under authority. At any rate, the recognition of all this should enable the 

student of Scripture to receive the biblical teaching on submission with less of a biased 

emotional attitude.   

     Let it be underscored that the, at times deep-seated, antagonism against both the fact 

and the nature of this authority structure has dire consequences. Since it is embedded in 

created reality as a reflection of the way the economic Trinity functions and operates, its 

radical opponents, bent upon eradicating it in an all-embracive functional egalitarianism, 

recognize that they will never succeed in reaching their goal, unless they can wipe out 

God’s salvific self-disclosure of himself as the archetype of all created authority 

structures. Attempts to this effect are on the increase. In this all-embracive egalitarianism 

it is bluntly denied that the headship of the Father over the incarnate Christ (1 Cor. 11:3) 

implies any sort of authority. Calling God “she” is another telling indication of such 

attempts. Thus the rage against the created order becomes a rage against the God who 

brought that created order into being as a reflection of Himself and the structure of his 

saving activity. Under the guise of a tenuous “scholarship” biblical truth, pertaining to the 

way the blessed economic Trinity functions in salvation history, is gutted.        

     But this is not all. Not only is biblical truth pertaining to God in this regard twisted, 

but the created order is subverted as well. After all, according to the Fifth 

Commandment, authority is woven in the warp and woof of this order. It evidences itself 

in the home in terms of the husband-wife and the parent-child relationship, in the Church 

in terms of the elder-member relationship, and in society in terms of the government-

subject and the employer-employee relationships. These five authority structures, as will 

be argued further below, cover the waterfront. In fact, all humans find themselves at any 

given time and in any given place in one or more of these authority structures. They 

function in society similarly to the steel beams and girders that give shape to a building, 

hold it up, and so make it possible.   

     No wonder that the Fifth Commandment makes this the first order of business, as it 

organizes the interrelationship among human beings. This is no fluke. As has been 
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mentioned already, but bears repetition in this context, just as the removal of its steel 

frame causes the collapse of an edifice, so the elimination of the obedience to this 

Commandment precipitates the ruin of society. Murder, sexual perversion, robbery, and 

injustice, the subject matters of the Sixth, Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Commandment, 

inevitably follow in its wake. History attests beyond a shadow of a doubt that tyrannical 

as well as chaotic conditions, rooted in rebellion against, and apostasy from, God, spawn 

all these vices and in so doing tend to criminalize society from the top to the bottom (See 

Is. 59:1-15, esp. 13-15).   

     It is time for the Church to stand up and take its place in the gap! It must fearlessly 

preach and teach what God’s created order is all about, and risk the ridicule and anger of 

anyone who wants to get rid of the biblical concept of submission. At the same time it 

must insist with equal fearlessness that this knife cuts both ways in that life consists of 

both sacrifice for the people in authority and submission for the people under authority.  

Both biblical concepts ought to be jealously guarded. Finally, since apart from children in 

the parental home everyone is invariably both in and under authority, be it at different 

times and in different situations, all of life consists of either sacrifice or submission.  

Tertium non datur. There is no other option!   

     Regrettably, I have never heard seen or heard any egalitarians rejoice in the rich 

tapestry of created reality as determined, directed, and guided in both its structure and 

operation by the Fifth Commandment with its dual emphasis upon sacrifice and 

submission, submission and sacrifice. Frankly, and just as regrettably, neither have I have 

seen or heard many anti-egalitarians, or complementarians, extol this rich tapestry, and 

unfold its glorious fullness. This may well be due to the fact that we live in  a theological 

climate that has learned to ignore the Law of God by default, if not to shove it aside by 

design. As if Scripture never trumpeted that as the crowning piece of the New Covenant 

time period this very Law would be written on the heart of God’s regenerate people, for it 

to govern their life in the splendor of holiness (Jer. 31:31ff; Ezek. 36: 25ff; Mal. 4:4-6)! 

All this may well be the reason why both sides appear to end up as (too) reductionistic 

(and too self-serving?).   

     For both Church and society to be sanitized and blossom out, the Fifth Commandment 

must (once again) regain its central place. It is as simple as that! Candidly, if egalitarians 

and complementarians cannot engineer a breakthrough in their interaction on the key-

passages in their controversy, such as 1 Corinthians 11:3 and Galatians 3:28, let them at 

least turn to the Fifth Commandment as part of the Law of God. This is the “perfect, 

royal, law of liberty” (Jam. 1:25; 2:8, 12). It reflects the nature of God as the ontological 

as well as economic Trinity in all its component commandments, and sets free from the 

debilitating and destructive bondage of sin! In that case it should not be too difficult to 

come to at least three joint-conclusions. 

     First, just as the Lord Jesus, while under authority as the Incarnate Son in the context 

of redemptive history, and as the Eternal Son at the conclusion of redemptive history, 

submitted himself to the Father without reservation (Mt. 26:39; Lk. 22:42; 1 Cor. 15:28), 

similarly, while in authority over his Church, he sacrificed himself for her without any 

hesitation (John 10:15; Eph. 5:25; Heb. 9:12). In both instances it was the self-denying 

Cross that led to an awesome crown, all authority in heaven and on earth, and the worship 

of countless millions. Second, the divine tapestry on display in our triumphant Savior and 

Lord is exquisite in its beauty and telling in its effect. Third, in the light of all this God’s 
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people better follow in his footsteps as their redeemer, model, and source of strength!  

     But, of course, it requires a broken, regenerate heart, that is, Jesus’ heart (!), for both 

egalitarians and complementarians to surrender to the divine order of things, in which 

self-denying self-sacrifice and submission would be the order of the day, bursting with 

awesome promise (Eph. 6:2-3). The alternative? “A decree of utter destruction” (Mal. 

4:6). Let’s face it. Our God is (also), and therefore can be, a “consuming fire” (Heb. 

12:29)!                

     Before I turn to the details of Ephesians 5:22-24, one additional word of caution is in 

place. The deadly seriousness of the egalitarian view is frequently veiled from view by 

the statement that adherence to it should not be blown out of proportion. After all, so it is 

argued, it is not the Gospel that is at stake. In the narrow sense of the term, this is difficult 

to deny. It is rather evident that this view by itself, i.e. in the abstract, does not nullify 

one’s Christianity. The problem is, however, that it is rarely “by itself.” All too frequently 

it is part of a network of questionable practices, such as the (mis)interpretation of 

Scripture by failing (refusing?) to give the context its proper due (Gal. 3:28) or the 

(mis)application of Scripture by limiting (truncating?) its message to a past culture only 

(1 Tim. 2:12). What the hand of inerrancy seems to “give” in terms of the insistence upon 

the general trustworthiness of Scripture, the hand of hermeneutics appears to “take away” 

in terms of the denial of the universal normativity of specific Scriptures. Beware of the 

Greeks bearing gifts is an age-old adage that has never lost its relevance!     

     But there is still more! What if the Gospel is taken in the broader sense of the word, as 

presenting the Good News of the gift of a new heart (Jesus’ heart) in regeneration, a new 

righteousness (Jesus’ righteousness) in justification, as well as a new holiness (Jesus’ 

holiness) in sanctification? And furthermore, what if the new holiness in sanctification is 

recognized as the crowning piece of God’s saving activity “without which no one shall 

see the Lord” (Heb. 12:14)? Then the conclusion that the Gospel is at stake is 

unavoidable.  After all, if sacrifice and submission are biblical requirements as part of the 

practical godliness of all believers, they also must be Gospel gifts. The Gospel is not only 

essential for the justification of believers. It is no less pertinent to their sanctification!    

     Finally, and by way of analogy, the constant refrain in the Books of the Kings and the 

Chronicles to the effect that Israel and its leaders mostly did not remove the high places, 

but at times even constructed them, serves as an illustration and a warning (1 Ki. 12:31; 

13:33; 14:23; 15:14; 22:43; 2 Ki. 12:3; 14:4; 15:4; 15:35; 16:4; 17:9, 32; 21:3; 2 Chr. 

15:17; 20:33; 28:4; 33:3). Even kings whose hearts were knitted to their God were at 

times victimized by these high places (1 Ki. 15:14). This did not disqualify them from 

God’s ultimate approval. But in the long run these very high places became again and 

again the downfall of Israel (1 Ki. 3:3; 11:7-8). This is why the truly godly kings 

removed them (2 Ki. 18:4; 23:8; 2 Chr. 31:1).   

     In short, one does not play with fire. To do so anyway cannot be soft-pedaled or 

excused with the claim that “salvation is not at stake.” Possibly, it is not in the short run.  

But it invariably is in the long run. Concretely, a compromise of the biblical authority 

structure may not suggest an immediate “domino effect.” But a dangerously slippery 

slope is certainly in evidence. To deny the existence of the authority structure of created 

reality as a reflection of the authority structure of our thrice holy God and mandated by 

the Fifth Commandment as the founding piece of a holy society is to compromise 

holiness, period. And to compromise holiness is to obstruct the crowning piece of God’s 
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saving activity. Further, that such compromise logically leads to an alarming gutting of 

the biblical doctrine as to how the Trinitarian God functions in redemptive history 

(minimally) and following redemptive history (maximally), hand in hand with a radical 

subversion of the created order, is a matter of record. In other words, the proverbial frog 

does not explode until the water is boiling. In fact, he does not even have a hunch when 

his demise is imminent. But it makes sense to recommend that he better get out as soon as 

the water begins to heat up! Not to do so is ultimately to sign one’s own death warrant, if 

not to commit suicide in installments!   

     Of course, in focusing on obedience to the Fifth Commandment neither self-sacrifice, 

nor submission, may be soft-pedaled. So the male type of chauvinism that refuses, or 

fails, to live up to the fullness of the Fifth Commandment in the area of self-denying self-

sacrifice of those in authority is just as calamitous in its nature and effect, and stands just 

as condemned, as the egalitarian type of feminism that dismisses the notion of self-

denying submission of those under authority.   

     To make abundantly clear what is at stake, let me unapologetically, in short order, and 

by way of repetition, emphasize once more what is going on in the Universe. The Fifth 

Commandment discloses that all of life is one gigantic and intricate network of authority 

structures. It, furthermore, requires that all of life consists of either sacrifice (on the part 

of those in authority) and submission (on the part of those under authority). There is no 

third option! Since as a rule of thumb, and apart from childhood, everyone invariably 

functions at the same time in a double capacity, that is, operates simultaneously in both 

one or more positions of authority and in one or more positions under authority, 

everyone’s life, whether male or female, is, and always should be, a combination of self-

denying self-sacrifice and self-denying submission. Again, there is, and may be, no third 

ingredient! It seems that neither male chauvinism nor egalitarian feminism quite get it! 

By fighting either sacrifice or submission they seem to be wedded to a pair of blinders 

that veils the universal scope of the Fifth Commandment as a reflection of the being and 

functioning of the Eternal God from sight. Both simply fail to see the “total picture,” are 

thoroughly “provincial” in their approach, and ultimately “cut their nose to spite their 

face.” In the process they help “ruin” all of society to one degree or another. Self-denying 

self-sacrifice and submission are a manifestation of biblical love, go hand in hand with 

holiness, and spell peace, harmony and prosperity. How could it be otherwise? They 

mirror the conduct of the Trinity! Their opposite numbers tell a radically different story. 

Since they cannot be godly, they are invariably self-serving, are bound to drown in the 

pursuit of self-centered happiness, and apart from God’s constraining common grace, are 

equally bound to end up in warfare, discord, and disintegration. One look at Malachi 4:4-

6 as well as the history of the Church and the world should make this abundantly clear. 

Now on to the details about the concept of submission in the area of the authority 

structures in general and of marriage in particular! 

  
 

a. Nature of Submission 

      

The term submission, as its usage in the NT indicates, presupposes an official God-given 

authority structure. The husband-wife relationship is one instance of such God-ordained 

structure. This is not always acknowledged. Ephesians 5:21 requires submission to “one 

another,” and is often quoted as teaching “mutual submission” of the wife to the husband 
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and of the husband to the wife. This explanation is in error. The Greek equivalent for 

submission is a technical term that invariably and solely describes the necessary conduct 

of those under authority. The “one another” is a general heading and is further clarified 

by the context, which requires submission of the wife to the husband, of the children to 

the parents, and of the servants to the masters. The notion of “mutual submission”     

simply does not fit here. Just as masters do not submit to servants, and parents do not 

submit to children, so husbands do not submit to their wives.
10

  

     However, not to give the impression that this assessment is an indication of a hard-

nosed attitude, let it be underscored once again that the corollary of submission on the 

part of the wife is sacrifice on the part of the husband. This should more than offset any 

chauvinistic prejudice. But there is more. The authority structures rest on the bedrock of 

the one-and-many spheres. The order of the treatment of these two “entities” in both 

Ephesians and Colossians is telling. Following his teaching of regeneration as the starting 

point for all proper conduct (Eph. 4:17-24; Col. 3:8-11), Paul first deals with the one-and-

many spheres (Eph. 4:25-5:14; Col. 3:12-17), and subsequently with the authority 

structures (Eph. 5:15-6:9; Col. 3:18-4:1). Apparently both the one-and-many spheres and 

authority structures are the two ABC’s or basic building blocks of society (Col. 2:8). Paul 

implicitly underscores this by making them the centerpiece of his ethical instructions.  

They are inescapable! 

     Further, while all the one-and-many spheres require self-denial in love and holiness 

from everyone involved, all authority structures are characterized by sacrifice and 

submission in love and holiness from everyone. Just as metaphysically created reality 

reflects the Trinitarian being of God, so ethically the society of men should mirror the 

“economic” inner Trinitarian conduct of God. It takes self-denial for a Father to set out 

on a rescue mission that sends his Son to a cross. It takes equal self-denial for that Son to 

agree with the terms of that rescue mission, in full recognition of the consequences.  

     In a word, the superstructure of the tandem requirements of sacrifice and submission 

rest on the foundation, indeed, the bedrock of mutual self-denial. It is to be expected that 

the recognition of all this puts an end to both an unwarranted self-serving feminism and 

an equally unwarranted self-serving male chauvinism.   

     The inner Trinitarian conduct in its concrete outworking functions as a model that 

should serve as an eye-opener. In fact, the radical and total nature of the self-denial and 

self-sacrifice of the Father should “blow one’s mind.” He, who has the ultimate authority, 

is the source of life, and executes the final judgment, transfers that authority, that life and 

that judgment to the Incarnate Son (John 5:22, 26, 27). Never in all of the history of 

mankind has this ever been emulated. In fact, the call to such emulation would most 

likely, even in the Christian community, be decried as too dangerous.   

     But would it be too dangerous? Well, let us take a look at the Son. His self-denial and 

submission are equally radical and total, and consequently also equally eye-opening and 

mind-blowing. He never “takes off” on his own initiative, nor follows his own will or 

does his “own thing.” In fact, he “cannot” even do so. He closely and carefully observes 

his Father in order to do solely and fully what he first sees Him do, and just as closely 

and carefully listens to his Father in order to do what he hears him say. His initiative is 

the Father’s initiative, his will is the Father’s will, and his doing is the Father’s doing 
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(John 5:19, 20, 30; 10:18). As is further discussed below, here is on “brilliant” and 

“breathtaking” display what is held out by God as the core of the biblical blueprint for 

marriage as a one-and-many sphere and as an authority structure: 100% + 100% =100%.  

Theoretically this kills all feminism and all chauvinism, whether in the bloom or in the 

bud, decisively and permanently. Practically speaking, both feminism and chauvinism 

can only be overcome by Christians who are “married” to Christ, abide in Christ and 

draw from Christ (Rom. 7:4; John 15:5; Phil. 4:13). What a display of “godliness” would 

result, if this path were to be pursued! And how “attractive” the Church would become, if 

it reflected the inner Trinitarian conduct! In the one-and-many spheres everyone would 

always be there “for the other,” and yield “to the other” (self-denial), and in the authority 

structures everyone would always surrender “rank” (sacrifice) and “independence” 

(submission). Surely, life would blossom out in harmony, peace and prosperity. Both 

feminism and chauvinism with the (ultimate) emphasis upon the self would be out of 

business!   

     In short, the notion of “mutual submission” of husband and wife cannot be 

substantiated from Scripture. In fact, it flies in the face of the intricate tapestry of created 

reality with its ubiquitous one-and-many spheres and authority structures, and falls short 

of the conduct required by both these spheres and structures. The one-and-many spheres 

require mutual self-denial from both the husband and the wife. The authority structures 

particularize this by requiring self-sacrifice on the part of the husband and submission on 

the part of the wife, both in love and holiness. Frankly, this state of affairs beats the 

notion of “mutual submission” by a country mile in terms of both its amazing biblical 

finesse and its equally amazing beneficial effect for the wife as well as the husband! This 

should still the fear of any feminist that the biblical alternative to “mutual submission” is 

naked tyranny. Nothing could be further from the truth!      

     At any rate, in the light of all this it makes sense that the submission of the wife to the 

husband is exclusive in nature and must be practiced “religiously.”  

     It is exclusive.  She does not owe this type of submission to any other man.  What is in 

view in this passage is not the submission of any woman to any man.  It is only required 

in the unique relationship that a wife sustains to her husband. 

     But in this relationship it must be pursued "religiously." It is not optional. Proper 

submission is submission as unto the Lord. That is, it is part of the service, if not worship, 

of the Lord Jesus Christ. The pattern here is similar to that of 1 John 4:20-21. Just as 

someone's love for God is put in doubt, if love for the brother is lacking, so the wife's 

service of Christ is in question, if she does not submit herself to her husband. In short, 

submission to her husband is part and parcel of her worship of Christ! It seems quite 

appropriate to claim that the lack of submission is tantamount to irreligion. This ought to 

dispel the myth that this submission is degrading and stifling. 

     It is not degrading. The same relationship of submission that exists between wife and 

husband, is also in force between the husband and Christ, and even more significant 

between the Incarnate Christ and God the Father (1 Cor. 11:3). Authority-submission 

relationships are an inherent and integral part of reality, as God has created it. In fact, a 

human being is always and everywhere either in or under authority. As has already been 

mentioned, God created five structures that encompass all of life, the parent-child, 

husband-wife, elder-member, government-subject and employer-employee structure. 

These structures are not accidental. Precisely, because authority is “economically” 
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endemic to God, as the biblical Father-(Incarnate) Son relationship indicates, it is also 

“economically” endemic to God's created reality as a reflection of the way he himself 

functions. Therefore, to characterize the structure of authority, or any aspect of it, as 

degrading, is to quarrel with God in his wise, good and sovereign disposition of all 

things, and ultimately to quarrel with the “economic” make-up of God.  

     It is telling that the agony of Christ both in Gethsemane and on Calvary, biblically the 

epitome of godly submission (Mt. 26:39, 42, 44; Phil. 2:8), has been reinterpreted as a 

most degrading episode in the history of mankind, and that the cross has been decried as 

a symbol of ugly failure on the part of that same mankind to dispense the proper justice to 

Christ. Supposedly, grievous suffering can never have a truly redeeming side, and the 

quicker the Cross is removed from all Christian Church buildings, the better it is. At 

bottom the Cross is too shameful and embarrassing to a mankind that did not live up to its 

inherent nobility by its refusal to deal in a much more enlightened and courteous fashion 

with Christ. The crucifixion was such a barbaric, sub-human, act that it better be 

expunged from our history books, our memory, our graphic displays, and our teaching!    

     By virtue of all this it becomes increasingly appealing to view the rejection of 

submission as irreligion, if not the height of irreligion. First, it was this irreligion, 

evidenced in independence, self-determination and self-enthronement that precipitated 

the Fall into sin, the rift with God and the consequent sorrow and wreckage. Incidentally, 

“I am my own” in all its destructive implications and with all its devastating 

consequences has been called “The one principle of hell.” Both a telling and sobering 

comment! It implies that to defeat “self” is tantamount to defeating Satan.   

     Second, and ironically, it was also this irreligion that Christ by his total submission 

implicitly exposed in Gethsemane, and by his radical sacrifice explicitly destroyed on 

Calvary. The Cross does double duty. It spells propitiation, removal of God’s wrath, to be 

embraced by faith in the area of justification (John 13:8; Rom. 3:21-26, esp. 25), and 

displays a model, a pattern, of self-denial, to be emulated in faith in the area of 

sanctification (John 13:14-17). Also in sanctification the Gethsemane and Calvary road is 

the only hope and model, if mankind is to survive and flourish, not just in the marriage 

relationship. But until the eyes are opened to the liberating nature of this biblical truth, 

the splendor of this road will never be acknowledged as such, and until the rebellion 

ceases, the reality of this road will never be chosen. The removal of both the blindness 

and insurrection of the human heart is, indeed, the non-negotiable prerequisite. And this, 

according to Jesus in his dialogue with Nicodemus, is precisely what regeneration is all 

about (John 3:3 and 5). In it the blind and rebellious heart of stone that loves sin and 

hates Jesus is removed, and replaced by a perceptive and yielding heart that loves Jesus 

and hates sin (Ezek. 36:26). From this perspective submission is a “badge of honor” on 

the part of anyone who is under authority! 

     But while submission is not degrading, neither is it stifling. It does not crimp the style 

of a fish to be in the water. To the contrary, only its own element guarantees its proper 

and full development. Similarly, the full potential and deployment of the gifts and talents 

of those under authority are not threatened, but rather realized and enhanced, when and as 

long as the structures and parameters ordained and determined by God are treasured and 

honored.    

     To be sure, this requires self-denial. This is not only at the root and threshold of all 

practical godliness! The road of self-denial is also the road to the truly biblical “self-
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realization” and “self-fulfillment.” “Whoever would save his life will lose it, but whoever 

loses his life for my sake shall save it” (Lk. 9:24). The chickens of sin, whether in the 

form of open or subtle rebellion or in the form of hostile or sullen resignation, will sooner 

or later come home to roost. But cheerful and unreserved yielding to authority and its 

consequent obedience will enjoy a rich yield. Once again, the Gethsemane/Calvary road 

testifies to this (John 12:24). As has been mentioned already, Christ’s self-surrender 

netted him the authority in heaven and on earth, and earned him the worship of his people 

(Mt. 28:18; Phil. 2:8-10). 

      Blessed are the man and the woman who acknowledge and embrace all this. Yes, the 

man and the woman. As has already been mentioned as well, all men and women 

invariably find themselves under authority in one setting or another. Marriage is not the 

only authority structure. It is one among many. This entails that submission is woven in 

the warp and woof of everyone’s life, be it not always in the same context. The role of the 

woman in marriage, and the requirement of submission on her part in the present context, 

is not an aberrant, degrading, and stifling exception. Far from it! It is one instance of the 

generally prevailing tapestry of life, as it is structured by God as a reflection of the way 

he functions in the (“economic”) Trinity. To view submission, and to throw it off, as an 

oppressive yoke, is to self-destruct, sooner or later, individually and corporately. On the 

other hand, to view it, and embrace it as life-giving, life-promoting, and life producing, is 

to flourish. Indeed, blessed are men and women who in the footsteps of Jesus, whenever 

they find themselves under authority, recognize the beauty of submission as a divine 

provision, surrender to it, and experience its riches!  In this context it is the blessedness of 

the woman who enjoys the riches of submission to her husband’s authority. Ultimately 

authentic Christians will regard it a God-given privilege to submit in situations under 

authority just as they will regard it a privilege to sacrifice in positions of authority.                        

 

 

b. Ground of Submission 

 

Paul continues by arguing that submission is grounded in the headship of the husband, 

which in turn is anchored in the creative order (1 Cor. 11:3, 9; 1 Tim. 2:13). Thus it is 

permanent and inviolable. The Fall does not make it obsolete or do away with it, while 

redemption undergirds it and aims to restore it to its full luster. 

     The Fall does not restructure the functional difference in the marriage relationship. In 

fact, strong warnings are given not to violate the creation order. The husband is not 

allowed to compromise or yield to any ungodly pressure (Gen. 3:16). And the Church 

may not relax its stand and lower the standard so as to permit a woman to teach men or to 

exercise any authority over them within its jurisdictional boundary (1 Tim. 2:12, 14).   

     Redemption builds on the structure of creation and sets out to bring it into its own. 

The relationship of the church to its Master now becomes the model. The wife ought to 

emulate the church. The patterns are surprisingly similar. Just as no one is forced to join 

the church, so no one is compelled to enter into marriage. Church membership and 

marriage partnership are both matters of voluntary choice. But just as the believer, upon 

joining the church, is now fully bound to the Lord Jesus Christ as the head of the Church, 

so the woman, in consenting to marry, binds herself equally to the husband as her head.           

     Headship, which is a metaphor, stands in this context principally for authority (Eph. 
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1:20-22), and further implies leadership, dominion-taking entrepreneurialism, and 

ultimate responsibility (Is. 9:14-15). But, as Paul already indicates in this context, biblical 

headship is not high-handed, unbending and oppressive (Eph. 5:23). It invites input and 

encourages participatory initiative. It has a listening ear and is quite prepared to yield to 

any and all superior insights. In short, it thrives on a combination of “transactional” and 

“transformational” leadership. Transactional leadership promotes self-starters and invites 

their contributions, while it informs and updates, solicits and brainstorms, empowers and 

encourages, appreciates and praises. On the other hand, transformational leadership 

lectures and organizes, supervises and directs, models and shapes, scrutinizes and 

evaluates, approves and takes to task, prods and corrects. The combination of 

transactional and transformational leadership routinely seeks to seize as well as create 

opportunities, pursues substantial progress and expansion, and enjoys productivity and 

accomplishments.   

     In Christian marriage the combination of transactional and transformational leadership 

can only come truly into its own, and fully flourish in the rich soil and facilitating climate 

of the joint-spirituality, joint-humanity and joint-sexuality of husband and wife, and the 

joint-spirituality and joint-humanity of parents and their children. Otherwise such 

marriage and such family is partly, if not mostly, non-functional or dysfunctional from a 

biblical perspective, with all the deadening consequences thereof.   

     The type of much-needed leadership, summarily sketched out at this point, is not 

simply compatible with, but in a real sense inseparable from, biblical servanthood (Lk. 

22:25-27). It is the type of leadership that Jesus actively seeks, teaches, models, produces, 

empowers and fuels into full bloom, both during his three-year ministry on earth in 

person and following his ascension into the heavenly places wherever his Kingdom is 

advanced through the Spirit-, Word-, and prayer-filled ministry of his Church.  It is the 

type of servant-leadership that is both sacrificial in its nature and sanctifying in its 

objective. Christians would do well to yield to the Savior in this matter, whether in 

marriage, the family or otherwise. After all, leadership is pivotal. Both biblically and 

historically it invariably proves either to make or break the Church.
11

   

     One word of caution is in place, however. This pertains to a weighty implication of 

what has just been stated. There is simultaneously a fine line and a great gap between a 

servant and a follower. A biblical leader is a sacrificial servant, but he retains his 

sanctifying authority with all that this entails.  If he can strike this balance, he will always 

be a servant, but never turn into a follower. He does not, should not, and may not allow 

the latter to occur. If he succumbs to becoming a follower, he yields to his tendency to be 

irresponsible. If his wife facilitates this, she yields to her tendency to be dominating.                

     However, several conditions must be in place for the biblical balance to emerge, and 
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to remain in place. First, the husband must possess the eager determination to be 

sacrificial before anything else, and will take this route, unless it is incumbent on him to 

sanctify his wife. Second, the wife must have the equally eager determination to be 

sanctified before anything else, and experience her husband’s sacrifice as a 

complementary joy. Third, both spouses must recognize that they have to give each other 

their heart in order for the first two conditions to be present. Fourth, both spouses must 

recognize that it servant leadership, consisting of sacrifice and sanctification is such a 

fragile tapestry that without Jesus as teaching model and enabling source can never 

emerge or remain in  place. When these four conditions obtain, all tension disappears, 

and 100% (sacrifice) plus 100% (sanctification) equals 100% (servant leadership). This , 

in turn, ensures that 1 (husband) plus 1 (wife) equals 1 (one person)!         

     Rarely has the function of the wife as "body" in her relationship to the husband as 

"head" been expressed in a more telling way than in the following remarkable statement 

by what must be a remarkable young woman (I paraphrase).  

    “I only will consent to marry a man if I am convinced that I can function as his feet 

and as his backbone. As his backbone I will seek to lift him up so that he can survey the 

landscape of life, and more quickly and adequately ‘get the total picture' with a view to 

analysis and assessment, in order subsequently to formulate and pursue a joint-course of 

action. As his feet I will provide him with the means to implement this course of action, 

by moving as rapidly as possible toward our shared goal, in order to reach it successfully.  

In short, when I function properly, I will see him 'reach heights' and 'go places' that would 

never have been within his grasp without me. By my being his backbone and feet, he will 

reach higher and move faster. At the same time by his reaching higher and moving faster, 

I am more certain about my direction and assured about my arrival at the right 

destination. There is clearly a double payoff in which both of us will be in a win-win 

situation. Incidentally, if I can not be a truly biblical wife to someone, I fully intend to 

follow the pattern of 1 Corinthians 7:32-35. I will stay unmarried to please God in 

holiness before him and in devotion to Him. This is no loss because it is a preferable state 

to be in. After all, according to Paul, for the Christian to remain unmarried is to please 

God directly. On the other hand, to marry is to please God indirectly by pleasing one’s 

spouse. So why take the ‘detour,’ if there is no ‘compelling’ reason for it? So, unless 

there is such reason, I will embrace the unmarried state with the caring directive of my 

father to back me up, to sustain me, and to get me over any rough spots, emotional or 

otherwise, that I may come to face.” 

     This is a remarkable statement, indeed! It has at least three salient points. First, it 

breaks through the worldly wisdom of viewing marriage as a 50-50 proposition. Her 

100% input gives rise to his 100% output and vice versa! Second, it transcends the 

worldly wisdom of viewing marriage as the ultimate in human experience. This is 

patently unbiblical. Nothing is more satisfying than to please God in 100% devotion to 

him (1 Cor. 7:29, 30, 31, 35). Third, it rejects the worldly wisdom of making marriage an 

individual decision. The covenantal role of the father comes to expression. He is fully 

involved, and will always seek his daughter's best. Because the unmarried state is 

preferable, he may well direct her not to marry. He has the prerogative to do so. But when 

he recognizes that marriage to a godly spouse is an option for her, and ascertains, further, 

that she longs for it, he will gladly give her permission to pursue the desire of her heart. If 

God would grant the heart’s desire of a godly woman who delights in him (Ps. 37:4), why 
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would her father not follow in his footsteps? This should be a rule of thumb in any and all 

analogous circumstances! Frankly, if this Biblical pattern would be universally honored 

in the family, the church as well as society in general, the nearly ubiquitous and 

destructive sin of control freaking would die a quick death.    

 

   

c. Extent of Submission 

 

Finally, the submission in view is all-embracing. Authoritative leadership covers the 

waterfront. It covers everything, every issue and every area of life. So submission 

pertains to everything, every issue and every area, both in terms of action and in terms of 

attitude.    

     It is a matter of action. The total range of the marriage relationship ought to be open to 

mutual communication, consultation and input, as well as encouragement, exhortation 

and admonition. This list of activities, which is far from exhaustive, is nevertheless a 

representative and typical sampling of what is involved in having a "suitable helper," 

given by God to enrich the husband's life by means of intimate fellowship and to increase 

his effectiveness by being a dedicated and loyal co-worker. This means three things.  

First, short of a violation of God’s Word, through and in it all she must express an 

underlying and unreserved, heartfelt, commitment to any and all courses of action, jointly 

plotted and perfected under the leadership of the spouse. Secondly, she must display an 

explicit and unqualified, equally heartfelt, support of any and all courses of action, jointly 

pursued and implemented under the leadership of the spouse. But thirdly, all this is not 

sufficient unless and until it culminates in her standing shoulder to shoulder with her 

husband in her attitude as well as action, whether in spirit, place or time, and if at all 

possible in all three.   

     This is the kind of joint-dominion taking that Scripture eyes with delight and the 

preparation for marriage must present with vigor to the potential partners. In case they are 

unsure, whether they are willing and able to embrace all this wholeheartedly, they better 

become sure, or they must “turn off the tap” and go their separate ways. At the same 

time, if they pursue and embrace all this wholeheartedly, the way is paved for them to 

become husband and wife. Still, when in the marriage God’s providence, and only God’s 

providence, makes certain courses of action practically impossible to pursue and 

implement jointly, responsible servant-leadership does, must, and will invariably make 

adjustments, by subtraction or substitution. Under no circumstances and in no way may 

joint-dominion taking be jeopardized. Once again, only fused hearts through Christ can 

ever hope to be successful in all this! But as we have seen already, this is what the Gospel 

is all about. It presents believers with Jesus’ heart and Jesus’ holiness! The more these are 

prayerfully in evidence, the more their hearts will incline to each other and the more their 

conduct will synchronize and harmonize. 

     Of course, the husband cannot, may not, and should not always count on total 

agreement on all issues.  This is unrealistic in a broken world.  But he ought to be assured 

that in the final analysis his wife is willing to take all possible "no’s" as well as “yes’s” 

for an answer, and to comply actively with the ultimate decision, “for better or for 

worse.” This stands, unless, of course, it flies in the face of an explicit injunction or 

prohibition of God. In such case God “pulls rank,” and demands that obedience to him 
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has the unquestionable priority (Acts 4:19; 5:29).
12

   

     This biblical model is so crucial that it bears repetition. Everyone under authority, 

inclusive of the wife in marriage, should have the freedom, and be given the opportunity, 

to share thoughts, to formulate ideas, to make suggestions, in short, to have an 

unencumbered input, as long as the rules of proper communication (See Part II, Chapter 

5) are honored. This enhances personal growth, encourages gift development, advances 

social skills, contributes to a positive outlook, and ensures a committed and cooperative 

stance.   

     At the same time, everyone under authority should be content in advance, and convey 

this clearly, to accept a divergent reaction, response or verdict without further ado, 

especially when the input has received proper attention. Any kind of "strike action," 

whether in the form of sullen resignation, the silent treatment, open resentment, 

deliberate slowdown, work stoppage, or disruptive violence, is unacceptable before God.  

In other words, the persons under authority should not want anything so badly that the 

persons in authority are viewed as an obstacle to be removed by any means and at any 

cost, in order for their own wishes to be fulfilled or their own objectives to be reached.  

This applies to the family, the Church, the State, the business, as well as the marriage.  

While the wife should be given the “full say” by the husband, she should always (be 

ready and eager to) yield the “final say” to him.  

     In short, all this applies to every authority structure, but especially to those structures, 

such as marriage, which are voluntary and therefore allow for, if not require, a meticulous 

counting of the cost, to be covered extensively below, prior to entering them in conscious 

and deliberate commitment. In general, the promise and practice of biblical submission 

removes undue personal pressure upon those in authority in the discussions, encourages 

careful consideration of the input by those in authority, and helps to secure their interest 

in future input. In particular, it adds substantially to the proper development and 

seasoning of competent leaders, and paves the way to strong, dependable and effective 

leadership. In short, it makes for relationships that are structurally pleasing to God, and 

therefore are rich and enriching, with a promise of permanence and effectiveness. 

     However, the submission under consideration is not only a matter of action; it is also a 

matter of attitude. It ought to be respectful and cheerful. The respect is not due simply 

because of the character, competence and conduct of the husband. If that were the case, it 

would be absent at times, or could vanish sooner or later. The respect in this context is 

                                                           
12

 It should be noted that neither Peter (Acts 5:18-20; 27-29), nor Daniel’s friends, Shadrach, Meshach and 

Abednego (Dan. 3:13-18), responded to the authorities who made demands that ran counter to God’s 

directives, in terms of disobedience. They would always submit to authority, and unreservedly obey it, but 

at the same time the higher authority had the greater claim. God commanded the apostles to preach and 

teach, while the authorities forbade them to do so. God forbade Daniel’s friends to worship other gods or 

golden images, while the King commanded them to do so. In both instances obedience to the higher 

authority took precedence. “Yes, we do and will preach.” “No, we do not, and never will, worship.”  

Clearly, the biblical rule of thumb is that the higher authority (of God) always wins out over obedience over 

the lower ones.  If the latter would couch obedience to God in terms of disobedience to them, this would be 

their problem.  In short, the term disobedience never does, nor ever should, cross the lips of Christians, 

whether it is civil, ecclesiastical, or otherwise. They always must take the route of (the higher) obedience, 

quoting specific and explicit Scriptural chapter and verse. The corollary is that in the absence of God’s 

specific and explicit commands or prohibitions they must obey authorities, however grievous their demands 

would be from a Christian perspective. After all, without such commands or prohibitions they would not 

have a leg to stand on, and would receive just condemnation and punishment.             
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not earned, although the husband had better do his level best to elicit it from his wife. No, 

it is commanded by virtue of the position to which God has ordained him. In other words, 

the attitude of respect toward the husband is a matter of unquestionable obedience to 

God.   

     This is a specific application of the universal truth embedded in the Fifth 

Commandment, which deals with the area of authority structures. The wife is enjoined to 

honor her spouse, just as children are enjoined to honor their parents. This is not 

contingent upon the personality of the parents or the quality of their parenting. For one 

thing, who would determine the standard of acceptability? For another, who would apply 

it? No, the honor is due solely by virtue of the position of the parents, regardless of the 

quality of their parenting. It pleases God to rule specific children through specific 

parents.  That is sufficient ground for obedience to the Fifth Commandment.  This is not 

to say that the personality of the parents and the quality of their parenting cannot, or 

should not, have a wholesome influence upon the children. But they are not the final 

determinant for the attitude of the children. The structural parallel with the wife's attitude 

to her husband is evident.      

     But there is an additional, substantive parallel. This parallel is implied by the fact that 

the Greek word for “respect” is translated in the same context by "fear," as in the phrase, 

“fear of God” (KJV) or “fear of Christ” (NASV) (Eph. 5:21). It has been said that the fear 

of God (Christ) is a heart's attitude of reverential awe. This is prompted by the majesty of 

his perfections, his holiness and his goodness, as well as his actions, the awesome 

tapestry of the macro- and micro-cosm in creation, and the awesome display of grace and 

mercy in redemption. By virtue of all this one is not only powerfully attracted to him, but 

also regards his approval as one's greatest delight to be gained at any price, and his 

disapproval as one’s greatest dread to be avoided at all cost.   

     While taking the differences between God and the husband fully into account, it does 

not seem to be illegitimate or inappropriate to point to the wife’s respect for her husband 

as a telling analogy to, if not reflection of, the Christian’s fear of God. After all, Paul's 

teaching calls emphatic attention to the relationship of the Church to her Lord as the 

model of the wife's relationship to her husband. There is, therefore, not only the structural 

parallel with the parent/child relationship, but also a more substantive one, which brings 

the nature and content of the required respect into view. 

     Cheerfulness, as the context indicates, is never far removed from respect (Eph. 5:19).  

Also its presence and absence is ultimately not determined by who the husband is, what 

he does and how he acts. Joy, that is worthy of its name, is not dependent upon one's 

circumstances (Hab. 3:17-18) or upon one's associates (Phil. 4:1-2). It is solely dependent 

upon the presence of God (Ps. 16:11), the fellowship with Christ (1 Pet. 1:8) and the 

fullness of the Spirit (Eph. 5:18). This is why it is called the joy of the Lord God (Neh. 

8:10), the joy of the Lord Christ (Phil. 4:4), and the joy of the Holy Spirit (Rom. 14:17). 

This joy constitutes the strength of the believer (Neh. 8:10). It is not derived from 

circumstances and associates. It is not lost through circumstances and associates. It does 

not go up and down with circumstances and associates. It can only rise above them, also 

in the context of marriage.   

     This is not to say that nothing goes up and down with circumstances and associates. 

But whatever emotion it is, it is not the joy of the Lord. Neither is this to say that the joy 

of the Lord is not fragile. On the contrary, it is quite easily fractured, but only by sin, 
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whether of omission or commission. It alienates God, estranges Christ, and quenches the 

Spirit. It is an interruption of the practice of the presence of God. No wonder that the 

emergence of sin spells the decline of joy and that the arrival of sin spells the departure of 

joy. In fact, they are mutually exclusive. Either sin breaks the back of joy, or joy breaks 

the back of sin. The strength of sin (1 Cor. 15:58) is pitted against the strength of joy 

(Neh. 8:10), and the strength of joy is pitted against the strength of sin. 

     This explains why a cheerful attitude on the part of the wife is so essential. The sorrow 

that pervades her life is an irritant that constantly invites, if not incites, her to the sin of 

discontent and domination. Only joy that is equally pervasive will be able to put sorrow 

in the proper perspective, and conquer the so easily ensuing sin. 

     This also explains why Paul saturates his teaching on the requirements for the wife 

with references to Christ. Only a woman who is Christ-fearing and Christ-centered can 

withstand the onslaught of sorrow, temptation and sin. Only through Christ can she 

obtain strength to overcome this, much strength to overcome much of this, more strength 

to overcome more of this and all strength to overcome all of this (Phil. 4:13). Only 

through him can she enter into, or return to, the victorious spiral of joy that leads to 

holiness (Neh. 8:10), that leads to greater joy (John 15:11), that leads to greater holiness, 

etc. Since the Source of joy can only be “tapped” by prayer, it stands to reason that a 

cheerful woman is invariably a praying woman, and a praying woman a joyful woman. 

All this will prove to be no different in the case of the husband, to whom we now turn, 

but not without a final reminder. The reminder is this. In the preparation for marriage the 

potential partners better establish a track record of submission and sacrifice so that they 

enter into marriage with a 20-20 vision of what these concepts entail in practice as well as 

theory. Not to enter marriage wholeheartedly and with open eyes in both regards could 

well be a blueprint for disaster. Even the slightest question mark in the heart, the mind, 

the will, the emotions, the moral conduct, social interaction, the creative imagination as 

well as the words and actions of either partner does, and should, disqualify them from 

embarking upon marriage. The last three chapters of this volume aim to identify and 

assist in establishing such track record that humanly speaking can and will pave the way 

to a God-honoring, and therefore successful and lasting marriage!     
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2. Responsible Love 
 
 

Introduction 

 

Ephesians 5:22-33 teaches, secondly, responsible love on the part of the husband toward 

his wife. This is the section where it will be shown that the dirty "s" word, self-sacrifice, 

more than offsets the dirty "s" word, submission! 

      

 

a. Nature of Love 

 

It is commonplace to hear preachers emphasize that love is not an emotion, defined as an 

irrational feeling, which capriciously comes and goes, and has its sentimental ups and 

downs for no definite and discernible reasons. The fabric of love is supposedly made of 

sturdier material. One simply does not “fall” in love, in order to “fall” out of it again, 

irrationally and whimsically. Neither does one find oneself “in love” in the sense of 

experiencing a romantic “high,” in order to take an inevitable nose-dive in a not so 

romantic “low,” unpredictably and unexplainably. Frankly, and in response to all this, it 

must immediately be admitted that love is not an irrational emotion. But, apart from the 

fact that there is no such thing as an irrational emotion, since all emotions have a rational 

base, can anyone deny that it, indeed, is an emotion? As we shall see, it is a glorious one 

at that! 

     It is equally commonplace to hear preachers insist that love is basically (a course of) 

action, pursued more or less eagerly, spontaneously, dutifully or even mechanically. It 

must, once again, be admitted that love invariably results in action, and unquestionably 

evidences itself in it. In short, genuine love is never without action. But does this imply 

that love is to be equated with it? Surely not! The example of a drill sergeant makes this 

point quite well. The men under his command are always quite quick to affirm that they 

will obey him instantaneously, when he barks out his orders. But when pressed, they are 

equally quick to add that there is little love lost between them. It is apparent from this 

illustration that love and obedience (action), even if they are inseparable, ought to be 

(sharply) distinguished. Surely, love obeys. But to obey is not necessarily to love. 

Obedience and action flow forth from love, but are not identical with it, do not exhaust it, 

and should not be confused with it. A proper root eventually produces fruit. But the 

seeming presence of fruit (legal obedience, rather than Gospel holiness) does not 

necessarily imply the presence of a proper root (biblical love). 

     But if love is not a capricious "feeling," nor simply an "action," what then is it?   

     First, love is an emotion (!), be it one that leads, and should lead, to action. To 

describe love as an emotion may raise a number of eyebrows. After all, the warning, 

“Never trust your emotions,” is common fare. Regrettably, this often goes hand in hand 

with the (unspoken) conviction that one can trust one’s thinking. Candidly, I have no 

problem with the warning that people should not put their trust in their emotions. 

However, the sobering truth is that one cannot, and should not, put one’s trust in one’s 

thinking, or, for that matter, in one’s willing either. Without Christ both of these are just 

as destructive as one’s emotions. But beyond this, it may well be offensive to God to pick 
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on man’s emotional make-up and life, and to put it down, if not malign it. Man images 

God in his mind, will and emotions. God is a thinking, willing and emotive God. God 

deserves our worship also for his emotions. In fact, Christians may be very thankful that 

God was very emotional, when he set his love upon them before the universe was ever 

created (Eph. 1:4)! In short, all these three functions in both God and man ought to be 

deeply appreciated. Failure to do so throughout the centuries in the footsteps of a Greek 

paganism, which championed the primacy of the intellect has had too much of a crippling 

influence upon the Church of Christ. So, in short, love is an emotion, and as part of the 

image of God by necessity a glorious one (See 1 Pet. 1:8!). By continuing to unpack its 

rich content, this should become abundantly evident. 

     Second, in the words of a 16
th

 Century theologian, love is essentially threefold, (1) “a 

desire to be united with an ‘object,’” (2) “a delight when the union is realized," and (3) "a 

deluge of (self-denying) generosity before and after the realization of that union,” before 

its realization in order to move toward it and attain it, and after its realization in order to 

retain and solidify it. This appears to be by far the most accurate, pointed and promising 

(threefold) definition in existence.  

     (1) The “desire to be united” is, and should be, radical, deliberate and determined. It is 

radical, because it is a matter of the human heart. Love always seems to touch human 

beings in the deepest layers of their existence. It is deliberate, because it invariably 

involves a rational judgment. Love never appears to emerge without some positive 

assessment of the mind. An irrational emotion simply does not exist! It is determined, 

because it takes direct aim at its objective. Love worthy of its name seeks to arrive at the 

desired union with all possible and necessary means and speed (Ps. 42:1; 63:1; 73:25; 

84:2; Is. 26:9). As such it has aptly been described as an ardent, forceful, if not “fierce,”  

“vehement,” and invincible affection. 

     (2) Furthermore, the realization of the desired union produces a deep delight both by 

way of anticipation and following its realization (Ps. 16:6-7, 11). The prospect of union 

kindles delight and its achievement brings this delight to full maturity. 

     (3) Finally, both the desire to be united to an object and the delight in the realized 

union are accompanied by the attitude and practice of a heartfelt and generous, self-

denying and sacrificial surrender of oneself and one's assets. No means to reach and 

retain the desired union remains unexplored and unearthed. Genuine love, first, gives 

itself, its heart, unreservedly to God and the neighbor and, once this takes place, it opens 

the floodgate of its resources in a flood of giving without any limitations (See also 2 Cor. 

8:1-5). If there are any reservations or limitations of whatever kind or degree, other than 

those imposed by Scripture, love in its fullness is (still) lacking.    

     If this third component element of “giving” is taking seriously, love in its fullness, 

characterized by self-denial, as well as sacrifice and submission, meets two criteria.  

First, it will never make withdrawals, but only deposits. Second, it seeks to fill a vacuum 

not in oneself, but in the other. These two elements may well be the hallmark of what 

authentic, love is all about! A “love” that is after withdrawals and endeavors to fill an 

emptiness in one’s self, is not worthy of the name, let alone of the name of biblical, 

Christian, love.   

     In summary, authentic, biblical, love is an emotive, experiential and activating reality.  

While it is emotive, it is not “emotional” in the derogatory sense of the word. After all, it 

is an emotion that is anchored in the core of one's being, rests upon the bedrock of a 
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sound mental judgment, and is intimately connected with a determination of the will.    

     Furthermore, while Christianity is not based upon experience, it has an experiential 

dimension, in fact, breadth and depth that is necessary, proper, inevitable, wholesome, 

and enriching. Without this dimension the outpouring of the Spirit in its essence, 

manifestation and fruit would be a total enigma (Acts 2). For Peter the presence of the 

Spirit was a “heart”-“felt” experience! The relevance of this argument becomes 

inescapable, once it is recognized that love is a constituent element of the fruit of the 

Spirit.    

     Finally, while action and activity do not make a believer, faith in Christ that does not 

produce (major) motion is a contradiction in terms. The same applies to love! Obedience 

does not constitute love. But love certainly leads to obedience (1 John 5:3). 

     Authentic, biblical, love in all its components is first and foremost predicated of, and 

modeled by God.   

     (1) He desires to be united with his own (Jer. 31:3). He has set his heart upon that and 

has his own reasons for it. He never wavers in his resolve, and he is determined to 

succeed.     

     (2) The realized union precipitates a deep delight on God's part (Zeph. 3:17).  

     (3) It also precipitates a heartfelt, continuous and overwhelmingly generous liberality 

toward those to whom he has extended his peace and his smile (Rom. 8:32). The desired 

and delightful union entails that man will enjoy his presence and reflect his nature. In 

order to ensure both, the stumbling block of sin, which man himself certainly cannot 

remove, has to be dealt with in its threefold aspect of deep-seated rebellion, towering 

guilt, and filthy pollution. God sets out to do precisely this by taking radical, thorough, 

and permanent action toward regeneration, justification as well as sanctification. In the 

process he pays a steep price. Here the liberality of his heart and the deluge of his 

generous giving are on rich display.  

     He provides the Union with Christ in his crucifixion and resurrection, with a view to 

our regeneration, as well as our consequent desire to enter into God's presence and reflect 

his nature (Rom. 6:6, 11). He provides the Sacrifice of Christ, with a view to our 

justification, which spells peaceful admission into the presence of God (Rom. 5:1; 2 Cor. 

5:21). He provides the Spirit of Christ, with a view to our sanctification, which spells 

joyful reflection of the nature of God (Rom. 15:16; 2 Pet. 1:4). In short, God is an 

astounding Giver. Through the propitiating blood of Christ he justifies (Rom. 3:26) his 

presence with man, and through the operational gift of the Spirit of Christ he produces the 

reflection of his nature in man. If all this is truly understood, it does, will, and should, 

touch man in the deepest core of his being. It should also produce the recognition that the 

only appropriate, and anticipated, echo or reflection of such love of God in the human 

heart is the corresponding love of man. If the latter is ever to materialize, this recognition 

is a sine qua non. It must be present!   

     It is frequently observed that God’s love toward his children in its ardency, its force, 

and its invincibility, does not know of any degrees or levels, not ever! God always did, 

does, and will, love them with equally overflowing fullness, comprehensiveness and 

riches. When applied to God’s “love of desire” to be united with the object of his love, 

this constitutes a truth that can hardly be sufficiently emphasized. The first essential 

element of God’s love (desiderium unionis) was, is, and always will, be eternal in its 
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depth, breadth, height and length. It provides a bedrock confidence for the believer that is 

of incalculable value.    

     However, this should not veil from sight that God’s “love of delight” as well as his 

“love of liberality” are nuanced. First, God is not pleased, if my love for father or mother, 

as well as spouse or children for that matter, is greater than my (returning) love for him 

(Mt. 10:37). In fact, all God’s children are warned that a curse (anathema!) befalls 

anyone, who does not love the Lord (1 Cor. 16:22). All this indicates that God’s delight is 

not always the same nor always equally strong. In fact, all too frequently the delight of 

approval and enjoyment does, and must, turn into a frown of disapproval and displeasure. 

Second, God’s “generosity” varies as well. To be sure, he makes relevant provision for 

his children. But this provision is determined both by their need and his own glory. It is 

person-variable. Since he is always powerful inclined to their greatest good, this may 

make them at times recipients of an amazing “abundance” of one sort or another. But it 

also may make them subject to painful experiences, such as God’s discipline and 

“withdrawals.”   

     Of course, God’s delight and God’s generosity remain rooted in his eternal and 

unchanging desiderium unionis (Jer. 31:3; Heb. 12:6, 10), which aims at the ultimate 

“felicity” of his children. But it must be kept in mind and clearly taught that while God’s 

desire to be united with his children does not fluctuate or vary, his delight in them and his 

generosity to them certainly do! To preach his unchanging desiderium assists Christians 

in their (search for) assurance. Not to preach his fluctuating delight and varying 

generosity carries the danger of producing presumption. While truly Christian assurance 

should be carefully nurtured, guarded, and retained, any sort of non-Christian, if not anti-

Christian, presumption should be just as carefully exposed, opposed, and eliminated.   

     In all this there is a marked parallel between the three constituent elements and the 

three component characteristics of God’s love, enumerated here but to be presented later 

in greater detail. His love is unconditional, counter-conditional, as well as reconditioning.  

The unconditional nature of this love makes it immutable, as is his desire to be united 

with his children. But its counter-conditional activity (versus sin) and its reconditioning 

measures (toward holiness) are person-variable. These fluctuate not only with each 

individual person, but also with the various conditions in each person. One size simply 

does not fit all! In the process of his counter-conditional and reconditioning activity God 

will experience a variety of emotions and commit himself to various levels of 

(inter)action. The goal of God’s desire to be united with his children is immutable, 

namely their eternal felicity in his presence in mint condition. However, the road to this 

mint condition will produce different levels of “delight” and require different types of 

“generous giving.”                 

     At any rate, God’s love with its three constituent elements functions as both the source 

(1 John 4:7, 10, 19) and the model (John 13:34; 17:23, 26) of man's love for his fellow 

men in general and the husband's love for his wife in particular. The believer's love and 

Christ-likeness, also in marriage, is nothing but the love of God perfected in him (1 John 

4:12, 17).  Consequently, anything short of total dependence and unceasing drawing upon 

the love of God spells failure, if not disaster.   

     Furthermore, the believer's love, including that of the husband in marriage, is nothing 

but a reflection of the love of Christ. With regard to the husband's love, this is quite 

evident from Paul's teaching when it is said to be sacrificial (unconditional) and 
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sanctifying (counter-conditional and reconditioning) in nature. The parallel with the 

blood of Christ unto justification and the Spirit of Christ unto sanctification through the 

Word can hardly be missed. 

     In his love the husband aims to achieve total union and vital communion with his 

wife, in which they share all of their lives, all that they are, have and do, all their 

thoughts, wishes and desires. In a word, the grand design of the original blueprint for 

marriage is still in force. Genuine love will prompt a man to cleave to his wife, and vice 

versa by implication, so as to stand “shoulder to shoulder” as one person. In marriage one 

plus one (still) equals one. Marriage is and remains a creation ordinance that does, and 

must, mirror the creation structure.   

     In view of the judicial and ravaging effects of sin there will be little chance that the 

husband's love will reach its objective, unless the pursuit of the marital union is placed in 

the context of, and made subservient to, the fundamental and all encompassing union on 

the part of both the husband and the wife with the Triune God. The reason is simple. 

Apart from a fundamental and all encompassing God-centeredness the husband's love 

will never be able to be what it ought to be, sacrificial and sanctifying, after the pattern of 

the love of Christ for his Church.   

     Sacrificial love is characterized by at least two features. As has already been 

mentioned, it is based upon, and rooted in, self-denial. If I deny myself in my marriage, I 

say “no” to, contradict and refuse all that I have, wish, seek, am, do, can, etc., which is or 

may be opposed to, competes with, or fails to serve the well-being of my wife. Further, it 

is constituted by actually paying the often steep and painful price of foregoing, giving up, 

or even destroying something valued for the sake of a more pressing claim in marriage. If 

I sacrifice myself in marriage, it may cost me my time, my funds, my energy, my 

cherished plans, my sleep, my reputation, my ease, indeed my everything, including my 

life. As has been astutely observed, the idea of the cross is culturally not vivid in the 

imagination of really any section of the world population (any more), including the West. 

But at least the latter is quite familiar with the idea of the "electric chair." Well, to 

sacrifice oneself is (again and again) to mount the electric chair, to strap oneself in, to 

press the button firmly, and to experience the surge of the "murderous" current! 

     The model of Christ in leaving the divine glory for his incarnation “in the likeness of 

sinful flesh” (Rom. 8:3), in entering upon a taxing ministry with all its requirements and 

needs, in suffering through ignorance, stubbornness, indifference, opposition, hostility, 

conflict, envy, hatred, battle and persecution, and, finally, in facing in the garden of 

Gethsemane and, then, paying on Calvary’s hill the ultimate price of agonizing death, 

excludes every other option. Without Christ as the source of his strength (John 15:5; Phil. 

4:13) no husband, of course, could ever hope to walk in the footsteps of the Master.  Even 

at that, he will have to acknowledge the humbling fact that he will not be able to follow, 

other than all too frequently a long way behind him. 

     Sanctifying love is similarly characterized by at least two features. Its (sanctifying) 

tool is the truth of God's Word. Completely in line with the principles laid out in Genesis 

2, it is the husband's solemn obligation to present the total range of truth to the total range 

of the life of his wife. In a word, he must set forth the Word of God in all its implication 

and application, in all its meaning and significance. This responsibility comes with 

marriage by definition. It may not be ignored, shunned or sidestepped. It may not be 

carried out halfheartedly or indifferently. It may not be engaged in intermittently or at 
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will. It should be done systematically and energetically, lovingly and wisely. This 

requires preparation, possibly extensive at times, in study and prayer. Only this can 

ensure that the truth is presented not in word only, but also in power, in the Holy Spirit, 

with full persuasion and with convicting effectiveness (1 Thess. 1:5). But it also requires 

constant communication and careful observation. Only this will enable the husband to 

live with his wife “according to knowledge” (1 Pet. 3:7) and with success.       

     This brings the second feature into view. The ultimate goal is not agreement. This 

would be all too human. But rather submission to the Word and holiness before God 

(sanctification). This is to say, the presentation of the truth should not be geared just to 

address the intellect, and aim at conveying information to be stored in the "refrigeration" 

system of the mind. But it should address the heart, even if this is to be done through the 

mind with all possible and necessary intellectual preparation, care and finesse. 

Ultimately, however, it should (aim to) convey abundant life, conformity to the image of 

Christ, eventually without spot or wrinkle, through faith as well as repentance, should 

that be necessary.   

     Again, the model of Christ speaks for itself. He, who embodies all knowledge and 

wisdom, sets forth the truth with discriminating precision and applicatory power, and 

does not let up, however lovingly, sensitively, carefully and wisely, until there is a 

response of heart and life. All this, of course, remains predicated upon the enablement by 

Christ. Christ as model to imitate and Christ as fountainhead to draw from must be 

distinguished, but may never be separated. 

     Finally, the combination of sacrificial and sanctifying love gives rise to two further 

truths. Both the order and the linkage of sacrifice and edification/sanctification are 

significant. Sacrifice precedes sanctification in Paul's teaching. This is not without 

reason. Love does not sacrifice itself, at least should not do so, on condition of a proper 

response, but rather to evoke a proper response. The sacrificial love of Christ creates its 

own recipients. We love him because he first loved us. The principle of grace rules 

supreme, and not the principle of law.   

     To be sure, grace can never be separated from law. After all, John 15:1-16 teaches 

grace unto fruit, more fruit, much fruit, abiding fruit, that is “grace unto grapes.” Law 

apart from grace invariably exposes barrenness and impotence, and is bound to produce 

resistance and ugliness. The observation is quite to the point that to insist on (legal) 

obedience apart from grace is to scrub a dirt floor with hot water. The result is a muddy 

mess. Grace unto law, on the other hand, holds out a promise and a future, and is bound 

to lead increasingly to the beauty of holiness, more holiness, much holiness, continuing 

holiness! This pattern also ought to be in evidence in the marriage relationship.   

     Incidentally, the flow of the husband's sacrificial love should not depend upon the 

character and temperament of the wife, upon the way she acts and reacts, or upon what 

she says and fails to say. As a famous 16
th

 Century author put it rather bluntly and 

unmistakably clear, "Even if the wife is a drunkard or a glutton, given to gaudiness and 

extravagance, idolizing clothes and ornaments, idle and lazy, ill-tempered and thick-

headed, without agreeable qualities or any care for her household, the husband never can 

justify any rebellion, deviation or compromise with regard to God's standard for 

sacrificial love."  God's marching orders for marriage are inviolable, be it ever so true that 

sacrificial love will be greatly facilitated and the delight of such love greatly enhanced, 

when the wife reflects the characteristics of the woman of Proverbs 31 (Heb. 13:17).   
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     At any rate, sacrifice and sanctification go hand in hand. In fact, sacrifice does, and 

should, aim at and lead to, sanctification. Sanctification without sacrifice is bound to be 

ineffective. There is no want of direction, but the lubrication is missing and so there is 

bound to be little, in fact, no progress. But sacrifice without sanctification is bound to 

mire down. There is the lubrication, but there is nowhere to go, so the progress is bound 

to be equally small. Christ displays both. "He gave himself for us that he would redeem 

us from all iniquity and purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of good works" 

(Tit. 2:14). So should the husband!   

     Sanctification without sacrifice tends to turn a leader into a dictator. God frowns on 

this. But sacrifice without sanctification tends to turn a servant into a follower. God 

frowns on this no less. Both husband and wife will do well to remember that. Lack of 

sacrifice will frustrate and alienate the wife. But lack of sanctification will frustrate a 

godly wife just as much and stunt her growth. In fact, the godlier she is, the more keenly 

she will experience this. On the other hand, insistence on sacrifice on the wife's part 

coupled with a resistance to sanctification will short circuit the husband. It is bound either 

to turn him into a follower, or to stifle not only the sanctifying, but also the sacrificial 

aspect of his love, however regrettable all this may be.   

     The refusal to honor the purpose of sacrifice cannot but have an adverse effect upon 

the sacrifice itself. It is one package. In fact, if, according to the same 16
th

 Century 

commentator referred to earlier, the wife may not become belligerent, go on strike or seek 

a divorce, “although her husband is a drunkard or a glutton, irritable or quarrelsome, a 

gambler or a spendthrift, difficult or demeaning,” how much more should she welcome, if 

not invite, sanctification on the part of a godly husband! A godly wife will do precisely 

that. She will be profoundly disappointed when her husband shirks his duty in this 

respect. His spiritual leadership is her lifeline. In fact, if she is an exemplary wife, she 

will be quite open to sanctification, even if the sacrifice in her husband's love leaves 

something (a lot?) to be desired, however “inexcusable” this may be. After all, she will 

recognize that God's standard for her conduct in marriage allows for just as little 

rebellion, deviation or compromise, as it does for the conduct of her husband, and that 

God's marching orders for her are equally inviolable. 

     Two items in conclusion! 

     First, life never comes in neat packages. So what is a husband to do, when his wife’s 

“full say” in a specific matter, whether pertaining to the rearing of the children, the 

relationship to the relatives, the purchase of a residence, the move to another town, a 

change in jobs, the choice of a vacation spot, etc., suggests a course of action that runs 

contrary to his own ideas? Which thinking, willing or feeling should prevail? Since he 

has the “final say,” the responsibility to make a determination is his and his alone. In 

general, Scripture gives him only two options in any and all circumstances. He should be 

either sacrificial or sanctifying. However, the order in which sacrifice and sanctification 

are introduced by Paul, leaves him practically little choice. As a rule of thumb, he must 

(desire to) be sacrificial, unless the requirements of, or need for, sanctification dictate 

otherwise. When it comes down to a close call, or when the “emotions” run high, he 

better examine his motivation carefully. This should always be done, but is especially 

needful when the final decision runs counter to the course of action preferred by his wife, 

and may appear to be self-serving. At any rate, he should make it plain in advance that he 

makes final decisions, whether popular or unpopular, (only) because God has given him 
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that responsibility. Further, he should stand ready to concede in retrospect that he 

bungled a decision, if it would prove to be a bad one. At the same time, the wife should 

make it clear in advance that she will support his final say without reservations. Further, 

she should determine to abstain from recriminations in retrospect, even if the decision 

turns out to be as bad as she envisioned.                    

      Second, to underscore and further elaborate on what has been mentioned already, 

sacrifice and sanctification fit in snugly with the three features of a truly biblical love, as 

it mirrors the love of the Father, imitates the love of Christ, and reflects the love of the 

Spirit. It is unconditional. Not only is it not prompted by anything in someone else. It is 

mandated in spite of what may characterize someone else. This goes hand in hand with 

the sacrificial nature of love. Further, it is both counter-conditional, in that it does not put 

up with sin, and reconditioning, in that it strives for godliness. Godly love is ever en route 

to perfection as the crowning piece of God’s saving activity.
13

 Even if on earth perfection 

cannot be obtained and godliness can only be purposeful, in heaven the latter will be 

perfect. This explains the edifying nature of godly love, originating in God and mirrored 

in his people. Ultimately it will succeed in achieving perfect godliness in mint condition!  

     In conclusion, two observations!  

     First, from a biblical perspective the sacrificial and sanctifying love of a husband 

towards his wife does not function or operate in a vacuum. It aims at joint-spirituality and 

joint-humanity. Ultimately, however, it seeks to “polish,” “sharpen” and “perfect” the 

instrument of marriage for the partners in marriage jointly, that is, “shoulder to shoulder,” 

to advance the Kingdom of God in the Service of God to the glory of God!  

     Second, everyone should agree that the biblical tapestry of sacrificial and sanctifying 

love, and the way it does, and should, function, leaves the notion of “mutual submission” 

in the dust as an anemic, all too human, surrogate that does not even begin to plumb the 

depth of the biblical teaching. “Mutual submission” leaves lots of room for clever human 

maneuvering, and thereby, most likely to the total surprise of its proponents, rather than 

upping the bar of marriage conduct, especially for the husband, dramatically lowers the 

divinely instituted and imposed benchmark for husband and wife, in principle as well as 

practice. The Biblical teaching spells impossibility for both partners, just as all God's 

benchmarks for everyone in every situation and in every setting. This does, and should, 

drive them to Christ in continuous prayer. If this does not dawn on them and fails to make 

them kneel shoulder to shoulder in their preparation for marriage, they better turn off the 

tap in a hurry! Unable to do the impossible in marriage for their failure, if not refusal, 

constantly to be, let alone remain, in the Vine (John 15:4-5), they will be quickly heading 

for disaster! Even if they have a presumption or reputation of life (Rev. 3:1a, 17a), their 

basic condition will still be one of apathy and death (Rev. 3:1b, 17b), which apart from 

repentance will lead to their demise (Rev. 3:3, 16). All those who refuse to center their 

conduct on God (Rev. 3:2), and draw their conduct from Christ (Rev. 3:18, 20) can 

expect this “fate!”     

      

                                                           
13

 The notion that unconditional love always accepts people regardless of what they are, think, will, feel, or 

practice, is to pervert the term unconditional in this context.  God does not just accept people as they are. 

Period!  He loves them inspire of what they are, and determines to make unacceptable folks acceptable to 

him by means of his “sacrificial” Son and through his “sanctifying” Spirit!  In other words, unconditional 

love always goes hand in hand with counter-conditional, and reconditioning love.  It is both a travesty and 

suicidal to separate the “unconditional” feature of love from the two others in the inviolable triad!   
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b. Ground of Love 

 

The husband's love for his wife in both its sacrificial and sanctifying aspects is ultimately 

grounded in the fundamental unity that exists between him and his spouse. The husband 

desires to be one in full union and communion because they are one. Paul could not have 

brought the intimacy and preciousness of that union into sharper focus, even if he would 

have tried (?)! Just as the husband is the wife's head, so the wife is the husband's body. 

She is his own flesh. Loving her means loving himself and union of Christ and his church 

drives this point home even more forcefully.   

     In fact, there is a double analogy. Looking backward the relationship that Christ 

sustains to his church follows a pattern that is identical to that between Adam and Eve, be 

it richer, deeper and with an added touch of mystery. Looking forward, the union of 

Christ and his church is the model for the husband-wife relationship. In Paradise God 

operated on Adam, took Eve literally out of his side, as bone of his bones and flesh of his 

flesh, and brought her to him to be united to him and complete him. On Calvary God 

"operated" on Christ, took the church out of his bleeding side, and made it an integral and 

essential part of him, as his "body," as "bone of his bones and flesh of his flesh," 

perfectly at one with him, and making up his fullness.   

     The first operation, including its end product, the first marital union, was impressive, 

but rather straightforward and simple to grasp. Not so the second "operation" and its end 

product! It boggles the mind how the church traces its origin to Christ, and it staggers the 

imagination how it is united to him and completes him as his body. How all of this is 

possible, is a mystery. But the fact is an undeniable reality. The church does originate in 

Christ, is indissolubly united to him, and contributes to his fullness. This reality makes it 

unthinkable that the relationship of Christ and his church is anything else but a 

relationship of love. A head simply does not hate its own body, which it has first 

produced according to its own specifications, and subsequently needs for its own proper 

performance.   

     In addition to everything else it would be counterproductive, if not self-destructive. 

Without a properly functioning body the head cannot move. It comes to an inevitable 

stand still. It thinks, plans, projects, anticipates, but cannot implement. It faces a 

Promised Land, but cannot enter. The future beckons but is never realized. Only self-

interest already should dictate love. But Christ rises far above the level of self-interest. In 

fact, the love that motivates him and that he displays is the opposite of self-interest. It is 

pure altruistic selflessness that prompted him to sacrifice himself in order to transform a 

bunch of impotent, ungodly, sinful enemies into his own body, and to afford them the 

high privilege of contributing to his fullness. That same unselfish love still prompts him 

to both unceasing, sacrificial, intercessory prayer, and untiring, sanctifying, personal care.   

     All this is mandatory to carry out the arduous and unenviable task of maintaining the 

body in a variety of ways. He supplies its needs. He treats its maladies. He deals with its 

malfunctioning. He guides it throughout its convulsions. He defends it against its 

enemies. He battles its tumors. He removes its malignancies. He strengthens its 

weaknesses. He counterbalances its impotence. He encourages its growth. He widens its 

horizon. He enlarges its vision. He renders it effective. His treatment is at times swift. At 

times it is prolonged. At times it is painful. At times it seems excruciating. At times it 

seems unbearable. But it is always rooted in love, and powerfully inclined toward its 
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greatest good. Recognition of this will eliminate a spirit of resignation, resistance and 

rebellion against the treatment. Instead, it does, and will, foster a spirit of contentment, 

thanksgiving, joy, and endurance en route to perfection (Phil. 4:4, 6, 11; Jam. 1:2-4). 

     This biblical model, which is not optional, should provide the husband with explosive 

insights, which he could never have gained from any other source. When he turns to a 

woman to become his wife, or even more pointedly, when he makes the deliberate choice 

to ask a woman for her hand in marriage, and she consents, she thereby becomes his 

body, his own flesh. She is not just an appendage that can be severed with a little 

anesthetic, but basically without impunity, nor just a caboose that can easily be 

uncoupled, when it becomes too burdensome to pull it. She is not even just an intimate 

and valued partner, from whom one may disassociate oneself, when the relationship sours 

or the disadvantages begin to outweigh the advantages, however distasteful the prospect 

of that may have seemed at one time. No, she is his own flesh, which is an integral, 

essential and indispensable part of him that completes him and in a real sense constitutes 

his fullness. A chicken with its head cut off may not amount to much. But a chicken head 

with its body cut off does not amount to much either. This twofold lesson better be 

learned quickly by both (potential) husband and wife! 

     All this explains why a husband's love for his wife is love for himself. It is a well-

known fact that deficiencies, failures, faults, sins, etc., on the wife's part too easily have a 

negative effect upon the flame of the husband's love. Her stubborn refusal to deal with 

them may even lower it to the point of extinction, and give rise to a critical, angry, 

resentful, harsh and even hateful spirit. When the body tires and slows down, is 

exhausted and comes to a standstill, is pushed and rebels, of course, the head is going to 

notice it and should take the necessary steps to correct the situation.   

     But it seems passing strange, really, for the husband to vent himself in a negative, 

judgmental and eventually even condemning manner, however “natural” and “logical” 

this may appear at first sight. We live, after all, in a dog eat dog world, in which tit for tat 

is the order of the day. Further thought rapidly leads to the realization that it does not 

work this way in the physical world. When a person stubs his toe, breaks a leg, gets an 

upset stomach, develops a nervous disorder, comes down with cancer, suffers a stroke, is 

felled by a heart attack, in short, watches his body slow down in pain, rebel in agony, or 

come to a standstill in the throes of death, he does not care less, let alone provide less 

care, but rather more care, abundant care, all possible and necessary care, total care, 

indeed ultimate care, if that would be available. He asks advice, sees a doctor, visits a 

specialist, checks into a hospital, goes to the Mayo Clinic, and consults with a team of top 

surgeons, all to unearth an effective remedy. This stands to reason. He would be thick 

headed to take his anger out on his body. He would be mindless to carve it up in fury.  He 

would be insane to sever it from his head. He would first exacerbate the situation. Then 

he would make the condition critical. Finally he would self-destruct. 

     Well now, why do so many husbands so often not take this paradigm of the physical 

world to heart in their relationship to their wives? They too often fail to do so, even as 

they sense and possibly have been able to observe with their own eyes that negativism of 

whatever stripe, in whatever combination and whatever degree, whether in thought, word 

or deed, simply does not produce the desired effect. They somehow know, at least 

statistically, if in no other way, that any reaction other than love has a paralyzing and 

damaging influence. So why would they dish out, what they cannot effectively absorb 
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themselves? In a clear moment they may admit that ultimately this will be counter-

productive. But too frequently negativism prevails anyway. Promptly the marital engine 

freezes. The brakes lock. The warning lights are, of course, ignored. So is the warning 

smell. Everything comes to a stand still and eventually to a blow up. It should not. But it 

does. This, incidentally, is practical, down-to-earth, observation wisdom of the Proverbs 

variety, which is to be preferred to a sterile idealism that fails or refuses to take the hard 

facts of life into account. 

     The contrast with Paul's “highway” of love could hardly be starker. To begin with, 

human conduct without love, however impressive it may appear, amounts to nothing. 

And then that catalog of love's characteristics! A few highlights certainly get the point 

across. It tells us what love is. Love is long-suffering. Love is kind. It tells us what love is 

not. Love is not proud. Love is not rude. Love does not seek its own. Love is not easily 

provoked. It tells us what love does. Love bears all things. Love hopes all things. Love 

endures all things. It tells us why love is so awesome. Love never fails (1 Cor. 13). 

     The question, indeed, is pressing. Why does so often negativism prevail, rather than 

the love Paul is talking about?   

     The husband may be ignorant of some very pertinent truths. This possibility, of 

course, cannot be discounted in view of Paul's teaching that the believer is, and ever 

should be, conformed to the image of Jesus Christ through the renewing of his mind 

(Rom. 12:2). The mind apparently is in need of constant, ever continuing, renewal.    

     First, it may never have dawned on him that negativism, from a judgmental attitude to 

bitterness, from the silent treatment to verbal abuse, is a subtle but unmistakable form of 

hatred. As the opposite of love it is characterized by disunity and breaking point after 

breaking point. Hatred creates rifts. The individual who hates withdraws himself from the 

one with whom he clashes or pushes him out of he way. The result is the same. It 

produces distance. I dislike you and do not wish to associate myself with you as you are.   

     This may be indicated by attitude, body language, verbal barrage, or "eloquent" action. 

Naturally defense mechanisms are triggered. The positions are walled off. Potshots are 

exchanged. Self-fulfilling prophecies are uttered. Enter acrimony, ridicule, sarcasm and 

character assassination. More defense mechanisms are triggered. The positions are 

hardening further.  Soon the situation seems beyond repair.  Meaningful communication 

ceases. Physical avoidance is the next step. Separation beckons as a relief. Divorce is the 

inevitable end result. The warring parties are exhausted, and end up going their own way. 

The variations on this theme are many. But they all spell hate. If this were recognized as 

such, all of it might have been seen for what it truly is, ugly, repugnant and appalling, and 

might have been nipped in the bud. 

     Second, it may never have registered with the husband that by virtue of the marital 

union his wife actually became his own flesh. Even if this was mentally affirmed, it may 

never have dawned on him what its reality truly means against the backdrop of the 

mystery involved in the redemptive analogy, namely that the woman came out of the man 

(in Paradise), as the Church came out of Christ (on the cross)! Just as the Church is the 

very own body of Christ, so she is your very own body, husband! Therefore to love your 

wife, is to love yourself. And conversely, to hate your wife is to hate yourself, and 

nobody, but nobody, hates himself, except to his own detriment. Paul hammers this truth 

home! If this were properly recognized, the husband might have thought twice, before he 

threw all caution to the wind, distanced himself from his wife spiritually, mentally, 
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volitionally, emotionally, physically, etc., carved her up in thought, word and deed, for all 

practical purposes crippled, if not paralyzed, whether permanently or temporarily, and 

added insult to injury by complaining bitterly, when “the bill” was presented to him. 

After all, cripples and paralytics are a drag!   

     At any rate, it is both rewarding and fascinating to drive this truth home with a live (!) 

husband, who finds himself on the slippery slope of what is essentially a form of (self!) 

hatred and to watch him wake up, become painfully aware of his predicament, arrest his 

down slide and begin the often long and arduous climb back. I can attest that I have seen 

husbands mentally “reeling” under the awesome truth that their wives are their bodies, 

subsequently surrendering every thought of separation and divorce, eventually reversing 

their contemplated course of action, and ending up as responsible husbands and fathers. 

This is an encouraging and necessary reminder that in Jesus there is total recovery. 

      

 

c. Extent of Love 

 

A husband’s love does, and should, honor the remarkably full range of Paul's instruction. 

As his body, as his own flesh, he will nourish and cherish his wife. Nourish and cherish, 

the combination of these words indicates that just as the wife submits herself to her 

husband fully, respectfully, and cheerfully, so the husband cares for his body 

thoughtfully, totally and tenderly. When taken literally, the verbs, representing the twin 

activity in which the husband should be engaged, call upon him to supply his wife with 

food and clothes, to provide her with nourishment and cover. Nourishment will feed her, 

sustain her, give her energy and produce growth. Cover will clothe her, keep her warm, 

free her for her task and ensure accomplishment. Figuratively, these verbs stand for 

thoughtful, total and tender care. 

     The profound implication of Paul's terminology should not escape us. From the very 

wording of the famous double commandment of love as formulated by Jesus (Mt. 22:37-

39), it can be concluded that the man (as well as the woman) does not need a command to 

love himself. The reason is simple. He manages to do so instinctively, spontaneously and 

intensely, by definition! Incidentally, as such it functions as the very standard of love 

toward the neighbor.   

     Self-love expresses itself in a great variety of ways, be they legitimate or not. Suicide 

appears to be the most extreme form of illegitimate self-love. It indicates that individuals 

love themselves so much that they are willing to take the ultimate step of removing 

themselves from the suffering that they judge to be definitively unbearable and otherwise 

inescapable. 

     On the other hand, two perfectly legitimate manifestations of self-love are those of 

feeding and clothing oneself. They are quite revealing. Usually great care is taken to 

determine the proper time, frequency, type and variety of the daily meals as well as their 

nutritional value and the number of their calories. Similarly, great energy is expended in 

establishing the number, type, variety and comfort of clothes as well as their durability 

and functionality. In addition to this, the slightest craving of the body, the slightest 

twitching of the stomach, the slightest demands of the taste buds are quickly satisfied.  

Conveniences like corner stores, refrigerators and instant foods are enlisted to meet every 

need and want. In the same vein, the slightest variation in temperature, the slightest shift 
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in the weather, the slightest change in conditions immediately require different clothes, 

better clothes, new clothes. Plazas, closets, and even mothballs make it possible for all 

demands to be met. Failing health or extreme weather conditions really kick the concern 

into high gear. Vitamins, medication, hospitalization or boots, overcoats, scarves quickly 

enter the scene. All this is facilitated by some times interminable shopping sprees, 

preceded by the study of all kinds of pertinent books and magazines on the various 

subjects. 

     Against this backdrop the apostle's injunction comes into the proper focus. The near 

infinite concern for one's own food and clothes should be the model for the concern for 

one's wife. This demand is legitimate. After all, the wife is the husband's body. Love for 

one's wife, therefore, is by definition self-love and as such instinctive, spontaneous and 

intensive. But it is all-encompassing as well. The two verbs, nourish and cherish, are 

mildly metaphorical and carry with them the wider implication of solicitous, total and 

tender, care. In a word, the husband is responsible for all provision (nourish) and all 

protection (cherish).   

     This means negatively that he should not abuse his wife, neglect her, or to take her for 

granted, spiritually, psychologically, mentally, volitionally, emotionally, physically, or in 

any other way. Positively, this implies that he ought to live with her knowledgeably, and 

honor her with sensitivity (1 Pet. 3:7). In other words, he will provide for her health, 

energy, strength, peace of mind, contentment, joy, growth, development, maturity, at all 

times and in all places, in all circumstances and in all areas of life. Furthermore, he will 

protect her by looking after her, sustaining her, shielding her, guarding her, defending her 

in the face of difficulties and sorrows, threats and attacks, whenever, wherever and 

however possible and necessary. In short, he will be a constant encouragement and a sure 

safeguard. This puts the words of the apostle Paul pertaining to marriage in perspective. 

The unmarried please the Lord. The married please the Lord by pleasing their spouse (1 

Cor. 7:32-33)! 

     This is not to say that he will cater to sinful, illegitimate, less propitious, all possible, 

all acceptable, or even all commendable interests, wishes or desires. He is a servant, all 

right, but first of all a servant of God and under God. This implies that he must display 

sensitivity to godly ways and means as well as godly goals and priorities. Neither is this 

to say that he will have to shun disagreement, disapproval, admonition or even rebuke in 

all situations and at all cost. After all, he is a sanctifying as well as sacrificial leader 

under God. Times will come, quite realistically, when differences of opinion will surface. 

This may lead to sharp disagreement as to what course of action to follow. This may even 

result in vocal opposition, anger, hostility, resentment and bitterness. At times the 

relationship may appear to be a dead-end street and a trap. The mind may be dulled. The 

will may weaken. The emotions may shatter. The nerves may fray. The strength may 

erode. The joy may vanish. The hope may diminish. There most likely is no husband who 

has never experienced some, if not all, of this to one degree or another. But the eye had 

better never lose sight of the promise of God. Ultimately love that sacrifices and 

sanctifies, and continues prayerfully to do so in the face of overwhelming, if not 

impossible, odds, will by God's grace prevail and gain the victory.    

     Partners in marriage, who experience agonizing marital pain, do well both to take 

heart and to remind themselves that the purpose of marriage is joint-dominion taking in 

joint-spirituality to advance the Kingdom of God “shoulder to shoulder” in the service of 
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God to the glory of God. If this is God’s marching order, why would he refuse his grace 

to remedy any situation when marriage partners are truly regenerate and together plead 

with him freshly to bestow this upon them, in order to obey his marching order and so to 

fulfill his purpose? At the same time partners in preparation for marriage may take heart 

and remind themselves as well that, if they ever experience the grief of what seems to be 

a marital breakdown, God’s grace ever is, and ever will be, sufficient to those who seek 

holiness as the crowning piece of God’s saving activity. To “forewarn” them this way in 

advance is designed to “forearm” them, so as to seek preventive grace in prospect, rather 

than curative grace in retrospect.       

     Of course, Jesus is and remains the model and fountainhead of both unceasing, 

persistent love in afflictions and suffering to the point of agony, and unmistakable, total 

victory. He supplies the direction. It is embodied in him and set forth by him. As such it 

is presented in Scripture. We can only neglect this to our detriment. But he also supplies 

the power. It is stored up in him, and flows forth from him. As such it is channeled 

through prayer, persistent, fervent prayer. Failure to engage ourselves in this cannot but 

spell disaster. Thus the blueprint for victory, however profound it may be, is ultimately 

simple. What is required is a thorough and ever growing knowledge of direction, as it is 

found in Jesus and set forth in Scripture, and a glorious and ever increasing display of 

power, as it originates in Jesus and is appropriated through prayer. 

     Possibly one more pitfall should be addressed. In conflicts that seem to tear at the fine 

fabric of marriage either the husband or the wife, or both for that matter, may well come 

apart by the seams. They are so exhausted that they can no longer cope with their mixed-

up emotions and can no longer control their clouded thinking. This may account for the 

attack words that inflict deep wounds, for the silent treatment that opens up a rift or for 

the self-justification that leads to the marriage breakup. Or what is possibly even more 

accurate, the attack words, the silent treatment and the self-justification may precisely be 

the way they cope with their emotions and thought pattern. They may be deeply wounded 

themselves. The accusations may have a basis in fact, the silence may be caused by 

justified grief, and the reasons given for a divorce may have much more than a ring of 

undeniable truth to it.   

     At this juncture, when despair has set in and anything can be expected, it will prove 

whether they ultimately wish to be bottom line Christians. God hates divorce (Mal. 2:16). 

So, if no divorceable offense has been committed (Mt. 18:9), divorce is no legitimate 

option, and may not be entertained, not even in a fleeting moment. Biblical counseling is 

the only alternative. If a divorceable offense has been committed, however, divorce is 

still no option, provided that a call to repentance is met by a plea for forgiveness. In such 

case forgiveness must be granted, and with the granting of forgiveness comes the pledge 

never to bring the issue up again (Lk. 17:3-4). In fact, Luke 17:3-4 implies that the 

granting of forgiveness requires that even a sin committed for the seventh time should be 

treated as if it were a first time sin. After all, forgiveness wipes the slate clean, again and 

again! It is hardly surprising that the disciples respond with a request for Jesus to increase 

their faith (Lk. 17:5). At any rate, bottom line Christians have no greater desire, even in 

the midst of agonizing circumstances, than for the Word of God to have the final say and 

the full sway in their lives. All this goes to underscore the utter necessity of the proper 

biblical preparation for marriage in order to avoid the wretchedness of seemingly 
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impossible future situations, and to turn off the tap if there is only the slightest inkling of 

impending trouble!  

 

 

d. Conclusion 

 

In order to experience in their marriage the beauty of redemption as a substitute for the 

decay of the Fall, both husband and wife will do well to keep in mind the Gospel of 

sanctification in its broadest parameters. Two of these parameters will be set forth as the 

conclusion of this chapter to keep them from being victimized by some basic potential 

pitfalls. 

     A marriage is certain to be rocky if the husband and the wife are lacking in two 

pertinent kinds of self-knowledge.   

     First, they may never have come to grips with the sad reality and lurking danger of a 

pervasive and ever present self-centeredness, whether in the form of self-promotion, self-

assertion, self-preservation, self-protection, self-defense, self-pity or even preoccupation 

with self-esteem and self-worth. In fact, it is so real and so pervasive that even the 

thought of self-denial and self-sacrifice is often dismissed as quickly as it arises and the 

necessity of self-denial and self-sacrifice rejected as soon as it presents itself. "I will not 

go out of my way for my mate," or even worse, "I will not yield an inch," becomes the, at 

times subconscious, pattern of the response mode.   

     When this response mode is exposed, the heart easily hardens itself, and busily looks 

for excuses to defend its decision, justify its stance and rationalize its action. When there 

is still a lingering doubt about the propriety of the conduct, in spite of the fact that there 

are “solid reasons” and “iron-clad grounds” for it, the heart hardens itself further and the 

mechanism of self-deception takes over.   

     The strategies of self-deception are many and varied, clever and persuasive. It reasons. 

It argues. It complains. It sulks. It accuses. It attacks. It displays righteous anger. It 

resorts to deserved indignation. It puts up smoke screens. It asks rhetorical questions. Of 

course, it invariably wins. 

     People who want to deceive themselves badly enough always succeed. Slowly but 

surely they sear their, at first, uneasy conscience so that it no longer functions. They 

begin by pulling the wool over their eyes and end up blinding themselves. At one point 

they decided to delude themselves, and now they are victimized by the spirit of delusion. 

The process is both astonishingly simple and astonishingly effective. Folks are uneasy 

about their own train of thought and course of contemplated action. They admit that they 

are uneasy. They deny their admission. They deny that they are uneasy. They deny the 

denial that they are uneasy. They believe that they are at ease. They are at ease. In a 

word, they justify themselves. They believe their self-justification. And their doom is 

sealed. Such “pride” always precedes a fall, unless it is excised and discarded. 

     The solution? Back to Christ and his cross. Only the cross that broke the heart in the 

first place can break that heart again. Only Christ as the model and source of self-denial 

and self-sacrifice can produce these virtues in man or woman. Suddenly the heart softens. 

Sensitivity to sin and guilt return. Flimsy excuses are understood for what they are. The 

pernicious mechanism of self-deception collapses. Confession replaces self-justification. 
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Necessary forgiveness is sought and secured. Enter reconciliation and restoration, love 

and union, self-denial and self-sacrifice, progress and joy! 

     Second, neither husband nor wife may ever have come to grips with the equally sad 

reality and the equally lurking danger of the equally pervasive and ever present enemy 

within, mentioned in graphic terms by Jesus (Rev. 3:17), further pinpointed by James as 

deadly poison (Jam. 3:6-9, 4:5), and finally defined by Paul as indwelling sin or the flesh 

(Rom. 7:17, 20, 23, 25b). When this enemy on the inside joins forces with the enemy on 

the outside (temptation), the regenerate heart, that by definition delights in love and 

obedience, is no match for this unholy alliance (Rom. 7:15, 18b-19, 21).   

     Believers, even, if not especially, fervent believers, should have no illusion about 

themselves, no illusions whatsoever. Without Christ they cannot win for losing (John 

15:5c; Rom. 7:24). This is not a threat. It is a fact. Their impotence guarantees this. Sure, 

their heart desires the presence of holiness. Sure, the law sets the standard of holiness. 

But neither their heart nor the law of God can make him holy. This is the prerogative of 

Christ and his Spirit only. Christ is the fountain. Believers must draw from him. The 

Spirit is the agent. Believers must be supplied by him. Otherwise they will certainly fail, 

and deservedly so.   

     By way of illustration, when spouses are repeatedly stung by their mates, whether this 

is really the case or simply perceived as such is irrelevant in this context, they may at first 

react reasonably well. But when they depend upon their own strength and their own 

goodness, they will eventually wear out. Then the real battle begins. They begin to taste 

defeat and they don't like it. Initially they respond in dismay. How can it be that basically 

strong and good persons like they are fail to handle the situation properly? Tomorrow, 

they promise the Lord, they will do better. But every tomorrow is worse. They begin to 

respond in distress. They soon seek out a sympathetic ear and pour their hearts out. This 

gives temporary relief. But it does not really solve anything. Finally, they begin to be 

resentful. “Why does he or she place a burden on my shoulder that I am not able to 

bear?” The heart hardens. Bitterness sets in. Revenge is sought. Guilt is suppressed. The 

mechanism of self-deception takes over. And the end is far from pretty. An "I cannot take 

it any longer attitude" prevails. First it is entertained. Then it is believed. Finally, it is 

acted upon in a so-called "justified" divorce. After all, nobody should ask a man or a 

woman to do what they cannot do. Both men and women are equally susceptible to this 

syndrome!  

     The issue? The words of Scripture are ignored. You can do nothing without Jesus 

because of your impotence (John 15:5c). You can do everything through Christ because 

of his strength (Phil. 4:13). On the one hand, there is a subtle pride and a corresponding 

lack of humility that often reasons as follows, "Let us not be too down on ourselves. 

There are certain things in life that we can do without Jesus, like the little things and 

maybe even some of the bigger ones." On the other hand, there is a not so subtle unbelief 

and a corresponding false humility that reasons in equal error, "There are certain things in 

life we cannot do even with Jesus, like the really big things, and maybe even some of the 

smaller ones." There is no one, literally no one, who has not fallen victim to this or to a 

similar train of thought, at one time or another, at one location or another, or in one 

situation or another! 

     When humans come to the end of their rope and cry out that they cannot “take it” (any 

longer), they are both right on and dead wrong. Of course, they cannot take it. They never 
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could. They are no match for the unholy alliance of indwelling sin and temptation. But 

deep down they never really believed it (fully). Otherwise they would never have “tried” 

to “take it” and “make it” in their own wisdom and strength. Rather, they would have 

experienced "the liberation of impossibility," renounced their own “wisdom and strength” 

cheerfully, and humbly depended upon Jesus as the only source of true wisdom and real 

strength.   

     At the same time, of course, they can take it. They always could. The unholy alliance 

of the inside and outside enemies is no match for the holy alliance of the regenerated 

heart and the Christ who supplies all that is needed through the indwelling Spirit. But 

deep down they never really believed this (fully) either. At least, they never availed 

themselves of this Gospel provision (wholeheartedly). Otherwise they would never have 

collapsed under the weight of circumstances or associates. Rather, they would have 

experienced "the liberation of enablement," displayed Christ's wisdom and strength 

effectively (Rom. 7:4, 25; Rev. 2:18), and shown to be "more than conquerors ('super-

conquerors') through him who loved them" (Rom. 8:37). 

     To elaborate on James some more, he has some pertinent things to say about how to 

check the downward spiral and then to reverse it. The first order of business is to 

understand the dynamics of indwelling sin. It is a vicious power. It is "poison" in every 

sense of the word (Jam. 3:8). Left unbridled, it ruins relationships. It dotes on quarrels, 

fights and even murder. The second step is to acknowledge one's utter vulnerability to the 

subtle, and not so subtle, power plays of indwelling sin and at the same time assume full 

responsibility for its ravaging outbursts. The final requirement is to humble oneself in 

principle by virtue of one's impotence in the face of the overwhelming power of 

indwelling sin, then also in sorrow for the all too many inroads it is making in one's 

Christian life, and further in repentance for the deposits of spiritual adulteries it has left in 

its wake. When this is coupled with a casting of oneself upon the grace of God in Christ 

Jesus, it holds out the prospect of transformation into the image of Christ (Jam. 3:5-8, 14-

17; 4:1-10). 

     Such Christ-likeness changes the face of a marriage. (Once more) love abounds. 

Loving self-sacrifice and loving submission are commonplace. Frustration and irritation, 

let alone resentment and bitterness, no longer have a foothold. The Gospel beauty of 

holiness has overtaken the Fall decay of sin. Both husband and wife rise above the 

circumstances in holiness and joy. It is a miracle. But it is also a fact . . . in, with, and 

through Jesus! 

     It is a sobering reality that it is impossible to package the two dirty "s" words, sacrifice 

and submission, in a neat formula so that spouses can determine exactly where and when 

they start and stop in their relationship to each other. It would considerably simplify 

things. But this is not how reality works. As a reflection of the being of God all of reality 

is “non-linear.” This is to say, the ingredient elements cannot be constructed so that to the 

human mind they all add up logically, assume a predictable, set, pattern, and turn them 

into a tidy recipe that simply needs to be applied to guarantee smooth and harmonious 

sailing. The doctrine of the Trinity and the issue of divine sovereignty and human 

responsibility are cases in point. They demonstrate that this is not how reality works!   

     No, the stuff of reality transcends the range of the intellect! The latter has single 

occupancy only (similar, once again, to a “Motel 6”). By way of illustration, put divine 

sovereignty in the mind, and human responsibility is crowded out. And vice versa, put 
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human responsibility in it, and divine sovereignty bites the dust. However, it fits very 

comfortably in the human heart. This is a royal suite with double occupancy (similar to a 

“Marriott”), since God put eternity in it (Eccl. 3:11). To illustrate once again, in the heart 

there is simultaneously place for both divine sovereignty and human responsibility. This 

is also the solution to the relationship of the two dirty "s" words, sacrifice and 

submission. They cannot be jockeyed for position so as to make a neat package. But they 

both demand 100% allegiance. Only regenerate hearts understand that they have equal 

ultimacy, and can be accommodated at the same time. Consequently, they submit to their 

demand and act upon it.   

     In summary, a neat intellectual package is a pipe dream. But an "elegant,” “heart-felt,” 

ethical combination of sacrifice and submission is not. Marriage is ultimately a heart's 

matter. When the hearts of the spouses fuse together in their devotion to God and 

godliness, sacrifice and edification/sanctification on the one hand, and submission, on the 

other hand, blend together in a harmonious tapestry, and their marriage will blossom! 

     The biblical data pertinent to marriage under the fundamental aspect of creation, the 

distressing aspect of the Fall and the joyful aspect of redemption have now been 

presented. This sets the stage to enlarge on their practical implications for the concrete, 

down-to-earth preparation for marriage. This preparation consists of two phases. The first 

phase is by far the more foundational. It is broad based and global. Ideally it should both 

begin and be completed before the future potential mate is even on the horizon. The 

second phase is focused and concrete. It should not start until a potential mate emerges, 

but be completed before a final commitment is made. The first phase is the subject matter 

of Part II, the second the focus of Part III. Part I laid out the backdrop for both phases and 

is informative in nature. Part II, which deals with the more foundational preparation, may 

well be remedial to one degree or another. Any kind of shortfall in this preparatory phase 

in potential candidates for marriage should be identified immediately and, if at all 

possible, remedied before they embark upon the focused preparation outlined in Part III. 

This phase requires that the candidates (1) analyze and assess the past in all necessary 

details, (2) build a successful, saintly, track record in the present by developing a joint-

spirituality and a joint-humanity in a godly manner in terms of their thinking, willing, 

feeling, as well as their words and actions, and (3) come to terms with the future in the 

form of a shared blueprint with as many particulars as possible. In this process the 

partners will get to know each other and become predictable to each other in their thought 

patterns, their decision making, their temperament, their aspirations, their objectives, etc., 

etc. This will, and must, lead either to a series of question marks, which makes turning 

off the tap inevitable, or to an increasingly appreciative stance and comfortable 

relationship that will enable them to go full speed ahead.  

      Before I turn to either one of these two phases, I trust that one thing has become 

crystal clear. The biblical data with regards to marriage, in terms of Creation, Fall as well 

as Redemption, are awesome both in describing the contours and content of a biblical 

marriage and in positioning it beyond the capability of any human being. In fact, they are 

so awesome that candidates for marriage, who truly and fully grasp these data, can, and 

should, draw only one twofold conclusion. First, “trembling in God's presence (Is. 64:2) 

and at God's Word” (Is. 66:2,5; see also Deut. 10:3; Jer. 5:22; Dan. 6:26), they will, and 

must, commit themselves wholeheartedly and without equivocation to a meticulous and 

rigorous preparation regimen under the supervision of a competent counselor and a 
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proven mentor with prayer at the center. Second, “trembling in God's presence and at 

God's Word” once again, they are, and must be, determined unreservedly and in advance 

to opt for “turning off the tap” under God's smile, if the Word were to screen them out, 

rather than to run the risk of constantly “wiping up the floor” under God's frown. The 

stakes are simply too high to “mess around” in the marriage preparation or to “make a 

mess” of marriage life. Marriage is designed to mirror the relationship between Christ 

and his Church (Eph. 5:23-27, 29, 32). Any and all messy counter-indicators damage the 

cause of Christ and his Church, and should at bottom be recognized as “blasphemous” 

(Rom. 2:24) to the extent that they do so! 
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PART II 
 

 

FOUNDATIONAL PREPARATION FOR MARRIAGE 
 

 

Chapter 4 
 

 

Basic Training and the Marks of a Christian 
 

 

Introduction 
 

In a real sense the foundational preparation does and should start at birth. Proper conduct 

in marriage is a matter of holiness. And holiness is a life-long and also all-encompassing 

undertaking. A sanctified marriage is not just a phase in life that appears out of nowhere. 

It is not a story that can be added to any existing edifice, nor a patch that can be attached 

to any kind of garment. A sanctified present can only arise organically from a sanctified 

past, and a sanctified focus can only be intimately connected with a sanctified setting. 

When someone in his or her past has been stunted, bent, warped, damaged or fractured, 

or cultivated halfheartedly, indifferently, partly, poorly or badly, whether in whole or in 

part, this eventually will show. The deeper, the broader, and the stronger the foundations 

are, the sounder, the sturdier, and the safer the superstructure will be.   

     Many, if not most, experts are of the opinion that the basic patterns, habits and 

direction of an individual are in place by the time the formal educational process begins.  

This is something to think about. In a real sense, therefore, in a failing marriage we do 

not come face to face simply with failing marriage partners, but with adults who were 

never properly trained as children. After all, train up a child in the way he should go, and 

when he is old he will not depart from it (Prov. 22:6). Or, with a touch of irony, train up a 

child in the way he wants to go, and when he is old he will not depart from it. Whatever 

translation is chosen, the Hebrew terminology allows for either, ultimately it conveys the 

same message. Training for the future ought to start at the earliest possible time. Further, 

it ought to be done by design and properly, and not by default and improperly. 

     Training that is worthy of its name must meet various conditions and has various 

features. These will now be presented, but only to the extent that they have a bearing 

upon the subject matter at hand. Those who seek to get married as well as those who have 

shaky marriages will do well to check carefully whether their basic training left 

something (a lot?) to be desired. With the ubiquitous “overflow of wickedness” in all 

Christians everywhere (Jam. 1:21), this should never come as a surprise. It is also 

strongly recommended that they as yet deal with anything that was problematic in this 

phase, as far as that is feasible. This can be done by way of correcting past mistakes, 

placing extra emphasis where there was a vacuum, providing answers for problems that 

were never solved, changing direction where there was brokenness, or dealing with 
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consequences that were a direct result of  omissions, failures, etc. This is in a real sense a 

call to action for everyone. Such action may include, but is not restricted to repentance, 

confession, etc.  After all, there is no past that is unblemished, no present that is flawless, 

and no one’s future that cannot change for the better or advance in holiness through the 

commands of God, the Father, the grace of God, the Son, and the power of God, the Holy 

Spirit. Radical and total identification with all three Persons in God, in love for, and 

surrender to, them, their words and their actions, and only such identification without any 

reservations, will make life flourish! 
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1. Basic Training 
 

 

Introduction 

 

The significance of the basic training has been established. This raises the question what 

its component elements are, or should be, from a biblical perspective. It appears that in a 

basic, biblical, at least three aspects can be distinguished. It must have a biblical starting 

point, a biblical focus and a biblical framework. 

 

 

a. Biblical Starting Point 

 

To begin with, it shares with all Christian education of whatever kind and on whatever 

level that it takes its point of departure in, indeed is wrapped up with, the First 

Commandment, as Deuteronomy 6:4-9 indicates. This passage starts off with the famous 

paraphrase, "Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is Lord alone! You shall love the Lord 

your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your might" (4-5).  

Subsequently, God summons the parents to a radical commitment by claiming their heart, 

the human “mission control center,” “And these words that I command you today shall be 

in your heart” (6). Immediately after this he makes it his first order of business to make 

provision for, in fact, to insist on, an educational system that is operational all the time 

and everywhere, from daybreak to nightfall, both inside and outside the home, "You shall 

teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of them when you sit in your house, 

when you walk by the way, when you lie down, and when you rise up. You shall bind 

them as a sign on your hand, and they shall be as ornaments between your eyes. You 

shall write them on the door post of your house and on your gates" (7-9). Incidentally, the 

latter does, and should, remind us of the complaint of the Sanhedrin that the apostles fill 

Jerusalem with their teachings (Acts 5:28). Apparently the apostles find themselves in a 

place and a position, where the Church, according to God's benchmark in Deuteronomy 

6:4-9, always should be, and always wants to be, namely at the cutting edge of life and in 

the thick of society. Regrettably, the latter is a historical rarity, seemingly reserved for 

authentic Revival times only. At any rate, the bottom line is a given. Only when we start 

in the home in the all-encompassing manner laid out in Deuteronomy 6:4-9, will we end 

up in the "streets of life and society" in the way God prescribes it, and we should 

experience it! Of course, these "streets" (of gold, as a foretaste of heaven; Rev. 21:21) 

include a (golden) "marriage square!" All in all, the Biblical Starting Point implies that in 

the Foundational Preparation for Marriage we have our work cut out for us if we wish to 

arrive at the grand objective and prize of a Marriage that shines to the glory of God.    

     Since God is the absolute authority and has the final say, it stands to reason that what 

he actually says should be passed on from generation to generation. Once parents have 

identified themselves with the cause of God and truth, it makes sense that they are eager 

to pass on to the next generation what God commands and forbids.
14

 Since God in his 

                                                           
14

 It is the tragedy of the early American experience that the Pilgrim fathers and mothers, who populated 

the first colonies, passed on their spiritual fire to their children, but these children did not do this to the 

grand children. However, in order for the Church not to lose the tie with these admittedly unregenerate 
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sovereignty addresses all of creation and the parents in heartfelt allegiance respond to 

that, it comes as no surprise that the educational enterprise is both quite demanding in 

time and energy and all-encompassing in its scope and objective. 

     It is no coincidence that every power in history that has been totalitarian in intention, 

method, or goal, invariably invaded the educational process, and ruthlessly annexed the 

educational system for its own purposes. This is quite apparent from Nebuchadnezzar’s 

training of the cream of the conquered Jewish young men (Dan. 1:3-4), to the Hitler 

Youth movement in Germany, to the statist education in the former Communist Soviet 

Union. Sadly, it is no less apparent in the untiring efforts by the proponents of secular 

humanism to make their ideology the dominant force in the Public School system in the 

U.S.A. They all stole a page out of God's book. And hardly surprising, to the extent that 

they live off God's (stolen) capital, they make "progress." There is somewhat of an irony 

that many of God's people do not recognize the claim that the sovereign God legitimately 

has, and the pretenders illegitimately push, upon the educational enterprise. It is equally 

ironical that they do not seem to have a grasp of the central function and the all-

embracive scope of this enterprise, while the enemy works overtime to copy God's 

blueprint. 

     But the slumbering Christian had better wake up fast. For if education, including the 

foundational preparation, is not thoroughly God-centered, is not implemented by fully 

committed parents, and does not have the totality of life in view, the foundations for a 

successful future cannot possibly be laid. This will produce shock waves, which will 

reverberate through marriage and the home, as well as society and the world for that 

matter.  This means that sooner or later the children will pay, most likely, a very steep 

price for the shortcomings and failures of the previous generation. It is a good thing for 

them to be on the alert for this, and to be prepared for it. Too often it comes as a total 

surprise.  

     Sanctified sense, however, simply takes it for granted that no generation is without its 

deficiencies, and holds itself in readiness to deal with any and all consequences, however 

serious and crippling they may be. At the same time it refuses to indulge itself in all kinds 

of emotions towards the past that are forbidden by God, and will only add to the damage.  

Smoldering anger, resentment and bitterness are three of such emotions. When they 

explode, they destroy others. When they implode, they are self-destructive. This, of 

course, is not to say that the faults of the past will be glossed over or are easily excused in 

a mistaken sense of allegiance. Not at all, they are to be assessed objectively and fully for 

what they are in light of God’s Word in order to be dealt with quickly and effectively in 

the power of the Spirit. Neither past experiences, nor present circumstances should ever 

                                                                                                                                                                             

children, and for them not to lose the tie with the Church, the notion of a so-called half way covenant was 

introduced to accommodate them. The net effect was that non-Christians were allowed to become 

(half)members of the Church. It is hardly surprising that the end was a barren, burnt-over territory.  Clearly, 

Deuteronomy 6:4-9, and all that this entails, was totally ignored, and the outcome was, and should have 

been, predictably tragic. A lifeless Unitarianism became the deadening offspring of a vital and energetic 

Puritanism. This should serve as “the handwriting on the wall” of the present Church of Christ. So should 

Christ’s letters to the seven Churches in Revelation 2 and 3. Between twenty and forty years following their 

origination, depending on the date John wrote his apocalypse, two out of the seven Churches seem virtually 

written off, threatened as they are with termination, the fate of three of them hung in the balance, severely 

compromised in faith and practice, and only two received a clean bill of health, suffering heavy 

persecution. Quite apparently it takes only one generation for the Church to take a nose-dive!            
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have a stranglehold on people, let alone on God’s children.  

 

 

b. Biblical Focus 

     

The focus of the biblical training, as it is portrayed in Scripture, is the law of God. Again 

and again parents are told to instruct their children in it (Deut. 6:6-7, Ps.78:1-8, Eph. 6:4-

5). This means, by way of summary, that they must teach their children above all to love 

the Lord God from everything they are, with everything they have, and in everything they 

do, and then to love their neighbor as themselves, indeed, as Jesus loves his own, in fact, 

as the Father loves the Son (Mt. 22:37-39; John 13:34; 17:26).   

     This double commandment of love is the twofold sum and horizon of the total body of 

law that God promulgates. If it is true that this twofold love is central for the church 

(John 13:35; Rev. 2:4-5) and essential for marriage (Eph. 5:25; Tit. 2:4), its significance 

cannot be overestimated. Incalculable damage will be done if it is not made to permeate 

the hearts, minds, and lives of children. The wreckage of splintered churches and broken 

marriages is everywhere. It is a stark reminder of a history of early and pervasive failure 

to implement the double commandment of love. 

     Love has already been defined in its three constituent components as a "desire to 

achieve union," a "delight in the union achieved," and "a deluge of giving before and 

after the achievement of union."  (The latter earlier prompted the assessment that from a 

Christian perspective genuine love makes deposits only, and never makes withdrawals.)  

All three components must be instilled in the children.   

     Its three operational features have also been enumerated. Love is unconditional, 

counter-conditional and reconditioning en route to the end station of a mint condition.  

This must be instilled in the children as well. Since godly love, in all three of its 

constituent elements as well as its three features, is clearly a human impossibility, the 

children must be pointed to Jesus. He does not only furnish his heart in regeneration and 

his righteousness in justification, but also his holiness in sanctification! Without Jesus the 

children have three strikes against them. First, they do not want to do anything for God. 

They need Jesus’ heart for their blindness and rebellion to be eliminated (John 3:3, 5: the 

area of regeneration). Second, they are barred from doing anything for God. They need 

Jesus’ righteousness for a peace treaty to prevail, and hostilities to cease (Rom. 5:1: the 

area of justification).
15

 Third, they cannot do anything for God. They need Jesus’ holiness 

to acquire God’s approval (Rom. 15:16: the area of sanctification). But a more extensive 

explanation of these facts and their implications below!        
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 Horatius Bonar, God’s Way of Holiness (Chicago: Moody Press, n.d), 36-38, brings out that “the legal 
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     Further, the way to bring the love for God and the neighbor to practical expression in 

every day life is the subject matter of the Ten Commandments. While love is the sum and 

horizon of God’s law, the Ten Commandments are its substance and content. They 

function as a sort of constitution and cover all of the Christian life, divided into ten areas 

or territories. It has been well said that the Ten Commandments are the only garment that 

properly fits the body of mankind. Their formulation, however, is not exhaustive and was 

never meant to be. We are faced with ten pithy statements that give general direction to 

the spiritual traffic. However, their depth and breadth are immediately recognized as soon 

as five items are understood. (1) Genuine compliance with God’s Law is not merely 

external in nature, but also an internal reality, a matter of the heart. (2) The prohibition of 

one sin covers all the sins, just as a single injunction covers all the acts of obedience that 

are generically connected with it. (3) A prohibition contains an unspoken positive 

commandment as its counterpart, and vice versa a positive injunction implies an 

unspoken prohibition as its corollary. (4) Scripture is replete with the application and 

implications of the basic constitution of the Decalogue in terms of case laws, aiming at 

specific individuals, concrete instances, or special events.
16

 (5) The Decalogue has an 

abiding permanence, while the case laws retain or lose their applicability with the 

prevailing or changing circumstances.     

     Instruction in the Ten Commandments ought to be done systematically and 

methodically, according to a definite program and a set time table, as well as naturally 

and casually, whenever the need or opportunity arises. The bottom line is that all the 

issues formulated in them, covering broadly the two areas of man's relationship to God 

and to his fellow man, will (have to) be settled as a matter of life and death. A quick 

survey of the Ten Commandments as the reflection of the holiness of God will be 

enlightening.    

     However, they cannot be truly understood, unless it is recognized that the Ten 

Commandments do not only reflect the awesome holiness of God, but also the inter-

Trinitarian love among the three Persons of the Godhead in all its equally awesome facets 

(Commandments I-IV) and manifestations (Commandments V-X).    

     The First Commandment reflects the complete unity among the Persons in the Trinity.  

That is why nothing and no one may come in between God and us.   

     The Second Commandment reflects the perfect mutual comprehension of the three 

Persons. That is why nothing and no one may lower our vision of God.        

     The Third Commandment reflects the utter respect of the Persons toward one another.   

That is why nothing and no one may detract from the reverence we have for God.   

     The Fourth Commandment reflects the eternal fellowship among the three Persons. 

That is why we need to take quantity as well as quality time out to enjoy God’s presence.            

     The Fifth Commandment reflects the radical self-denial among the Persons in the 

economic Trinity. This is why we need total self-abnegation, in terms of both self-

sacrifice and submission, in the human authority structures.   

     The Sixth Commandment reflects the opulent and overflowing fullness of life in the 

Trinity. That is why we must be on constant guard never to impair life in any way, shape 

or degree, but rather to promote it continuously and vigorously.   

     The Seventh Commandment reflects the unreserved faithfulness of the three Persons 
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toward one another. That is why we must abstain from any and all infidelity in pre-

marital as well as marital relationships.   

     The Eighth Commandment reflects the unqualified inter-Trinitarian deference for 

what uniquely belongs to each of the three Persons. That is why we must refrain from any 

possible misappropriation of all properties that are not ours.  

     The Ninth Commandment reflects the impeccable self-expression of the three Persons 

toward each other. That is why we must renounce all official or occasional verbiage that 

jeopardizes anyone’s status or reputation.  

     The Tenth Commandment reflects the consummate contentment that the three Persons 

possess in each another. That is why we must not greedily scheme or manipulate in order 

to obtain what belongs to someone else. 

     In short, God’s people must and do mirror the unity, comprehension, respect, 

fellowship, self-denial, abundant life, faithfulness, deference, self-expression and 

contentment that is peculiarly God’s. 

     Now on to the survey of the Ten Commandments, as they more specifically reflect the 

holiness or awesome purity of the Persons in the Godhead. This survey is short in 

comparison to its importance. But it serves a significant twofold function. It does not only 

explicitly challenge anyone to deny the necessity of the Ten Commandments as essential 

for the pursuit of holiness. It also asks implicitly the searching question how the 

Decalogue could possibly seem so very obnoxious to so very many people. They seem so 

straightforward and so “natural.” In fact, they are mankind’s best friends! The survey 

starts out with a summary formulation of the nuclei of the Ten Commandments, which 

reflect the all-encompassing holiness of God, and concludes with a summary explanation 

about the role the Ten Commandments (ought to) play in the life of the Christian.    

     Regarding the nuclei of the Decalogue, the first four Commandments deal with the 

OBJECT (1), the MANNER (2), the GROUND (3), and the TIME (4) of the love and 

worship of God’s people. God enjoins them to love and worship him for whom he IS (1), 

for what he SAYS (2), for what he DOES (3), and do all that at great LENGTH (4). The 

second six Commandments deal with the love and honor humans owe their neighbor. 

God enjoins them to love and honor their fellowmen in terms of their AUTHORITY (5), 

their LIFE (6), their SEXUALITY (7), their PROPERTY (8), and their REPUTATION 

(9), and to do all that from a PURPOSEFUL HEART (10)!       

     The summary explanation conveys that the Decalogue is the “answer” to a number of 

essential questions. 

     (1) Who is ultimate and who should be loved, worshipped and served as such? Does 

the God of the Scriptures have the absolute authority and say, or is it someone or 

something else? Is he recognized as the transcendent God with permanent rule over all of 

creation, full control over all its events and total say over all its affairs, or is it someone or 

something else? Is he acknowledged as the absolute origin and final source of and for 

everyone, or is it someone or something else? Does he receive the final and total pledge 

of allegiance, or is it someone or something else? Does one hunger and thirst for him 

more than for anything or anyone else, and does one expect from him more than from 

anything or anyone else? The answer to these questions determines the difference 

between the worship of God and idolatry! The choice is simple, but it must be made 

daily. In a real sense each Christian’s life is one great battle against idolatry, that is, 

against the removal of God from his Number #1 position in any aspect, phase or area of 
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life, whether intellectually, volitionally, emotionally or otherwise. It has been said that an 

idol can be recognized rather quickly by answering four questions. (a) Does life tend to 

lose its real meaning without it? (b) Do other “possessions” pale in comparison, and is 

one willing to give up everything to obtain or keep it? (c) Is one willing to tolerate any 

criticism of it or go to all lengths to defend it? (d) Does one ultimately find rest in it 

rather than in God (Augustine)? In the light of Philippians 1:21 it is safe to say that to 

prefer life to Jesus turns life into an idol. Recognition of this fact will give (at least some) 

legitimacy to the thesis that the Christian wages a continuous battle against idolatry (See 

also 1 John 5:21). Paul is clearly eager to die! Have Christians by and large the same 

eagerness? Most of them, I fear, would not be willing or able to give an immediate and 

unequivocal affirmative answer to this question.
17

 Not so incidentally, the surrender of 

idolatry, including the idolatry with one’s own life, will by definition be one of the most 

painful experiences! This is also why other religions are so dead set against the 

exclusivity of Christianity, which as an extension of the First Commandment presents 

Christ as the sole Savior and Lord (John 14:6). It requires a radical and total breach with 

one’s apostate religious commitment! 

     (2) How is God to be loved, worshipped and served? Is he brought down to the level 

of the creature in an offensive physical reflection, or as an equally offensive mental 

image, to be manipulated, if not eviscerated, in a subtle or not so subtle manner for man's 

own self-centered purposes? Further, is the worship of God a matter of the eye, or of the 

ear? Does the eye of man rove and the fertile, self-willed imagination of man result in a 

distorted view of God, whether in physical or mental form, that is self-serving? Or does 

man's ear prevail in line with James 1:19? Does man listen in total self-surrender to God's 

self-disclosure-in-word, and submit without reservation to his all-wise and wholesome 

disposition as to how man is to please God in all areas and spheres of his dominion? To 

violate the Second Commandment is to blow up the foundation of the Christian religion, 

as also Deuteronomy 4:11ff emphatically indicates, and just as emphatically underscores 

a second and a third time. In this context obedience to the Second Commandment is 

presented as the basis for the obedience to all the other commandments, which is also 

stated in the wording of this Commandment. This stands to reason. The moment one 

closes his ears to God all listening to every commandment ceases. It may, or may not, be 

a coincidence that among the twelve tribes that are mentioned in Revelation 7:5-8 the 

names of Dan and Ephraim are missing. These are the tribes that centered their worship 

on golden calves, and so precipitated the long downward slide that ended up in exilic 

destruction. The implications of the sin against the Second Commandment are spine-

chilling.  

     (3) Why is God to be loved, worshipped and served? What is the weight and impact of 
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God's presence? Is he in total, firm and well-designed control over this world and the 

affairs of man? Specifically, is he powerfully and effectively active in the planning and 

implementation of his covenantal and saving Presence and purposes? Or is his position 

questionable, his promise empty, his strategy meaningless and his prospect a failure? 

Then, is he recognized in his powerfully active, all controlling, and redemptive Presence, 

and is he acknowledged as such in the broad experience of life? Or is he relegated to a 

place of periphery and insignificance, and in the final analysis (dis)regarded as impotent, 

absent and even dead in the nitty-gritty of everyday life, while he ought to count . . . for 

everything? It is no coincidence that according to Scripture, the Name of the Lord, 

JHWH, which stands for Active Redemptive Presence, is a strong tower, providing safety 

and security for everyone who flees in it (Prov. 18:10). From this perspective “worry,” 

which is to be torn apart in the midst of (life)threatening circumstances about the future, 

because “I” am powerless and not in control (any longer), is a sin against the Third 

Commandment, as also Deuteronomy 14 which exposits the Third Commandment, 

implies. It can only “flourish” in a climate, which ignores or overlooks that God is 

actively present and in full control. In short, anyone who worries acts, as if God is either 

dead, absent or powerless. No wonder that only by entering into the (active) presence of 

God with and through “prayer in everything,” peace and tranquility can return to one’s 

heart and mind (Phil. 4:6). 

     (4) When is God to be loved, worshipped and served? What is the time for rest and 

delight in God? God established a one-day-in-seven-cycle and required man to focus all 

his time, energy and concentration upon God on that day, as it is rooted in the creation 

order, based upon the redemptive liberation of the Exodus, and symbolical of covenant 

Lordship. What humans simply cannot do to the fullest extent during the work-a-day 

week for regrettable lack of time in terms of worshipping God for whom he is (First 

Commandment), for what he says (Second Commandment), and for what he does (Third 

Commandment), they now may do on the Lord’s Day (Fourth Commandment). Why then 

would they succumb to the demands of daily labor and be enticed by the attractions of 

various pleasures rather than to give their undivided, unreserved, and uninterrupted 

attention to their Creator, Redeemer and King on this one day in seven? How could that 

rest from the time-consuming, everyday, activities, and that delight of the fellowship with 

their Lord be a chore rather than a joy? The Fourth Commandment is tantamount to a 

wedding band that God has slipped on the finger of his covenant people, and the 

celebration of the Lord’s Day tantamount to a weekly “honeymoon.” If this is recognized 

as such, spending as much quantity and quality time together on his day will prove to be a 

“natural.” It has been said that the destruction of Christianity begins with the destruction 

of the Lord's Day, as the symbol of the ownership of, and the fellowship with, God. It has 

also been decried as an intolerable Marathon obligation.  This raises the question, 

whether “complainers” of this sort would find themselves at home with the Lord in 

heaven. After all, this is billed by Scripture as “a Marathon eternity” of loving worship 

(Rev. 4:8; 7:9-17; 22:3)!   

     (5) What is the significance of authority? It is God's way of structuring all of the 

cosmic order. All individuals, whether male or female, are always and by definition in 

one authority sphere or another. As such, they are either in authority or under authority in 

each of the five authority structures, which are identified in Scripture: the parent-child, 

husband-wife, elder-member, government-subject, and employer-employee relationship. 
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Those in authority are required to sacrifice, those under authority to submit. Anyone who 

calls submission a dirty “s”-word is hereby reminded that sacrifice is a much more 

sobering reality than submission, and therefore a doubly dirty “s”-word by comparison. 

Furthermore, since no one can escape the created fabric of authority structures, 

everyone’s life consists in toto of either sacrifice or submission. Tertium non datur! This 

puts the issue of submission in perspective, all right! The recognition that sacrifice is the 

only legitimate alternative will effectively stop all complaining mouths. Willful abuse of 

authority inevitably leads to oppression and tyranny. Willful opposition to authority will 

be followed quickly by dissolution and chaos. The only way to avoid either oppression or 

dissolution and to insure harmony, peace and prosperity is for those in authority as well 

as those under authority to bow before the overarching authority of God, who assigns to 

each his or her function and task. This means self-sacrifice in love and holiness for those 

in authority, and submission in love and holiness for those under authority.      

     The Fifth Commandment has a prominent place in the Decalogue. It is the first one 

with a promise, that is the promise of a long life (Eph. 6:2-3). This implies that God 

grants children, as well as all people under authority, the privilege to obey. Blessed is the 

Church who emphasizes this. It also implies that he grants parents, as well as all people in 

authority the privilege to sacrifice. Blessed is the Church that emphasizes this as well. 

Further, it is the first commandment that deals with the relationship among men. This 

seems somewhat puzzling. Are not murder, adultery, and theft much more serious 

offenses in terms of their nature and consequences? Not really! “Authority,” as has been 

observed already, resembles the steel structure in a skyscraper. Suck the steel out of the 

building by means of a gigantic magnet and it promptly collapses with staggering loss of 

life. Similarly, remove “authority” from society, and murder, adultery and theft will be 

rampant! The much coveted condition of “shalom” will either be compromised or simply 

vanish. No, “authority” is and remains foundational for a properly running society. As 

such it “guarantees” the future, as the promise part of the commandment regarding a long 

life also indicates with great clarity. Hence its prominent place as the nucleus of the Fifth 

Commandment!     

     (6) What is the place of human life? It finds its origin and its goal in God who, 

furthermore, determines its individual beginning and end according to his master plan. 

This gives it a sanctity that forbids its willful termination at its inception (abortion), by its 

deliberate destruction at its continuation (murder), or by hardnosed extinction toward its 

conclusion (euthanasia). On the other hand, it ought to be nurtured, developed, promoted 

and protected. In fact, God puts such a high premium on human life as created in his 

image that he condemns hatred and all its manifestations as the root of murder, institutes 

self-defense, including a just, defensive, war, as roadblock against the murderer, and 

insists on the death penalty to avenge murder. However, the Sixth Commandment does 

not focus upon the physical side of man only. The promotion of spiritual life in 

evangelism and subsequent edification is part of the territory of this Commandment as 

well.   

     (7) What is the function of sexuality? It is a gift of God for the threefold goal of the 

mutual refreshment of the marriage partners, the propagation of the human race, and the 

advancement of the Kingdom of God. It is specifically designed to be enjoyed as 

privilege and appreciated as a responsibility within the bounds of marriage. All sexual 

misuse and abuse, whether they are fornication before marriage, adultery outside of 
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marriage, or homosexuality disdainful of marriage, are rooted in selfish passion and 

lustful self-gratification. As such, they are dehumanizing, damaging and destructive, and 

under the judgment of God, if not an evidence of this judgment already.  So are all 

deviant inclinations, thoughts, words, and activities, that lead up to such misuse or abuse 

or flow forth from them. The proper use and enjoyment of sexuality enriches and propels 

the marriage relationship toward its full potential. As has already been mentioned, it will 

enrich the spirituality of the partners, as created in the image of God, that is, 

psychologically, mentally, volitionally, emotionally, in their moral and social interaction, 

as well as in their speaking and acting. It also will fuel their humanity, their dominion 

taking, and in the process enhance their productivity in the kingdom of God and their 

usefulness in church and society. Its illegitimate use, on the other hand, takes aim at 

dissolution and destruction, if no repentance is forthcoming.  

     (8) What is the significance of stewardship? It is rooted in the absolute ownership of 

God, who has determined that everything that has been entrusted to man is subject to his 

directives and must serve his purposes. This strikes at the heart of both greed and worry, 

which do not accept God's allotment and seek to add to it by whatever means, even to the 

point of illegitimately appropriating what has been entrusted to someone else, whether 

out of dissatisfaction and self-gratification, or out of fear and self-preservation. At the 

same time, it encourages deployment of gifts and productive labor resulting in financial 

stability, if not prosperity. This, in turn, does not only help secure a solid home base or 

contribute to its harmonious development, but also opens up exciting possibilities for the 

financing of church expansion and missionary outreach, and the funding of benevolence 

programs and kingdom projects. In other words, godly acquisition of riches is bound to 

lead to godly investment of riches (Eph. 4:28).   

     (9) What is the place of justice? It is God's instrument for the preservation, the 

promotion, the possible adjustments, or the necessary correction of the social, economic 

and political order. This requires the equitable application of proper legislation to all 

people in all circumstances, without partiality and with equal determination by even-

handed and impartial judges on the basis of truthful testimony. For the total social order 

to experience the beneficial effects of justice all constituents in every layer or area of that 

order ought to be guided by biblical and factual truth, in forming or helping to form, in 

implementing or helping to implement, in enforcing or helping to enforce judgments or 

decisions pertaining to anyone or anything.  

     (10) What is the function of the heart? It is of pivotal significance to recognize that it 

is the wellspring of all of life. All thoughts, words, and activities originate in it. That is 

why God lays claim to it. In doing so he does not merely give a directive for man's 

innermost being, the deepest layer of his existence, that, which makes him tick, in 

addition to the more external, and up to a point more verifiable, conduct. No, he lays 

claim to it as the determinant of all conduct. Man is commanded to be fully content 

before and in God, and therefore with whatever has been allotted to him, and forbidden to 

be envious before and of his fellowman, and therefore of anything that is entrusted to that 

fellowman. Under no circumstances or conditions may man deviously, whether more or 

less elaborately, scheme, plot, or strategize in the secret, shady and smoke-filled 

“boardroom” of his heart, in order to seize and appropriate what does not belong to him.
18
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Thus it is a variation of the double theme of the love of God and the neighbor. This love, 

properly so called, is not just an external or surface phenomenon. It is deep seated, full-

orbed, and all-encompassing. For all practical purpose, true love for God and the 

neighbor militates against any inclination, that might rise up in the human heart against 

any of God's commandments at any time in any situation, and fosters an ever-increasing 

desire to honor all of them at all times in all circumstances. Against the backdrop of the 

new covenant this no longer should raise an eyebrow. After all, its crowning piece is the 

law of God written on the heart as the wellspring of life.  

     It is noteworthy, that in the fabric of the Ten Commandments the First Commandment 

occupies a unique place. Every sin is always and by definition a transgression against it in 

that demonstrates “affection” for someone, something or some event that appears greater 

than one’s thirst for God! The same applies to the Tenth Commandment. Every sin arises 

from the human heart. Only after that is it a transgression against any of the eight others. 

     Conversely, every act of obedience always and by definition honors the First and 

Tenth Commandment, and then further one of the other eight. The greatest allegiance is 

clearly directed toward God. This arises from a pure, committed and focused heart, and is 

subsequently displayed in all areas of life. 

     In summary, God enjoins man to love and honor him for whom He is (1), for what He 

says (2), for what He does (3), and that at great length (4), further, to love and honor his 

fellowman in his position (5), his person (6), his sexuality (7), his property (8), and his 

standing (9), and, finally, to do all that from a pure heart (10). 

     Against the background of a systematic and methodical exposition of the Ten 

Commandments, however, further instruction in the application of the law to the totality 

of life is necessary. Such instruction may take its cue from the principles laid down in the 

case laws of Exodus and Deuteronomy, from the practical wisdom of Proverbs that rests 

upon the bedrock of the law of God, or the detailed godliness as set forth in the NT body 

of letters, such as James and Ephesians. In cases of blasphemy or presumption, laziness 

or gossip, worry or fear, lying or stealing, hate or greed, sexual temptation or divorce, 

greed or envy, drunkenness or fornication, specific teachings may be marshaled to open 

up, counter, or correct a situation. 

     The instructional process requires both sensitivity and firmness. On the one hand, the 

sensitivity is greatly stressed. Paul enjoins the fathers not to exasperate their children, but 

rather to nourish them. Paul once again resorts here to the term that he prescribed for the 

husband in relationship to his wife. Children ought to be “nourished.” What this entails 

has been set forth already in a good deal of detail. It requires great care to settle upon the 

proper sustenance. But it contains the spiritual vitamins that make children energetic and 

the spiritual nutrients that generate their growth. This produces the opposite of 

exasperation. The latter leads to anger (Eph. 6:4) or to discouragement (Col. 3:21), which 

saps their strength, and stunts their development. 

     The reaction of anger or discouragement is usually quick in coming when parents are 

partial, irritable, critical, unfair, unbalanced, inconsistent, unreasonable, high-handed or 

overbearing. The problem is compounded even further when joint projects, cooperation, 

assistance, encouragement, affirmation and praise are non-existent.   

     There is also, however, a delayed anger and discouragement. This is produced not by a 

frustrating involvement, whether plainly wrong or simply overdone, but rather by a lack 

of involvement. The parents are laid back, withdrawn, detached or even indifferent. They 
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fail or refuse to provide companionship, counsel, guidance, direction, and discipline, in 

short, a framework that fosters development, growth, and maturation. At first, this may 

seem very appetizing. Freedom is the order of the day. But there is no structure and no 

framework. Neither are there checks and restraints. Eventually this will have a 

debilitating and distorting influence. It makes folks selfish, self-indulgent, and self-

assertive, inconsiderate, without self-discipline, and socially incompatible. It leaves them 

untrained and unproductive in one or more areas of their lives. 

     Eventually, of course, the bill must be paid. More often than not an often long delayed 

anger and discouragement enter into the picture. These are soon joined by self-pity, 

resentment and bitterness. The faults of the previous generation are seen with uncanny 

sharpness. But a warning is in place. Ultimately, everyone must shoulder full 

responsibility, not only for what he does, but also for what he has and is. Blame shifting 

is always the beginning of the end. It is rooted in self-deception and results in self-

justification. This kind of pride inevitably leads to a fall. Only a deep humility, which 

recognizes that one's "just desert" does not even come into view and never will come into 

view on earth, can reverse this downward spiral. 

     At any rate, the case for a much-needed sensitivity has been made. However, it should 

not come at the expense of a proper firmness. This is equally present in Paul's description 

of the method of parental instruction. What emerges is a fine balance of caring sensitivity 

and authoritative firmness. He calls for “training” and “confrontation” (Eph.6:4).   

     The first term stands for instruction backed up by discipline, if needed. It has been 

colorfully translated as “training-with-teeth.” Its general usage runs the gamut from 

education (Acts 22:3), to chastening (Heb. 12:5-11), to physical beating (Lk. 23:16). It 

details prescribed conduct for all of life and expects by definition--after all it is God who 

does the prescribing--an obedient response. If this is not forthcoming, the tool of 

appropriate and properly motivated physical means, the rod, must be used to implement 

or enforce it, totally in line with the practical wisdom of Proverbs (Prov. 3:12; 10:13; 

13:24; 19:18; 22:15; 23:13-14; 29:15,17). As such it is a means of grace. It seeks to keep 

sin at a distance. When the pain inflicted upon a sin committed is experienced as more 

distasteful than the contentment derived from the enjoyment of sin is pleasurable, the 

“rod” is bound to be successful.  

     The word “training” may well be unique. It seems to be the only term that has the 

desired effect built into it. Just as a puppy is not really trained, however much it may 

have been “told,” if it continues to use the living room as its private facility, so the child 

is not truly trained, however much it may have been taught, until it actually and joyfully 

submits to God's commandments. 

     The second term stands for admonition with a summons to change.  Apparently it was 

a “household” word and practice in the broad range of the early Christian community.  It 

was an integral part of Paul's pastoral labor both from the “pulpit” (Col. 1:28) and in 

personal visitation (Acts 20:31).  It should be characteristic of the “pew” (Rom. 15:14; 2 

Thess. 3:15; Col. 3:16). It ought to be found in the home as well.  It does not simply 

detail prescribed conduct. When it faces unsatisfactory or deviant conduct, it expends 

time and energy to take aim at it, to expose it, to define it, to correct it, and to call for a 

change.  

     Training and confrontation go hand in hand, with the understanding that with the 

aging and growth of the children the physical discipline with the rod will increasingly 
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give way to the verbal summons. Eventually, of course, the physical discipline will 

terminate, at least on the part of the parents. In fact, the use of the rod should terminate as 

soon as words do, and can do, the job of prompting holiness and bringing sin to a 

standstill. Still, when at a sufficiently advanced age the time of the rod has clearly come 

to an end, but a verbal summons is stubbornly rejected, there remains the live possibility 

of physical chastening by the providence of God.  

     It nearly goes without saying that for effectiveness in the instructional process not 

only the spoken word is required, but also a life that backs it up. A picture is worth a 

thousand words. The apostle Paul teaches by word and example (Rom. 15:18; 1 Thess. 

2:10). The reason is simple. Truth in living is caught as much as it is taught.  This is why 

Paul calls his parishioners to be imitators of him and of the Lord Jesus (1 Thess. 1:6).   

     Imitation clearly requires a lot of skill.  It is based upon careful examination of the 

object, a detailed inspection of its features and a precise reflection of the original.  But 

when an evangelist or preacher is instrumental in the conversion of someone, there is a 

remarkable and unique spiritual umbilical cord. This invites and facilitates imitation.  

Nevertheless, the order is surprising.  Paul’s converts should apparently not just or even 

principally be imitators of Jesus, but also and even first of himself. The meaning is that 

Paul counsels imitation of him, just as he imitates Christ. Of course, they must look at 

Christ as the author and finisher of their faith (Heb. 12:2), but the place where spiritual 

children see him first and foremost is invariably their spiritual father. Any leader, 

therefore, who does not purposefully and effectively mirror Christ, and cannot hold 

himself up as a necessary model to be emulated for the edification/sanctification of his 

converts, should seriously contemplate stepping down from his leadership position.   

     At any rate, it is unthinkable that Paul ever would have complained of living “in a 

glass house,” for everyone to see. He more than welcomed it. He rejoiced in it. He gained 

ever so much more in effectiveness. Apparently a teacher worth his salt, in whatever 

framework, must (be able to) invite his disciples to do what they hear him say and see 

him do.  And these two should be identical (Phil. 4:9).   

     One final word of encouragement to fathers who take the responsibility of nourishing 

their children in the discipline and instruction of the Lord seriously, in line with 

Deuteronomy 6:4-9, Ephesians 6:4, and similar such passages in Scripture! When both 

fathers and children turn their (regenerate) hearts to each other (Mal. 4:6), and fathers are 

graced by God in the educational process with believing and godly children, who desire 

to be soldiers of Christ in joint-spirituality with their fathers, and are zealous to embark 

upon joint-dominion taking with them, they can expect to be loved and honored by their 

offspring in a poem, such as the following. It surely contains both an amazing testimony, 

and a regrettably rare, but nevertheless much needed, reality. It makes fatherly sacrifice 

worth it!     

 

Contentment 

 

                                   Gentle, Kind, Loving  ---  Wonderful, Potent, Grand. 

                               The Qualities of a King  ---  All Existing in a Man. 

 

                         Smiling, Laughing, Playing  ---  Discerning, Thinking, Wise. 

                     Who gave the Loving Sparkle  ---  That Full Commitment to your Eyes? 
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                                     Listening, Assisting  ---  Tender, Attentive, 

                              Encouraging, Prompting  ---  Caring, Perceptive, 

 

                            Admonishing, Chastising  ---  Faithful, Strong, 

                          All Blending Mysteriously  ---  Like the Harmony of Song 

 

                                        Loved, so Deeply  ---  Admired, so Lovingly 

                                  Why Long for More?  ---  When what I Have 

 

                                                Is so Perfect  ---  And so Sweet: 

                                                      A Father  ---  Who “Fathers.” 

 

     In this poem we are presented with a remarkable mirror image on the human level of 

the true Gospel love of God the Father. This love is fully unconditional in the sense that it 

is not dependent upon anything meritorious to be found in man. It dates from before the 

creation of man, in fact, of the universe! But, as has been mentioned earlier, it is not 

unconditional in the sense that it implies a blanket acceptance of the status quo.  This 

would ignore the copious data in Scripture that God’s love is also counter-conditional 

and reconditioning. The totality of God’s saving activity is rooted in a love that 

“(ex)terminates” sinners on the cross and “re-originates” them in the resurrection. Once 

and for all Christ disposes of their rebellious hearts, their guilty records and their unholy 

lives in his crucifixion, and by rising from the dead he provides them with his heart, his 

record and his life.  Furthermore, he aims at their complete re-conditioning through the 

Holy Spirit by effecting in them a life of holiness as the non-negotiable prerequisite of 

fellowship with God (Heb. 12:14), both in the present in today’s world, and in the future 

on the new earth. (Incidentally, while in today’s world the prevailing holiness is 

“purposeful” at best, on the new earth it will be undiluted!)  No, God’s unconditional 

love can never be separated from, in fact, is at the same time and without fail a counter-

conditional and a re-conditioning love that ultimately will produce a mankind in mint 

condition!  In true love both the unconditional without the counter-conditional and the re-

conditioning, and the counter-conditional and the re-conditioning without the 

unconditional are unthinkable (John 4:1-29).   

     “Love” that is merely unconditional is not true love.  It has as much substance as a 

jellyfish. It has no direction and leads to the dissolution of life. “Love” that is only 

counter-conditional and reconditioning is not true love either. It is as hard as a concrete 

block. It is tyrannical and it suffocates. Both are a form of warfare. The one produces 

disintegration by default, even if it is inadvertent, the other destruction by design, even if 

it is unintentional. Somehow the poet gets the true message across. Genuine parental love 

reflects God’s love. It better! Quite possibly one of the greatest services that a human 

father, who reflects Paul’s teaching, can render to his children is to give them an 

“earthly” glimpse of what the heavenly Father is all about!     

     However, the poem also mirrors, in an equally remarkable way, what kind of response 

can be expected from God’s child who has been drinking deeply of that threefold, 

unconditional, counter-conditional, and reconditioning, love. Contentment, after all, is 

not merely the title of the poem. It permeates every line, and can only do so because it 
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appreciates, indeed, embraces and rejoices in the unconditional, the counter-conditional 

and the reconditioning aspects of love. Of course, this sense of total contentment that is 

apparently an existing reality on the imperfect human level, can only be possible if it 

finds its source in the relationship the Christian enjoys (should enjoy) with his heavenly 

Father. After all, human fathers invariably fail. They have clay feet, to put it mildly. But 

the heavenly Father is perfect in all that He is, says, and does!   

     In short, only where and when the heavenly Father produces contentment in the 

household of faith can it be expected that a sinful father will elicit the same type of 

response from his children! Naturally, fundamental to the proper response on the part of 

God’s child is not only the intellectual assent, but also the experiential acknowledgement, 

coupled with an unwavering thanksgiving, that all things, including each and every trial 

as an inevitable part of the counter-conditional and reconditioning process, are carefully 

and tenderly traced “upon one’s dial by the Sun of unconditional Love” (Frances R. 

Havergal) with a “mint condition” as the ultimate objective!  Otherwise an all-embracive 

contentment is impossible. At any rate, once again the poet gets the message across that 

the bond of sons and daughters enjoy with their parents (better) reflect the rich, heart 

warming, bond they (should) experience in relationship to their heavenly Father! 

 

 

c. Biblical Framework 

      

The basic training also has a biblical framework. In general this is the covenant.  

Presently it is specifically the New Covenant. This has its origin in the Triune God and is 

triadic in its scope. In a nutshell, the Father promises the New Covenant (Jer. 31:31ff.), 

the Son personifies the New Covenant (Is. 42:6), and the Spirit personalizes the New 

Covenant (Is. 59:21). Furthermore, what the Father promises, the Son produces, and the 

Spirit implements is a new heart in regeneration, a new record in justification and a new 

life in sanctification, that is concretely, Jesus’ heart in regeneration, Jesus’ righteousness 

in justification, and Jesus’ holiness in sanctification!    

     In greater detail, the Father's promise of this threefold benefit, symbolized already in 

the circumcision of Joshua 5:2 (regeneration), the Passover of Joshua 5:10 (justification) 

and the sandal removal of Joshua 5:15 (sanctification), further verbalized in Ezekiel 

36:26 (regeneration), Ezekiel 36:25 (justification), and Ezekiel 36:27 (sanctification), and 

finally characterized as New Covenantal in Jeremiah 31:31-34, takes place against the 

backdrop of total and radical spiritual bankruptcy, serves the purposes of electing grace, 

and guarantees the presence and future of a significant New Covenant community.   

     Then, the Son's procurement of the threefold benefit of the New Covenant, laid out in 

Romans 6:6, 11 (regeneration), 2 Corinthians 5:21 (justification), John 15:5/Ephesians 

2:10/Philippians 4:13/Hebrews 10:10, 14 (sanctification) respectively, conquers the 

bankruptcy in its radical (Jesus’ heart), as well as judicial (Jesus’ righteousness) and 

ravaging (Jesus’ holiness) effects, functions as the channel for electing grace, and paves 

the way for the emergence of the New Covenant community.   

     Finally, the Spirit's application of the threefold benefit, recorded in John 3:5 

(regeneration), Ephesians 1:13-14 (justification), and Romans 15:16 (sanctification) 

respectively, overcomes bankruptcy in its reality and actuality, secures the experience of 

electing grace, and makes the New Covenant community blossom.   
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     Within this framework, which is central both to the "whole counsel of God" (Acts 

20:27) and to the "fullness of the blessing of the Gospel of Christ" (Rom. 15:29), the 

parents' instruction of their children in the principles and practices of godliness can now 

come into its own. The summons to obedience in the old covenant law system was 

doomed to failure. To be sure, while the law substantially (and gloriously) taught what 

holiness, that is, “your very life” (Deut. 32:47), was all about, it was methodologically 

(and preparationally) designed to expose sin (Rom. 3:20), indeed, to stir up sin (Rom. 

7:8-9; Gal. 3:19), for the express purpose to make the indispensable need for Christ as the 

personified new covenant crystal clear (Gal. 3:22) 3-24), and to drive us in his arms (Gal. 

3:23-24).  But in the New Covenant framework the summons to holiness no longer comes 

out of “thin air,” which cannot make folks breathe, but instead does and must kill them 

(Rom. 7:11). No, it comes out of “rich Gospel air,” the Gospel air of “better promises 

(Heb.  8:6), which old covenant parents and children never possessed.  Praise God. The 

old covenant with its killing fields is gone (Heb. 8:13), and the New Covenant, promised 

by the Father, personified in the Son and personalized through the Spirit has arrived! The 

implications are breathtaking.  No, they are “breath-giving” (Ezek.  37:4-6)!  

     New Covenant Children now may, and should, be presented quite extensively with a 

vision of God. They may, and should, learn to marvel about the Father's love (Rom. 8:39) 

in recovering bankrupt sinners and about the way of their restoration, demanded by his 

holiness, about the Son's love (Rom. 8:35) in meeting the demands of justice in his 

sacrificial death and about the way he tirelessly intercedes on behalf of his own, and 

about the Spirit's love (Rom. 15:30) in initiating a life of faith and holiness, and about the 

way he carefully nurtures and beautifies this life through a variety of means until its 

completion in glory. 

     At the same time, they must be confronted quite personally with their utterly lost 

condition from the moment of their conception and birth, generally qualifying in graphic 

old covenant terminology as a desert (Is. 32:15b), a graveyard (Ezek. 37:1ff), and a Dead 

Sea (Ezek. 47:1ff), apart from the nutrients of life, the breath of life, and the water of life 

in the person of the Holy Spirit. He was poured out on Pentecost (Acts 2:33) to turn the 

desert into a fruitful field, the graveyard into a maternity ward, and the Dead Sea into a 

fresh water lake (Is. 32:15a, c; Ezek. 37:14), by implanting Jesus’ heart as the Surgeon 

General (John 3:5), by sealing Jesus’ righteousness through taking up residence in that 

heart (Eph. 1:13-14), and, topping all this off, by conveying Jesus’ holiness as the 

crowning piece of God’s saving activity.   

     In fact, they may, and should, be informed that these precious three New Covenant 

benefits have actually been given in the “better promises,” which, frankly, their old 

covenant counterparts never possessed. However, because these benefits come in promise 

form, they cannot, and will not, be received apart from both heart-broken repentance and 

heart-felt faith. In their repentance they are, and must be, deeply grieved and ashamed 

about their rebellion against, their guilt before and their offensiveness to a holy God, and 

earnestly seek to get rid of this three-fold filth. And in their faith they do, and must, flee 

to Christ, warmly embrace, and fully appropriate him for that very purpose.   

     This is analogous to the way people view, use and handle checks. Checks are 

essentially promissory notes. From the vantage point of the check writer, he gives the 

amount in which he writes the check. However, from the perspective of the payee, he 

does not actually receive the funds, until he cashes the check. In other words, the money 
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may be in the bank for the taking, but it is dead capital, until, in fact, it is claimed! So 

there is a sharp distinction between dispensing-conferring-giving and appropriating-

collecting-receiving. The sacrament of the Lord’s Supper presents a biblical parallel. It is 

the Lord’s body and blood. This is what Jesus says. So, when the Lord’s Supper is 

dispensed, the officiant hands out and gives spiritual food and drink. But its nourishment 

is not received, unless the mouth of faith eats and drinks it.        

     Regrettably, this impressive as well as sensitive tapestry is destroyed by some folks 

who take a short cut, and in the process ignore and short circuit the divinely determined 

procedure. In dealing with their covenant children they arbitrarily presume their 

regeneration, whether in a relational judgment of charity or in a substantive theological 

stance. This emphatically entails that they are not in need of the Gospel. Nurture, by all 

means! But Gospel? No!  

     Frankly, for parents to go the presumptive regeneration route flies in the face of 

Scripture, and is presumptuous.  Thousand years of Israel's history is on display in the OT 

to demonstrate precisely that parents as well as their children are desperately in need of 

regeneration. The universal blindness, rebellion and stubbornness of their heart, as a 

fountainhead of evil thoughts and deeds, are emphasized throughout Scripture (Gen. 6:5; 

Deut. 5:29; 10:16; 29:4; 31:27; Jer. 17:9) and well documented throughout Israel's 

history. It would inevitably lead to a gruesome captivity (Deut. 29:22-28). Clearly, a 

biblical, ecclesiastical as well as parental, Gospel call to regeneration is in order (Deut. 

10:16; Jer. 4:4; Ezek. 18:31; John 3:3), rather than a deadly silence in the name of a 

potentially destructive presumption (Jer. 6:14; 8:11; Ezek. 13:10; Rom. 2:28, 29).    

     The implications of such presumption should not be missed. They demonstrate that it 

is simply a tenuous, self-defeating, and soon an indefensible position. First, it is a tenuous 

position on anyone’s count. According to Scripture, all who have experienced Jesus’ 

heart in (definitive) regeneration (John 3:5), whether they are conscious of time and place 

or not, have simultaneously received Jesus’ righteousness in (definitive) justification 

(Rom. 5:1), and Jesus’ holiness in (definitive) sanctification (Heb. 10:10, 14). This means 

that they have been crucified with Christ (Rom. 6:6), risen with Christ (Eph. 2:5-6a), 

ascended with Christ, and are already seated in the heavenly places (Eph. 2:6b). A 

presumption of regeneration, therefore, is simultaneously a presumption of (definitive) 

justification and sanctification! Second, it is a self-defeating position. What if children 

prove to be unregenerate, and eventually “apostatize?” This is by general admission a--

routine--occurrence. In that case parents may conclude that their children lost their 

regeneration, which puts them on shaky doctrinal ground, to say the least. But they 

should blame themselves for withholding from their children the only instrument that 

God has ordained unto regeneration, namely the Gospel (Jam. 1:18; 1 Pet. 1:24), which in 

bewildering retrospect may have precipitated their apostasy in the first place. Third, it is 

indefensible. When the presumption of regeneration is extended to infants in the womb, 

the doctrine of original sin goes by the board.  Scripture is crystal clear. All of mankind is 

born in iniquity and conceived in sin (Ps. 51:5).
19

 An infant, conceived in iniquity cannot 

                                                           
19

 According to Psalm 22, God made David trust him at his mother’s breast, and was his God from his 

mother’s womb (Ps. 22:9-10).  The fact that David can pen these words as well as Psalm 51:5 indicates that 

he does not identify all this as rebirth, which would justify a universal doctrine of presumptive or, to make 

it worse, present regeneration in all covenant infants.  For one, breast-feeding in ancient times extended 

itself well into the conscious years, and does not preclude parental instruction.  For another, one glance at 

Israel’s history already makes the position that covenant infants were by and large regenerated a 
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be born in sin if it receives in the womb Jesus’ heart in definitive regeneration, Jesus’ 

righteousness in definitive justification, and Jesus’ holiness in definitive sanctification.  

In that case it is born a saint, and not a sinner!   

     The conclusion must be that one may not biblically, and should not practically, 

confuse the issue. The fact that definitive regeneration, definitive justification, and 

definitive sanctification are given to covenant children in the promise, which is, and 

should be sealed in baptism, just as Christ’s body and blood, which represents continuing 

repentance and faith, continuing forgiveness, and continuing renewal as an extension of, 

or outflow from, their definitive counterparts, are given to participants in the Lord’s 

Supper, does not entail that children, or participants in the Lord’s Supper for that matter, 

receive the respective benefits without appropriating repentance and faith! Failure to 

summon to repentance and faith may well be the reason that covenant children and 

Lord’s Supper participants end up missing these precious benefits altogether with 

disastrous consequences. Therefore, to call presumptive regeneration, which practically 

precludes such summons, a potentially deadly position is no exaggeration.          

     Only when there is evidence of regeneration, may there be joy and confidence, even if 

it is recognized that it must (does) stand the test of time. When there is contrary evidence 

or no evidence at all, there should be sobriety and confrontation, coupled with the prayer 

that a genuine change of heart will follow or become apparent. Either way presumption is 

in principle and by definition eliminated. It neutralizes, if not counters, the effectiveness 

of the Word of God as the key to the Kingdom of God by robbing it of its cutting edge, 

its discriminatory and applicatory power. This must be potentially deadly, because it 

blunts the only instrument that the church has in its offensive against the kingdom of 

darkness and which in its proper use comes with a guarantee of conquest and victory 

through the Holy Spirit. 

     However, a further word about the better promises of the new covenant (Heb. 8:6) 

may be in place to make their unique place and indispensable function totally clear! As 

has been indicated already, they are backed up by the full weight of the Triune God and 

take dead aim at the threefold bankruptcy of a rebel heart, a guilty record, and an 

offensive life. However, these better promises were not given until the exile was, for all 

practical purposes, an accomplished fact (See Jer. 31:31-34 and Ezek. 36:25-27 in their 

respective contexts). Methodologically, a protracted history of Israel gave ironclad proof 

of radical and total bankruptcy, before the absolute necessity of the better promises could 

be understood and their content truly appreciated as the only and last hope.   

                                                                                                                                                                             

preposterous proposition.  The truth of the matter is that they were virtually all unregenerate.  At any time 

only a small remnant of Israelites serve God.  The rest was idolatrous, ungodly and unrighteous.  Otherwise 

the New Covenant would never have been necessary.  The same type of reasoning goes for the author of 

Psalm 71, Jeremiah and John the Baptist.  The author of Psalm 71 states that he has leaned on God from 

before his birth (Ps. 71:6),  Jeremiah is said to be set apart and appointed to be a prophet in his mother’s 

womb (Jer. 1:5), and John is said to be filled with the Spirit from his mother’s womb (Lk. 1:15). There is 

no warrant speculatively to pinpoint all this in any of these instances as regeneration, which, once again, 

would make it a rule of thumb that this can, and must, apply to all covenant children. The history of the 

Church has known mighty periods of revival, but even more extensive periods of ecclesiastical of 

downgrade and apostasy. I would submit that precisely the speculative idea of definitely, most likely, or 

possibly, already present, but unsubstantiated, rebirth, whether it comes in the form of baptismal 

regeneration, presumptive regeneration, or otherwise, is the deadly culprit because it keeps the 

indispensable Gospel away from the upcoming generations.        
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     Let it be underscored, the better promises were not promulgated in the first covenant. 

This eventually and ultimately sealed its doom. This covenant spelled out what holiness 

is. And it did so in a magnificent way, in terms of conformity to the holy, righteous, 

good, perfect, and royal law of liberty (Rom. 7:12; Jam. 1:25; 2:8). But the latter could 

not effect this conformity. It failed to make anyone holy, even to the slightest degree. It 

could not even produce the prerequisites for a holy life, the transformation of the old, 

rebellious heart, symbolized in circumcision (See Josh. 5:2, in the light of Deut. 10:16; 

Jer. 4:4; and Rom. 2:29), and the cleansing of the old, guilty record, symbolized in the 

Passover (Josh. 5:10, in the light of Ex. 12:21-27). 

     In fact, whenever and wherever the Law made its entrance, it incited and aroused 

further rebellion (Rom. 3:20; 4:15; 7:13). There simply had to be better promises. If God 

was not going to make a difference, there would be no difference. And this difference had 

to be threefold.  It had to encompass the experimental starting point of a new heart, Jesus’ 

heart, in regeneration, the legal platform of a new righteousness, Jesus’ righteousness, in 

justification, and the crowning piece of a new life, Jesus’ holiness, in sanctification.  All 

this is part of the dynamics behind the promulgation of the three better promises of the 

new covenant. In short, in them God did not simply decide to make a difference. In them 

he made the difference! 

     It is hardly surprising that with the emergence of the new covenant, the first one, 

which, although intrinsically holy (Rom. 7:12), by its impotence to produce holiness 

already proved to be bankrupt, now became obsolete as well, and could not but vanish 

(Heb. 8:7-13). At the same time it must be kept in mind that God in his faithful care 

already in that first covenant held out the prospect of the substance of the new covenant. 

Deuteronomy 30:6a announces the eventual promulgation of the better promise of the 

new heart, for both parents and children (!). Deuteronomy 30:6b brings into view the 

better promise of the new, sanctified life of love and obedience as flowing forth from a 

regenerated (and therefore also justified) constituency. 

     The slender thread of election in the OT appears to be a harbinger of things to come.  

Regeneration, which is far from a copious commodity in the first covenant, will become 

the rule in the new one, precisely because this New Covenant, which is promised by the 

Father, personified in the Son, and personalized by the Spirit. The thin thread becomes a 

mighty display of God's unquestioned ability and gracious resolve to make the difference. 

     All this should caution everyone against construing the New Covenant as if it in one 

way or another is still the first covenant.  Even those who hold that the New Covenant is 

characterized by the realization of God's old covenant promises succumb to this 

temptation. To be sure, the better promises can never be separated from the ones 

previously given, especially not from the promise of the victorious Seed in Paradise 

(Gen. 3:15), or from the promise of a nation, indeed, of the world to Abraham (Gen. 

12:2-3).  They flow forth from them, build on them, and expand them.   

     But this may not obscure the fact that in covenantal history they constituted a new 

phase at the time of their promulgation. In fact, they were so (brand) new that they, even 

if they were known to be pending (!), made the first covenant obsolete and caused it to 

vanish. Better promises are not just realized promises that are already in existence. They 

are additional and different promises. To miss this is to miss the quantum leap from the 

first covenant to the New Covenant. This quantum leap is real. The first covenant 

represents a ministry of death, the New Covenant one of life, precisely because of the 
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better promises (2 Cor. 3:6-7). To call the New Covenant a “renewed” covenant
20

 is to 

obscure and tone down its radical newness, even if we must hasten to add that the 

continuity of God’s covenantal dealings is fully safeguarded by the fact that the Law 

promulgated in the old covenant is to be written on the hearts of the recipients of the New 

Covenant.    

     To enlarge on all this, these additional and radically new promises may never be 

separated from any preceding promises of God. They form an organic unit. But they must 

be sharply distinguished from them. In comparison, they constitute an indispensable, 

necessary, new beginning. The obsolescence of the inferior first covenant is and remains 

obsolescence. Further, what has vanished, because it failed, and could not but fail, in its 

main objective of producing holiness, may never be resurrected. Galatians and Hebrews 

are certainly the crown witnesses to this effect. In short, it urgently calls, and gladly 

makes place, for the New Covenant. Without the latter covenant history would have 

come to an abrupt end. Frankly, if it had not been the crowning piece of Gods covenantal 

blueprint before it even appeared on the horizon, covenant history would not even have 

started.   

     At the same time, one should be equally cautious not to draw the conclusion that the 

obsolescence of the first covenant implies its total discontinuity with the new one.  Even 

the quantum leap in progress from the first to the New Covenant does not warrant this 

conclusion. With such conclusion usually the law of God bites the dust. While the old 

covenant does not have the wherewithal to regenerate, justify, or sanctify, it nevertheless 

sets forth the standard as well as substance of holiness. This is also indicated in one of the 

New Covenant promises. The law will be written on the heart (Jer. 31:33; Ezek. 36:27).  

It is only in conjunction with this that the age-old promise, “I will be your God and you 

will be my people,” will truly be fulfilled (Jer. 31:33; 2 Cor. 6:16-18). It is hardly 

surprising that the NT is replete with references to the law, precisely in its capacity as 

standard and substance of godliness (Mt. 5:13-48; Rom. 13:8-10; Eph. 6:1-3; Heb. 10:16-

17; Jam. 1:25; 2:8-11). 

     In summary, the (re)construction of the Christian life should not be tied to Moses 

(Rom. 7:4a). To do so is to tie it to an “administration of condemnation and death” (2 

Cor. 3:7, 9). No, it should be fastened to Christ (Rom. 7:4b) as the personified New 

Covenant (1 Cor. 11:25). To do so is to fasten it to the “administration of the Spirit and of 

holiness” (2 Cor. 3:8, 9). In the former administration “Moses” kills, in the latter “Moses” 

comes into its life-giving own! This occurs in the following manner. “Moses” is the Law 

of God the Father (Deut. 5:22; 6:1; 10:13). When it fails to produce holiness, it is 

personified in the Lord Jesus, who brings this Law to its fullest expression (Mt. 5:17) in 

the Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 5:21ff). Thus the Law of the Father, known as the Law of 

Moses, turns into the Law of Christ (1 Cor. 9:21; Gal. 6:2). But this is still not the end 

station. For the Law of Christ to be driven home, it must be owned and personalized by 

the Spirit. By writing the Law of Moses,
21

 which is the Law of the Father, as it comes to 

full expression as the Law of Christ, on the heart of the believer (Ezek. 36:27; Heb. 8:10), 

                                                           
20

 The Hebrew word for “new” in the term “New Covenant” is invariably used in the OT to indicate 

something “fresh” and “innovative,” and never something that is “improved” or “rehabilitated.”   
21

 This is the Law of Moses minus the symbolical injunctions and penal sanctions! I argue this at length in 

my Commentary on James, Henry Krabbendam, The Epistle of James (Bonn: Verlag fur Kultur und 

Wissenschaft, 2006), Vol. I, 426-434.    
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it also functions as the Law of the Spirit (2 Cor. 3:3, 9).  In short, when, and only when, 

the Spirit personalizes the Law, as an extension of experiential regeneration and in the 

legal framework of justification, do God’s covenant people turn into true sons and 

daughters in the family of God (2 Cor. 7:18).    

     Parents in their families, as well as the Church in its own sphere of ministry for that 

matter, have their work cut out for them, because the Holy Spirit uses them as 

intermediaries to write the Law of God the Father, promulgated through Moses and 

brought to full expression by the Incarnate Son, on the hearts of authentic believers.  

Without the Father, the Son, and the Spirit we can do nothing.  But without human 

intermediaries they will do nothing!
22
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 I argue all this in my Commentary as well, ibid., Vol. I, 414-426, esp. 425-426.    
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2. Marks of a Christian 
      
 

Introduction 

 

When the basic training, which should start at birth, has run its course, its recipients, 

under God, will display this! They will not just be conversant with the law of God that 

covers, and with the covenant that brackets all of life in a general sort of way. No, they 

will have been molded by them and bear their imprint upon them! In short, they will 

carry the marks of the Christian. 

      

 

a. Pursuit of God and Holiness 

 

To begin with, God will be the center of their lives. He has their unswerving loyalty and 

full allegiance. They hunger and thirst for his presence and fellowship. His worship is 

their joy. His wish is their command. To them he has the absolute authority and final say. 

He has their ear, and they extol him with their mouth. Scripture is their delight. Prayer is 

their lifeline. Christ is their gladly acknowledged Master and Lord. The Holy Spirit is 

their constant companion. In sum, the Triune God is their “Everything!” If they were to 

lose “everything,” they still have “Everything” left!  

     Furthermore, holiness is the focus of their lives. They love God above everything else 

for his moral excellence. They consequently wish to see that reflected in their lives.  They 

experience the law as the royal law of liberty. It gives them dominion under God and sets 

them free to do their task without unnecessary encumbrances. They recognize it as a life-

long task that can successfully be accomplished in the strength of Christ and in 

dependence upon the Spirit. 

     Finally, their desire for holiness does not only characterize their conduct, but also their 

character. So they seek to display the fruit of the Spirit, love, joy, peace, longsuffering, 

kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control (Gal. 5:22-23). 

     In summary, thus far, they are in pursuit of God and of holiness in their conduct and 

character. In the context of the pursuit of God they cheerfully sacrifice themselves, their 

goals and their aspirations and receive much more in return than they ever could have 

expected. In the context of the pursuit of holiness they gladly deny themselves, their ease, 

and their happiness, and encounter more joy than they ever could have anticipated. 

     Of course, neither the pursuit of God nor the pursuit of holiness will ever be present, 

unless and until that radical change takes place that transforms a man into a new creature 

(2 Cor. 5:17). For all practical purposes this is the very foundation (Mt. 7:24-25) on 

which a God-centered and holiness-centered life is built, the very launching pad from 

which it originates. Because of its apparent vital significance one would want to come to 

a clear understanding of what it is all about. The necessity to attain this is understood by 

the fact that no one can even be considered as a possible future marriage partner, until 

and unless his or her Christianity is established. How can that be accomplished without a 

prior thorough insight into the component elements of genuine biblical salvation? These 

will now quickly pass in review.       
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b.“Calling on the Lord” 

 

By and large the Evangelical world, and in recent years the Reformed world as well, has 

turned to the phrase "accepting Christ," as indicating the transformation mentioned 

above. But this terminology is deeply suspect. 

     To begin with, as a man of keen insight like A.W. Tozer already observed, it is not 

found anywhere in the Bible. It seems with good reason. For the fundamental issue 

between God and man never was, never is, and never will be, whether "I accept Jesus," 

but whether "God accepts me." There is a world of difference between these two concepts 

in terms of the methodology of the Gospel outreach and of the theology behind it. In fact, 

there is a totally different dynamic that comes into play. 

     It is the genius of the biblical Gospel presentation, clearly exemplified in the first 

evangelistic message in the New Testament Church ever (Acts 2:14-41), that at its climax 

it dawns on the hearer that he is totally unacceptable to God, and therefore justly banned 

from his presence. It further dawns on him that he is completely unable to make himself 

acceptable to God and therefore fully deserving of the fury of his judgment.      

     Such presentation cuts to the heart. It is sobering, humbling, and produces at least a 

touch of despair. So it was in the streets of Jerusalem on the Day of Pentecost. The crowd 

interrupted Peter's sermon with the anguished cry, "What are we to do?" There was an 

unmistaken recognition that man is languishing in the jail of his sins, and that he does not 

have the key to this jail in his own pocket! There is no human way out of this 

predicament. The “I accept Jesus” terminology hides this from sight! In fact, it is 

predicated by the conviction that man does have the key to the jail of his sins in his own 

pocket, which is patently unscriptural (2 Tim. 2:24-26).  

     At any rate, against the backdrop of his total bankruptcy and impotence it finally 

dawns on the sinner that he should call on the name of the Lord to be saved. In a word, he 

puts in his application with God. With it he acknowledges that he is a dead-end street. If 

God does not make a difference, there will be no difference. Only he can make man 

acceptable to himself. He does so in his beloved Son, the Lord Jesus Christ (Eph. 1:6). In 

fact, he does not just stand ready to do so, he made a solemn pledge that he would do so. 

But he insists that the sinner put in his application as the means to that end! Sovereign 

and unmerited grace is dispersed through the channel of a self-denying acknowledgment 

of grace as grace.  This lies at the core of God's disposition that the sinner must call on 

the name of the Lord in order to be saved (Joel 2:32; Acts 2:21; Rom. 10:13). What 

comes into view is the plea of a beggar who casts himself upon mercy alone, as 

exemplified both in the prayer of the Publican (Lk. 18:13) and in the petition of the 

Prodigal (Lk. 15:19). 

 

 

c. Two Words of Caution 

 

A twofold word of caution at this point is in place. There is a totally different dynamic in 

a Gospel presentation that centers upon the act of “accepting Christ.” In this framework it 

is not customary to present a “God who saves,” but rather a “God who makes salvation 
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possible.”
23

 Gone is the glory of sovereign grace, of an efficacious cross, and of the 

conquering Spirit, which adds up to the actual rescue of the sinner. Gone is also the 

sinner who calls on God not to pass him by but to do for him what he has done for others. 

    What is left is not much more than a mere “provision” for rescue. Sure, the love of 

God is emphasized. So is the payment for sin on the cross. In fact, the sinner is urged to 

avail himself of God's love gift of the forgiveness of sins by “accepting Christ.” But the 

tables are turned. It is not man who puts in his application with God for God's acceptance 

of him in Christ, but God who puts in an application with the sinner for his acceptance of 

Christ. The final decision is not in God's hand but in man's. Ultimately beggars can be 

choosers. Even if this is packaged attractively by the assurance that “God is the perfect 

gentleman,” who will not insist on anything that man does not wish to do, it may not, and 

should not, veil from sight that it compromises the biblical teaching on a number of 

counts. 

     For one thing, it cannot take the doctrine of radical and total depravity seriously. It 

must reject the biblical notions of man's complete inability and full scale rebellion as well 

as the corollary of both of them, the bondage of the will. Man may not be born spiritually 

sound. But neither is he born spiritually dead. There is supposedly still a spark of life 

within him that ultimately is capable of tipping the scales in his favor. 

     For another, it cannot take the doctrine of divine omnipotence quite seriously either.  

God is not just a perfect gentleman, who does not insist on anything man does not wish to 

do. When man has the ability to resist God's will, God supposedly cannot and will not 

effect in him what he stubbornly refused to allow. As such God is ultimately limited by 

man. This, of course, is intolerable. The often heard rejoinder that the divine inability in 

the face of the exercise of the human will is rooted in God's self-limitation, that is, in the 

self-curtailment of his omnipotence to give man space as the image of God, is insufficient 

to stave off justified criticism. It simply cannot be substantiated from Scripture and does 

not alter the bottom line. God is impotent to effect a change in man, when the latter is at 

his adamant worst. 

     But the concept of “accepting Christ” is weighted by two further liabilities. All by 

itself it brings neither the doctrine of repentance nor the Lordship of Christ into 

immediate view. This stands to reason, for by itself it is compatible with the construct of 

the so-called “No-Lordship” salvation. This construct advisedly presents Jesus only as 

Savior, and not as Lord, who only requires acceptance, and not submission. 

     At best, therefore, it is not conducive, by default, to counter the all too human 

tendency to bypass both the necessity of repentance and of submission to Christ as Lord. 

At worst, it perfectly lends itself for use by a rather widespread theological trend to 

circumvent repentance and Christ's Lordship by design.   

     In the first instance there is the danger, in the second instance the actual promotion, of 

an easy-believism that cannot lead to salvation. For Scripture teaches that faith and 

repentance are each other's reverse sides (Acts 20:21). Both are the joint alternatives to 

perishing (Lk. 13:3, 5; John 3:16). Scripture further teaches that repentant faith and 

believing repentance simultaneously flee to Christ the Savior for justification and to 

Christ the Lord for sanctification (Acts 2:38; 26:18, 20). Even more precisely, they cast 

themselves upon Christ as Lord for salvation, consisting of forgiveness of sin and 

                                                           
23

 The finest analysis of the difference between these two statements can be found in J. I. Packer in his 

Introduction to John Owen, The Death of Death in the Death of Christ.    
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holiness of life (Acts 2:21, 38; 16:31).            

     All this is fully accommodated by the Gospel presentation that calls on the sinner to 

put in his application with God for acceptance by him in the person of the Lord Jesus. 

The recognition that he is unacceptable as he is produces repentance, a turning away from 

his sin and his self to God. The acknowledgment that he can never become acceptable 

apart from Christ leads to faith. The appropriation of what it means to be acceptable to 

God culminates in the desire to receive forgiveness of sin and holiness of life through 

union with Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.   

     All this is not to say that the unsuspecting use of the phrase, “I accepted Christ as my 

Savior,” automatically implies that the essence of biblical salvation is missing. Far from 

it! But it does give rise to a plea. Let us avoid this terminology with all its liabilities, as it 

may obscure the biblical road to God, if not remove it from view. In its stead a 

terminology should be chosen that more adequately reflects the theology and 

methodology, in short the total dynamics, of the biblical Gospel presentation. “I called on 

the name of the Lord and he graciously saved me,” is one such possibility. “I put in my 

application with God, and he graciously accepted it,” is another. 

     But a second word of caution is called for as well. There is another terminology that 

may not be as deficient as the one just discussed, but still leaves a lot to be desired. The 

exhortation is rather common “to give one's heart to Jesus,” “to let Jesus come in,” or “to 

place one's life at the disposal of Jesus.” Especially, however, when this is directed to 

children or young trainees, it can totally backfire. For the impression is given that the 

child or trainee has nothing more precious to give than his heart, no more delightful 

habitation to offer than himself, and nothing more useful to present than his life. Nothing, 

however, literally nothing could be farther from the truth. Man's heart is blind and 

rebellious. It is the worst possible residence. Man's life is unholy and warped. It is of the 

worst possible use. This, at least, is what the old covenant exposes and the New Covenant 

aims to remedy. 

     In the meantime, the terminology presently under discussion is salvageable as long as 

it welcomes some specific qualifiers. By all means let the trainee be encouraged to give 

his heart to Jesus, but with the express objective of having it killed and replaced (Rom. 

6:6, 11). Man needs a heart transplant! Unless he is born again, he cannot see or enter the 

Kingdom (John 3:3, 5). By all means let the trainee be exhorted to invite Jesus in, but 

with the specific aim for him to get rid of all the filth and pay for all the damage (1 John 

1:9; 2:2). Man needs a house cleaning!  Unless he is justified, he cannot have or enjoy 

peace with God (Rom. 5:1). By all means let the trainee be pressed to present Jesus with 

his life, but with a view to having it terminated and start up afresh (John 15:5; Phil. 4:13; 

Col. 3:1-3). Man needs a lifeline! Unless he is sanctified, he cannot see God or be 

allowed in his presence (Heb. 12:14). In short, let humans flee to the crucified Savior in 

order to be exterminated on the cross and to the risen Lord in order to be re-originated 

through the resurrection. 

 

     

d. The New Covenant 

      

Here the makings as well as the marks of a Christian, a disciple of Jesus Christ, begin to 

emerge! The young trainee, born of believing parents, must be informed, however much 
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he may be a member of the covenant with all its precious promises that he is not born into 

the Kingdom of God. Scripture is irrefutably clear at this point. Man comes into this 

world with a rebellious heart, that has all the earmarks of a cobra (Ps. 58:5), a guilty 

record that has the “quality” of “excrement” (Phil. 3:8), and an unholy life that has the 

stigma of deadly poison indelibly upon it (Jam. 3:8). He is in desperate need of a new 

heart (Deut. 10:16; 30:6; Jer. 4:4; Ezek. 11:19), a cleansed record (Ex. 12:12-13; 5:29), 

and a new life (Lev. 11:44; 19:2; Deut. 31:29), without which he cannot see and enter the 

Kingdom (John 3:3,5), participate in and enjoy the Kingdom (Heb. 9:22), or labor and 

prosper in the Kingdom (2 Cor. 6:14-18). In short, he is in desperate need of Jesus’ heart, 

Jesus’ righteousness, and Jesus’ holiness!   

     As has already been indicated, the young trainee must further be informed that the 

precious promises of the new covenant (Ezek. 36:25-27), promulgated by God the Father 

not so much for the sake of the sinner as for his holy Name's sake (!) (Ezek. 36:22), 

personified in God the Son (Is. 42:6) and to be personalized by God the Spirit (Is. 59:21), 

take dead aim at the threefold obstacle to Kingdom entrance, Kingdom enjoyment, and 

Kingdom usefulness, and are the only means by which Jesus’ heart, Jesus’ righteousness 

and Jesus’ holiness can be secured. 

     It should go without saying that the training should be suffused with prayer. Neither 

the trainer nor the trainee has the key to the jail of the sinner's sinfulness in his pocket. 

While the trainer is God's indispensable instrument (Rom. 10:14), the trainee must 

ultimately be taught of God (John 6:45). While the trainee may arrive at an intellectual 

comprehension and knowledge of the truth, the illumination of the Spirit is required for a 

spiritual understanding and acknowledgment of it (Eph. 1:19; Col. 1:9). Prayer in this 

context, as in every other context, should be God-centered.  When God saves sinners, not 

first of all for their sake but for his holy name’s sake, trainers should echo that. They 

should pray that the trainee be saved not first of all for his own sake but for the sake of 

the name and the kingdom of God. 

     When God graciously hears such prayer, the trainee will prove to be taught of God 

and illumined by the Spirit. In a deep sense of his helplessness and in full conviction of 

his need for God he will not simply cast himself upon his mercy to escape the judgment. 

He will put in his application with God for the sake of his name and kingdom. He will 

turn away from himself and his sin to be reconciled to God through the indwelling Spirit. 

These are the makings of a Christian. The hunger for God, kindled by God, leads to the 

rest in God through consecration to God. "Of him and through him and to him are all 

things" (Rom. 11:36).    

     Against this backdrop one can confidently anticipate the display of the marks of the 

Christian. Once trainees have experienced the radical change that transforms them into 

new creatures, they become disciples of Christ. They are now caught up in a learning 

process that will never cease. They are taught to observe whatever God and his Christ 

command them (Mt. 28:20). In a word, they are taught practical godliness and are glad of 

it. The Word of God spells out what it is. The Spirit of God empowers them to live it.  

     It is neither possible, nor necessary to give a detailed description of practical godliness 

at this point. The global survey of the content of the law of God presented earlier will do 

for our purposes. 

     However, an exception should be made in two areas that are crucial in the broad-based 

preparation for marriage.   
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     The first area is that of authority. Those who have made sufficient progress in 

discipleship so that they can venture out in search of a life's partner must come to grips 

with the authority issue. It is not just that they recognize that the total universe is 

structured along the lines of authority--God as the absolute authority over everything and 

then the various derived and delegated authorities in their own sphere. But they also 

gladly fit, that is, take their God-given place, in the God-ordained structure. That means 

at least three things.   

     First, they unreservedly submit themselves to the authority of God in his government, 

his Word, and his provision. They are content with the way God orders their lives, directs 

their lives, and takes care of their lives.   

     Second, they specifically submit themselves to the authority of the parents, as 

appointed by God, in anticipation of and preparation for the authority structure of 

marriage into which they eventually hope to enter. They should be just as content with 

the way their parents manage them, direct them, and care for them, even if they will 

never be perfect in doing so.   

     Third, there will be a special focus upon either a caring love, that is sacrificial and 

sanctifying, or a supportive submission, that is cheerful and total, depending upon the 

future function in the marriage. In a word, there must be an identifiable track record of 

sacrifice and submission. If this is missing, there is a serious deficiency that should be 

remedied quickly. Proper patterns of conduct in this area should be in place before the 

search for a mate begins in earnest.   

     The second area is that of human sexuality. In this area the issue of the timing of the 

one-to-one male-female relationship will have to be settled. If it is true that Scripture 

knows of this kind of relationship only in the perspective of marriage, and all the 

evidence points to that, no one should engage in it except when ready for marriage. Of 

course, interpersonal relationships ought to abound, whether in large or smaller groups, 

whether consisting of one or both sexes. They are a necessary part of the maturation 

process. 

     The rationale for all this is threefold. First, the foundational preparation process 

should be allowed to run its course, and the pursuit of God and holiness should in no way 

be jeopardized. Both ought to be jealously guarded against any kind of immature and 

premature interruption.   

     Second, a strictly one-to-one male-female relationship without the perspective of 

marriage is going nowhere. It is not conducive to love that gives and service that 

sacrifices. The temptation to reap a quick self-satisfying and self-indulging harvest from 

such a relationship is only too real. So is the danger of lust. As has been observed, men 

lust, and so display their irrepressible tendency to be irresponsible. Women lust to be 

lusted after, and so exhibit their tendency to be dominating. It is a lose-lose situation. It 

produces a frustration and a tension, which are totally unnecessary and may well stand in 

the way of wholesome and rewarding friendships. 

     Third, the risk of early, serious, and even permanent emotional scars is not 

unimaginable. Involvements that are premature, unstructured, and without aim are bound 

to be unstable, and neither can nor will bear the strain of adjustments and conflict. 

Especially when they have become too physical or appear to be rather one sided, they 
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may leave deep hurts in their wake, in addition to the trauma of break-ups.
24

 

     All this may seem strangely new and not at all in accordance with general practices.  

However, it should not be forgotten that the prevailing customs of today's culture are 

quite unique in the history of man and, further, that Scripture consistently warns against 

being molded by the world. Rather then to march to its tune and to be victimized by its 

patterns the Christian community will do well to develop its own distinctive approach. 

     It ought to be underscored that both the presentation and the implementation of the 

law of God as the sum and substance of sanctification must remain Gospel. This was 

emphasized at the conclusion of Chapter 3. It must now be emphasized again. In all of the 

training during the fundamental preparation it must be remembered by both the trainer 

and the trainees that the unholy alliance of the enemy within and the enemy outside, 

indwelling sin and temptation, can never be overcome by the new heart on its own and by 

itself. Any effort to that effect will lead to defeat, discouragement, and despair. "In my 

impotence I must again and again cast myself upon divine omnipotence." That is, the new 

heart should abide in Christ so as to remain filled with the Spirit. Then, and only then, is 

victory assured. In short, only the holy alliance of the regenerate heart and the Christ as 

the source of sanctification spells conquest over the unholy alliance of the two enemies.  

If this is practiced, the payoff will be on display. The trainees will conduct themselves in 

a godly manner, both in their parental home and as they, ready for marriage, begin to 

seek a permanent partner in life.  

     At this juncture, one question arises again and again. Is it not difficult to determine 

when an individual is ready for marriage? Again and again the question has been asked 

(often in skepticism about, if not opposition to, the approach advocated here), “Well, how 

do I know when I am ready?” The usually unspoken consideration that gives rise to this 

question is the following, “Only through dating relationship will I ever find out whether I 

am ready.” This, however, has no basis in fact. Whenever the counter-question, “Well are 

you ready?” was asked, the answer invariably came with the greatest of ease. It ran the 

gamut from, “Of course not,” or “I don't think so,” to “I think I am,” or “Yes, of course!”  

Apparently, it is instinctively recognized, whether and to what extent one is or is not 

ready to pursue marriage. 

     As soon as the conviction ripens that one is marriageable, the road to the more focused 

preparation appears to be open. The time for a one-on-one male-female relationship has 

in principle come. However, the broad-based preparation is still not completed. There are 

two, additional, intermediate steps to be taken, two more hurdles to overcome. 

     Since no marriage (or preparation for marriage) can exist without communication and 

problem solving, these must be examined first. After that it must be determined how the 

one-to-one male-female relationship should come into existence. In either one of these 

two areas there is a right and a wrong way. Chapter 5 presents biblical guidelines for 

proper communication and problem solving, and Chapter 6 biblical guidelines to bring 

about a one-to-one male-female relationship.    

 

               

                                                           
24

 In my thirty year College career I have observed numerous premature and immature, non-functioning and 

dysfunctional, male-female relationships.  Below I sketch crucial steps to be taken in order to prevent such 

relationships from ever seeing the light of day.  These are usually doomed to the darkness of (often sinful) 

stumbling and (often heart breaking) failure!      
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Chapter 5 
 

 

Communication and Problem Solving 
 

 

Introduction 
 

Nothing may be more central to marriage than skillful and effective communication.  

This makes it imperative to be prepared in this area! Since communication is a task of a 

life time, and there is no course, such as "Communication Made Easy," or "Learning to 

Communicate in Ten Easy Steps," it is necessary to have a head start, in fact, as we shall 

see, heart start! This is why it is discussed in this chapter. The skill of effective 

communication should be understood, if not mastered, before the focused preparation for 

marriage even starts. 

     The same applies to problem solving. Communication includes sharing ideas, making 

assessments, reaching conclusions and planning for action. But by the nature of the case 

this involves a learning process. Rough spots, therefore, can be anticipated. This ties 

communication and problem solving together. Rough spots should not be regarded as 

discouraging.  In fact, they warrant a positive outlook. Marriage will not be without them. 

So the preparation period might as well serve to find out, whether they can be dealt with 

effectively or not. Unsettled issues have a tendency to grind a marriage down. Inability, 

therefore, to handle problem areas before marriage puts a question mark behind the 

advisability or even propriety of such a permanent relationship. Persistent inability 

amounts to a disqualification! This is as good a rationale for this section as any. 

     It has been said that genuine love results in communication and solves all problems. In 

a certain sense, when every word in this sentence receives its full weight, this is correct.  

But let it be emphasized that to the extent this is so, it is just as much true, if not more so, 

that communication and problem solving produce love. Love as a desire to be united will 

seek to share one's heart and mind, and work on stumbling blocks in order to achieve 

union. This is love’s “upward slope,” which is not always easy going. Further, 

communication as the sharing of heart and mind, and problem solving as the process of 

removing stumbling blocks, will result in union, and this, in turn, in love as the delight 

that goes with it. This is love's beautiful “summit,” which makes climbing the upward 

slope worth it! 

     Now, the type of wisdom exemplified in Proverbs commands us to be realistic. When 

the sharing has tough going, and the stumbling blocks are not removed, the relationship 

may well seem to resemble an “uphill battle,” with the summit as an unrealized, if not all 

too elusive, goal. Frustration about (ever) reaching the summit may well dampen the 

desire to continue. This underscores that communication and problem solving are 

bracketed by love. They proceed from love in one sense (desire) and produce love in an 

additional, and even greater, sense (delight).  If preceding love is present and strong, they 

will succeed in reaching the summit of delight. If it is not, the summit will remain elusive 

with all the accompanying consequences. For this reason it will pay off to take the issues 

of communication and problem solving seriously, and pinpoint their inner workings. In 
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the pursuit of either one of them it will soon become clear, whether the framework of 

love is present, and to what extent it must be present in order for such pursuit to be 

successful! After all, to communicate and to solve problems is to pay a price. When it is 

rooted in the love of desire and aims at the love of delight, no price is to steep to arrive at 

the summit and to remain there permanently!   
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1. Communication 
 

 

Introduction 

 

Biblical communication in marriage takes place against the backdrop of a way of life in 

which the parties place themselves under the indisputable authority of Scripture as the 

Word of God and seek to apply its guidelines, injunctions, promises and prohibitions to 

their lives, especially in their relationship to each other. In that context they strive for 

complete openness in sharing their past, present, and future in terms of their make-up, 

lifestyle, activities, and aspirations so as to lay the connection between the pertinent 

principles of Scripture and the totality of their lives. This, in turn, paves the way to 

careful assessments, necessary decisions, responsible planning and appropriate actions, 

which in the end should be fully supported by both parties. 

     A solid track record in this regard, built up over an acceptable period of time, seems 

mandatory before marriage can be contemplated. Since such a track record is not always 

easy to come by, it seems just as mandatory that during the focused preparation for 

marriage the communication between the two potential partners is carefully monitored 

and its progress measured by godly parents, godly elders, or any other godly counselor(s) 

of the couple's choice. 

     The development of communication skills, however, should start well before a 

focused preparation for marriage is even contemplated. This is why it is discussed at this 

point. 

 

 

a. Definition 

 

Communication has popularly been defined as getting the content of your head into the 

head of someone else. However, this is not without its drawbacks and dangers.  

Whenever the primacy of the intellect is espoused (the unbeliever has no other option 

than to do so!), any attempt to that effect will eventually turn into warfare (just as all 

linear thinking will!). In instances of disagreement, and apart from the restraint of 

“common grace,” two folks, who both wish to be “god,” will sooner or later experience 

communication from intellect to intellect as a hostile aggression, if not invasion. After all, 

they go consciously or not by the maxim, “what the net of my mind cannot catch, cannot 

possibly be fish.” In fact, “what the bar of my mind does not pass, must be suspect, and 

ultimately be deemed destructive (for present or future happiness).” Hence it must be 

rejected, if not eradicated. This spells “warfare.” The history of mankind in all its various 

phases and aspects is there to demonstrate all this beyond much doubt.     

     From a Christian standpoint, therefore, especially where it concerns a one-to-one 

relationship, it appears to be more charitable, in fact, more appropriate to turn the 

definition around. In their communication Christians aim to get the content of someone 

else's head into their own. However, even if this alleviates the basic problem, it still does 

not solve it. Whenever and wherever Christians hold to the primacy of the intellect, the 

same warfare will erupt, be it by default, rather than by design. After all, when “they 

make up their mind,” anything that runs counter to their conclusions will quickly be 
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experienced as disruptive, treated as a threat, and soon marked for counter attack. The 

ultimacy of the intellect is and remains the same, whether espoused by Christians or non-

Christians. It is imperialistic and intolerant. In terms of sinful brokenness the history of 

Christianity in its broadest parameters is often not far behind the history of mankind in 

general!   

     No, a deeper dimension ought to be added. Genuine communication takes place on the 

level of the heart, of the human self, the deepest core of man’s personhood!  Even this, 

however, is not the final word, for the unregenerate heart is blind and rebellious toward 

God (John 3:3, 5), and hateful toward mankind (Tit. 3:3). In the final analysis, therefore, 

only Christian communication from regenerate heart to regenerate heart is productive 

communication.    

     In short, the objective, then, is to end up with the content of the partner's heart and 

head in one's own heart and head. With reference to my introductory remarks, if this 

becomes a reality one has both a heart and head start in life! For good measure, of course, 

it should be added that when the Christian truly communicates he also ends up with the 

content of his partner’s will and emotions into his will and emotions. It goes without 

saying that this content will run the gamut. It will encompass thought patterns, 

movements of the soul, desires, motivations, objectives, insights, preferences, likes, 

dislikes, etc.     

     When the parties in the communication process follow the model just presented, it will 

be a win-win situation. In the end they will all receive their full due because they follow a 

Christian methodology. It is a variation of the theme of Scripture that gain for themselves 

comes through the service of others. This does not make the Christian approach merely a 

better way of communication. It is really the only way that is truly proper and truly 

effective. It operates in the climate of harmony, rather than warfare, which is the 

immediate concomitant of service. 

     The contrast with the world could not be greater. Because the latter is ultimately 

selfish in its motivation, operation, and object, it operates in the framework of conflict, 

whether in the realm of politics, economics, or the family. Have your own turf, keep it, 

defend it and expand it as much as possible. This, of course, is in the end always at the 

expense of someone else, however noble the published motivation or goal may be. 

     This is at best a win-lose situation, based on power plays and power schemes, more or 

less subtle, more or less violent. When the loser “has had it,” he begins to fight back, with 

or without the assistance of others. By any means necessary or at his disposal, including 

full-scale revolution, he will get the heavy foot of the winner-oppressor off his neck. This 

is the world's order of the day. This is why it is filled with revolutionaries, from guerilla 

fighters to striking employees to feminists to rebellious children. All this is so because 

the world's fundamental category is conquest through power, word power or otherwise. 

     However, sooner or later, as the loser gains strength and engineers a takeover after any 

number of abortive attempts, the big initial winner will be the big final loser.  In fact, the 

bigger the win in the beginning, the bigger the loss at the end! So even the win-lose 

situation will always prove to be a lose-lose situation. The conquest-through-power 

lifestyle always consumes its own practitioners. In fact, the more skillful they are, the 

better they will function as models for up and coming insurrectionists, and the more 

swiftly will they precipitate (new) revolution. But let also those committed to counter 

violence be warned. They enter into a vicious circle. The old adage is still true. 
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Revolution devours its own children, sooner or later. No one can escape the words of 

Scripture, "He who takes the sword, will perish by the sword" (Mt. 26:52). 

     But this does not just represent a “natural” cycle. God's judgment comes into play as 

well. Whenever man looks at the possession of power as the bottom line, it becomes an 

ultimate category, a matter of religious commitment. He frequently gives this away by 

calling it his last resort. But since in this context power invariably serves the purpose of 

conquest and aims at (total) control, man can hardly hide what he is after. Consciously or 

not, he strives for omnipotence with a view to supremacy. But only God is omnipotent 

and only God is supreme. When any human being aspires to this, God will wipe him out. 

     Incidentally, it is ironic that apostate man always has his covetous eyes set upon the 

incommunicable attributes of God, such as sovereignty, supremacy, eternity, infinity, 

omniscience, omnipresence and omnipotence, while keeping attributes, such as holiness, 

purity, righteousness, love, goodness, and mercy at arm's length. This is in evidence from 

modern politics to the advance of modern science, and from today's business practices to 

the sports arena. Man hungers to conquer, to be Number #1, to be like God. It is hard to 

miss that this is his downfall. But the world does not and will not learn this lesson. At the 

ruins of its previous efforts it will invariably try again and again. 

     The picture is no different in the area of communication. Make up your mind, know 

what you think and why you think it, determine what you want and why you want it, and 

get it into the other person's head. In case of need get it through his skull, jam it down his 

throat, and hammer it home! The strategy and the means may vary. But this is the 

message. It is difficult to draw any other conclusion in the face of media blitzes, 

advertising campaigns, deceitful tactics, angry outbursts, blackmail, subtle threats, raised 

voices, the silent treatment, etc. 

     Once it is recognized that this is lose-lose proposition, Christian communication will 

no longer be regarded as an alternate or even preferable way, but as the only way. It does 

not operate in the framework of self-interest and power, but in the framework of self-

denial in love and service in the one-and-many spheres, and in the framework of sacrifice 

and submission in love and holiness in the authority structures. A choice must be made. 

Those who go the route of self-assertion will choose conquest through power. Those who 

select service through love will be intimately acquainted with self-denial. In the light of 

the words of Jesus it should really be no contest. “He who has found his life shall lose it, 

and he who has lost his life for my sake shall find it” (Mt. 10:39). 

     Incidentally, nothing will be more conducive to self-interest than the road of love and 

service. It will yield a rich and enriching harvest. The irony is that great benefits will 

accrue from seeking the interests of one's fellowman. At the same time, when self-interest 

is a goal in itself, it will remain elusive. 

     

 

b. Essentials 

 

Concretely, then, in Christian communication the aim is to get the content of someone 

else's heart, head, will and emotions, if not life in its totality, into one's own. This makes 

the bottom line, as has been recognized by the experts, a matter of listening. Good 

communication that is effective and profitable assumes, indeed requires, a good listener. 

Such a listener is eager to hear what the other party is going to say, will give him his 
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undivided attention, does not interrupt, will take great pains to understand what he is 

saying, and is fully prepared to take any action, that is necessary as a result of what he 

hears. 

     These characteristics of a good listener are not arbitrary. They are essential, as any 

Bible student will be able to tell, of good listening to God and his Word. Go through the 

list again! There must be an eagerness to hear (Ps. 119:47; 1 Pet. 2:2), undivided attention 

(1 Sam. 3:10), no interruption (Jam. 1:19), a desire to understand (Ps. 119:18; Acts 8:30-

31), and a readiness to take action (Acts 2:37; Tit. 2:14). 

     Here is the model for the proper listening activity. If this is absent, even the 

preparation for marriage comes to a dead stop before it even begins. Communication lies 

at the heart of marriage. Listening is its bottom line. Well now, when people have not 

learned to listen properly to God, how will they be able to listen properly to their fellow 

men? Proper listening requires self-denial. How will they possibly display this in their 

relationship to other people, if they do not display it toward their God? This, then, is and 

must be the first order of business prior to, during, and following the preparation for 

marriage. 

     Genuine listening spells Church attendance and Bible study rooted in spiritual hunger. 

It also spells holiness and imaginative action for the advancement of the Kingdom of God 

as properly flowing forth from genuine listening. When the candidates for marriage have 

learned to listen to God in this way and to take action accordingly, they can also be 

expected to listen to each other with all that this entails. 

     It may be helpful to remind oneself, especially when the listening appears to be rough, 

that God never turns a deaf ear to anyone who calls on him. He who has the absolute 

right never to cease speaking with authority shows himself the perfect listener. Think of 

the innumerable prayers he had and still has to absorb, uttered by innumerable people in 

innumerable ways for innumerable purposes. His love and service are exemplary, 

humbling and eloquent. 

     Against this backdrop it is difficult for someone to turn a deaf ear to God, to Jesus and 

then to anyone who desires a hearing, particularly the potential partner in the preparation 

for marriage. 

     Proper listening, however, does not exhaust communication. Its corollary and 

inevitable concomitant is proper speaking. Again, there is no better model for this than 

God himself. He always speaks the truth. He does so with the proper motivation, spirit, 

attitude, and goal. He also does so in all honesty, at the appropriate time, with the right 

words, and in manageable proportions. All this is in evidence both when he opens the 

discussion and when he responds.   

     What he communicates, therefore, reflects the moral excellence of his holy and perfect 

nature, and by virtue of this it is factual, consistent, and effective. And the manner in 

which he communicates is pure, controlled, balanced, and well defined, whether he 

speaks to saints or sinners, in grace or in judgment. To his own, of course, he speaks 

always for their ultimate good, in love, with understanding and constructively. He will 

give all of them all that they need, when they need it, how they need it, and in the 

quantities they need.   

     This means “negatively” that he never contradicts what he is. He never lies, never 

speaks out of both sides of his mouth, and is never irrelevant. He never sets out to destroy 

in petty vindictiveness or glee. He never loses his temper or explodes in anger. He is 
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never touchy, irritated, frustrated, defensive, resentful, bitter, or hateful. He never seeks 

to beat, cut, batter, brutalize, devastate, or destroy. He never hides the truth or sets forth 

half-truths out of fear, or because of a hidden agenda. He never wants to get it over with, 

all of it, and now (!), in untimely insensitivity and impatience. He never yells and 

screams in a torrent of ill-chosen, ill-tempered, hasty, careless, and hateful words, or yells 

and screams in a total lack of any words. He never smothers anyone in a flood of 

information, facts, instruction, prohibitions, threats, etc., whether well meaning, well 

intentioned, truthful and helpful or not, and does not drown out a protest against it, 

whether arising from a sense of helplessness and frustration, or from a spirit of irritation 

and antagonism. Nor does he starve people with lack of information or disregard their cry 

for further disclosure. 

     This pretty much covers every base of what proper communication is not, and ought 

not to be. If this seems too sobering, a second reminder may serve to offset the sense of 

impotence or even despair as to how this divine model can be implemented. 

     In the communication between God and man, the latter is not only a listener, but also a 

speaker. He is that in the context of prayer. Acceptable prayer, in addition to many other 

characteristics, is prayer according to the Word of God (John 15:7; 1 John 5:14). Proper 

speaking to God, then, is a response to, and an echo, of God's prior speaking. Here is the 

secret of the practical implementation of the divine model. In total dependence upon the 

Lord Jesus and in the strength of the Spirit of God men and women embark in fervent and 

unceasing prayer upon the learning process of speaking to God, of responding to his 

speaking, and of reflecting the content, the manner and objectives of his speaking. In al 

this they will displaying the characteristics of speaking that he explicitly spells out or 

implicitly conveys.   

     It stands to reason, if this is the proper launching pad for proper speech in 

communication, that the parties in communication ought to pray, ought to pray 

habitually, and ought to pray together, habitually and frequently. Without this genuine 

communication will prove to be a dead-end street. 

     With this the picture is nearly complete. But it still needs to be emphasized that what 

has been said applies to body language as well. A proper listener does not stare into the 

blue yonder, remain slumped in a chair, pick up a newspaper, or walk into another room 

when he is addressed. This would spell indifference, boredom, rejection, or even 

antagonism.  Neither does a proper speaker let his eyes wander, yawn, have his attention 

fixed noticeably on the next text of business, or speak with a snarl in his voice when he 

addresses someone.  It conveys a similar message.  No, proper communication and proper 

body language go hand in hand. One will do well to pay attention to that.  In fact, 

recognition of our own body language for what it is will alert us to the degree to which 

we listen and speak (im)properly. This, in turn, will hopefully bring about the necessary 

correction, improvement, or turnabout! 

     Here then is the biblical model. The God/man communication, as presented in 

Scripture in all its various and colorful aspects, forms and determines the pattern, 

foundation, parameter, and source of the man/man communication in all its potential 

riches. 
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c. Framework 

 

It is necessary to point out, however, that what has been said does not claim, and 

therefore should not be construed, to be a how to manual deserving the title, 

“Communication Made Easy,” or “Communication in Ten Easy Steps” and accompanied 

with a money back guarantee. Such a manual would be fraudulent. Of course, the 

essential ingredients of effective communication can be carefully listed and the 

mechanics, including the pitfalls and the “no-no’s,” clearly outlined. To a certain extent 

that will be quite helpful. But all this by itself will not produce proper communication.  

There are too many imponderables. The emotional, psychological, temperamental, and 

spiritual dimensions ought to be reckoned with. And in none of them is man complete or 

does man have it all together.   

     On the contrary, in all of them, even as a Christian, man is broken to one degree or 

another. Precisely this makes it so mandatory that the total communication process be 

placed in the pursuit of God and holiness. Only that will give substantial healing and 

“normalize” man. It is not possible for man to make himself complete, or to change 

himself, let alone others, including the potential partner in marriage. He does not have the 

insight, wisdom, know-how or power required for that. Centuries of attempts have turned 

into centuries of failure. The recognition of this is humbling but necessary. How else will 

he embark upon a pursuit of God and holiness? The price he will pay is steep. It costs 

him everything! Only a man who is broken in the right place will set out on a lifetime 

journey in pursuit of God and pay the price. He literally must have come to the end of 

himself.   

     As long as man thinks he has any insight, wisdom, know-how, or power left within 

himself, he will turn to that and rely on it rather than go to God and depend upon him.  

But when he sees himself as he really is, bankrupt in every dimension of his life, he will 

thirst for God. And then, as he gives God his full and undivided attention, he not only 

learns genuinely to listen, but also begins to reflect God's holiness. That is, he begins to 

be straightened out. Further, as he responds to God in fervent and unceasing prayer, he 

not only learns to speak acceptably, but also begins to experience wholesome fellowship.  

That is, he is straightened out some more. And as he is straightening out, he becomes 

consistent and predictable to other people, eventually also to the other party in the 

preparation for marriage. 

     When the learning process takes off and speeds up, tensions diminish increasingly, 

solutions are ever easier to come by, the level of confidence steadily rises, and 

expectations become greater and greater. The bottom line is simple. Harmony with God 

produces harmony with man. As people stretch out to God and straighten out before him, 

so they stretch out to each other and straighten out before each other. 

     In the focused preparation for marriage, eventually even the level of consistency and 

predictability is transcended.  As the potential partners learn to be what God is, to think 

what God thinks, and to want what God wants, they suddenly will wake up to the fact 

that they are one in person, mind, and purpose.  Until that time the marriage preparation 

is not completed. 

     When it is not marked by a pursuit of God and holiness together and is not 

synonymous with being in the Word and prayer together, it will not be completed.  It is 

doomed to failure even if it succeeds on the surface. Sinners can also display a semblance 
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of oneness in person, mind, and purpose. But the seeds of disintegration and destruction, 

already fully present, will sooner or later realize their grim potential (Gen. 4:23-24).   

     In fact, even Christians carry these seeds within them, although not in the same way.  

While their heart is secured, as is manifest in their pursuit of God and holiness, the fifth 

column of indwelling sin is and remains in them until their death. With deep regret it has 

to be acknowledged that this enemy within shows its ugly muscle and destructive power 

all too often (Rom. 7:14-25; Jam. 4:1-5).   

     This, not so (co)incidentally, is the reason why the pursuit of God and the dependence 

upon him are not just an option, but an inevitable necessity. In fact, the enemy within, 

also called the flesh, is not eradicated at the moment of regeneration. Only the old heart 

(Ezek. 36:26) or the old nature (Rom. 6:6), crucified in union with Christ, is replaced.  

Nor is that enemy ever destroyed prior to death. (Only the products of indwelling sin 

(Rom. 8:13) and the works of the flesh (Gal. 5:19) are mortified.) This is for the express 

purpose of leaving man no other option than to cling to God in everything. In a word, the 

continuing temporary presence of indwelling sin has the methodological aim of 

establishing the truth of both John 15:5 (“nothing”) and Philippians 4:13 (“everything”), 

make man realize that experientially, and reflect this in appropriate action. 

     This brings us to the rough spots that will evidence themselves in all communication, 

and problem solving. 
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2. Problem Solving 
 

 

Introduction 

 

Both in the preparation for marriage and in marriage itself, the parties involved had better 

recognize that they will come face to face with all kinds of problems in all kinds of  

degrees of difficulties. These may arise from their different backgrounds, their different 

upbringings, their different characters, their different temperaments, their different 

interests, their different goals, their different aspirations, their different lifestyles. But 

they are certain to come. It is therefore imperative that at least the mechanics of problem 

solving be in place and understood. As had already been stressed, no mechanics, however 

good it may be, is able to produce solutions by itself. It must be couched in a lifestyle that 

is characterized by love, self-denial, holiness, service, humility, and self-control. But if 

this is the case, proper “mechanics” will grow to be very valuable. 

    
 

a. Definition 

 

First, for any problem to be solved satisfactorily, it must first be carefully and truthfully 

defined. Especially in conflicts this is far from easy. More often than not the opposing 

parties not only define the problem differently from their emotionally charged, biased 

perspectives, but they also tend to locate the problem in one way or another in the other 

person. If that is allowed to stand, the proposed solution is invariably perceived as a 

personal attack by the other party.   

     To rectify this the problem has first to be defined for what it truly is. A perceptive 

arbiter usually comes up with a definition that differs from the way either party was 

inclined to see it. Only at this juncture, however, are they now in a position to tackle the 

problem rather than the other party.   

     Incidentally, to arrive at this point as quickly as possible becomes even more urgent, 

once it is recognized that most people who locate the problems in others tend to regard 

them as indicative of their character, and therefore of major significance. Consequently, 

they cannot let the matter rest. Too much is at stake. Fundamental changes are in order.  

And so they pursue the matter vigorously, until full satisfaction is received.   

     At the same time, when they admit to problems in themselves, they tend to write them 

off as incidental, not at all indicative of what they basically are and really nothing to get 

hot about. They may even get irritated because “something unimportant is blown all out 

of proportion.” It is ironical that if a problem is admitted, it is usually formulated in a 

way that points the accusing finger subtly at other parties. People love to pursue. But they 

cannot stand to be pursued. It is clearly of paramount significance that individuals who 

are eventually heading for marriage begin to learn the proper mechanics of problem 

solving before their emotionalities will be the kind of stumbling block that prevents them 

from seeing things straight and defining problems objectively. The downward spiral must 

be stopped before it begins. 
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b. Biblical Input 

 

After the problem has been carefully and truthfully defined, with or without an arbiter, 

due attention must be given to all possible input of Scripture in the matter. Does Scripture 

address the problem either directly or by implication? Are there general biblical 

principles that have a bearing upon the issues, whether immediately or more remotely? 

Could there be patterns in the Bible that to a lesser or greater degree correspond with the 

matter at hand? 

     If the answer to any of these questions is in the affirmative, what precisely does 

Scripture say in the situation? Pointed Bible study is clearly in order. But due to the 

complexity of many problems not much may be accomplished without an already present 

and thorough familiarity with the biblical data, principles, models and patterns in general.  

An ongoing systematic study of Scripture therefore lies at the root of a successful search 

for specific answers. It is never too early to start and never too much to be effective. True 

humility, of course, will always seek and welcome counsel from those whose more 

extensive study, both in time and in subject matter, has made them more knowledgeable. 

At any rate, any unwillingness to define issues biblically disqualifies from marriage.  

Marriage has enough pitfalls as it is! It simply cannot afford wrangling about problems in 

the face of a stub born refusal to define them biblically. As has been observed earlier, the 

new family unit must operate under a new authoritative standard that does not allow for 

any ifs, ands or buts, the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament. Dismissal of this 

standard, whether of a rebellious or any other nature, seals the doom of a truly Christian 

marriage, and makes entrance in marriage biblically illegitimate. There is good reason to 

believe that Ezra would tear the hear out of his beard and head at the occurrence as well 

as prospect of such marriage (Ezra 9:3), and that Nehemiah, upping the ante, would curse 

the offenders, beat them up, and tear the hair out of their head (Neh. 13:25)!            

                                              

                                     

c. Solution 

 

After the definition of the problem and the accumulation of the applicable biblical data, 

the time has come for the solution. When and where the Bible gives undisputed 

directives, there is no choice. The issue now becomes one of willingness to obey and 

actual submission. If the willingness is absent and there is no or only grudging 

submission, communication hits a serious snag, and if no resolution if found, it comes 

into a crisis and ultimately founders. Regardless, no compromise may be sought or 

accepted. Man's will may never prevail over God's Word. This would constitute sin. And 

sin always and by definition ought to be shunned. It also would open the door to a very 

uncertain future. When man can capriciously decide to disregard God's will, whenever he 

chooses, anything can be expected. Predictability vanishes, and an unhealthy, nervous 

and fearful anticipation is liable to become the order of the day. This is hardly conducive 

to harmony and growth. 

     However, when and where the Bible does not seem to have any input or clearly does 

not address an issue, there are two possible settings to take into account, and two 

scenarios that may occur. The first scenario is the simple one. Although there is no 

biblical input, for reasons of sanctified sense or otherwise, everyone involved in the 
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problem agrees upon the solution. The second scenario is that the solution is contested. 

How the problem is dealt with in that case depends upon whether it emerges within or 

outside the setting of an authority structure.   

     If it arises among equals, a compromise is reached, the majority gains the day, or a 

stalemate emerges. When Biblical truth is not at stake, there is in principle no reason for a 

breakup of relationships. It is no sin to yield. In fact, there may be every reason to do so. 

After all, we are commended to esteem others, including their opinions, higher than 

ourselves (Phil. 2:3). Usually the presence or absence of love and self-denial or self-will 

and stubbornness will dictate the outcome.  

     If it arises within an authority structure, the dynamic is different. Since marriage is an 

authority structure, this should be discussed in greater depth. Within such structure the 

leadership of the one in authority is put to the test. But so is the submission of the one 

under authority. What kind of leadership will emerge, and how will it be implemented? 

What kind of submission will emerge, and how will it be displayed? 

     In proper communication both parties must be able to have their full say in any matter.  

They must be able to open their hearts in all honesty and without fear of the 

consequences. It is assumed that this is done with the necessary self-control, the 

appropriate terminology, and the correct goal, in short, properly. When the direction of 

their thinking is similar, the outlook upon the problem is the same, and both have a good 

dose of sanctified sense, the solution may be easy to come by. 

     However, what if there is no agreement about the preferred solution, or, worst case 

scenario (!), sharp disagreement? What procedure should be followed then? In that case 

the authority structure kicks in. The leader should be determined to receive all possible 

input. But in the end he must make the final decision. This should be edifying, and not 

self-serving. Similarly, the one under authority should expect to have the full say. But the 

final say must be left up to the leader, without rancor! Only if the authority structure is 

voluntary, such as in the employer-employee relationship, may the relationship be 

terminated or dissolved by means of resignation.  In all other cases there must be full and 

cheerful submission. 

     As long as the second phase has not started for lack of a suitable or willing partner, 

one will do well to continue to examine one's basic training and to be on the alert for 

possible deficiencies with a view to remedying them with all due haste.  At the same time 

one will do equally well to implement the biblical pattern of communication and problem 

solving and to monitor the progress.  

     I am aware of two students of the same gender who in a college setting decided to 

pursue the broad preparation for their future marriages in a unique way. When they struck 

up an initial friendship, they agreed upon a twofold agenda for the three years they had 

left in their college education. First, they would examine each other's basic training and 

Christianity in an intensive accountability relationship. This included the right and duty 

to make proposals for improvement or change, and the commitment to implement them 

when required by Scripture to do so. Second, they would share a room for the duration of 

the three years with the pledge not to move out under any circumstances, but to maintain 

their relationship by not allowing a breakdown in their communication and by solving all 

the problems that they would face, whatever that might take. The payoff was beyond their 

expectation. After apparently some rocky times the relationship turned out to be quite 

harmonious, very edifying, and in the end biblically fully satisfying. The commitment to 
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mutual service produced an intimate friendship, in which they learned to share their lives 

in a special way. The patterns that they developed proved to be invaluable in their 

eventual focused preparation for the institution of marriage after they entered into a male-

female relationship, and presently yield a rich harvest in godly and successful marriages.   

     We are now ready for the last chapter in Part II, which prepares the way for the phase 

of the focused preparation. 
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Chapter 6 
 

 

The Will of God and the Future Partner 
 

 

Introduction 
 

The time will come when the fundamental preparation for marriage will turn into the 

focused preparation for marriage. The latter begins at the emergence of a one on one 

male-female relationship. Since it requires two to enter the second phase of preparation, 

the inevitable question arises as to how one finds that second person. In fact, the 

questions multiply. Is there only one ideal candidate? Or are there potentially many 

candidates? Is the choice of such a person a matter of individual preference? Or are there 

biblical guidelines to follow? Is this a matter of man's own determination? Or does God 

have “a say” in it? Is this an area where no one can really be certain? Or is it possible to 

arrive at the full assurance that one's choice is right? Finally, if one enters into marriage, 

and the relationship unexpectedly turns into a rocky one, can one conclude that a mistake 

has been made, and seek redress by leaving it, or is one, indeed, stuck “for better or 

worse,” until death ends it all?   

     To be even more specific, am I on my own in my search for a future mate? Or can I 

count on God's guidance? Even if I am attracted to a Christian, how can I be sure that it is 

God's will for my life that I eventually should marry him or her? This is not just an 

academic issue. People have spent many an agonizing hour in attempting to answer these 

and similar questions. Most of them were centered on three issues, the choice of a mate, 

the choice of vocation, and the choice of residence. Because of their apparent importance 

a steady stream of literature has addressed this subject over the last century, and there is 

still no end in sight. In fact, if anything it is on the increase.   

     There is, however, something curious about all this. Until a little over one hundred 

years ago the issue of divine guidance hardly seemed to exist. And if it did, it was 

apparently not considered as overly important. No one seemed interested in publishing on 

the matter. Regrettably, this is not just a coincidence. A century ago a marked change 

took place that precipitated the near avalanche of books that presently occupy our 

bookshelves. This was not just a change in expanded social exposure, economic 

opportunity, and geographical mobility that gave people far broader ranges of choice in 

terms of spouses, jobs, and homes than ever before in human history. No, it was a much 

more radical change. It was a profound transformation in theological climate, as we shall 

see more extensively below. There is, therefore, more than meets the eye. The issue itself 

is a weather vane that shows how the theological winds are blowing. All this goes to say 

that a further discussion, also in this context, of the notion of “divine guidance,” “God’s 

will for one’s life,” or however it is designated, is more than warranted.  

     Not so incidentally, the principles of a Biblical decision making process do not only 

govern the way to select a prospective partner for life, but also apply to the totality of 

human existence that requires untold numbers of yearly, monthly, weekly, daily, and 

hourly decisions. The purpose of this section, therefore, has a broad scope. To be sure, it 
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seeks to establish how to enter into a one-on-one male-female relationship with a view to 

marriage. But it also seeks to point out how to make decisions in the preparation for 

marriage, in marriage itself, and in the fullness of every day life, personal and corporately 

as well as individual and societal life. So the identification of the Biblical principles and 

parameters that pertain to the issue of “divine guidance” promises to have a rich pay-off.   
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1. The Will of God 
 

 

Introduction 

 

Generally speaking, the several proposed solutions of the problem of guidance suggest 

the distinction of a threefold will of God. However, during the bulk of its existence the 

Church distinguished between no more than two wills of God. Only in the last century or 

so a third will was added.  

     The first one is “the will of decree,” also designated as the secret or sovereign will of 

God. This is tantamount to his plan by which he controls everything (Eph. 1:11) that 

providentially does come to pass (Rom. 1:10; 15:32). By and large this is not revealed 

ahead of time. Predictive prophecy is the only exception. Otherwise it simply unfolds 

itself. Of course, once it is unfolded it is history, and at that juncture it is realized. God’s 

veiled will of decree now has become his known providence. 

     The second one is “the will of command,” also called the moral will of God. This 

consists of both directives (John 4:34; Rom 12:2) and prohibitions (Deut. 5:5ff) by which 

God determines the content and character of human conduct. It is God's plan by which he 

prescribes everything that ethically should come to pass. This is fully revealed in 

Scripture, specifically in the Law of God, the Ten Commandments and the case laws that 

give practical feet to these Commandments. This Law of God (Ps. 119:1), which is also 

known as the Law of Moses in terms of its human promulgating agent (Mal. 4:4), is 

brought to its fullest expression by Christ (Mt. 1:17), and written on the heart by the Holy 

Spirit (Heb. 8:10). From the latter two perspectives the Law of God (Moses) is also 

designated in Scripture as both the Law of Christ (Gal. 6:2) and the Law of the Holy 

Spirit (2 Cor. 3:3). It is implemented in obedience, and in obedience only. When it is 

obeyed, it is on visible display.
25

    

                                                           
25

 Regrettably the distinction between God’s will of control and his will of command is too often blurred. 

Care must be taken not to do this in the various contexts, where the will of God is invoked. The third 

petition of the Lord’s Prayer (Mt. 6:10) refers to God’s will of command, rather than his will of control. 

When the Lord Jesus teaches us to pray, “Your will be done,” he desires us to ask for obedience to the will 

of God’s command across the length and breadth of our existence on earth, without exception or 

reservation. This is also what he requests for himself, when in the garden of Gethsemane he makes that 

very same petition (Mt. 26:42; Lk. 22:42). It is hardly surprising that heaven, with its all-encompassing 

obedience by the angels, is set as the standard for the kind of holiness of life indicated by it. Although, of 

course, heartfelt submission to the all-controlling plan of God is always mandatory, in the context of the 

third petition the will of God’s decree does not enter into the picture. Neither does it enter in the picture in 

1 John 5:14. In this passage John refers also to the will of God’s command. He informs us that when we ask 

anything, according to the revealed will of God, he will hear us. In fact, we already will have received it. 

Therefore, this implicitly urges us to be Word-centered (and holiness-centered!) in our prayers. We must 

first determine what God conveys and requires in his Word. That, then, ought to be the subject matter and 

content of our prayers. It stands to reason that prayers, which reflect Scripture, will definitely be heard! All 

this has at least three implications. Negatively, God’s people should not cripple their prayers by adding, “if 

it is your will.” They often add this to their prayers for the recovery of the sick, as if either Matthew 6:10 or 

1 John 5:14 would require this. Neither verse, however, refers to God’s plan. Therefore, to quote them as if 

they do confuses the two wills of God. No, since it is God’s revealed will that we pray for the sick (Jam. 

5:16), we should do so fervently, and ... expect an affirmative answer. (In my comments on James 5:16 I 

also show that, since God does not promise healing in every case of sickness, there will be times that we 

“gladly” have to take “no” for an answer.) Positively, God’s people can escape this confusion by always 
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     In Church history the grateful acknowledgment of God’s twofold will came to 

expression in a stream of literature on both the Sovereignty of God and the Decalogue. 

This demonstrated its avowed God-centeredness and its unmistaken holiness-

centeredness. A little more than a century ago, however, the theological climate began to 

shift, first subtly, but soon at an accelerated pace. Both the will of God’s sovereign 

control and the will of God’s absolute command were shown the door. Arminianism was 

able to convince large portions of the ecclesiastical world that absolute divine sovereignty 

simply was not compatible with unfettered human responsibility and would turn man into 

a robot. So by and large sovereignty, and therefore the will of God’s absolute control, 

was “tossed,” even if lip service was paid to biblical terminology. The Mosaic law was 

virtually “tossed” as well. Dispensationalism declared that Paul’s phraseology “You are 

not under law, but under grace” (Rom. 6:14) made short shrift of that law in the NT 

dispensation. In a truly NT Church God’s OT law does no longer, neither should, 

function in any substantive and meaningful way. In a rather piecemeal fashion an 

exception was made for OT commandments (sparingly) repeated in the NT, but the rest 

was basically “history.” All this is extremely serious business. The upshot was that by 

and large the Christian Church turned more and more man-centered instead of God-

centered and, as its corollary, happiness-centered in stead of holiness-centered. However, 

something had to give. One cannot ignore large chunks of fundamental biblical truth 

without feeling the pinch, even if only instinctively. The dismissal of both God’s will of 

decree and God’s will of command created a vacuum. Man was virtually left rudderless 

in a world of chance. This, of course, had to be offset by something. Suddenly enters the 

concept of “God’s Perfect or Ideal Will for my Life!” In this concept the tables were 

fundamentally turned. Man no longer lives and fits in the world of God to serve him, but 

God lives and fits in the universe of mankind to serve it, all pious disclaimers to the 

contrary. Soon streams of books were devoted to the subject, and published with titles 

that focused on the so-called “Perfect Will” or “Ideal Will” of God. Surrender of man to 

God for God’s sake was replaced with guidance of man by God for man’s sake. Even the 

frequent urgings to find the “Center of God’s will,” while God-centered in its 

formulation, is subtly man-centered in its substance. After all, this “Center” spells 

security and safety.                                                                                                                   

     In sum and substance, then, the newly introduced third will is said to be God's perfect 

and ideal will for the individual. It is allegedly the plan by which he arranges everything 

for man's optimum happiness. It is both “perfect” and “ideal” for the believer in that it 

maps out in advance the various decisions that are most advantageous to him at the 

important cross roads of life. Thus it is ultimately best, and somewhat paradoxically, to 

be described as “The (most propitious) will of God for the (most profitable) choice of 

                                                                                                                                                                             

basing their prayers upon Scripture. It is no coincidence that also Jesus (John 15:7) and Paul (1 Tim. 4:4) 

tie Scripture and prayer indissolubly together. Both do so in the context of holiness. The tapestry is rich and 

enriching: Word-Prayer-Holiness. Praying Scripture clearly gives “steel” to one’s prayer not only in terms 

of solid substance, but also of unwavering confidence. Finally, this warrants the conclusion that if no 

Scripture, whether precept, promise, prohibition, principle, pattern, model, or example, can be found to 

give content to prayer, there is no basis for prayer. Consequently one should abstain from it. In other words, 

every prayer should have at its foundation a Word of God, in whatever form it comes to us, either explicit 

or implicit. And every prayer can expect the answer warranted by this Word. 
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man.” As such it is neither the secret will of God which is certain to become history. Nor 

is it the revealed will of God which insists on obedience. It supposedly exists, but 

whether it is, or will be, found is far from certain. While the believer allegedly can 

discover it, and even is advised to discover it, by the same token he may ignore it or 

simply miss it. Against the backdrop of these “three wills of God,” the details of the 

several proposed solutions regarding the third will, the perfect will of God, fall into place. 

 

 

a. First Solution: Focus on the “Perfect Will” of God 

 

Introduction 

 

The focus of the first solution is rather exclusively upon the will of God for the 

individual, often in practical isolation from the will of God’s decree and without 

reference to the will of God’s command, and usually without any sympathy for God’s 

sovereign decretive will and without much enthusiasm for his moral commanding will. 

     In other words, its proponents are by and large not known for their functional 

understanding of the sovereign will of God. In fact, it is not uncommon for them to hold a 

view of the freedom of the human will that limits, if not rejects, divine sovereignty. If 

God controls everything that comes to pass, man is by definition a robot. Since this is 

unacceptable, God’s sovereignty either is denied outright, or receives lip service only. In 

a real sense, however, this view is a “Johnny-come-lately.” Ever since the Reformation 

Divine Sovereignty was a precious doctrine virtually embraced in their confessional 

stance by every ecclesiastical communion. While divine sovereignty and human 

responsibility could not simultaneously take up residence in the finite human brain with 

its “single occupancy” only, it certainly enjoyed a warm welcome in the royal suite of the 

believer’s heart with its double occupancy. After all, by virtue of creation God put 

“eternity” in the latter (Eccl. 3:11), while withholding this privilege from the former.  

Ironically, the very folks who decreed that divine sovereignty and human responsibility 

are incompatible gladly extended the courtesy of a “hearty” embrace to the doctrine of 

the Trinity with its complementary One-ness and Three-ness. Passing strange, indeed!            

     Furthermore, they are not known for their systematic understanding of the moral will 

of God either. In fact, they routinely relegate the body of the Law, and specifically the 

Ten Commandments, to a time period that is fully passed. Allegedly the dispensation of 

law is definitively replaced by the dispensation of grace. So the best they can do is to 

affirm that only the OT material that is repeated in the NT remains in force.  Everything 

else is obsolete, null and void, and therefore is, and should be, gone from any and all 

serious operational consideration in the Church of Christ! This, of course, was a long 

way, if not virtually the opposite, from the view that throughout the centuries was woven 

in the warp and woof of the Church, namely that the OT retains its validity, unless it is 

terminated in the NT. In short order, the maxim became “antiquated unless reiterated” 

and replaced the biblical hermeneutical truth “Triple A rated unless abrogated!” 

     The upshot of it all was that the stream of literature on the sovereignty of God, his 

decretive will, and the law of God, his moral will, simply dried up, because the Church 

had by and large lost its appetite for, and interest in, both concepts. This low esteem for 

sovereignty and law in present day theology promptly carries over in the current 
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discussions in the area of the will of God.  In fact, the truth is that the virtual dismissal of 

the will of God’s decree and the will of God’s command precipitated the emergence of 

the concept of the “perfect” will of God both in its prominence and its focus. 

     To be sure, the notions of God’s will of decree and will of command are not 

necessarily disconnected from the concept of God’s perfect will for the individual by 

everyone. This is to acknowledge that not all proponents of the first solution under 

consideration can be painted with the same theological brush. Frankly, I have known 

individuals who major in the “perfect will of God,” but would not regard themselves 

opponents of the sovereign and moral will of God.    

     So, in the abstract it is, indeed, conceivable to have a rather full-orbed biblical view of 

sovereignty and law and still construe them, however inconsistently, as having no bearing 

upon the type of decision making that is characteristic for the proponents of the so-called 

perfect will of God. The reasoning may go something like this. The will of decree is not 

known. But this makes no material difference. Man cannot do anything about it anyway.  

It will unfold itself regardless of his knowledge or input. As such it does not intersect 

with the area of the perfect will of God, in which the decision making capability of man 

figures prominently. The two wills are simply worlds apart. The upshot of all this? By all 

means, let this register, but don't give it any further thought in the practicalities of life! 

     With regard to the will of command, there may be similar reasoning. It is known. But 

this makes just as little material difference. Man obeys and implements it. But this will 

does not intersect with God's will for the individual either. To be sure, the former leaves 

no latitude and requires strict obedience, but only in its own sphere of jurisdiction, the 

sphere of law. The latter, on the other hand, is operational in an area where there are no 

explicit laws, where mankind enjoys the freedom and flexibility to make choices in a 

responsible decision making process. Once more two wills emerge that appear to function 

in different orbits. And once again the natural conclusion is that the will of command can 

be ignored when people seek to make up their mind in the mundane hustle and bustle of 

every day life! 

     However, this is not the way advocates of the so-called perfect will of God usually 

construe the relationship of the three wills. The concept of the perfect will emerges in 

their thinking because of the failure to allow sovereignty and law to keep their biblical 

content and occupy their biblical place. More precisely, the sovereign will of God, the 

will of decree, was rejected outright, and the Decalogue, the will of God’s command, at 

best treated with neglect as belonging to a different dispensation. This created a twofold 

vacuum. The (unbecoming) theoretical rejection of sovereignty basically turns this world 

into one of “chance,” which could easily end up in chaos. Similarly, the practical (not so 

benign) neglect of God’s law turns the world of decision making in a free-for-all, and 

leaves it rather rudderless and without direction, which does not bode well for the future 

either. Since man cannot live, let alone thrive, in a rudderless world of chance, the so-

called perfect or ideal will (!) is introduced to bring some rhyme and reason into the 

chaos of life, and to provide some direction and stability in the midst of uncertainty!  

      It is undeniable that “the perfect or ideal will of God for one’s life” has a noble and 

solid ring to it. It appears to put God squarely in the center, if not control room, of life. In 

many instances it is undoubtedly intended to serve this purpose, as it is thought to 

emphasize the necessity of the submission of man's future to God's will without any 

reservation. I will argue, however, that while many practitioners of the construct of the 
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so-called “perfect or ideal will of God,” also known as the “center of God’s will,” are 

beyond reproach in their zeal for a God-centered life, the construct itself is not as noble 

or solid as it sounds and leaves its devoted practitioners, rather ironically, in a nebulous 

fog. It appears to have four strikes against it. First, due to the theological climate in which 

it flourishes its proponents are nearly certain both to start and to end up on the slippery 

slope of a (not so) subtle man-centeredness. Second, it usually does not function as a 

fully honest concept. Third, when applied consistently, it can hardly avoid exercising a 

paralyzing influence on those who take it seriously in their everyday decision-making 

process, and therefore proves to be a practical liability. Fourth, it must be a practical 

liability, because it can be demonstrated that this much vaunted will, which has been 

called “The Bondage of the Immature,” and “The Goliath of Subjectivity”
26

 has come to 

occupy the mind of countless millions during the last century or so, does not exist! 

However, before I argue these four points, it will be helpful to give some background 

data.   

     It is generally agreed that God's will for the individual is not a revealed entity that is 

immediately accessible. Of course, this would be unrealistic since it pertains to an untold 

number of items and events in the lives of an untold number of people. Nevertheless, this 

is where the problems begin. For if it goes undiscovered, it allegedly is bound to make a 

great deal of difference! It will affect the course of individual as well as collective history 

adversely. The benefits that should accrue from the so-called perfect will of God will 

simply not materialize. Human life will sputter. This is not because of unholiness. The 

will of command does not even come into the picture in this context. No, human life 

simply failed to find its “perfect” or “ideal” niche! Note that the will of decree is kept out 

of the picture as well!    

     All this supposedly leads to failure to reach one's potential, lack of fulfillment, and 

therewith to frustration and possibly downright unhappiness, whether in choice of mate, 

choice of vocation, choice of residence, choice in uncertainty, or otherwise. The list is 

potentially endless. Of course, at times the fear of missing God's niche for one's life is 

rooted in the heartfelt desire either to maximize the opportunities for the Kingdom of God 

or to be assured of God’s approval regarding a course of action. This needs to be 

applauded without reservation. But however refreshingly sensitive, this is not always the 

deepest motivation! Besides, the greater the sensitivity, the more life tends to stall. 

Plagued with the subjective (Goliath) uncertainty of the identity of God’s will (virtually 

across the board) decisions that do not need to be postponed are nevertheless postponed 

                                                           
26

 Gary Friesen, Decision making & the Will of God (Portland: Multnomah Press, 1980), 123-126, 264). 

This is an excellent treatment of the subject at hand. Especially his analysis and assessment of the biblical 

data that supposedly back up the notion of the “Perfect Will of God” are thorough and persuasive. 

However, this work makes a mistake, when it characterizes the concept of God’s Perfect Will as “the 

traditional view.” Such is decidedly not the case. In fact, in the history of the Church it is a “Johnny-Come-

Lately,” that was made possible only by virtue of the already mentioned shift in theological climate of 

calamitous proportions. Since the author fails to plumb the depth and implications of this shift, his criticism 

goes no farther than earmarking this concept as “immature.” Also, because his alternative, identified as “the 

way of wisdom,” remains too much on the surface of things, he still leaves his readers too much in a fog. I 

aim to demonstrate below that the issue is much more serious than is indicated, that the criticism should 

have been more incisive, and that the biblical truth is deeper as well as more decisive.  
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again and again!  

     At any rate, in most, if not nearly all, instances this scenario precipitates the search for 

one's perfect niche in life. Here in a real sense the agony begins. Principles are listed, 

rules drawn up, and methods devised, all to find the often elusive will of God for the 

individual. Among the various direction signals toward its discovery, as the literature on 

the subject will quickly verify, are circumstances like open and closed doors, testings 

through fleeces, and at times even the casting of lots, converging counsel from trusted 

friends and proven advisors, a heightened inner sensitivity in terms of strong impressions 

and particular burdens or pronounced desires, to mention only the ones commonly listed. 

When all systems, especially in combination, are “go” and “green,” naturally within the 

parameters of biblical directives, there is a “good chance,” even if only time can tell, that 

the “perfect will of God” is uncovered.  

     As has already been acknowledged, this seems far from ignoble at first sight. What 

(else) do you do, but to search out the direction signals, when you face crucial decisions, 

and Scripture does not offer any assistance, whether in the form of injunctions or 

prohibitions?  

     At any rate, now on to the four drawbacks of the concept of “God’s Perfect Will for 

your Life.” This construct, indeed, proves to have “four” strikes against it. This should be 

more than sufficient to seal its doom. 

 

(1) First Criticism: It Is Man-centered  

 

A little probing brings the first criticism of the so-called perfect will of God into quick 

view. It is a thoroughly man-centered concept, all appearances to the contrary! This 

conclusion is unavoidable in comparison to both God's will of decree and God's will of 

command.    

     In this concept God's sovereign will, by which he controls everything, fails to function 

experientially as undergirding and directing all things and so giving rest to man also in 

his decision making. How could it? It supposedly does not exist! In the final analysis man 

is the master of his own fate, and must go it alone! After all, the so-called “perfect” will 

of God is a “will” that can be thwarted by man, whether in ignorance or oversight, 

neglect or disdain. So, instead of looking at everything, “counting it joy” (Jam. 1:2), and 

praising God, “of whom, through whom, and to whom are all things” (Rom. 11:36), man 

is liable to find himself all twisted up and mired in misery because he may miss God's 

will for his life.   

     As already mentioned, the construct of the perfect will was unheard of until roughly a 

century ago. It was not until then that the floodgates of literature on the subject were 

opened up, not until then that the doctrine of “guidance” took center stage, an entity 

totally unknown until that time, and never viewed as significant or even a biblical issue. 

Is this a coincidence? No, as has been mentioned already and bears repetition, it goes 

hand in hand with the emergence of a theological system that rejects the biblical teaching 

of the secret will of God, the will of God’s decree (Prov. 16:1, 4, 9), the plan of God 

through which he ordains, upholds, and directs everything that comes to pass (Eph. 1:11). 

This supposedly destroys human freedom, turns man into a robot, annihilates the freedom 

of the human will, and therefore could not be tolerated. However, there is a steep price to 

pay for such heresy. When God is not in control, all certainty vanishes, and potential 
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chaos ensues. In other words, a vacuum emerged, the (soon) threatening vacuum of 

uncertainty and chaos.  

     It is evident that man cannot live in such a vacuum. So, he must find something to 

balance it off. As has been stated already, enter the perfect will of God. An ignominious 

necessity masquerading and parading as a virtue! It supposedly holds uncertainty and 

potential chaos at bay. “This is (supposedly) good.” It also safeguards human freedom. 

“This makes it doubly good.” But in reality, it allows a defective theological stance to 

replace the strong, dependable, and praiseworthy (secret) will of God with an anemic and 

elusive (perfect) will of “god.” This will, as has already been argued, is best defined as “a 

(resistible) will (of god) for the (uncertain) choice (of Man).” It is supposedly God's will. 

But it makes the human choice ultimate. Yes, it is God's will. But it is resistible. This is 

the heart of the present critique. Man can thwart it, neglect it, and ignore it. One can taste 

the man-centered paradigm shift. In the final analysis, “God’s will for man’s choice” is 

an unacceptable theological construct, because basically a self-contradictory anomaly! It 

is similar to that of a constitutional monarch who is nominally in charge and has the right 

to advise, but does not have the authority to make the final decisions, nor the power to 

enforce them. All this resembles a weather vane. It supposedly proudly points in the right 

direction. But it can be blissfully ignored. The prevailing scenario is worse. The advice is 

never clearly expressed or heard. The weather vane appears hidden from sight behind the 

clouds. Ultimately, God's perfect will is elusive. One can only surmise or infer, but never 

be truly certain. However, this is not even the worst case scenario. As I argue below, 

when one individual misses this perfect will, everyone misses it. The domino effect kicks 

in. In that scenario untold numbers of new perfect wills have to be drawn up. It appears 

that the weathervane has no choice but to follow the lead of the wind that blows beneath 

the fog, and as a result is constantly pointing in different directions.  

     To be sure, the proponent expends his energy, at times to the point of agony, to 

unearth the perfect will of God. But it all seems so misdirected. He seeks a smooth way 

into the future from which he stands to benefit, whether it pertains to the choice of a 

vocation, a place to settle, or a lifetime partner. The fear to err in the decision making 

process is great. But this is more often than not motivated by the desire to avoid pain and 

unhappiness. Here the second reason emerges why the notion of “God’s perfect will” is 

man-centered. It is not only resistible, but too often also happiness oriented.  

     The so-called inconsequential issues in life, where really nothing is at stake, seem to 

underscore the truth of the observation that for the adherents of the “perfect” will the 

pursuit of happiness takes the priority over the pursuit of holiness. As I explain in greater 

detail in my second criticism, man is too often galvanized into an agonizing search for the 

“right” choice only or as soon as he has something to gain or lose. Issues that appear of 

no consequence do not require this. So they are treated either with neglect or with 

indifference. If happiness, self-realization or self-fulfillment is not at stake, why bother?      

     So, in a rather bewildering fashion not only did the will of decree, God's sovereign 

will, lose its grip upon the Church a century or so ago through the ascendancy of a 

mistaken theology, but so did the will of command. God's moral will, through which he 

seeks holiness, stopped functioning practically as encircling the totality of man's 

approach to life as he handles his affairs and maps out his future. In fact, it is refused the 

central place it should occupy. In a subtle way “God's ideal will for me” substitutes self-

fulfillment and happiness for holiness. This time the culprit was a similarly mistaken 
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theology that relegated the law of God to a previous dispensation. After all, the age of 

grace had dawned. This supposedly shelved the law of God (Rom. 6:14)! Herewith the 

man-centered shift was completed. Happiness, rather than holiness, became the focus and 

the grand objective. “There is safety in the center of God’s will,” became the watchword. 

However, this was left basically undefined because it differed from individual to 

individual. As such it was bound to be nebulous and often elusive as well. All this, as if 

either Isaiah 8:13-14, 1 Thessalonians 4:3, and Hebrews 11:35b-38 was never written! 

The first passage declares that God is a sanctuary, a safe shelter, all right (Is. 8:13-14). 

But this entails that Christians are biblically untouchable and safe (compare bird 

sanctuary!) only, when they find themselves on the mountain of God’s holiness in the 

beauty of God’s holiness (sanctuary, emphasis added)! It is this “Secret Place” of total 

consecration to the Most High that provides the protecting “Shadow of the Almighty” 

(Ps. 91:1). This is neither nebulous nor elusive. It is found by all those who are God-

centered in their thirst and pursuit of holiness. Psalm 91 may well be a desert Psalm of 

Mosaic origin, a companion of Psalm 90, the latter looking backward, and the former 

forward. If this is so, it appears that in the desert only two found this “sanctuary,” namely 

Joshua and Caleb. All the others died a miserable death because of their rebellion 

(Compare Heb. 3:7-14). Further, the second passage identifies our sanctification as God’s 

will. This, then, should be the overriding motive in our decision making process, rather 

than our happiness. Finally, the third passage declares that residence in God as our 

sanctuary may well mean near intolerable distress!  

      In broad strokes, in today’s mistaken theology, which helped spawn the notion of 

“God’s Perfect Will for your life,” grace and justification are mostly in. So is the “Carnal 

Christian.” On the other hand, the Mosaic Law as the substance of sanctification and all 

that this entails in terms of opposition and persecution (2 Tim. 3:12) is mostly out. So is 

“Lordship Evangelism.”                                                                                                                                                

     Even purity in motivation behind the search for God's perfect will, which is admittedly 

extant at times, and exemplified in an overriding desire to pursue God's gain rather than 

man's, cannot salvage the construct. It is weighted down beyond rescue. It cannot be 

sufficiently emphasized that the construct is and remains a part of a theological climate 

that has undergone a radical change over the last one hundred years. In previous centuries 

the focus was God and holiness. Now the focus is man and happiness. In previous 

centuries man set out to serve God and his purposes and displayed it in unswerving 

obedience. Now God is said to serve man and his self-realization and is expected to 

provide security and prosperity. In previous centuries man was attracted to the majesty of 

God in all his perfections and agonized about holiness. Now he is exploring the 

significance of man in all his possibilities and agonizes about it. In previous centuries the 

question was how to please God without any ifs, ands, or buts. Now the issue is to plumb 

man's self worth and how to let that come into its own. Similarly, in previous centuries all 

of world history, its beginning, its continuation and its final outcome, including the 

destiny of man, were under God's total and sovereign control. Now the course of history 

and man's future is ultimately decided by man himself. The upshot of the shift in 

theological climate from God-centered to man-centered is there for all to see. God-

centered books on Predestination and the Ten Commandments disappeared with their 

emphasis upon the worship of God in the splendor of holiness that in previous centuries 

had captured the hearts of authors and readers alike. They were replaced by a veritable 
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flood of basically, be it often subtly, man-centered and, in comparison, anemic literature 

on God’s “perfect will” and how to capture it, “guidance” and how to ascertain it, or the 

“center of God’s will,” and how to find it, so that life would proceed (under God’s 

watchful eye) with a minimum of unpleasant upheavals and hopefully a maximum of 

experiences in the plus column. It seemed so natural in previous centuries that much 

literature was produced on God, the glory of his being, and the sum total of his 

perfections, including sovereignty as the overarching and holiness as his central attribute, 

and that a stream of books was published on the moral law, including the Ten 

Commandments, and on sanctification. It seems equally “natural” now that volumes are 

written that focus on would be autonomous man rather than on a sovereign God, and that 

the market is saturated with books on guidance rather than the pursuit of holiness. Is it 

really a mere coincidence that in previous centuries works on guidance were fully 

unknown and that in the present time expositions of the Ten Commandments are 

extremely rare? Further, is it really a coincidence that there is an ever increasing 

preoccupation with “The Power of Positive Thinking,” “Possiblity Thinking,” “Self-

esteem,” “Prosperity,” “Health,” “Wealth,” and “Seeker-friendliness?” To ask these 

questions is to answer them. The chickens of the anthropocentric theological downgrade 

are coming home to roost with a vengeance, and the end is still not in sight. Ideas have 

consequences, and it is only a matter of time before they put a seemingly indelible stamp 

on the message of the Church, and what is worse, on the Church itself, whether 

consciously and intentionally or, as in many cases, unconsciously and unintentially. 

     If there is some fear that all this presents somewhat of a caricature, let us make an 

attempt to answer the following two questions. This will demonstrate what has been 

argued thus far. How, then and now, would a decision be made that in prospect seems to 

have only little significance and how, then and now, would a decision be evaluated that in 

retrospect had disastrous consequences? 

     In previous centuries the degree of significance would be essentially irrelevant. To the 

extent that the law of God would have a bearing upon a decision, (dis)obedience in the 

small things would be viewed as on a par with (dis)obedience in the big things. Sin would 

be sin and holiness would be holiness. Naturally, this is not to deny that the consequences 

of certain kinds of (dis)obedience would be recognized as much more serious than those 

of other kinds. But this is a different issue.  

     On the other hand, whenever a matter had to be decided, that was not covered by 

divine injunctions or prohibitions, the issue itself would be regarded as relatively 

unimportant. Concretely, if there were any agony involved in the decision making 

process, it would not pertain to which automobile to purchase or which house to occupy.  

This would, indeed, be encountered as relatively, if not totally, insignificant.   

     The “agony” would come in order to determine how the automobile would be used 

and what kind of life was displayed in the new dwelling. Would God be pleased? Could 

“Holy to the Lord” literally be written on the hubcaps of every vehicle and on every pot 

and pan in mother’s kitchen (Zech. 14:20-21)? Similarly, in the preparation for marriage 

the burning issue would not be whom to marry, apart from the fact that many marriages 

were prearranged by the parents, but how can holiness to the Lord suffuse the 

relationship of the partners in particular, and their conduct in marriage in general? All of 

this would be a spontaneous part of a lifestyle that would seek the Kingdom of God and 
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its spelled out righteousness first, buoyed by the conviction that all other things, 

including the automobile, the house, and the mate, would follow in its wake (Mt. 6:33). 

     In terms of the future mate, it is no coincidence that a marriageable individual who 

hungers for God and pursues holiness first and foremost is bound to attract potential 

candidates for marriage who have the same priorities. After all, it takes one to recognize 

one. In a word, the proper lifestyle is one giant step toward a marriage that will have 

God's stamp of approval upon it, and will turn out to be harmonious and productive. 

     Further, in previous centuries a seemingly disastrous decision would be acknowledged 

as part and parcel of God's “all things” that would produce “conformity to the image of 

Christ” (Rom. 8:28-29). In other words, there would be recognition of the display of 

divine sovereignty that aims at biblical holiness as the objective in the lives of those who 

love God. This would culminate in contentment and ultimately a joy in God's sovereign 

will of decree that is fully and without embarrassment even prepared to jeopardize man's 

happiness in order to promote his holiness laid out in his will of command. This would 

apply to a lemon of an automobile, a house with a leaky roof, the loss of a job, and a 

spouse who after everything was said and done, whether properly or not, failed to turn 

out as anticipated (Ps. 119:71; Jam. 1:2-4). 

     The presently prevailing theological climate is not conducive to this type of approach. 

Today the level of perceived significance would make all the difference in determining a 

course of action. Decisions regarding automobile acquisition, house purchase, job choice, 

or marriage partner are experienced as very weighty. When faced with them, man springs 

into immediate, and often feverish, action. Look how much is at stake! The burden of 

proper choice in these matters may even lead to sleepless nights. Whether consciously 

and intentionally or unconsciously and unintentionally, all this breathes an unmistakable 

man-centeredness, at times more and at times less subtle.  

 

 

(2) Second Criticism: It Is Not Fully Honest 

 

Here the second criticism comes into detailed view. Apart from being man-centered in 

that it is both “resistible” and aims at man’s “happiness,” rather than his holiness, the 

notion of the so-called “perfect will of God” has a further drawback. It does not function 

as a fully honest concept. Usually the issues that are brought up under this heading are 

the three “biggies,” marriage, profession and residence. Often they evoke extensive 

“bouts of agony” in the decision making process. In the little things of life, however, the 

so-called perfect will is virtually ignored. I have not met anyone who “wrestles” with the 

question which shoelace to tie first, which socks to wear, which cereal to purchase for 

breakfast, etc. These “trivialities” are not afforded any such intense attention. They 

belong for all practical purposes in a different ballpark and are never linked up with 

God’s perfect will. Even if happily inconsistent, this is passing strange, since God’s 

perfect will is supposed to cover the sum total of human decisions that are not dictated by 

his moral will. Come to think of it, why would mundane situations require bouts of 

agony? After all, human happiness is not at stake in such context! In a word, there is 

universal inconsistency in the application of the concept. In fact, most of the time it plays 

no role whatsoever! Again, why would it? When it does not serve man’s purpose “for a 

happy life,” it serves no purpose, and is useless!  
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     The following anecdote should illustrate this. An extremely bright Christian College 

student was counseled by one of her professors seriously to contemplate opting for a 

double major. The response was that she would prayerfully seek out “God’s perfect will” 

in the matter. Overnight the professor “smelled a rat,” and subsequently asked her 

whether she used the same procedure in establishing her first major. She blushed when 

she admitted that this was not the case. This elicited the following comment. “You chose 

the first major because that is what you wanted. Further, you knew that you were bright 

enough to handle it without much stress, if any. So, there was no need for prayer, or for 

any real reference to God. But to double up on your studies, would be a different ball 

game. It might pinch your ‘happiness.’ So you decided, most likely more instinctively 

than consciously, to take a bee line to God, not to find out whether it could enhance your 

godliness and serve a God-centered purpose, but whether a double major might impinge 

upon a man-centered happiness. In short, you used a suggestive, but surface, God-

centeredness to hide an underlying, and self-serving, man-centeredness.” The ensuing 

silence was a deafening admission that this analysis was right on the money. She chose 

the first major as part of her pursuit of happiness. Ironically, the same rationale was 

present in her hesitation regarding a second major. Too much work certainly would 

negatively impact her happiness. Instinctively and immediately she grasped for God’s 

ideal will for a comfortable life. The idea of godly dominion taking was not even 

considered. Keep it happy (first major) and take it easy (no second major) were the two 

guidelines that consciously or unconsciously governed her decision making processes.                                    

     Regrettably, this student is not an isolated case. Similar anecdotes can be multiplied 

many times! The grievous theological climate shift from God-centered to man-centered 

seems to have entered the bone marrow of the Christian Church. No wonder that the latter 

is losing ground by the decade, if not the year. It seems that man-centered “mush” 

replaced God-centered steel. In short, all this is quite revealing. Inconsequential decisions 

are made routinely and habitually. As soon as matters of weight are considered, however, 

with potentially far-reaching consequences for an all too human future, the search for 

God's perfect will is suddenly on! The reason should be self-evident. Inconsequential 

decisions have no bearing on man’s happiness. The others do, very much so! It all 

appears to lend credence to the thesis that preoccupation with God's will for the 

individual constitutes the slippery slope of a subtle man-centeredness.   

     This is further underscored by the contemporary assessment of decisions, however 

conscientiously reached, that turn out to be disastrous. Immediate doubt is raised whether 

God's perfect will was, indeed, recognized. This stands to reason, once this will is defined 

as basically aiming at human advantage, benefit and happiness.
27

  But any second thought 

about any decision vanishes like a vapor, when the aim is holiness and the glory of God.  

     In view of all this the only possible counsel can be to abandon the construct of the so-

called “Perfect Will of God.” This counsel is also extended to those proponents whose 

search for the “perfect will” is rooted in a genuine and sincere desire to be God-centered 

and holiness-centered, rather than man-centered and happiness-centered. The irony is that 

                                                           
27

 To illustrate this, the following two anecdotes!  Recently I was asked the question, whether a party, who 

was absolutely sure that she married “God’s man for her life,” could leave the marriage when it turned 

sour. After all, she must have been mistaken. “God’s man” would still be around somewhere for her to 

meet!  I was also asked, whether a woman who was absolutely sure that she was heading for marriage with 

“her man,” could date someone else when he broke the relationship and married another woman. The 

concept of “God’s perfect will” is not the answer to chaos and confusion.  It produces chaos and confusion!        
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to abandon the construct will serve their purpose much better.                                               

     It should not only be abandoned, however, because it is fundamentally man-centered, 

and of questionable honesty, but also because it constitutes a liability in two other ways. 

The construct has a paralyzing influence, and, furthermore, it does not exist, pure and 

simple!    

 
 

(3) Third Criticism: It Paralyzes 

 

The third criticism is that a fully consistent search for God's will for the individual proves 

to have a paralyzing influence. Ironically, the more God-centered a proponent wishes to 

be in his search, the more he will be paralyzed. For in his wish to be consistent, he will 

seek out God's perfect will in every decision, including seemingly inconsequential ones, 

such as opting for a bike or a bus for local transportation, selecting Alamo or Avis for a 

rental car, flying Delta, KLM, or Emirates, eating steak and eggs or cereal for breakfast, 

attending the first or second Church service on Sunday morning, paying the tithes by 

check or in cash, etc., etc., etc. It should be crystal clear that sooner rather than later life 

will grind to a halt and come to a complete stand still! After all, no answers will be 

forthcoming. Therefore, paralysis is unavoidable, especially for those who are the most 

sensitive! It becomes really serious, when one pays the weekly visit to the grocery store 

to purchase food for the family. A “no answer” situation does not simply result in 

paralysis. A so-called “godly” consistency that no food would be bought apart from a 

clear direction of God as to its kind and quantity ultimately would mean dying through 

famine or dehydration. In short, the “honest,” universal, and consistent application of the 

concept of “God’s ideal will for my life” cannot but have disastrous consequences. In a 

rare instance in which this kind of consistency was relentlessly pursued, the burden of the 

decision making process became intolerable. This was recognized by a fine Christian 

who went to his refrigerator to get himself a soda, and was faced with a choice between a 

Coke and a Pepsi. Not receiving any direction, he backed away and closed the door of the 

refrigerator. When he eventually became quite thirsty, he recognized the folly of this 

concept, together with the “bondage” that it entailed. He would either die of thirst and 

hunger, or would have to change his decision making process! Soon after this recognition 

he abandoned it in favor of the biblical teaching on the subject, which is shared below.    

     All this, of course, is quite ironic. The Arminian charges the Reformed theologian of 

turning men into robots, which it decidedly does not do (See my Sovereignty and 

Responsibility). But the Arminian position produces a stifling, in fact, deadly paralysis! 

As we saw, it has been called “The Bondage of the Immature.” This is a correct analysis, 

but there is clearly much more at stake. When consistently held, it will end up as “The 

Bondage of the Totally-Tied-Up-In-Knots.” Thankfully this statement can immediately 

be mitigated by the further consideration that the inconsistency in applying this concept is 

often so widespread that this consequence will not always show up. At any rate, as will 

be demonstrated below, over against this concept the biblical position will prove to be 

liberating. It frees man up! But it is also life-producing. It pulsates with promise! After 

all, the Word does not only liberate (John 8:31-32). It is also Spirit and life (Deut. 32:46-

47; John 6:63).  
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     At any rate, an inescapable irony manifests itself here. The man-centered advocate of 

the perfect will of God severely limits its application and as a result of his compromise 

lives relatively tension free. The more serious God-centered advocate who wishes to be 

rigorous in its application immobilizes himself. Every multiple choice grinds the decision 

making process to a halt. The perfect will of God appears too elusive, and leads to 

systematic uncertainty.  It is hardly surprising that the paralysis in the Coke-or-Pepsi case 

precipitated a change of theology and a different, biblical, approach to decision making!  

  

     Furthermore, in addition to all these considerations, it seems quite unbecoming to 

portray the God of the Scriptures, who delights in being a Father, as someone who 

perennially plays hide and seek with his children in such a wearisome way, and in the 

process must in a equally wearisome way, as we shall see next, pay the price of an 

interminable number of revisions of so-called “perfect wills.”  

 

 (4) Fourth Criticism: It Is Non-existent  

 

The fourth criticism is that “The Perfect Will of God” is not only man-centered, of 

questionable honesty, and liable to paralysis. Its advocates must also admit that sooner or 

later the search for it is certain to fail. In fact, they must concede that other than by a 

freakish coincidence there is little hope that it will ever succeed. To put it even more 

bluntly, it can be shown that “the perfect will of God” does not exist!  

     This may seem like a shocking statement. But it is not too difficult to substantiate.  

The failure of even one individual to choose the mate, select the position, or acquire the 

residence specifically stipulated in God's perfect will, cannot but have a ripple effect. 

Even if one individual misses God’s ideal will for a spouse, or what is earmarked for him 

in one instance in any of the areas just mentioned, the domino effect kicks in! All others 

are bound to miss their “perfect will” as well. In fact, since it is readily admitted that 

some people fall short of God's so-called perfect will for their lives all of the time, many 

people most of the time, most people much of the time, and all people some of the time, 

the domino effect will be gigantic and irremediable.   

     Another case history will illustrate this. A young woman volunteered as her definite 

conviction that a choice of a “wrong” mate on her part, a mate other than the “ideal” one 

intended for her by God, would make her a “very unhappy woman (sic!).” It would 

saddle her with a sub-par, if not miserable life, in which she would miss her intended 

self-realization and fulfillment. The question who else would be unhappy and unfulfilled, 

met at first with a blank stare. “What about the man you should have married, the woman 

who married the man you should have married, the man you ended up marrying, the 

woman who should have married the man you married, and to top it off what about all the 

hybrids of children? Will all of them be permanently unhappy as well?” Of course, to ask 

the question was to answer it. It soon became clear to her that her “wrong” choice would 

ripple far and wide. The man she failed to marry, the man she did marry, the woman who 

married the man she should have married, and the woman who should have married the 

man she married, etc., all of them would miss God's ideal will as well, and consequently 

all of them would also end up unhappy and unfulfilled, not to speak of all the hybrids of 

children. Once more, the truth of the matter was rather self-evident. If one misses God's 

ideal will, everyone else will miss it as well. Clearly, a concept that produces such blatant 
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man-centeredness and is saddled with such universal failure cannot exist.      

     If it were to exist, the multitudinous “misses” would cause a never-ending chain 

reaction that would leave only two options. Either God’s elaborate, well thought through, 

and exciting blueprints for the life of individual Christians will forever remain wishful 

thinking, stymied routinely by the faulty decisions of man. God simply would have to 

throw up his hands. This, of course, is an unbecoming option. Or he would be forced to 

go back to the drawing board constantly in an unending stream of changes or revisions 

that continuously replace, amend and update these blueprints in the wake of man's 

decisions, but with the certainty that the new plan will have just as little chance of 

success as the original one. He would hardly have time for anything else than to draw up 

billions of new blueprints that will fall victim to the same domino effect. This is more 

than just unbecoming. This is an intolerable option. It clearly would make God play 

“second fiddle.” He would propose, but man would dispose. All this warrants only one 

very simple conclusion. Such a “god” is not the God of the Bible, not by the farthest 

stretch of the imagination. Frankly, no construct should force us to hold to a “god” who 

has a perpetual mess on his hands, and may well be biting his fingernails waiting to see 

whether man will force him to go to the drawing board again, and again, and again, to 

craft untold numbers of revised “perfect wills” with no end in sight. No, the “god” of the 

ideal will is definitely not the God of the Bible, who disposes and directs regardless what 

man proposes and decides!          

     All this allows us to draw only one conclusion. The so-called “perfect will” does not 

and cannot exist. It cannot co-exist with sovereignty (The secret will of God), nor with 

holiness (The revealed will of God). (1) It is man-centered in its origin and aim, and 

happiness-centered in its orientation and focus. (2) It is not a fully honest concept in its 

inconsistent application. (3) It is a liability in its paralyzing influence. (4) It must be a 

liability in its utter futility. Therefore it has got to go! In the final analysis this concept is 

an unbiblical and errorful construct that is regrettably swallowed in a wholesale fashion 

by many sincere and well-meaning Christians. I hope that what follows will liberate 

every Christian from this “Bondage of the Immature,” and slay this “Goliath of 

Subjectivity.” In a word, there simply must be a better way to come to a responsible 

decision making process than this construct that is nothing more than a testimony to the 

impotence of God, and the centrality of man. Indeed, there must be a better way, marked 

by unwavering resolve and accompanied by total peace of mind that never needs to 

second guess or look back. There is, indeed! Scripture contains relevant principles. In 

fact, it reflects the riches of Scripture that it presents us with explicit guidelines how to 

make responsible decisions in areas where there is no explicit prescriptive or prohibitive 

Word of God. In fact, there are four such guidelines! But before we turn to them, two 

other solutions call for our attention!   

 

b. Second Solution: Focus on Personal Communication 

      

The second solution is in part a variant of the first one. There is a similarity. It also 

endorses the existence of a perfect will of God for the individual believer. At the same 

time there is a difference. This is due to a different theological climate.   
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     There seems to be a greater sensitivity to the sovereign as well as the moral will of 

God. They function in a more prominent manner. But the major characteristic is that God 

never really ceased to communicate personally with believers, especially with those who 

are sensitive to this and in tune with him in an extraordinary way. So to discover the 

perfect will of God one has to listen to him as he communicates to us in one or more of 

three ways, through his Word, through others, or immediately.   

     First, when God speaks through Scripture, a specific verse or phrase becomes directly 

applicable to the reader's situation. It may pertain to a marriage partner, a job situation, a 

purchase, a move, a commitment, a change in career, etc. The verse or phrase is 

invariably taken out of the context, while the original intent of the author is never taken 

into account. This is cheerfully admitted and does not pose a problem. After all, it is the 

Lord's special word for them in that situation. This is how he operates. To be sure, there 

is a subjective judgment involved. So there may be some question, as to whether a 

specific message may indeed be derived from a certain text. But there is no question 

about the propriety of the method. Especially when more than one verse or phrase enters 

into the picture, each supporting the other, all doubt about the message should be erased. 

     Second, at times God also speaks through others by means of a word of knowledge or 

a word of wisdom to give specific direction. Such word is prophetic in nature. It does not 

contain universal truths, and is therefore not on a par with Scripture. But it can be 

invaluable in making individual decisions and taking individual action in certain concrete 

instances.   

     Third, God, however, does not need to use others as instruments. He can also 

communicate directly. And, allegedly, he often does. So he tells a man who his wife is 

going to be, a pastor that his new church building should have the shape of a pentagon, 

and an undercover evangelist, who is hopelessly lost in a foreign country with no 

knowledge of the native language and in danger of his life, that he should take a left hand 

turn at a specific intersection without road signs, in order to arrive safely at a border 

station and so to escape a life-threatening situation. 

     In support of this approach proponents simply claim that they merely follow the model 

of Scripture. First, the NT writers at times quote the OT out of context and in disregard of 

the original intention of the author. Second, prophetic utterances are not uncommon in 

Scripture, and there is no reason to believe that they have ceased. Third, the fact of direct 

communication is also well established and can reasonably be expected to continue. 

However, these claims need careful scrutiny.   

     First, there is a groundswell rising against the insistence on the part of some that the 

NT writers show disdain for the OT context and violate the intent of the author. 

Painstaking study of even the seemingly most notorious instances reveals that the 

integrity of the original text is never jeopardized, whether it is alluded to, referred to, 

quoted, explained or applied. Any use of Scripture that does not honor the single meaning 

of a text, as intended by the author must, therefore, be rejected as illegitimate.   

     Second, the commitment to a continuous stream of extra-biblical and post-biblical 

revelation is more than questionable. It is difficult to reconcile this with the fact of a 

closed canon and with the realities of the sufficiency and clarity of Scripture. After 

Malachi, the last of God's spokesmen in the OT, had concluded his prophecy, the Church 

had to live for four hundred years in the light of the then temporarily closed revelation of 

God. That was all that it possessed, and it was sufficient. Why is it so strange to believe 
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that after the demise of the apostles once again the Church has to depend exclusively 

upon the light that is shed by the canon, now permanently closed, but nevertheless fully 

sufficient? Incidentally, that the NT canon is closed can be argued from John 16:13 and 

20:22. The Spirit of truth, promised to the apostles in John 16:13, was breathed upon 

them in John 20:22. The net result, under the superintendence of the Spirit (2 Pet. 1:21), 

was the inspired (2 Tim. 3:16) Scriptures that function as the keys to the Kingdom (Mt. 

16:19; John 20:23). With the demise of the apostles the production of the Word of God 

effectively ceased, since no one else had, has, or will have the Spirit of inspiration 

breathed upon them. Insistence that new, inerrant, “prophetic” or “apostolic” revelation is 

continuously forthcoming would require such claim. And this would be clearly 

preposterous, even apart from the fact that it would put the sufficiency of Scripture in 

serious jeopardy. Just as the closed OT was sufficient in Jesus’ days (Lk. 16:31), so the 

closed NT is sufficient in our day. Now, this is not to deny that our heart and mind may 

be gripped by either a desire or a conviction to pursue a certain course of action or that 

the circumstances manifestly appear to steer us in a certain direction or suggest a certain 

way of handling a situation. To see God’s hand in all this is perfectly appropriate. After 

all, the providence of God covers everything, because the God of providence has his 

hands in everything. So, he can easily lay something on our heart and mind, and can 

easily organize the circumstances in a certain way. But desires and convictions may not 

be viewed as infallible. This would imply that an alternate course of action would 

constitute a sin. This could not be Biblical. A sin is a transgression of God’s law, and a 

desire or conviction may not be elevated to the level of law. Furthermore, the subjective 

confidence regarding a certain direction or a certain way of handling a situation may not 

be presented as binding upon others. Only the Word of God has compelling authority. 

Frankly, I know by experience that intense feeding upon God’s Word, and specifically 

his law, has frequently kindled desires and convictions and suddenly provided insights in 

circumstances that proved to be “providential” and therefore priceless. But all this does 

not amount to new, inerrant, revelation to which the Church must submit. This would 

ultimately place it under “the rule of man.” This is patently unacceptable. The Church is a 

Church under the infallible everlasting Word, and not under a fallible finite human being 

(Is. 40:6-8). And this Word as the only light in a dark world (Ps. 119:105; 1 Pet. 1:19) has 

the final and total authoritative say (Mt. 4:4, 7, 10). Nothing can, and nothing may be 

allowed to compete with this.      

     Third, the instances of personal communication, as found in the NT, strictly pertain to 

personal edification and the advancement of the Gospel. By no stretch of the imagination 

can they support the concept of a “perfect will of God” that not only covers all man's 

decisions, but also ought to be uncovered as a never-ending task. Such searching and 

probing, with the expenditure of time and energy that accompanies it, is certainly not in 

the purview of Scripture.   

 

 

c. Third Solution: Focus on Responsible Wisdom 

 

The third solution is fundamentally different in that it scuttles the concept of the so-called 

perfect will of God for an individual as an unwarranted and improper, while unbiblical, 

construct. It fully affirms the sovereign will of God as well as his moral will. It also 
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acknowledges that God in biblical times gave specific directives to specific people in a 

variety of ways. But it refuses to read in that a justification for a third, a “perfect,” an 

“ideal” will that encompasses the sum total of all the decisions of an individual. It implies 

no more than that God prods crucial people at crucial times for crucial purposes, which is 

not normative for all people all the time. It is an exception in the early advance of the 

Gospel rather than a rule for all times. 

     This does not leave a sovereign will, a moral will and . . . a vacuum. Far from it! The 

area, assigned to the third will, is fully covered by the moral will of God. He does not 

only stipulate and specify the that, what, how, and why of proper conduct in general, but 

also makes specific provision for the decision making process and details the proper 

manner for man to go about it.   

     All this is poles apart from a will that is always shrouded in some mystery, often very 

elusive, never producing objective certainty, frequently leaving frustration, anxiety or 

even guilt in its wake, regularly encouraging second guessing and therewith a lack of 

resolve, and ironically left out of the picture in the area of the habitual, the ordinary and 

the mundane, such as the choice between a Coke and a Pepsi, between chairs to sit on, 

between shirts to wear, between cruise vacations to choose, between sermons to preach, 

etc., etc. The list is potentially endless. That the latter is a very fortunate inconsistency 

has already been emphasized. When the principle of the “perfect” plan is rigorously 

applied, every decision becomes an incredible burden and eventually does, and must, lead 

to bewilderment and paralysis. So every respite, whether through inconsistency or 

otherwise, from this fate must be applauded!  

     No, rather than this “bondage of the immature,” as it has been described, God holds 

out for man the freedom of wise and responsible choice against the backdrop and within 

the parameters of God's injunctions and prohibitions, that ultimately do not leave any 

area of life untouched. 

     In the proper exercise of this choice the believer should be guided by the overriding 

and overarching concern for spiritual advancement. Once this concern is in place, he will 

use as much time as he needs to evaluate all pertinent factors. To make a final decision he 

takes a close look at the circumstances, gives careful consideration to counsel, evaluates 

the impact upon others, examines his motivations, and monitors his emotional affections 

and inclinations.   

     When he is faced with two or more options that appear totally equal, he is thankful for 

the variety of alternatives, and selects the one that has his personal preference. The 

recognition of everyone's freedom in the responsible decision making process should 

prevent the imposition of structures upon others in areas and issues not covered by the 

moral will of God. At the same time, the recognition of one's full responsibility in the 

free decision making process should result in self imposed restrictions in areas and issues 

that could do damage to others. 

     This third solution, which is drawn up in reaction to the whole construct of God's 

“ideal” plan that makes all decisions for man, before they are made by man, constitutes a 

marked improvement, and has features that are sparkling and refreshing. But it is still not 

totally without the blemishes of the theological climate of the present century with its 

deficient (non)views of sovereignty and the moral imperative. 

     Great strides have been made. However, it does seem sufficient to say that after all the 

requirements of God's will of command, of law and of holiness, have been satisfied, the 
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decision making process now transfers to the realm of responsible wisdom. Neither is it 

sufficient merely to state that after a final decision is made, whatever flows forth from it 

must be viewed as God's will of decree, his sovereign disposal, since he causes all things 

to work together for the good of those who love him. Both the biblical integration of 

sovereignty and law on the one hand, and the decision making process on the other, 

appear to be insufficiently present. The process is still too independent and isolated, too 

much by itself and on its own.   

     The third solution, consequently, is encumbered with a kind of vagueness. This is 

hardly surprising, when the final reference point for decisions that do not entail obedience 

to God's law is simply “responsible wisdom.” Who and what determines that in any given 

decision this so-called responsible wisdom is not irresponsible folly? Often this proves to 

be precisely the case.   

     The usual reference to Proverbs in this connection is somewhat misguided. The 

wisdom of Proverbs is quite the opposite of the building blocks, necessary to make a 

decision in an area that the law of God does not address. The wisdom of Proverbs is the 

wisdom of the law of God that will enable the child of God to make the right ethical 

decisions, provided it permeates him. In short, the wisdom of Proverbs does not have a 

decision making process in mind in areas, where, and at times, when the law gives no 

direction. Therefore, it cannot remove the vagueness, frequent uncertainty, and potential 

uneasiness, from the decision making process, proposed by the third solution.   

     No, what is needed, is a theological atmosphere and a theological setting in which the 

fully developed concepts of sovereignty and holiness are fully functioning and are fully 

integrated with decision making. Incidentally, such was the atmosphere that prevailed 

prior to the last century or so. It was the climate of the great creeds of the 16
th

 and 17
th

 

Centuries, drawn up by the Church universal regardless of its denominational niche. It is 

also the climate of the “fourth” solution that is never in need of (having to resort to) the 

construct of the so-called “ideal” plan of God, when it faces the issues presently under 

consideration. 

 

 

d. Fourth Solution: Focus on Practical Godliness 

 

 

Introduction 

      

The fourth solution, fourth in order of treatment rather than in importance of substance, 

takes its point of departure in the absolute sovereignty of the plan of God, by which he 

determines, controls, and governs all things, their ends, and all means to these ends. This 

does not do violence to man's will. It does not nullify man's liberty. It does not remove 

man's responsibility. It does not stifle man's creativity. On the contrary, it establishes 

man's humanity in all these areas. Man is all that he is by virtue of the counsel of God's 

holy, free, and unchangeable will. At the same time this implies that man is (and should 

be) totally dependent upon God, fully obedient to him, and completely centered in him.  

After all, God is God and man is man. So this is inevitable and unalterable. But it still 

does not complete the picture.  
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     Under this umbrella and against this backdrop there is a dimension that cannot be 

missed. God enters into a Father-child relationship with man that is characterized by love 

and fellowship, delight and cooperation. Here the pieces of the puzzle come together. 

God has entrusted to man a twofold task, the grand earth-wide “Joint Cultural 

Development Mandate” (Gen. 2:15, 18), and the grand nations-wide “Church Evangelism 

and Training Command” of making disciples, learners (Evangelism) and instructing 

disciples (Teaching them to observe whatever God commands) (Mt. 28:19). Further, he 

stipulates a twofold “standard” for all human conduct and character, the Law of God and 

the fruit of the Spirit. Finally, he sets a twofold ultimate goal, man’s glorification and 

enjoyment of himself. Within these parameters two major areas of life come into view.   

     The first area, area Number #1, is vast! It covers every aspect of creation, every piece 

of real estate, every sphere of existence, every angle of life, every relationship on earth, 

every structure of society, every level of endeavor, etc., where God's directives, such as 

imperatives, requirements, injunctions, prohibitions, etc., are found. It extends itself to 

the totality of this world, which in a real sense is a world under God's law. The second 

area, area Number #2, is equally vast. It covers every aspect of life, every activity, every 

enterprise, etc., regarding engagement, marriage, vocation, business, job, house, country, 

city, vacation, leisure, travel, transportation, food, school, study, relationships, 

friendships, etc., etc., where curiously God’s various directives, mentioned earlier, are 

conspicuous in their absence. Again, it extends itself to the totality of this world, which in 

an equally real sense is a world without specific laws.   

     In area Number #1 mankind has no choice. It invariably must obey. In area Number 

#2 mankind has only choice. It is fully free. It is important to recognize that these two 

areas do not stand in mutual isolation from each other. They are totally interrelated. They 

both cover the same world, but from two different perspectives. So it is not quite correct 

simply to state that in area Number #1 man is obedient, be it freely and without 

compulsion, while in area Number #2 man is free, be it responsibly and within proper 

limits. This still might lead to the mistaken conclusion of two adjacent territories. A “left 

hand turn” leads into area Number #1 and the necessity of obedience, a “right hand turn” 

into area Number #2 and the privilege of freedom. But it should not. 

     An analogy with the already mentioned sovereign will of God may serve to illustrate 

this. Divine sovereignty and human responsibility with all that this entails are not just two 

parallel truths, comparable to two ropes that hang down from the ceiling, and against all 

appearances are believed to be connected above it in some mysterious way, beyond all 

human comprehension. They are not just two parallel “railroad tracks,” that in spite of 

human logic, are held to meet in eternity. Rather, man is what he is, in his freedom, 

responsibility, and creativity, by virtue of God's sovereign will. The latter is not parallel, 

but foundational to what man is. In short, God in his sovereignty establishes and 

determines man in his full humanity. In a mathematical formula, “100% God” provides 

the basis for “100% man!”   

     The issue here, incidentally, is not whether man exhaustively comprehends this 

biblical truth, but rather whether we acknowledge God's prerogative and ability to do 

what he said he did. The God of Scripture is so majestic that he foreordains, controls, and 

directs everything (100%) that comes to pass according to his sovereign Master plan 

(Eph. 1:11), including the sin of man (Acts 2:23; 4:27-28), and, as Scripture indicates as 

well, posits man as a free agent, without any alien external or internal compulsion in, and 
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for responsible for, all his actions (100%), again including his sin (Acts 2:23; 4:27).   

Man, of course, can never duplicate this, or accomplish anything like it. When he plans 

something, he simply cannot hold someone else responsible and vice versa. Frankly, this 

puts the difference between God and man in perspective. God can and does do what man 

cannot do, and will never be able to do. This is what makes God both God and worthy of 

praise. The realization that this places God beyond man's exhaustive comprehension only 

adds to the believer's doxology (Rom. 11:33-34).   

     If at this point someone still groans, “All this hurts my head,” the response is simple.  

“If you attempt to put God in your brain, rather than just hurt, you deserve to have it 

explode.” It is, indeed, preposterous to assume that the infinite God can be encompassed 

by the finite human brain. But this same infinite God, whom neither heaven, nor earth, 

nor any manmade edifice can contain (1 Ki. 8:27; Is. 66:1), fits very snugly in the 

(regenerate) human heart that is “humble and contrite, and trembles at God's Word” (Is. 

57:15; 66:2). 

     Ultimately, therefore, what is at stake here is not a matter of the human intellect, 

“(fully) to grasp or not to grasp the reality of it all.” In fact, there are many things in life, 

scientific and otherwise, that man does not and never will (fully) comprehend, and he is 

quite content to admit this. No, all this is a matter of the heart, “fully to acknowledge and 

submit to, or to rebel against, a plain, biblical, state of affairs, however incomprehensible 

this may seem to the human mind.” 

     In somewhat of a rough parallel, area Number #2 is not located next to area Number 

#1, which would imply numerous daily border crossings as well as changes in posture or 

direction. No, it is based on it! The proper exercise of truly free and responsible choice is 

established upon, and determined by, submission to the moral will of God. In other 

words, it is not simply that in this exercise the boundaries of God's moral will are always 

carefully watched so as not to cross them, not even inadvertently. Rather, the exercise 

itself will be unacceptable, unless it flows forth from a life, and is embedded in a 

lifestyle, that is purposefully submissive to God's imperatives, in short, purposefully holy. 

This, of course, is not to say that man loses the freedom or ability to choose when living 

an unholy life. This would be tantamount to denying the very free agency that is 

established and guaranteed by (virtue of) God's sovereign will. But it is to say that he 

cannot and will not exercise it properly apart from the foundation and fabric of a God-

centered and holy life. The issue of free agency is not at stake. That is a created given.  

But what is at stake is whether and how its exercise is pleasing to the Lord. 

     This sets the stage for the presentation of four basic guidelines that govern a free, 

responsible, decision making process. They may also be defined as four fundamental 

determinants that enable believers to make free, biblically acceptable, decisions. The first 

one is delight in the person of God, the second one is delight in the law of God, the third 

one is pursuit of one’s creative imagination, and the fourth one is close attentiveness to 

the providence of God. 

 

(1) First Guideline: Delight in God 

 

The first principle or determinant is found in Psalm 37:3-5 (See also Prov. 10:25). This 

passage states in a very straightforward and simple way that the believer’s delight in God 

will prompt him to satisfy the desires of that believer’s heart. In fact, it can be said that 
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God, in the context of their delight in Him, loves the desires of his children! Behind this 

the Father-child relationship looms large. By way of illustration, when promised a doll 

for her birthday, no daughter needs to be in agony about her desire to receive that doll in 

the color on which she has set her heart, provided she delights in her Dad and trusts him 

explicitly. It would be inconceivable to imagine such a girl to be “torn apart” because she 

does not know what color her father in a basically elusive plan had earmarked, and to 

seek either by means of more or less obscure signs or through indirect communication 

what the father's “ideal will” is. There is more than a touch of unreality to such 

procedure. If she would share such concern with her mother, she would soon be given to 

understand that she is a “silly” child. Given her relationship to her father, he, of course, 

would desire to please her, indeed, insist on pleasing her, and grant her the color of her 

choice. Similar to God’s relationship to his children, a father loves the desires of his 

daughter, who is governed by her delight in him. The love of a father's heart would not 

operate in any other way. To anticipate anything else would demonstrate a fundamental 

lack of communication, possibly even distrust, and at any rate, a far from fervent 

relationship. To be sure, if the father would deny her the desired color, there would be a 

good, “biblical,” reason for it. But this would be an exception rather than the rule.  

     This, of course, evokes a basic question, “But can the believer always trust his 

desires?” The answer is simple. Unless the delight in the Lord is present, all bets are off. 

A simple test can assist in determining whether this delight is there. Can I say with Paul, 

“For me to live is Christ, and to die is gain” (Phil. 1:21)? If not, my life is my idol and my 

greatest delight. I would prefer it, with all its treasures and excitement, to my Savior and 

Lord. It would be quite ironical, if upon our death our Savior would have to ask us 

somewhat chidingly, “You did not really want to come home yet, did you not, and see me 

so soon?” I am afraid that we would blush from the top of our head to the sole of our feet, 

and if our bodiless state would not allow this, our souls most likely would (should!) turn 

fiery red. Of course, this scenario would indicate the need for (wholesale) repentance. 

The mere idea that we would prefer anyone or anything to Jesus should blow our brains 

and hearts. The accompanying repentance would bring us up to Paul’s level. We will look 

at Paul’s all-encompassing “Kingdom desires,” which is in evidence throughout his 

letters and resulted from his delight in God, as our benchmark and model! All this goes to 

show that authentic God-centeredness, such as evident in Paul, is the prerequisite for 

God-approved desires. Such God-centeredness will not waste its time on books that focus 

on “God’s Perfect Will,” God’s Will for Your Life,” “Guidance,” etc. Rather, it will 

manifest itself, a. o. in a deep interest in books on topics, such as The Attributes of God, 

inclusive of his love, grace, holiness and justice, Predestination, Sovereignty and 

Responsibility, etc. It goes without saying that the more (a) we emulate Paul in his 

unqualified eagerness to die and to meet his beloved and gladly acknowledged Master 

and Lord, which as its corollary gives him an equally unqualified desire unashamedly and 

courageously to honor him in fruitful labor (Phil. 1:20-24), and the more (b) we absorb 

God-centered literature, (a) the more our desires will be purified, and (b) the more God 

will take delight in these desires!   

     But there is an additional parameter to enhance the quality and acceptability of our 

desires. Here the second principle or determinant, that governs the biblical decision 

making process, enters into the picture, namely a delight to obey the law of God. When 
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this controls and directs the lifestyle of believers, it by definition also functions to purify 

their desires! 

     

 

(2) Second Guideline: Delight in God’s Law 

 

According to Proverbs 3:1-10, obedience to the law of God, already identified as area 

Number #1, is the pre-condition for being pleasing to God in the decision making 

process, already designated as Area Number #2, whatever these decisions turn out to be. 

Careful examination of this central passage in the present context discloses that all the 

odd verses, roughly speaking (1, 3, 5-6a, 7 9), refer to the law of God and represent area 

Number #1. In this area man faces the law of God. Here, man has no freedom, no 

freedom at all. He simply must obey! On the other hand, the even verses (2, 4, 6b, 8, and 

10) spell out the blessing that accrue from the believer’s delight in the obedience to that 

law in area Number #2. In this area there is no law. Here, man has only freedom! This is 

where the second guideline emerges. It is quite apparent from the data contained in these 

verses Scripture teaches that someone who delights in keeping God’s law (Prov. 4:1, 3, 5-

6a, 7, 9), will by definition be pleasing to, and blessed by, God in the area where there is 

no law in force (Prov. 4:2, 4, 6b, 8, 10). In other words, obedience in the area of God's 

known injunctions and prohibitions produces, by definition, God's presence, fellowship, 

care, appreciation, approval and endorsement in the various areas of life, where God saw 

fit not to give any commandments. Manifest God-pleasing delight in the Law? Manifest 

reverberations of God’s pleasure in all of life! In other words, the pursuit of God's moral 

will, the will of his command, guarantees both his benevolent involvement in the decision 

making process and his smile upon its outcome. 

     Adding a feature to the illustration just given, any daughter who is a model of 

obedience in her parental home will by definition be pleasing to her father when she steps 

outside to play. It makes no difference whether she chooses to ride on her tricycle, play in 

the sandbox, or skip rope to amuse herself. Her choice in this matter is totally irrelevant 

in establishing either her acceptability to her father or her father’s care for her. She enjoys 

a manifest freedom, in fact, a rich liberty that is astounding. She does not need to look 

over her shoulders. She is not hampered by an “elusive will” that controls her happiness 

or determines his approval. Her obedience in area Number #1, which also shapes and 

purifies (!) the desires of her heart, guarantees that she has her father’s smile in all her 

decisions or actions in every nook or cranny of area Number #2. The idea of paralysis is a 

foreign element, and would be an intrusion in this context. Undoubtedly such focus upon 

the law will result in a heart’s interest in books on topics, such as the Ten 

Commandments, Sanctification, etc. This only can continue to purify the desires of the 

believer. 

     By way of summary thus far, according to the first two principles proven delight in 

God secures God’s smile upon the desires of one’s heart, and shown delight in the law of 

God ensures his approval of the totality of one’s life, including the area where God has 

given neither injunctions nor prohibitions. It spells freedom to enjoy one’s God-centered 

desires and to step out without fear. 

     Bringing the historical unfolding of God's sovereign will into the picture as well, a 

circular structure emerges. (1) 100% of God's sovereign will establishes 100% of 
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necessary human obedience in area Number #1 as well as 100% of free human agency in 

area Number #2. (2) 100% of the exercise of human free agency based upon, and 

couched in, 100% of purposeful obedience is crowned with 100% of God’s approval of 

both man’s obedience and the exercise of that free agency.    

     Here the genius of the biblical truth pertaining to the relationship of God and man, 

which is unique to the Christian Gospel and is not found anywhere else in any religion, 

philosophy or ideology anywhere in the world, becomes manifest, “100% (of God) + 

100% (of man) = 100% (of God and man),” with the understanding that God's 100% 

always brackets man's 100%, gives rise to it, upholds it, governs it, directs it, and brings 

it to its destined end in approval or disapproval with all the consequences thereof. 

     The following anecdote sheds some concrete light on these first two guidelines! A 

pending retirement from the armed services called for a specific decision regarding the 

geographical location of his final release. Only two live options were available. But the 

kicker was that these options could not be farther apart on the map of the USA. The 

decision to exercise either one of the options would be very costly if the retiree would 

decide, by choice or necessity, to relocate at a later date. The expenses involved in the 

shipping of his household goods would be nearly prohibitive. The agony as well as 

paralysis of heart and mind was extensive. What was God’s ideal will for the retiree? 

After a year’s agony the center of God’s will was still as elusive as ever, and the paralysis 

became even more pronounced. However, recognition of the first two biblical guidelines 

brought a dramatic change. He stopped reading books on guidance. Repenting of his 

man-centeredness, he became God-centered, and turned to literature on the perfections of 

God, inclusive of his sovereignty. Repenting of his happiness-centeredness, he became 

holiness-centered, and turned to literature on the Law of God, inclusive of the Ten 

Commandments. Soon the fog of agony and paralysis lifted.  One of the two live options 

came with a God-centered and holiness-centered door to Christ-honoring fruitful labor in 

the Kingdom. This had been there all along, but he had failed to even consider it in his 

man-centered and happiness-centered blindness. Once he “saw” this, he did not hesitate 

one moment, made up his mind, and never looked back, wryly observing that he would 

count a later move “pure joy” (Jam. 1:2), even if it would cost him a mint. After all, it 

would be part of “all (those) things,” that God (in the decretive will of his providence) 

would work out for his good, namely progressive conformity to the image of Christ 

according to the moral will of God’s command (Rom. 8:28-29). One can hardly imagine 

a more dramatic repositioning from the darkness of a non-existent will into the dual 

brightness of God’s sovereign and holy will.          

     Finally, an additional vital and energizing benefit is that the first two guidelines can be 

used for evangelistic purposes. Imagine at the height of the Vietnam War, when the draft 

was still in force, two young, long time, friends, each with a low draft number, and 

therefore certain to end up in the rice paddies of the Far East! Deciding to enlist in order 

to have at least some say in their destiny in the Armed Services, they go for counsel from 

a godly pastor with a distinguished military career. “Which branch, pastor, will give us 

the greatest chance of survival, Army, Navy or Air force? Can you help us with a 

recommendation and your reason for it?” The initial answer was a twofold counter 

question. “Do you delight yourself in God and do you love his Law?”  “Absolutely,” one 

of the young man replied. “Well then,” the pastor counseled, “it makes no material 

difference, which branch you choose. Write your preference on the application, and you 
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will advance the Kingdom, wherever you end up!” “But how about you,” he asked the 

second young man. “Well, sir, I came along for the ride with my friend, but candidly, I 

am a skeptic of sorts. I am not even sure whether God exists!” “In that case,” the pastor 

remarked in a sobering manner, “let me be equally candid.  Please, allow me to share the 

Gospel with you, for without God your eternity will be very bleak, and with such a bleak 

eternity awaiting you, your choice of military branch does not make any material 

difference either.”   

     A man-centered and happiness-centered question was countered with an evangelistic, 

God-centered, and holiness-centered reply. It does not take much to imagine how an 

ensuing discussion could cover all the central issues of life. 
 

 

(3) Third Guideline: Creative Imagination 

 

The third principle or determinant enlarges upon 100% of man’s free agency.  It is bound 

up with, and suggested by, man's creation in the image of God (Gen. 1:27). This implies 

“at the least” that man is endowed with “creative imagination.” When he brings this to 

bear, whether upon the “cultural mandate” in the deployment of creation, or upon the 

“grand command” in the promotion of redemption, motivated by the conscious and 

pulsating desire to obey God and to promote his rule, God will take delight in it, and will 

be pleased with it. In other words, he may and should always go as far as he can, as fast 

as he can, and as furious as he can, but ... for the Lord! His bottom line is not, “I move or 

proceed, if God permits me,” but rather, “I move and proceed unless God stops me.” In a 

nutshell, it is not, “Yes, If,” but “Yes, Unless.” The apostle Paul is a prime example of 

this approach. He aimed to travel via Rome into Spain (Rom. 15:24, 28). He could hardly 

have gone any farther! Many times he had intended to visit Rome (Rom. 1:13). He could 

hardly have gone any faster. He was eager to go to Rome (Rom. 1:11). He could hardly 

have set a more furious pace! He pushed relentlessly onward. Incidentally, folks who 

follow Paul’s pattern will show that by the bumps and bruises on their foreheads. They 

are bound often to run into God’s providential roadblocks, if they doggedly and 

persistently exercise their creative imagination. In fact, such bumps and bruises are their 

badge of honor. When God stops them, they respond with a smile of submission, and 

either “try” again, until the door is fully closed, or tirelessly move on to a next “project.” 

If Paul is any indication, God is pleased with any believer, who always gives it 100%! It 

is tantamount to keeping the faith, to running the race, to fighting the good fight come 

what may, and to endure into the end. In fact, it is to pour oneself out as a drink-offering 

until the very last drop. This, incidentally, secured for Paul a crown of righteousness as 

God’s reward. All those who love their Lord and Savior, and run “far, fast and furious” in 

Paul’s footsteps, can expect the same (2 Tim. 4:6-8).                                             

     It hardly needs to be emphasized how liberating and life-producing this approach is! 

At any rate, all this implies that folks, such as the traveling businessman in James 4:13ff 

can be applauded in and for his entrepreneurialism (and would have been applauded had 

all else been equal)! In fact, businessmen, and everyone else for that matter, should be 

encouraged to take their “cultural mandate” (Gen. 1:28) as well as the “Grand Command” 

(Mt. 28:19-20) as seriously as possible. They should go as far, as fast, and as furious as 

they can! In a word, they should have a huge vision, a big plan a grand strategy, and be in 
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hot pursuit throughout! This is exactly the picture we receive of the businessman in 

question. That he has a fundamental problem is quite clear. He fails (refuses?) to map out 

his plans with due consideration of, and reference to, the providential (read: secret) will 

of God is without excuse and stands roundly condemned. But he is not chided by James 

for not being on the lookout for a “non-existing, perfect or ideal will of God for his life.” 

The locus as well as the nature of his problem is elsewhere, in a totally different ballpark. 

     Of course, care must be taken that there is no hidden agenda of making a name and 

erecting an empire for oneself under the guise of the providence of God. Also, the 

recognition must remain ever keen that all efforts expended will be in vain, unless God 

causes the project to succeed (Ps. 127:1). But with all this assumed, it must be a great joy 

for God, and then also for the believer, to see God-fearing, Christian, Spirit-filled men 

and women to band together in a veritable beehive of activities, to share visions, to make 

plans, to draw up strategies, to enhance skills, to expand businesses, to develop real estate 

projects, to construct factories, to set up farm operations, to erect schools, to put up 

conference centers, to organize crisis pregnancy centers, to elect public officials, to build 

Churches, to pursue Christian publications, to run hospitals, to fund orphanages, to 

promote evangelism, to facilitate mission outreach, in short, to do everything and 

anything with their God given functions, talents, creativity, abilities, wisdom, and power 

to be the salt of the earth and the light of the world, as well as to expand the tent, lengthen 

the cords, and strengthen the stakes (Mt. 5:13-15; Is. 54:2), in order to make an impact 

for Jesus.  Once again, the exercise of free, responsible, creative, and imaginative, choice 

is based upon the bedrock of God’s sovereign plan, and arises from the divine imperative 

to take dominion in the physical as well as spiritual areas of life.   

     To put it succinctly, the construct of the so-called “ideal” or “perfect will of God” 

informs the Christian, often counseled to oppose God's will of decree as unbiblical, and 

usually advised that his will of command is non-functioning in this context, that he 

should “not go anywhere,” or “do anything,” unless and until God sanctions it. In short, 

never move, in fact, always put the brakes on, unless you are sure of this permission!  

The Biblical teaching informs the Christian, who delights himself in God and loves his 

law, that in his creative imagination he may, indeed should, move as quickly, cover as 

much distance, and chop at the bits as eagerly, as he can, never, of course, to serve 

himself, but always for the Lord and his cause! This is to say, he should proceed “far, 

fast, and furious,” unless and until God stops him (See also Rom. 1:13; 15:22-25). In 

short, always be on the move, and never put on the brakes, unless you run into his 

prohibition. The fourth principle explains the latter in greater detail! 

     It is, indeed, passing strange! The first approach rejects God's “secret will of decree,” 

because it supposedly turns man into a robot, but ends up with an oppressive bondage of 

the immature and a stifling paralysis of its victims. It battles the notion of 100% God and, 

when it does so consistently, destroys the humanity of 100% man. On the other hand, the 

biblical approach embraces God's “secret will of decree,” which is in glorious sovereign 

and total control over man and all his actions, and ends up with edifying freedom, and the 

maximum deployment of man’s talents and skills. It extols 100% God and, when it does 

so consistently, promotes 100% man. The first position, which is supposed to liberate 

people, basically paralyzes them. The Biblical teaching, which is supposed to turn people 

into robots, in reality liberates them. I have seen folks, especially sensitive ones, come 

away from the presentation of this Biblical truth with tears of joy in their eyes. “Free at 
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last” from an oppressive bondage that made them fearful to move. I have also seen this 

truth grip folks who were at standstill, content to stay at dead center, whether prisoners of 

their “comfort zone,” half asleep, lazy, or indifferent. They recognized that if they would 

operate their farm or business as they operated their church, they would soon be 

bankrupt. As a result they came alive to Kingdom purposes and were stirred into Godly 

action!    

 

(4) Fourth Guideline: The Providence of God 

 

This leads us to the fourth principle or determinant. This is found in the providence of 

God!
28

  God is a God of an orderly plan, and executes that plan in equally orderly fashion 

and with equally orderly precision. He does not shoot from the hip, nor makes sudden, 

capricious, or outlandish moves. Believers should reflect that in their decision making 

process and in their actions. They would do well carefully to study God’s providence. In 

it the will of his control, his “secret will,” is disclosed. This means two things.  

     First, it is advisable to postpone decisions that do not be made on the spot as long as is 

comfortably possible. The longer one waits, the more of God’s providential data are at 

one’s disposal, and the wiser one’s decisions are bound to be. To wait upon God in this 

scenario tends to “uncomplicate” things. For those data often point into the direction or 

the course of action one should take in the decision making process. The “happy” 

byproduct is that in many instances decisions will prove to be a foregone conclusion, if 

not an open and shut case. The unfolding of providence often forecloses some decisions 

and rule out others. In so doing they shape the decision making process so that certain 

actions become (more) attractive, and others simply inevitable.  

     Incidentally, once a decision is made, it becomes a part of God’s providence, part of 

“all things” that God causes to come in our lives for our progressive conformity to the 

image of Christ (Rom. 8:28-29). Because it is by definition a stepping stone toward our 

sanctification, we will never have to look over our shoulders in an attitude of second-

guessing. Of course, it may precipitate repentance in case decisions have been sinful. But 

even at that every decision of God’s people is ultimately fuel for joy, thanksgiving, and 

worship. We may well ask what alternative there is for God-centered and holiness-

centered Christians who know that their past life, in whole and in part, unreservedly 

constitutes God’s “providential pavement” en route to their perfection! At any rate, it is 

no coincidence that prior to the 20
th

 Century the issue of decision making would 

invariably come up under the doctrine of Divine Providence.  

     Second, however, waiting upon the Lord is poles apart from waiting for the Lord. It 

does not doom anyone to passivity. It goes hand in hand with at times “feverish” activity 

just as a restaurant employee who “waits on tables” is busier than a bee. Let us return 

once more to Paul as the prime example. He wants to travel to the Church in Rome and to 

enjoy its fellowship “by the (providential) will of God” (Rom. 1:10; 15:32). But in the 

very same context he informed the Romans that he wished to do so on his way to Spain to 

expand his ministry in that “virginal” territory. He was aiming for the edge of the known 

world (Rom. 15:24, 28). He further informs them that he had intended many times to visit 

Rome, but was again and again prevented, hindered, from doing so (Rom. 1:13; 15:22). 

                                                           
28

 When in Romans 1:10 and 15: 32 Paul indicates that he seeks to visit Rome by “the will of God,” the 

word “will” stands here, as I argue below, for the “providence” of God.       
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He finally, informed them that he was zealous to convey to them a spiritual blessing also 

(Rom. 1:11). The basically deadening and paralyzing notion of a so-called “perfect,” 

“ideal,” will of God does not even come into the picture. In fact, it is poles apart! Paul is 

under orders. He is a man with a mission. He is a vigorous co-laborer of God (1 Cor. 3:9), 

an ambassador of Christ (2 Cor. 5:20), and instrument in the hands of the Holy Spirit (2 

Cor. 3:6, 8). He does not want to waste any time. He could not have gone any “farther” 

(F1), “faster” (F2), or more “furiously” (F3). He goes until God stops him (Rom. 1:13).   

     We cannot but get the impression that God gives us an A, when we display all the 

three F’s, a B, when we confine ourselves to two F’s only, a C, when we slow down to 

one F, and when we are motionless and bury our talent in the ground not just an “F” for 

Fail, but a “D” for Dead (on Arrival). Paul clearly goes a mile a minute (2 Cor. 11:22ff) 

until God stops him or redirects him (Acts 16:6). This can occur in a variety of ways. 

Funds, employers, parents, family circumstances, sickness, earlier commitments, as well 

as a host of other circumstances, all can bring us to a halt in a specific endeavor as 

instruments in the hand of a providential God, but only in order for us to pursue other 

avenues of ministry with equal vision, speed and heart. In Paul’s case, he was prevented 

from traveling to Rome on earlier occasions by his own ministry assignment (Acts 9:15-

16; 26:15-18) and mutually agreed upon plan (Gal. 1:7-9) that called for a systematic 

covering of territory where the Gospel had not been preached (Rom. 15:20-22). Both 

100% God and 100% man are in clear evidence. Incidentally, “comfort zones” are never 

allowed to stop us. The Church is constantly prodding believers to “step out of their 

comfort zone.”  Frankly, it should go a step further. It should declare that to imitate Paul 

means that no believer should have a “comfort zone,” except Christ. To have one is to 

nurture and to be nurtured by an idol. This idolatry must be recognized for what it is, a 

man-centered” disgrace as a self-defeating, if not self-destructive, substitute for God-

centered grace. By the propelling grace of God Paul goes under the canopy of the 

providence of God until he is stopped by the providence of God, or more precisely, by the 

God of that providence!     

     A simple illustration will give a concrete face to this fourth biblical determinant in the 

decision making process. A foreign student, who wished to enter graduate school in a 

certain program, had in the abstract a choice of fifty universities. Time constraints, 

however, made it providentially impossible to apply to more than two schools. His 

sponsor had two commitments that within a one-week window of opportunity could take 

both of them to an area where two of the fifty universities were located. Therefore, the 

decision was made to visit and to apply to these two schools. The first one looked 

promising, but turned out to be a dead-end street. The second one seemed an 

impossibility when the initial request for an academic admission interview with the 

official-in-charge was refused. At that time the principle of proceeding “as far, as fast, 

and as furious as possible until God (and not man!) puts a stop to it,” kicked in. The 

official-in-charge was approached again, but then with the scaled down request for an 

academic advisory session. This request was granted. In the process enough facts were 

brought to the table to light up the eyes of the official. The student had written 

extensively in the area of his research specialty, was hired on the spot, and ended up with 

a full scholarship and a degree. There is always a godly pay-off for godly persistence 

with a godly objective! In fact, there is no excuse not to go a mile a minute in and for the 

Kingdom of God! But what if both schools had rejected the applicant? This would have 
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made no material difference. God’s plan (“will of decree”) always aims at the 

sanctification (“will of command”) of those who passionately love him as (by far) their 

greatest good. So, even in case of rejection there would have been cause for thanksgiving 

(Eph. 5:20)! At the same time, God’s encouraging-go-ahead-smile, clearly evident in the 

acceptance in the graduate program, invigorated the student to proceed even farther, 

faster and more furious . . . for the Lord! 

     In summarizing the last two principles, as the image of God believers should proceed 

with all possible speed and energy, in joint obedience to the “Cultural Mandate” and the 

“Grand Command.” At the same time they should do so with all necessary 

circumspection in the light of the known providence of God. Once again, the believer’s 

motto is not, “Yes, If (God permits).” Rather, it is “Yes, Unless (God prohibits)!” The 

first motto more often than not unacceptably puts on the brakes, while the second one in a 

divinely exhilarating manner concentrates upon acceleration, and ever seeks to put the 

pedal to the metal. In short, let no one fail to set a goal, formulate a strategy, execute a 

plan, and meet an objective by giving it less than 100%, that is, let no one fall short by 

human default. If objectives remain unreached, plans unrealized and goals unmet, let it be 

by God’s 100%, that is, by divine design!  

 
 

Conclusion 

 

This discussion can now be brought to a close. Ultimately the focus of the subject under 

consideration is not and should not be which decision(s) ought to be made at the 

crossroads of life, where God has seen fit to issue no injunctions or prohibitions. The first 

and second solutions made this the crux of the matter. Ironically, the introduction of the 

construct of a so-called “perfect” will or “ideal” plan of God for the individual, with 

elusive custom-made decisions waiting to be made, complicated matters. Designed to 

provide a roadmap of sorts for the decision-making process, it sent people off the deep 

end of confusion, and in the process did a great deal of harm. It forced people into a time-

consuming and energy-consuming, an often tension-filled, and at times even agonizing as 

well as paralyzing search for something that did not exist. The issue ought to be defused. 

This may be accomplished at least partly by the sobering observation that an area of life 

where God does not promulgate injunctions or prohibitions could not be too terribly 

significant. This is further supported by the fact that Scripture is totally silent on the 

subject of “guidance,” as it is both defined and discussed in the current Christian 

culture.
29

   

     In fact, careful examination of Scripture indicates that it is totally irrelevant whether 

we marry, whom we marry, what vocation we choose, what job we should pursue, where 

we intend to live, what house we wish to buy, etc. The reason is simple. Scripture never 

portrays happiness as a goal. When it is pursued by itself and for its own sake, it will 

prove to be elusive. True happiness is a byproduct of holiness. There is place for a wide 

variety of time-consuming and energy-consuming concerns, and equally wide variety of 

overriding and at times even agonizing pursuits. But these must be concerns for, and 

                                                           
29

 See once again Friesen for a superb analysis and assessment of the biblical data throughout his volume. 

He comes to the identical conclusion! 
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pursuits of, God’s Kingdom and the holiness of the Body of Christ (Rev. 21:2). There is, 

indeed, a will of God for our life, but this is “our sanctification” (1 Thess. 4:3). In a word, 

an unhealthy and unbiblical kind of attention for area Number #2 should be replaced by a 

wholesome and biblical emphasis upon area Number #1, which, subsequently, makes 

area Number #2 fall in place, and come into its exciting own. When the stream of books 

on guidance begins to dry up, and publications on Predestination (“Will of God’s 

Decree”) and the Decalogue (“Will of God’s Command”) once again begin to abound, we 

can be confident that a much needed paradigm shift has taken place, but not until then! 

Man-centeredness and happiness-centeredness will have been shown the door of the 

Church, and God-centeredness, as well as holiness-centeredness, will once again have 

taken center stage. Authentic, Spirit-filled, and Word-filled Christianity cannot wait for 

this to occur! 

     It is ironical that in addition to everything else this shift will make the decisions in 

area Number #2 much easier to come by. Not so incidentally, this has all along been 

indicated by Scripture, “Seek first the Kingdom of God, and all these things shall be 

added to you” (Mt. 6:33). It also stands to reason. The less consequential decisions 

appear to be, the less difficult they are to make. Also, for a person whose whole life is to 

please and serve Jesus some options will be very attractive, while many others will be 

eliminated with an understanding smile, quite simply and quite quickly. 

     Neither should the focus be whether man at the crossroads of life is entitled to make 

decisions, i.e. has the freedom of responsible choice, where explicit commandments and 

prohibitions are absent. The third solution goes to bat for this. As long as the moral will 

of God is not violated, and priority is given to what is spiritually most advantageous, man 

may, and must, exercise that freedom. His decisions are not made for him, not even in an 

“ideal” plan of God. He is responsible to make them himself as God’s co-laborer and free 

agent, based on careful consideration of all available data, and a subsequent, (hopefully) 

sound, judgment. He has the make-up for it by virtue of his creation. With time and 

practice he will grow in maturity, competence and effectiveness. So far, so good! Still, 

there is more. All this still leaves the heart of the matter untouched and unexplored. 

     The focus ought to be how man, with the freedom of responsible choice established by 

God's sovereign will, at the crossroads of life, where explicit commandments and 

prohibitions have not been given, makes decisions that are pleasing to God. Which 

decisions he makes, is totally unimportant. That he makes decisions, is a given. The crux 

is how he can be assured that they are not just sound, wise, and effective, but acceptable 

to, and approved by God. For this they must follow the four guidelines presented in this 

section. They must (1) be rooted in and arise both from a delight in, and commitment to, 

God for what he is, says and does, (2) be founded on and flow forth from a purposeful 

and zealous pursuit of God and holiness, (3) be joined to and interwoven with the 

exercise of creative imagination to spread the knowledge of God's name and advance his 

Kingdom, and (4) be in harmony with the providence of God. The more pronounced the 

presence of these four elements is, the more pleasing to God the decision-making process 

will be.   

     Concretely, when a young man has the option to choose a farming career, a medical 

career, an army career, or any other career, the first order of business for him (and his 

possible counselor) is to find out, whether, and to which extent, these four guidelines 

have become flesh and blood. If they are, any choice will be pleasing to God. After all, 
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whatever the decision may be, he will be a force for God! If they are not, no choice will 

do. He will be on the way to hell, whether he ends up in one vocation or another. If there 

is any doubt about his relationship to God and his law, it will be doubtful whether any 

choice is acceptable to God.   

     It must be noted that this situation brings a godly young man face to face with the 

fundamental issue, not just of the decision making process, but of life itself. If he has a 

preference for a specific career, God will gladly honor that. If all things are equal, he may 

exercise one of the options, confident that it is totally irrelevant and unimportant where 

he serves God as long as he does it acceptably. If things for one reason or another do not 

work out, he will not be perturbed. After all, he knows that God directed his path in his 

sovereign will (Prov. 3:6) and, further, that he apparently got exactly what he needed at 

this point of his life to grow and mature in holiness. If he chose an army career, and 

eventually were to face certain death, he still would not be perturbed. After all, to live is 

Christ and to die is gain (Phil. 1:21)! At the same time, and as has been mentioned 

already, but bears repetition, if anyone is ungodly, and asks for advice about a course of 

action regarding anything, whether it pertains to a career or otherwise, it is incumbent 

upon the counselor to use the opportunity to evangelize. With the biblical decision 

making process in place, he will be in a perfect position to do so!                                                             

     One final case history to make all four principles, determinants, of godly decision 

making crystal clear! A fine Christian young couple, wishing to move from “the big city” 

to a smaller town for the education of their children, turned to a counselor for advice 

where to relocate. Realistically they had only the choice of two locations which on the 

surface seemed equally strong candidates. When asked for his input, the counselor said 

with a sense of finality, “There is no doubt. Town N. should be your choice.” When the 

couple began to voice a number of reservations, enumerating some drawbacks connected 

with this location, it became clear to him, that they had a preference after all, namely 

town S. Consequently, he said with equal finality, “There is no doubt. Move to town S.” 

Asked why he changed his mind so quickly and seemingly in an arbitrary way, he offered 

the following rationale. “I know that you have a delight in both God and his law, further, 

that you are in hot pursuit of Kingdom objectives and invariably go as far, fast and 

furious as possible for the Lord, until he providentially stops you. The only factor that 

was unknown to me was the desire of your heart. To bring this out, I emphatically 

mentioned town N. However, your subsequent reservations made it quite clear that deep 

down town S. was your preference. In short, my first counsel was methodological hoping 

to unearth both to me as well as to yourself the deepest desire of your heart. Well, I 

quickly was able to identify it. Town N. was certainly not the first option. You mentioned 

it more out of a sense of perceived family obligation. Since this obligation is not 

biblically mandated, you are fully free to pursue the second option. Hence my second 

counsel. Go for it, and you will be blessed!” It hardly will come as a surprise that the 

move to town S. took place, resulted in great usefulness in a local Church, and ended up 

with a stint in Foreign Missions that the Church asked them to undertake.       

     In short, where the so-called perfect or ideal of God for one’s life proves to be man-

centered and happiness-centered, selfishly selective, basically paralyzing, and ultimately 

non-existing, responsible decision making that follows the four biblical principles is fully 

God-centered/holiness-centered, proves to be universal in its application, constitutes a 
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liberating force, and provides cognitive rest. It never needs to look back over its 

shoulders!  

     In conclusion, “Go, go, go for God 100%,” until he stops “me,” must be the Church’s 

motto. After all, God’s providential will does not stymie man’s 100%, but encourages it, 

and sets it in motion. The reason is simple. It is the biblical model! Whenever this motto 

was put into practice in Scripture, God blessed in abundance. It is the pattern on display 

in our Lord and Savior himself, and followed by the apostle Paul. It is also the hallmark 

of all the “heroes of faith,” some of whom are in God’s Hall of Fame in Hebrews 11, 

starting with those who “piled up” victory after victory and concluding with those who 

were stopped in their tracks. Most of them had “their moments,” and experienced bumps 

and bruises. Some of them had much more than just bumps and bruises to show for, as 

the conclusion of Hebrews 11 indicates in a very sobering fashion. Nevertheless, all of 

them ended up with God’s smile of approval! So will everyone who does not stop himself 

in the service of his God, but perseveres to the end (Heb. 10:39) in dependence upon 

God’s providence (Rom. 1:10; 15:32). The bottom line, then, is that anything other than 

“Yes, Unless God” as the motto over the portals of our life may well qualify us as 

(unintentional?) “control freaks,” both of ourselves and of others, who simply do not 

want to give up “the final say” in our enslavement to happiness in whatever, often pious, 

terminology we couch our response to a situation or an individual. Only, the “Yes, Unless 

God” sets us free from ourselves as it indicates that we are willing to surrender 

everything and everyone fully to God as well as to the control of his Word and his 

providence in all situations and relationships. We go for God when we can, and we stop 

when we must. There is no telling what God will do in raising the fortunes of his 

Kingdom, when its subjects mean business and give it their all. If Hebrews 11 is any 

indication, it may well end up with 90% victory (Heb. 11:1-35a) and 10% martyrdom 

(Heb. 11:35b-38). Of course, Hebrews 11 indicates and history demonstrates as well that 

only those who risk martyrdom will gain astounding victories. Something to ponder for 

the Church of Christ! 

 

e. Two Qualifying Questions 

      

Transposing all this to the preparation for marriage area, when a one-to-one male-female 

relationship can legitimately be entertained, and it becomes appealing to enter into such 

relationship with a specific individual, for all the right reasons enumerated in the next 

section, two essential questions must be asked. This by itself already is indicative of an 

approach that is responsible before God, and can reasonably be expected to lead to 

decisions that are pleasing to him. In a one-to-one male female relationship the man must 

ask himself this question in the light of Ephesians 5:22-33, “Would I joyfully be willing 

and able to love the woman to whom I am attracted and lead her with self-sacrifice and 

sanctifying edification, totally and tenderly?” In this same light the woman must ask 

herself a similar question, “Would I joyfully be willing and able to submit myself to this 

man to whom I am attracted and follow his loving, sacrificial and sanctifying leadership 

fully and respectfully?” These are the two (dis)qualifying questions that eventually must 

be answered in every responsible one-to-one male-female premarital relationship.  

Therefore, it is only acceptable to enter such relationship, when both partners are desirous 

to pursue these questions vigorously, and to explore the answers they are willing and 
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capable of giving! In short, such relationship should not even be contemplated, until and 

unless both can say, “I am eager to find out whether I am cheerfully willing and able, 

man or woman, biblically to surrender 100% of myself to the other person as a potential 

mate, without any ifs, ands or buts? 

     To find the answers to the two qualifying questions is the grand objective, and also 

determines the conduct in the focused preparation for marriage. Care must be taken not to 

give an unrestricted affirmative answer too quickly, let alone immediately. Both would be 

premature and presumptuous. 

     Let it be underscored, acknowledging the biblical given of the ordinance and the 

propriety of marriage, and assuming that an individual is marriageable and attracted to 

someone else for the proper reasons, nothing, absolutely nothing, needs to become a 

stumbling block to enter into a one-to-one, male-female, relationship, least of all, let it be 

added, a non-existent, so-called “ideal,” easily paralyzing plan of a “god,” who plays hide 

and seek, if not cat and mouse, with his children.  Of course, the only condition is that the 

two (dis)qualifying questions, which exemplify both a pursuit of God and a pursuit of 

holiness, remain central. However, this still raises the question how one enters into a one-

to-one, male-female relationship. Until a man and a woman acknowledge each other as 

potential partners for life, to find the answer to the two qualifying questions would be 

premature, if not impossible! This leads us to subject matter of the next section.  
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2. The Future Mate 
 

Once the interest in acquiring a marriage partner is legitimately present, the search for a 

suitable candidate may begin in earnest. I already have emphasized that it is not without 

danger to let a one-to-one male-female relationship blossom before one is ready to pursue 

marriage. In fact, it seems more than advisable to nip any premature move in the bud. 

However, this is no longer relevant, when the search is properly on. Then it may be 

allowed, if not encouraged, to flourish. One should be utterly careful, but not unduly 

prudish. After all, God made man and woman for marriage.  

     It is analogous to a fire. Don't light it, when it is not needed. But when it serves a 

purpose, go ahead and start one. Indeed, fuel it as long as it remains under control and to 

the extent needed to produce the desired effect. In a word, marriage does not need to be 

shunned, and may be sought in all openness and without shame. 

     The first step toward a one-to-one male-female relationship can be formulated in one 

word, namely attraction. To discuss this phenomenon is, then, the first order of business. 

Not all attraction produces winners. Many a time it is questionable. Sometimes it is fatal.  

Like everything else, it comes under the standard and judgment of the Word of God, and 

must be examined. 

 

a. Attraction 

 

It is important to recognize that the accomplishments and the achievements of the basic 

training have a proportionate bearing upon both the attractiveness and the attraction in the 

male-female relationship. The level, the extent, and the intensity of one's pursuit of God 

and of holiness will determine how one perceives attractiveness and experiences 

attraction.   

     Broadly speaking, and in the footsteps of Genesis 1:26-28 three types of 

attractiveness/attraction can be distinguished. The determining feature of the first type is 

the spirituality of an individual (Image of God). The distinctive characteristic of the 

second type is his or her humanity (Dominion taking). The prominent element of the third 

type is his or her sexuality (Multiply). The focal point of the first type is (the quality of) 

one's Christianity, the focal point of the second type (the level of) one's compatibility, 

and the focal point of the third type (the impressiveness of) one's physical appearance 

(masculine or feminine).  

     The worst possible scenario is that the attraction is purely physical. This apparently 

was Jacob's problem. He saw Rachel once. At that very moment he was hooked, and 

became a man with tunnel vision. But her beauty went only skin deep. Reportedly, her 

real commitment was to idols and to her self. She could throw temper tantrums, display 

great cunning, manipulate her husband, resort to prayer (!), feign sickness, all to achieve 

her own ends. In the long run, however, she gave herself away, and showed herself for 

what she really was, a discontented and murmuring woman, who would bitterly complain 

when she did not get what she wanted, or felt deprived of what she thought to be 

rightfully hers. That is the way she died, and that is the way she was remembered 

throughout the OT (Jer. 31:15) and into the NT (Mt. 2:18).  

     Ironically, Jacob deserved her fully. His track record, at least until God broke him, 

was uniformly bad. He treated his brother ruthlessly, shamelessly used his mother, 
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brazenly deceived his father, bargained with God, openly hated his first wife, used 

underhanded tactics toward his father-in-law, and also resorted to prayer when it fitted in 

his scheme of things.  

     His physical attraction to Rachel was merely a part of the total pattern of his life. In 

fact, the fearful conclusion may be drawn that this pattern more than likely made it 

impossible for him to set his heart upon a different kind of woman. He was locked in by 

whom and what he was. An interest in Leah, who is depicted as an extremely godly 

woman, would have been quite out of character. It is needless to emphasize that he paid 

for it dearly, very dearly, indeed.   

     Against this backdrop an emerging attraction, resulting from fine character traits, 

promising talents, shared interests, or common goals, in short, an attraction due to 

someone's humanity, appears positively superior. However, here a serious word of 

caution is in place as well. Attraction as the result of any kind of approach to life, or way 

of living, that Christians and non-Christians have in common is more than suspect. It fits 

into the system of this world, the society of man organized apart from God. Rather than 

to display conscious disregard, or willful rejection of God, it "only" displays a (not so) 

benign neglect!   

     To put it bluntly, this tells us that even “quality” attraction between Christians is not 

necessarily and by definition Christian attraction. To be sure, unless a person is a 

Christian, he or she may not be considered as a potential partner. Scripture is replete with 

prohibitions to this effect, together with the reasons for these prohibitions and the 

consequences of disobedience. But even two Christians seriously err in their attraction for 

each other, if that centers in their humanity. 

     No, the central and essential element of the attractiveness of a possible future spouse 

should spiritual, the evident presence of a twofold pursuit of God and godliness. Of 

course, this is not to imply that the thirst for God and holiness in a potentially eligible 

candidate automatically spawns or should spawn a one-to-one male-female interest. But it 

is to insist that a deep interest should not spring up or be nurtured apart from the presence 

of such thirst and, further, that it should die a timely death if the latter would prove to be 

absent after all. Naturally, this does not overlook the fact that in the present society “the 

first impression” is often, if not usually, either someone’s sexuality or humanity.  

Whether this is to be applauded or decried is a matter that is settled later. For now it is 

simple realism to acknowledge that “physical beauty” (sexuality) and an “admirable go-

get’m attitude” (humanity) are usually recognized rather quickly, and make an impression 

upon the observer just as quickly. However, these two types of “impression” should 

immediately be put on the back burner in search for spiritual qualities.     

     Rachel is a case in point in the area of sexuality. As has already been noted, her beauty 

went skin deep, and her spirituality was non-existent. Her ensuing marriage to Jacob was 

basically a tragedy. 

     Solomon is a case in point in the area of humanity. Rather admirably he chose the 

wisdom of proper judgment in the execution of his office as king, when invited by God to 

make a wish (1 Ki. 3:7-9). He did, indeed, become the most skillful leader ever (1 Ki. 

3:10-12). One can hardly fault Solomon for his wish. The task must have seemed 

daunting! But in the long run the good became the enemy of the best, godly conduct. He 

pursued what God expressly prohibited, a large quantity of horses, a large number of 

women, and large amounts of gold (Deut. 17:14-20). His marriage to his many foreign 
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wives, lacking all true spirituality, became his downfall. He ended up in idolatry and 

under God’s anger. Subsequently he lost most of his kingdom (1 Ki. 11:4-13).  Humanity, 

apart from spirituality, is a dead-end street. It is substantially no different from sexuality 

that goes skin deep. Solomon should have asked for the “wisdom of holiness” (Lk. 1:17).  

This is explicitly acknowledged in Ecclesiastes. All Solomonic achievements, such as 

“human” wisdom, architectural wonders, great riches, male to female companionship, 

friendships in general, etc., are basically empty of meaning. To make life meaningful 

man must have the fear of God as the source of meaning, and keep his commandments as 

the grid of meaning (Eccl. 12:13).    

     In broad perspective, what one should look for in other Christians and, then, in 

possible friends, one should also look for in a potential mate, namely the highest possible 

degree of spirituality. The crux of the matter, of course, is that one's own level of 

God-centeredness and godliness determines what precisely one sees and seeks in a 

potential candidate for marriage. In a word, people usually receive in a mate what they 

deserve. To be more precise, if they (fervently aspire to) reach the summit of the presence 

and the holiness of God, that’s where they can expect to meet their future mate. On the 

other hand, if they aim at a spot half way up the slope, or, God forbid, are satisfied to stay 

at the bottom, they are similarly bound to keep the type of company from which the 

future spouse will emerge. Incidentally, finding one’s mate at the summit usually results 

in a rich, lasting, rock-like marriage, unless the partners decide to “descend.” Meeting 

one’s mate half way up/down the slope usually produces a troublesome, rocky, marriage, 

unless the partners “ascend.” Connecting with one’s mate in marriage at the bottom is a 

potential blueprint for disaster. More likely than not such marriage will soon be on the 

rocks and end up in divorce. At any rate, it is empty rhetoric, if not a pious fraud, to 

“wish for” the man or woman of God’s choice, if not at the same time all diligence is 

displayed to arrive at the place where godly men and women are found! The utter 

importance of both a consistent broad-based preparation and a subsequent corresponding 

lifestyle emerges again, and now in an even more gripping and telling fashion!     

     Two central characteristics of God-centeredness and godliness that is worthy of the 

terms will now be defined in some detail to determine whether a budding attraction 

should be encouraged, put on hold, scaled back, or simply killed. 

     First, the issue of ultimate authority and allegiance, the subject of the first 

commandment, must have been satisfactorily settled. If it is, the fear of the Lord will be 

evident.  This is an attitude of loving awe and deep-rooted respect for God resulting from 

his transcending majesty as well as condescending mercy. When this captivates the 

human heart, it will forever be powerfully drawn to him and, as has been said, regard his 

smile as its greatest delight, to be gained at any price, and his frown as its greatest dread, 

to be avoided at all cost. Abraham may well be the supreme example of the God-fearing 

man. When he in unparalleled love for God's person, unreserved obedience to his 

command, and unwavering trust in his promise is about to sacrifice his son Isaac, this is 

God's telling comment, “Now I know that you fear me” (Gen. 22:12). Similarly, there 

will be evidence of a hunger and thirst for God that cannot be quenched other than by and 

in his presence (Ps. 42:1; 63:1). Paul's statement, “To live is Christ and to die is gain” 

(Phil. 1:21) may come closest to exemplify this. Christ is his very life, and all of his life.  

He has nothing besides him, neither in heaven, nor on earth (Ps. 73:25). So for him to die 

is pure gain.  After all, he is going home . . . eagerly, to be with Jesus!  
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     Second, the issue of the heart, the subject matter of the tenth commandment, must 

have been settled as well. If that is the case, there will be a deep delight in God and an 

inner contentment in God's disposition of any and all circumstances. This will be coupled 

with a strong desire to yield total obedience and, flowing forth from this, an eagerness to 

display a purposeful lifestyle that is characterized by meticulous submission to all known 

commandments and an uncompromising renunciation of all known sins. This is the soil in 

which the fear of God flourishes (Deut. 5:29), the fertile soil that produces the Jobs of 

this world, who are reportedly blameless and shun evil (Job 1:1), the Josephs who loathe 

wickedness (Gen. 39:9), and the Paul’s who are examples of integrity (1 Thess. 2:10). 

     These two issues bracket the totality of the human life and encompass the essence of 

purposeful God-centeredness and self-abandoning godliness. If they have not been 

satisfactorily settled, it will show in a spiritually anemic lifestyle that is deficient across 

the board. This would imply that the foundational preparation leaves (too) much to be 

desired to start up with the focused preparation. Everything may have to be put on hold 

for emergency repair. The preconditions for a biblically promising focused preparation 

are simply not present. Ideally the attractiveness of any individual who suffers of spiritual 

anemia should be minimal. Attraction in such case is ironically a barometer of one's own 

spirituality. At any rate, under these circumstances attraction should not be encouraged.  

In fact, it should be scaled back and eventually terminated when there is no evidence that 

the problem is acknowledged and steps are taken to remedy the situation.  

     On the other hand, when the fear of God and the delight in his law are present, this 

will be reflected in the broad spectrum of life as well. There will be track records of 

holiness in all areas covered by divine injunctions, such as that of the structures of 

authority which touch upon the very fabric and tapestry of the created order, and that of 

human sexuality which affects the deepest layers of man's existence. These two areas are 

singled out once again because of their apparent importance in the marriage preparation. 

     Such track records indicate that there is a warrant for attraction. They also are an 

encouragement to embark upon the focused preparation for marriage in one's search for a 

spouse and justly kindle a measure of confidence in the propriety of such preparation and 

the ultimate success of one's search.  In short, only if one is eventually able to say, “Of all 

potentially eligible individuals this is arguably the godliest person I know,” is one 

justified to proceed. Otherwise one should kill one’s emotions and steer clear of any kind 

of one to one male-female relationship.     

     In conclusion, the attraction should follow the order of Genesis 1:26-28, as has already 

been sketched in detail above, namely, spirituality (image), humanity (dominion taking), 

sexuality (multiplication). Once again, it cannot realistically be denied that in most every 

instance in our present society “the first attraction” is in the area of sexuality. To be sure, 

it is hard not to notice, and not to take a second look at, beautiful or handsome features in 

an individual. Furthermore, it must be applauded when these features immediately recede 

into the background as the central point of attraction with a view to marriage. Still there 

is something disconcerting in this state of affairs. I have come to this conclusion after 

conducting a number of Schools of Evangelism abroad over several years with a cross 

section of unmarried students. A day typically started with an hour of prayer, and apart 

from the meals consisted of three to four hours of instruction and up to six hours of 

hands-on evangelism for approximately the first two weeks. Then it was all hands-on 

evangelism for another two weeks or so. A rigorous regimen of spiritual formation of 
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heart, mind, will and emotions was combined with an equally rigorous regimen of 

dominion taking. As a result these young men and women were first of all thoroughly 

exposed to each other’s spirituality and humanity. Nearly across the board the pay-off 

was rich and enriching. This natural type of cannot-miss-exposure became the basis for 

appreciation, cooperation, and team work, characterized by mutual support and mutual 

assistance. The end result was a general friendship and bonding, that produced a good 

deal of joint-spirituality and joint-humanity. Only toward the end, and mostly following 

the return to the US, did the scales fall of the eyes of a number of the participants, and did 

the appreciation and cooperation, at times to their own as well as to my surprise, extend 

itself to attraction in the area of sexuality (in the broad sense of the word). In other words, 

the mutual respect and appeal followed the biblical order, spirituality, humanity, 

sexuality. It is extremely gratifying to note that according to all indications the 

subsequent marriages proved to be “the top of the line.” The partners do not simply 

support each other in the broad spectrum of life.  They stand literally shoulder to shoulder 

in a harmonious, and frankly awesome, joint-spirituality and joint-humanity. In the light 

of this the recommendation is in order that all candidates for marriage should before 

anything else seek out an occasion of intense shared spiritual formation and shared 

dominion taking, such as described above.  Even if no marriage follows, at least they will 

have tasted what joint-spirituality and joint-humanity is all about, and, hopefully, never 

settle for second best.                  

     Finally, while sexuality should be the bottom rung in the order of mutual attraction, it 

is, therefore, not devoid of significance. At one time, a counselee admitted to sexuality as 

the prime attraction. The relationship fortunately did not go anywhere.  Six months later 

humanity was the prime cause for infatuation for the same counselee. Again, the 

relationship was still-born. After another six months she recounted that a quality 

individual in terms of both spirituality and humanity was attracted to her.  She recognized 

these qualities for what they were. But his sexuality did not evoke any response.  This 

precipitated the following comment, admittedly in a rather dejected manner, “With his 

spirituality and humanity in place in such an admirable way, I should be able to marry 

him, should I not?” The answer of the counselor speaks for itself!  “Would it make sense 

thoroughly to enjoy God together (spirituality), to run an extremely successful business 

together (humanity), and then to top it off with separate bedrooms (sexuality)?” Such 

relationship should not get off the ground! None of the component elements in the 

hierarchy of attraction may be missing. They are all essential and vital elements, be it 

each with its own place, function, and significance. In the section on marriage under the 

aspect of creation the rich and enriching contribution of human sexuality to marriage, 

specifically also in the areas of spirituality and humanity, was forcefully brought out.  

Anyone who has any doubt about it should reread it.     

 

 

b. Entering into a Relationship 

 

As soon as the desire to enter into a one-to-one male-female relationship is properly 

present in the man, he need not be reticent about it. He does not even need to wait for 

(some) encouragement on the part of the woman. In fact, he should not, and may not, 

wait for that. This already would constitute a lack of leadership to one degree or another.  
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Once he irresponsibly fails to exercise it, chances are that he may never recapture it. No, 

he should take the initiative, and frankly begin to talk it over and talk it out. Here the 

grasp of biblical decision making, as sketched out above, has a rich pay-off. If the man 

delights himself in the Lord, he may follow the desires of his heart and approach the 

woman. He does not need to be stymied by a non-existent so-called “perfect will of God 

for his life.” If the man, furthermore, delights himself in the law of God, he may be 

assured that he is pleasing to the Lord when he approaches a woman. Since he is created 

in the image of God he may display creative imagination and move with all speed in his 

approach to the woman. If he keeps the providence of God in mind, he will back off 

immediately in case reciprocity is absent. At any rate, as I explain further below, in his 

approach his twofold focus must be his attraction to her and the two qualifying questions.  

     Still a word of caution is in place. The man should not proceed when the woman, by 

her own admission, or by every indication, is not ready to contemplate marriage. In that 

case it is wiser to nip the attraction in the bud. Otherwise it will have to be abandoned at a 

later stage, provided that the situation does not change soon. By the same token, if it is 

going to be talked over, it must be done wisely. The time, extent, level and intensity of 

previous social interaction or friendship must be taken into account. Only when the 

individuals involved are older and more mature, is the need for this less pressing. At any 

rate, all this presents a further opportunity for the man to show the quality of his 

leadership or the lack of it.  

     The bottom line, then, is that he should first explain how and why he was attracted to 

her. In this her godliness and humanity must play a central part. If the immediate reaction 

appears to be strongly and irreversibly negative, the matter should be dropped.  But if it is 

received well, with caution, or even with surprise, he should feel free to continue with a 

good deal of sensitivity, care, and clarity. His aim, once again, is to determine, whether 

she is willing to explore with him their possible qualification for marriage. Therefore he 

should ask her this, and carefully explain what this means. In the light of the 

requirements of Ephesians 5, would she be interested to find out whether they could 

answer the qualifying questions affirmatively? Whether he is cheerfully willing and able 

to provide loving, sacrificial and edifying/sanctifying, leadership totally and tenderly, and 

whether she is cheerfully willing and able to submit fully and respectfully to such loving, 

sacrificial and edifying/sanctifying leadership?   

     This approach naturally requires a certain level of maturity and integrity. It may be 

well on the part of the man to ask prior advice from godly parents or godly elders. The 

biblical data with regard to family involvement in the arrangement of marriages and the 

church involvement in overseeing them would more than justify this. It also must be 

recognized that this approach may cause some alarm as long as it is not generally 

practiced or understood by the Christian public.   

     The woman may take it as, or read into it, a proposal of marriage. (Great) pains should 

be taken to explain that this is not at all the case. To express an interest in finding out 

whether one might qualify for marriage is not the same as offering, or for that matter 

accepting, a proposal to marriage. It is simply an investigative step. Do both parties wish 

to discover whether Scripture would screen them in or out as potential partners in a 

marriage relationship. There is really nothing to lose for either the man or the woman, 

and everything to gain. Without a sexual touch, at least until after the qualifying 

questions are answered in the affirmative, the relationship would be exploratory and 
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therefore remain totally honorable. And even if the relationship would go nowhere, 

enough insight would be gained to facilitate similar efforts in the future.   

     Further, the woman may to a greater or lesser degree be oblivious of what goes on in 

the man.  In that case an approach of this sort may come as something of a shock. But 

this is not necessarily unwanted or unhealthy. On the contrary, it will compel her to deal 

with the matter in a biblical fashion. In fact, a godly woman will appreciate this approach, 

regardless of the response she will give the man. At any rate, when the male concludes 

after a number of weeks that he should approach a woman he must grant her the courtesy 

of a similar time span to contemplate his request and to respond to it. 

     In two instances in which this writer recommended the approach just sketched, others 

advised against it on the ground that the shock might lead to alienation. In both instances, 

however, the biblical pattern proposed here was followed. The initial shock was there.  

But the final outcome was gratifying. In each case the woman expressed appreciation for 

the way he handled the situation. In each case those who had advised against this 

approach admitted rarely to have seen such a beautiful, biblical courtship. And in each 

case a marriage resulted.  

     If the woman at this point gives a negative response and does not wish to determine 

whether they might qualify before God, the man ought to drop the matter completely. To 

pursue it further would be a sin. If the woman rejects his type of leadership at this 

juncture, she is already disqualified before the Lord. If the man would decide not to drop 

the matter, he would continue to be interested in a woman who did not qualify. This 

would be tantamount to idolatry. Note well that the woman is not obliged to give a reason 

or explanation for the negative response. It is her business to accept or decline the offer.  

The man may not press her. It is sufficient for her to state that she is not interested. She 

would do well, of course, if she is approached in this biblical fashion to ask advice from 

her parents and elders. This at least would guarantee that the request is turned down or 

accepted as seriously and prayerfully as it was made. 

     In two instances in which this writer was asked for advice, one request was turned 

down and the other accepted. In both cases the results were quite beneficial.  In the first 

case the young man turned his attention elsewhere in the firm conviction that it would 

constitute a sin to continue pondering and pursuing the relationship. In the second 

instance marriage resulted. 

     The benefits of this approach are indeed very noteworthy. When a man is attracted by 

a woman, he will be able to settle the matter in a reasonably short period of time. He will 

not have to wait and wait until something “happens.” This would not only display his 

lack of leadership, but also would diminish his effectiveness in possibly all areas of life.  

Daydreaming, loss of concentration, as well as emotional damage, etc., are known to 

have accompanied unsettled issues of this kind. In one instance, a hidden emotional 

attachment that created psychological and sexual havoc was dealt with in a span of 

twenty-four hours. The new found freedom was a real joy. 

     At any rate, when a woman responds positively, both the biblical basis of a one-to-

one, male-female relationship is present and a proper, biblical conduct in the unfolding of 

that relationship can be anticipated. On the other hand, when the woman's response is 

negative, the man will be able to bring the matter to a quick conclusion without being 

crippled by it. Precisely his greater desire to love the Lord his God than to pursue a 

relationship that would constitute a sin should prove to be a substantial healing force. 
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     But what about the woman? What recourse does she have when there is an attraction 

in her heart for a godly man? There appears to be no reason for her to be restricted to a 

passive wait-and-see attitude. When she meets someone, whom she regards highly, 

whether in the framework of a larger group where the discussions flow naturally or in any 

other context, or when she is introduced to someone, whose walk before God and conduct 

before man she appreciates, there is no reason for her not to seek him out for the purposes 

of enrichment and learning in general or of counsel and advice in particular. Neither the 

woman nor anyone else should think that there is any embarrassment or shame to be 

attached to it, not even when this is done with a view to a possible marriage.   

     The Book of Ruth shows us that neither Naomi, nor Ruth, nor Boaz thought so (Ruth 

3:1-13). On the contrary, Boaz praised her for the godliness of her approach.  Note well, 

that this was an approach in which she implied that she was available for marriage (Ruth 

3:9), as many commentators emphasize. Note further, that this was in no way an attempt 

on the part of Ruth to usurp the leadership. On the contrary, it amounted to a perfectly 

appropriate request on her part for Boaz to assume leadership of one sort or another. 

Note, finally that a man should show great sensitivity, and may never resort to ridicule 

once he recognizes that a woman is attracted to him for good reasons, and requests him to 

indicate his intentions. In fact, he should regard that as an honor, if not a sacred trust. At 

least, this was Boaz’ reaction.   

     Of course, when a man is disinclined to enter into a one-to-one, male-female 

relationship with her, what was said earlier in connection with the man applies to her as 

well. She should drop the matter as not acceptable to God. If the man is not interested to 

show the desired leadership, it would be a sin for her to pursue a relationship. After all, 

such leadership would have to be an essential ingredient. 

     There is still one other scenario to be mentioned. What if a woman, who initially 

turned down a request for a male-female relationship, undergoes a change of heart after a 

(considerable) lapse of time? It may be that either he, or she, or both have matured or 

changed. In that case she should by all means let him know, in person, by phone or by 

letter if need be. She should not feel embarrassed about it, let alone guilty. If she does so 

for good reasons, she may rescind her original decision, and inform him that she is 

available to enter into a second round.   

     Of course, if the man reacted correctly at the initial refusal, he will have dropped the 

matter by then, and gone his own way. This would mean that he would be in need of time 

to reconsider the situation. It would, indeed, be rather ironic, if the woman turned the 

relationship down in the first round, and the man did the same in the second round. In one 

instance, in which the woman did have a change of mind after a year's interval, she 

decided after a good deal of hesitation to share this with him in a letter. Following 

reconsideration on his part he reissued his invitation for her to find out with him whether 

they would qualify for marriage. Suffice it to say, that by now they have entered into a 

godly marriage and have established a godly home and a godly family. 

     When both the man and the woman agree to enter into a one-to-one, male-female 

relationship, the focused preparation for marriage with the two (dis)qualifying questions 

as its centerpiece is upon them. However, four preliminary issues need to be settled 

before the “real work” can begin. They pertain to the “ground rules.” Without them as the 

proper tracks of the focused preparation the latter is bound to derail! 
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c. Parental and Pastoral Guidance 

 

First, then, the need to settle the principial issue of parental and pastoral involvement is 

strongly suggested by the Book of Ruth. The latter did not seek out Boaz without prior 

consultation and approval from Naomi (Ruth 3:1ff). Neither did Isaac get married 

without the active involvement of his father Abraham (Gen. 24:1ff). Both Naomi and 

Abraham played an active role. In fact, they instigated the search for an eligible spouse 

for their children. Caleb upped the ante. He laid down a potent condition that the future 

husband of his daughter had to meet (Josh. 15:13ff). The ultimate step is evident in 

Jephthah and a--generic--NT father. Jephthah stopped his daughter from marrying (Judg. 

11:34ff), and the NT father was authorized to prevent it (1 Cor. 7:36ff). “Theoretically” 

there is a good reason for this. Unmarried folks please the Lord directly. Married folks 

please the Lord by pleasing their spouse (1 Cor. 7:32-33). So for any and all folks to 

contemplate whether to take the “detour” is quite legitimate. At any rate, does all this 

suggest a model that should be followed?   

     In general, Ephesians 6:1-2 makes a distinction between obeying and honoring one’s 

parents. It appears that obedience is required as long as there is an umbilical cord, 

financial or otherwise, that connects the children to their parental home. When the last 

vestige of such cord has disappeared, the duty to honor the parents takes the place of 

obedience.  In the former case, children have the full say and the parents the final say. In 

the latter case, the tables are turned, the parents have the full say, and the children, now 

on their own and independent, the final say over their lives. 

     This has implications for the pursuit of a spouse. When young men and women are 

under the authority of their parents, it encompasses the totality of their life. This includes 

the search for a mate, and the focused preparation for marriage. Therefore, permission 

ought to be sought and granted for a relationship to get off the ground, and counsel ought 

to be asked and given throughout the preparation process on a regular basis for a 

relationship to continue and mature properly.    

     Of course, parents should make sure not to embitter or discourage their children, also 

in this area (Eph. 6:4; Col. 3:21). But this does not nullify the responsibility on their part 

to be fully involved from the start. It is a mark of a biblical family when this process can 

begin and be completed in harmony and edification (Mal. 4:6). In short, individuals under 

the authority of their parents belong covenantally to them. Theirs, then, is also the right 

and the responsibility to transfer them to a new unit. This right should not be challenged, 

and this responsibility should not be executed, except with the greatest of care. Not every 

proposed new unit is a biblically acceptable unit! 

     When children are no longer under the jurisdiction of their parents, they still will do 

well to consult them. They should desire the full say of their parents and may ask them 

for their blessing, rather than their permission. Further, they should seek and cherish 

pastoral counsel to guide them in the preparation process. In both instances the grand 

objective is to help them find out whether the Word of God would screen a potential 

partner in or out. In broad strokes, to be further detailed later, “counselors” in terms of 

both parents and elders are invaluable to assess the advisability of a relationship, to 

monitor progress once it is agreed that such relationship can get off the ground, and to 

determine whether there is a sufficient track record to warrant an affirmative answer to 

the two qualifying questions.   
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     Pastoral counsel and instruction should also be sought by young men and women who 

are still under the authority of their parents. In case of a disagreement about a course of 

action between parents and children, it is the duty of the elders to enter the picture and to 

set forth biblical principles and guidelines to settle the controversy.   

 

 

d. Sexual Touch 

 

Furthermore, it is essential for both parties to recognize in advance and eventually to 

agree that for the duration of this phase of the preparation they should abstain from 

sexual contact. This is not a recommendation or an option. It is a non-negotiable 

imperative. This is so for a variety of reasons. 

     First, God has not given the body for freewheeling and wholesale recreation. Those 

who succumb to that temptation, are victimized by the “lust of the eyes” and the “lust of 

the flesh” (1 John 2:16). Therefore, the general policy of (lustful) eyes off, ears off, and 

hands off, whether in the context of movies, literature, sports, or any kind of intimate 

interaction and physical proximity, applies as well, and possibly to an even greater 

degree, during the time of “courtship.” 

     Second, the body belongs to God and to no one else. Until marriage it is to stay that 

way. Therefore, also in the preparation for marriage, eyes off and hands off! Since it is 

not yours in the present, and may never be yours in the future, do not act as if it is yours, 

and do not attempt to claim it in whole or in part before the proper time. 

     Third, marriage is a ministry. This should already be experienced in the preparatory 

process. The order of ministry is always spirituality, humanity and, only then, sexuality. 

The focus during the preparation process should be the first two areas. The third one 

should wait until marriage. This is not only biblical. It is also wise. After all, if the first 

two areas do not come into their own, the third one will remain basically an empty 

experience.       

     The fourth reason, however, is the most practical in this context and from that 

perspective possibly the most pertinent.  Sexual contact creates a kind of euphoria that is 

not quite realistic before marriage, neither is it without danger. As it feeds on itself, it will 

eventually lead to sexual intoxication to one degree or another. In fact, since it works like 

a drug, not dissimilar to alcohol, and an ever more extensive and intensive contact is 

necessary for it to remain satisfying, an ever increasing intoxication can be expected. A 

loss of self-control is inevitable. Many a young man and woman have bitterly regretted 

its net effect, up to and including sexual relations, pregnancy, abortion, or an illegitimate 

child, and all that this entails for the future. 

     In short, sexual intoxication destroys communication and all that this implies. It 

impairs sound judgment, and becomes oblivious to the need for it. As a result it strikes a 

deadly blow at biblical decision making, problem solving, and planning for the future.   

     To illustrate this in the area of problem solving, a Friday evening quarrel sees both 

parties part company in an emotional turmoil and on rather unfriendly terms. By the time 

Saturday evening comes around, the emotions have died down. Upon renewed, 

pleasurable, sexual contact both are mollified and have the tendency to let bygones be 

bygones, sucked into believing that the problem was not so serious after all, and in case 

of need will solve itself, if it has not solved itself already. If there is still a lurking 
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question mark, it is soon silenced by the “conviction” that it will be taken care of in the 

next standoff. After all, peace has been restored. Both parties are once again on friendly 

terms. And hope springs eternal! 

     What is overlooked, however, is that marriage does not know or allow for a 24-hour 

separation and cooling off period. Furthermore, the problem was not solved. Neither is, 

or will, any problem be solved “routinely.” It was swept under the rug and has joined all 

the others that may already have accumulated! Every time this happens the man misses 

an excellent opportunity to find out whether he can give a loving and responsible kind of 

leadership that is sacrificial and sanctifying. For the woman a similar opportunity goes by 

the board to determine whether she can show loving and responsible submission that 

leaves her fully and respectfully content. All this is regrettable. It becomes frightening, 

however, when it is recognized that a habit is cultivated that dodges problems and refuses 

to handle them. This is a blueprint for future disaster. Eventually the sparks will fly, the 

accumulated fuel is threatened, and the imagination can supply the rest of the story.    

     It would be more than ironic if that would not occur until after the marriage vows 

were exchanged. It would be (potentially) tragic! The artificial peace is unexpectedly and 

suddenly shattered, the awakening is rude, the sparks are bound to cause a fire, and the 

outcome is anyone's guess. 

     But there is more. Sexual intoxication not only short circuits biblical communication 

and what this entails. It also puts a specific stumbling block in the way of dealing with 

the two essential qualifying questions, suggested by Ephesians 5:22-33. 

     This is hardly surprising. After all the lust in man produces irresponsibility, while the 

lust (to be lusted after) in the woman leads to domination. When both irresponsibility and 

domination prevail, the two questions that aim at producing precisely the opposite, 

namely responsible love and loving submission, must by definition remain unasked. At 

this point it may well become downright catastrophic if the realities formulated in the two 

basic questions are not faced until after the marriage is performed. 

     All this warrants the conclusion that it amounts to criminal negligence on the part of 

both the parents and the elders in the church, if during the preparation for marriage this 

biblical teaching is not set forth with great seriousness, clarity, and persuasiveness.  

Further, it is gross neglect of duty if sexual intoxication is to go unchecked in disregard 

of the biblical teaching.   

     Let us recognize what is at stake! If a man and a woman, however fine Christians they 

may be, do not qualify before God in terms of Ephesians 5:22-23, problems that 

eventually will arise from this could result in a serious loss of effectiveness on the part of 

both in their total kingdom service, not to speak of even graver possibilities such as the 

breakdown of the marriage and the family.   

     It should be noted that the sexual touch, which ought to be rejected at this stage for 

fear of sexual intoxication, rendering the parties incompetent in their judgment and 

paralyzing them in their willingness or ability to deal with the two qualifying questions, 

should not be equated with the physical touch. The Bible clearly makes a distinction.  

Members of the congregation are told to greet each other with a holy kiss. That this is 

physical no one will deny. That this is sexual everyone should deny.   

     In addition to this, physical contact in the course of a day may well be quite frequent, 

a handshake, an encouraging tap on the shoulder, etc. Only in some perverted exception 
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is this sexual in nature. This is even less likely in involuntary contact as brushing 

someone else in a busy shopping center or airport. 

     But someone may protest, “How is it possible to determine the difference between 

physical and sexual touch?” The answer is quite simple. “You will know! You will 

experientially know, whether you admit it or not, what kind of touch it is, when you 

initiate contact by means of an all too hungry roving eye or an all too eager moving hand.  

And when someone else takes the initiative, you can also readily tell whether it stirs you 

and produces sexual arousal.”   

     In either case, take action to prevent or cure! In the preparation for marriage it will 

already go a long way when the man will exercise self-control by his refusal to be 

sexually aggressive and the woman will exercise the same by her decision to dress in a 

way that is modest and not provocative.  

     One additional item for the woman! When she is convinced that a man who invites her 

to find out whether they would qualify as future spouses, fully aims to follow the biblical 

guidelines in a prospective and preparatory courtship, especially in the area of sexual 

touch, and she is ready to contemplate marriage, her answer can always be “Yes, unless 

and until God stops me.” She does not run any risk and she is not in any danger, not even 

when her emotionality is in neutral, or even tends to run negative. By seeking the answer 

to the two qualifying questions the “couple” will assess whether all the ingredient 

elements for a godly marriage are present. This includes the proper emotionality, the 

proper volition, the proper ability, etc. If these elements do not show up, God stops them, 

and no harm is done. After all, both prospective partners will agree in advance that in 

case there is no prospect for a biblical marriage on either part, they will cheerfully go 

their own way rather than sin before God. In fact, they end up with a net, positive, gain. 

The learning process of their “go around” will ensure that the next one will go much 

more smoothly.   

  

 

e. Communication 

 

The third ground rule pertains to communication. This has been discussed in general. It 

now will be applied to the focused preparation phase. Communication in this phase must 

be marked by complete openness. No area, subject, or issue is in principle or ultimately 

out of bounds.  

      However, there are practical and discretionary reasons why a manageable and an 

appropriate order should prevail. It is not practical to enter into a conversation on the first 

date over a lovely dinner about a subject for which you need a computer to make sense.  

Neither is it discretionary to discuss the privileges and responsibilities in the area of 

sexual relations on that occasion. In either case, the choice of topic would not mark an 

ostentatious beginning of the relationship. 

     The three phases of the focused preparation for marriage, and specifically the order in 

which they are addressed, should assist in determining what is and what may not be 

appropriate at a given time. In these phases the couple must learn to assess the past, 

handle the present, and face the future. Since it is advisable to cover these areas 

consecutively, anything that requires future planning ordinarily will not surface in the 

early goings of the focused preparation.   
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     To be sure, the order of topics is not so mechanical and wooden that issues, which 

emerge suddenly and require a hard look on the spot, must by definition be deferred until 

their projected time slot. Far from it! Whenever immediate attention and action are called 

for, immediate attention must be given and immediate action must be taken. The man-

woman relationship is not here for order. But order is here for the man-woman 

relationship.   

     At the same time, the urgent should not be allowed to preclude a systematic discussion 

at set times and in an appropriate order. However strange this may seem, it is well within 

the realm of possibilities. In fact, it is strongly recommended that the various areas, 

issues, and subjects are systematically treated in the historical order indicated.   

     The first systematic focus is upon the past. Sufficient time is to be set aside to touch 

upon all the topics that a counselor deems important or either one of the partners wishes 

to discuss. If anything from the past needs to be settled, let it be settled at this juncture.   

     The second systematic focus is upon the present. All issues of current concern ought 

to be considered and handled. At this point a track record ought to be established of 

responsible love in terms of both sacrificial and sanctifying leadership and full and 

respectful submission.   

     The third systematic focus is upon the future. Anything that can be anticipated ought 

to become a topic of conversation. Further, every decision of which it is known that it 

eventually must be made, should be made before the start of the marriage.  Goals should 

be established. Plans should be made. Policies should be drawn up. Strategies should be 

mapped out. All this will add to the track record, which in turn produces confidence.  

“Did we settle the past together,” and “Can we handle the present together,” is now 

augmented by “Can we face the future together?”   

     This section of the track record is not an optional nicety. It is a must. There is no 

reason to believe that decisions can be made “tomorrow,” if they cannot be made today. 

What if one partner is ambivalent about, or can muster only a half-hearted agreement 

with, a decision that the other partner regards as non-negotiable?  In such case a mutual 

pledge of unwavering and whole-hearted support for the decision is required from both 

partners, if the focused preparation for marriage is to go forward. Incidentally, it would 

be a mistake to think that a pledge of support is based upon agreement. Such pledge is 

based upon the nature of the divinely ordained authority structure. It is mandated, 

whether there is agreement or not. Therefore, if a disagreement is such that support “must 

be” (principially) or is (practically) withheld, the conclusion is unavoidable that the end 

of the preparation has arrived, and that "the tap must be turned off."     

 

 

f. Programmatic Approach 

 

Before all this is fleshed out further in Part III, several observations may be helpful.   

     First, this approach supplies structure as well as flexibility. As lists of subjects, to be 

discussed and dealt with, are drawn up according to the threefold focus, a programmatic 

treatment is insured. This can be expected to give rise to a directed and purposeful study 

of Scripture as one of its main benefits. After all, Scripture does have the final word and 

should be consulted again and again in the same systematic way in which the 

programmatic treatment unfolds. At the same time, it will diminish the tendency to shove 
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problems under the rug. When the time to tackle them has arrived, the couple will face 

them squarely. Especially after a number of successes there may even be an excitement to 

see not whether but how the next problem will be solved! 

     Second, this approach produces harmonious growth and timely progress. No issues 

need to be settled before their time or to drag on indefinitely. No decisions have to be 

made prematurely or belatedly. In the area of sexuality, for example, previous sinful 

behavior, the vulnerability to temptation, and the parameters of sexual relations can be 

dealt with in the time frame reserved for the past, the present, and the future respectively.  

As the earlier issues are resolved there is a growing skill and confidence to tackle and 

settle the later ones. 

     Third, this approach categorizes the areas and subjects for discussion in an order of 

increasing difficulty. In the spectrum of issues that present themselves in the historical 

order it seems that the decisions that are to be made become steadily more far reaching in 

their interpersonal implications and more significant in their interpersonal impact. To 

settle the past is one thing. To deal with the present is another. But to come to grips with 

the future is quite something else again.   

     This is a good thing. It is fitting that successful communication on the less difficult 

issues should precede the communication on the more difficult ones. This is the nature of 

the proper learning process. Also, when the earlier issues cannot be solved, the 

preparation comes to a grinding halt, and no time or energy needs to be spent on the later, 

more difficult ones. 

     Fourth, this approach allows for a specific timetable, consistent counseling, and 

regular monitoring. All this is invaluable. For one thing, the parties can now agree to 

focus on the two qualifying questions for a period of a year, or a year and a half, 

depending upon the speed with which they work through the list, and the time they take 

to build a track record of biblical obedience in their relationship to each other.  The 

recommendation is to take at least half of the time between the start of the relationship 

and the first opportunity for marriage. 

     At the end of that time period they are committed to make an honest evaluation and to 

settle the matter by answering the questions. Naturally, during the course of that time 

period they are wise to share with each other their encouragement or discouragement 

with their (lack of) progress. When the preparation period is getting nowhere they should 

cut their losses as soon as possible.   

     It is recommended that godly parents or elders, and preferably both, be involved in the 

focused preparation on a regular basis and according to a well-defined program.  

“Counselors” are invaluable to provide advice, to monitor progress, to measure 

achievements, and to help narrow down areas of success and failure. Additional attention 

then can be given where it appears to be needed. 

     Let it once again be emphasized that the value of “counselors” to be involved in the 

focused preparation on a regular basis cannot be overestimated. They will keep a 

watchful eye on the process, measure accomplishments, and help narrow down the areas 

of success and failure. Additional attention can be given where it appears needed. 

     In fact, it is incumbent upon parents and elders all along continuously to point out in 

family and church the requirements of sacrificial and edifying love on the part of the man 

and loving submission on the part of the woman. Proper role modeling on their part, of 

course, would give this an extra impetus. Thus godly children and church members in 
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their focused preparation for marriage would be eminently equipped to deal with the 

qualifying questions and under God upon the affirmative answers be ready to enter into 

marriage in obedience. 

 

 

g. Decision Making 

 

The fourth ground rule pertains to proper decision making within the framework of the 

focused preparation. At times decisions will be hard to come by, whether in assessing the 

past, handling the present, or facing the future. In fact, sharp disagreements may arise.  In 

a word, how does one get out of a logjam?  

     When the Bible has something pertinent to say, the issue can be laid to rest 

immediately. But how to proceed, where the Bible does not seem to have any input or 

clearly does not address an issue? Here both the leadership of the man and the submissive 

spirit of the woman are (finally) put to the test.   

     As far as the man is concerned, what kind of leadership can he display and how does 

he implement it? It has already been argued that in proper communication both parties 

must be able to have their full say in any matter. They must be able to open their hearts in 

all honesty and without fear of the consequences. It is naturally assumed that this is done 

with the necessary self-control, the appropriate terminology, and the correct goal, in 

short, properly.  

     Well, this also must be the case when in the preparation of marriage issues have to be 

settled where Scripture is silent. It is a matter of common courtesy and proper respect for 

a man to invite a woman to share her thoughts freely without interruption and without 

curtailment. But it is also a matter of appropriate humility and exemplary wisdom for a 

(potential) leader fully to draw out his (potential) partner in marriage. She is gifted and 

insightful in her own way, and he stands in need of all of it, and probably more. It also 

will give him an opportunity to determine, whether what they both have to offer is 

promising for a future together. The preparation for marriage is in full swing!   

     When the outlook upon the assessment of the problem is similar, it is to be expected 

that the solution is rather easy to come by. After all, the general direction of their thinking 

is identical, and agreement about what to do in the situation comes rather naturally.  

When there is a good dose of sanctified sense in both of them, this probably will be the 

case most of the time. But what, when there is a vast difference in outlook and 

assessment and not a semblance of agreement in the proposed solution? 

     This brings us to the woman. Especially when she has had her full say, it is now her 

turn to show the proper recognition and wisdom in the situation. His is the (potential) 

leadership and his the (potential) responsibility in the marriage relationship, and that by 

God's appointment. So she invites him to assume that leadership in obedience to God. In 

doing so she gives evidence that she does not want to put him in the (near) impossible 

situation of being dominated by her while retaining full responsibility over the outcome.  

In doing so she also encourages him to familiarize himself with the reigns of leadership 

that will eventually be his. In the process she finds out whether he has what it takes to 

make a proper marriage partner. If the outlook seems promising she has the added 

satisfaction of knowing that she is a vital part in his learning process, which will 

ultimately be beneficial to herself. 
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     Returning once again to the man, having the benefit of the input of his (potential) 

partner, he is now thrust into a position to show the kind of leadership of which he is 

capable. God requires him to be loving and responsible, sacrificial without being a 

pushover, and edifying without being a dogmatist. If is far from easy to give all these 

elements their proper due. While the man should keep in mind that he may not be self-

serving, he must and eventually does make the decision. In doing so, he may not 

necessarily expect an immediate and automatic agreement. This is neither realistic nor 

proper, especially not when in the prior conversation the disagreement appeared to be 

sharp.  But he may and must expect full and respectful support once the decision has been 

made. 

     There is no magic formula to determine when a man in a display of edifying 

leadership should insist on a course of action and when he in a show of sacrificial 

leadership should yield to the wishes of his wife. Such formula does not exist. This 

makes it even more imperative that the woman carefully monitor his track record. 

     If the woman is consistently uncomfortable with the man's leadership and she 

continuously experiences stirrings of distress about it, the relationship should come to an 

end.  If the man is the first one to recognize this, he must take the initiative and terminate 

the relationship as a “final” act of biblical, and sacrificial, leadership. To drag on a 

relationship under such circumstances would be a sin. (Of course, termination for this 

cause is not an option once the marriage is in place. But more about that later!)   

     It is interesting to note that in one instance an advice of that sort was heeded by the 

man. The net effect was that after a relatively short period of time the woman took 

another close look at the situation, came to the conclusion that her distress was not 

warranted and had a remarkable change of attitude. A truly biblical and happy marriage 

resulted.   

     On the other hand, if the man is oblivious to the situation, the woman should take the 

initiative. In a second instance the woman received this advice and however difficult it 

was by virtue of her deep and continuing love for the man, she terminated the 

relationship. This time it was the man who rather quickly began to recognize that in his 

selfishness he made life pretty much impossible for her. A deep repentance and a quest 

for forgiveness followed. Once again, after some further bumps and adjustments a 

biblical marriage and a godly home was the result. 

     If the man is consistently uncomfortable with the woman's (lack of) submission and he 

is frustrated that he is not getting anywhere, it is, once again, advisable to bring the 

relationship to an end. He should not wish to hang on. If the woman is the first one to 

become aware that his type of leadership leaves too much to be desired, it is she who 

should bring it out in the open. If, on the other hand, the woman is oblivious to the 

situation, the man should take the initiative and force the issue. Of course, the necessary 

soul searching, preferably in conjunction with biblical counseling, is called for. But if it is 

not effective, there is no other choice. They should relinquish the relationship without 

prejudice. It is a plain fact that not all Christians are marriageable to all Christians. All 

things being equal there is no need to attach blame. At any rate, without a track record of 

proper leadership and appropriate submission, any justifiable reason to enter into 

marriage vanishes. It would be presumptuous to proceed. It would be tempting God. It 

would be a sin. 
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     This, then, sets the stage for the discussion of the three clusters of basic questions that 

can roughly be categorized in terms of the past, the present, and the future.  

     One would have to be omniscient to cover all conceivable issues that will arise in 

marriage in advance. But it is not unrealistic to expect that those problems be addressed 

and settled satisfactorily that have their roots in the past, already beg for attention in the 

present, or are sure to be faced in the future. They will undoubtedly be sufficiently 

representative of what eventually is to come so that their resolution will inspire justified 

confidence in the future.   

 

 

h. Never Too Late! 

 

In Part III I am going to pose some concrete questions that ought to be answered, and to 

suggest the kind of answers that must be given before a couple should ever commit to 

marriage. Sadly most married couples have never confronted these questions. Fewer still 

have answered them in a biblical way. If they read this book, they may well have a 

growing conviction that they really did not qualify for marriage, when they said: “I do.” 

As a result of this, the relationship may be tension filled, may even seem unbearable, and 

appear to be hopeless. If you are one of those couples, what is your next step? Should you 

conclude that their marriage, as a big mistake, ought to be abandoned? Nothing could be 

more wrong. God hates divorce, whether it is biblically justified or not, and he only 

permits it in case of a divorceable offense. An ill-advised exchange of the marriage vows 

is not one of them. Only fornication, consisting of adultery, homosexuality, lesbianism or 

bestiality, qualifies as such (Mt. 5:32). The offense of unilateral abandonment, as 

envisioned in 1 Cor. 7:10-16, appears to be restricted to a specific mission situation or 

evangelistic context, where a new Christian is deserted by the unbelieving spouse, who is 

unwilling to put up with the transformation that has taken place. 

     Strange as it may seem, God in both his providence and love used, uses, and will use 

the “folly” of partners, who vowed “to their own hurt” (Ps. 15:4), to chisel and mold both 

of them so as to produce holiness. “Your marriage is now the realm of sanctification.  

The great news is that even if you did not ask and answer the pertinent questions properly 

before you married, you can still learn to ask and answer them now! The road may be 

tougher to travel, but with God's grace it can be done. It will take humility, repentance, 

teachability, responsibility and self-discipline. More than that, it will take the powerful 

and loving work of the Holy Spirit in both of you. But nothing is impossible with God.  

Shall he who gave us his Son not also freely give you every good thing (Rom. 8:32)?  

Why would that exclude the transformation of your tension-filled relationship into a 

glorious marriage?”   

     This, of course, may never be an excuse for Christians to rush carelessly into an 

exchange of vows. Any couple that takes the focused preparation seriously will in 

advance determine that they will "turn off the tap" in obedience to God's Word and by his 

grace, if they do not fully qualify, in terms of their emotions, volitions, ability, proven 

track record, etc.  
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PART III 
 

 

THE FOCUSED PREPARATION FOR MARRIAGE 
 

 

Chapter 7 
 

 

Assessing the Past 
 

 

Introduction 
 

In the final phase of marriage preparation both the man and the woman must concentrate 

on answering the question whether they qualify before God in terms of Ephesians 5:22-

33.  Is the man willing and able cheerfully to show total and tender love in terms of 

sacrificial and sanctifying leadership? Is the woman willing and able to show cheerful 

acceptance of that leadership in terms of full and respectful submission? Only if this is 

their prime focus, can they promise each other, and hope to fulfill that promise, that their 

newly initiated one-to-one relationship will be enriching for both of them, however it will 

develop and finally turn out.   

     This stands to reason. Such concentration has obedience to God as the ultimate 

rationale, and indicates a pursuit of holiness. This must be enriching by definition! Even 

the possible decision to terminate the relationship in this framework would be such, since 

it can be expected to be based upon a disqualification before God, and thus it would be 

embedded in the pursuit of practical godliness as an act of obedience. 

     The first set of issues to be covered systematically focuses the attention upon the past. 

In order to deal with the past satisfactorily a mixture of full disclosure and careful 

probing is necessary.   

     Full disclosure should be made about everything and anything that is known to be 

significant, however sensitive or potentially damaging it may be. It also brings on the 

table whatever one of the parties in the relationship wishes to explore, however 

insignificant or irrelevant it may seem. If nothing else, this will be part of a process in 

which both partners will learn already in the preparation for marriage that neither one 

may declare anything out of bounds for the other within marriage. 

     Careful probing to one degree or another will prove to be unavoidable, indeed is 

advisable, when areas or issues are encountered that are marked by uncertainty or lack of 

insight but nevertheless require an assessment or certain conclusions. A number of areas, 

both God-ward and man-ward, where both disclosure and probing should take place will 

now be enumerated. 
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1. God-ward Assessment 
 

 

a. Basic Relationship to God 

 

Of course, the first area of inquiry is that of the relationship to God. Much has been said 

about this already. So only a number of fundamental questions will be suggested here.  

Are both parties born again, as evidenced by repentance toward God and faith toward the 

Lord Jesus (Acts 20:21)? Is there a hunger and thirst for forgiveness and holiness? Is 

there an embrace of Christ, a “closing” with him, an “eating and drinking” (John 6:51-58) 

of him, which only can satisfy that hunger and thirst? In short, do they both love the Lord 

Jesus with “joy inexpressible and full of glory” (1 Pet. 1:8)? 

     Is there an abiding in Christ and the accompanying presence of the Spirit (Rom. 8:9), 

which yields “much fruit” (John 15:5) and produces “rivers of living water” (John 7:37-

39)? Is there a track record of devotion to the Word and fellowship in the Assembly of 

God's people (Acts 2:42; Heb. 10:23-25)? Is there personal assimilation of Scripture 

through the exercise of prayer (John 15:7)? Is there concrete obedience to the law of God 

(Heb. 10:16-17)? Is the fruit of the Holy Spirit unmistakable (Gal. 5:22)? Is there a 

preparedness both to encourage and to be encouraged, to stimulate and to be stimulated, 

to exhort and to be exhorted, to admonish and to be admonished, to rebuke and to be 

rebuked, toward a closer walk with God with all that this entails (Prov. 27:5-6; Rom. 

15:14; Heb. 3:13; 10:24)?   

     If the answers to these questions tend to be in the affirmative, is there a willingness to 

have all this verified by a third party, preferably a counselor who is and remains in 

regular touch with the preparation for marriage? The myth ought to be exploded, in any 

context for that matter, that a verbal profession of faith must be accepted at face value. It 

is not biblical to hold that such profession, however well worded, must stand by 

definition, until it is disproved. This puts the person in whose presence it is made in an 

awkward and uncomfortable position. No, such profession does not stand until it is 

demonstrated to be true. This puts the burden of proof in the right place. Faith must be 

displayed in obedient and holy conduct before it can expect or insist on a stamp of human 

approval, or for that matter of divine approval. 

     It is fully recognized that the questions suggested here are general in nature. They may 

be fleshed out, however, with the material of the previous chapter. At the same time, they 

are quite comprehensive. So they require a thorough knowledge of Scripture and its 

content. Ultimately they are designed to determine whether one is in pursuit of the man-

centered goal of happiness or the God-centered goal of holiness. The former has the seeds 

of destruction in itself, the latter the seeds of true prosperity.  

 

 

b. Spiritual Gifts 

 

The second area of inquiry is that of spiritual gifts. This is introduced because it lends 

itself as possibly no other area to determine the level of someone’s spiritual commitment, 

obedience, growth, and usefulness in the Kingdom of God. And the latter partners in a 

Christian marriage do, and would, wish to be in evidence before anything else, would 
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they not?     

     Parallel to godly “speaking” (Eph. 4:15) and “exemplifying” (Acts 2:43-47) biblical 

truth in a spirit of love as the two basic manifestations of Christian profession comprising 

the “internal ministry” within the corporate fabric of the Church, God through his Spirit 

has established two areas of spiritual gifts.
30

 The first is the gift of “speaking” the Word 

(“the oracles of God”), the second the gift of benevolent “service” (1 Pet. 4:11). The 

speaking area, also characterized as “prophecy” (“forthtelling” the Word of God; Rom. 

12:6b) by Paul, can be subdivided into “teaching” (Rom. 12:7b) and “exhorting” (Rom. 

12:8a), while the serving area (Rom. 12:7a), again according to Paul, can be subdivided 

into “sharing” (Rom. 12:8b), “caring” (Rom. 12:8c) and “showing mercy” (Rom. 12:8d). 

     The term “prophecy” stands for the general gift of being God's mouthpiece (Acts 

2:17). Of the two subheadings, in which this is broken down, “teaching” stands for the 

systematic presentation of the truth that is (“theology”) and the truth that ought to be 

(“ethics”). “Exhorting” aims at the application of the truth that is and the implementation 

of the truth that ought to be. This term in the original is very versatile. It practically runs 

the gamut all by itself, from consolation, encouragement, urging, beseeching, and 

exhortation to confrontation, while admonition, rebuke, and excommunication are three 

stages that would naturally follow, if these go unheeded. In a word, “exhorting” gives 

feet to “teaching” (1 Tim. 6:2). Incidentally, these two gifts are in “desperate” need of 

each other. (Biblical) teaching without exhorting produces a Church that is “rich” in 

content but “sedentary” in its comfort zone. It is not, and never will be, a Church on the 

(Biblical) move and is therefore lamentably short in impact. (Biblical) exhorting without 

teaching hangs in the air and ends up with a Church that is not only “poor” in content, but 

also “sedentary.” After all, without being sold on Biblical teaching, it does not see a 

reason to move.   

     The “technical” concept of “serving” encompasses all sorts of ministries in the body 

of Christ. The only exception appears to be the ministry of the Word. It seeks to provide 

general assistance and give direction, where needed, so that everything will proceed in an 

orderly and efficient fashion. It also desires to provide opportunities and meet needs so 

that the future can be faced with new courage.   

     Of its three parts “sharing” stands for a generous giving of oneself and one's talents, 

time, energy or funds wherever, whenever, and however conditions require. This gift 

deals with needs that are easily recognizable or can be ascertained with only some slight 

probing.   

     “Caring” goes deeper. It penetrates below the surface and as such complements 

“sharing.” By being observant it may recognize a troubled heart. By intuition it may 

sense wider ramifications. By asking the right questions it may uncover additional issues 

that are equally vital for the solution of the problem. When it has completed its mission, it 

leaves a sense of well being in its wake. Beneficiaries do not simply find themselves 

grateful recipients of some time spent or some funds received, but truly “cared for.”   

     “Showing mercy” is the capstone. Mercy is only mercy when it is extended in 

situations where perishing is the only alternative (Lk. 10:37; 18:13). Some folks are in a 

bind. They are in need money or a helping hand. Christian individuals provide the money 

                                                           
30

 If evangelism could also be characterized as both a commanded manifestation of Christian profession 

(Mt. 28:19-20) and a spiritual gift (Mt. 4:19), it would be the heart and core of the "external ministry" of 

the Church.  
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or extend the helping hand. They “share.” Other folks are in distress. They experience life 

as a painful pressure cooker. They need relief on a deeper level than money or in a more 

extensive way than merely a helping hand. Additional Christian individuals enter into the 

situation, and go out of their way to find a solution. They bind up wounds. They “care.” 

Again other folks are at the end of their ropes. They seem to be “drowning.” They think 

and talk suicide. Here the need for “mercy” emerges. Money, a helping hand, relieving 

distress, binding up wounds, none of these will do any longer. They are no longer 

enough. Precisely at this point God has ordained a third kind of individuals, with the gift 

of mercy in the body of Jesus Christ, to salvage seemingly impossible situations. In short, 

they do, and must, come to the rescue. The occurrence of terminal situations does not 

produce a panic or a paralysis in them. On the contrary, in them the body of Christ rises 

to the occasion, handles seemingly impossible situations with competence, and provides a 

lifeline. 

     The importance of dealing with the issue of spiritual gifts in the preparation for 

marriage lies on the face of it. Since every believer in the internal ministry in the fabric of 

the Church has received one of the five gifts mentioned above in one of the two areas (1 

Pet. 4:10), the absence of such gifts would spell the absence of Christianity. The latter, of 

course, would precipitate a crisis in the preparation for marriage. It would lead to either 

the termination of the relationship, which under the circumstances would ultimately not 

amount to a great loss, or repentance, faith, a living relationship and a walk with Christ, 

which would constitute an enormous gain. 

     Further, if the parties are believers but cannot identify their gifts, it points to factual 

ignorance, false modesty, plain laziness or frightening indifference. No one should be 

desirous to marry a non-Christian. But neither should one be willing to take as a life 

partner someone who is ignorant, lazy or indifferent. So all this functions as a prod to 

take immediate steps to remedy the situation. The remedy is basically quite simple. On 

the one hand, every one of the gifts mentioned is just that, a gift sovereignly dispensed by 

the Holy Spirit. As such it cannot be manufactured or produced by man. On the other 

hand, however, the substance of every one of these gifts is also a matter of obedience.  

This applies to the gifts mentioned in the general headings as well as in the sub-headings.  

Every believer should be a spokesman of God (Acts 2:17) and a servant of the body (Gal. 

5:13) in a general way. More specifically he ought to be able to teach (Heb. 5:12), to 

exhort (Heb. 3:13), to share (Lk. 3:11), to care (Rom. 16:2), and to show mercy (Jam. 

2:13). 

     The way to the recognition of one's gift is pretty well suggested by this. One does not 

attain to it mysteriously or by special revelation, but by hard labor.
31

 Only when bent 

                                                           
31

 The Schools of Evangelism, Preaching/Teaching, and Diaconal Services that I have conducted in East 

Africa over the last few years represent “hard labor.” They function as Christian “Boot Camps,” “Pressure 

Cookers of Obedience,” “Microwaves,” or “Supervised Stress Tests.” They last up to a month. Apart from 

the regular meals one hour of prayer in the early morning is followed by up to four hours of instruction and 

up to six hours of hands-on “practicum,” whether evangelism, teaching, or serving for slightly more than 

one week. Then the practicum is extended to the whole day for another two weeks or so. It is my 

experience that usually by the conclusion of the hands-on training period the gift has “popped out,” 

speaking or serving with a view to the internal ministry of the Church, or evangelism with a view to its 

external ministry. The recipients at that time are invariably “God-mandated,” “Father-initiated,” “Christ-

activated,” “Spirit-propelled,” “self-impelled ” and therefore “unstoppable” in their ministry, and have just 

as invariably the same “response” in word and deed, “If you do not use me, you abuse me, and you will 

lose me.” Since such “boot camps” are extremely rare in the Church, it does not come as a surprise that, 
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upon obedience in each of one of the gift areas, will the believer recognize where God 

has bestowed a special gift of grace. The leadership of the Church, elders in the speaking 

and deacons in the acting office, would do well to stimulate and guide the membership in 

the discovery of their gifts by making opportunities of teaching, exhorting, sharing, 

caring and showing mercy available. Sooner or later it will become manifest to 

individuals and to the body where their God-given niche is and where they displays their 

God-given effectiveness. When all this is in evidence, gift recipients will prove to be 

(indomitably) self-propelled in the use of their gift and tell the Church, “If you do not use 

me, you will lose me.” Until this stage is reached believers may have an inclination of 

sorts where they may prefer to serve, but they certainly cannot, and may not, claim that 

they have located their gift. Even at that level of surrender to our Lord Jesus there will be 

a constant need to “rekindle the gift” (2 Tim. 1:6) through ever prayerfully abiding in 

Christ and ever constantly being filled with the Holy Spirit.            

     Why concentration upon the area of spiritual gifts is recommended during the 

preparation for marriage, speaks now practically for itself. It will show quickly of what 

“spiritual stuff” the parties are made! If they cannot identify their gift, to what extent are 

they eager to say good bye to their ignorance, laziness or indifference? In fact, how 

quickly will they seek to exemplify this mark of their Christianity? Once again, they 

would do well to search out their gifts under the watchful eyes and the stimulating 

counsel of the leaders of the church. These should be the men in the know. As such they 

are pivotal for gift development. Of course, even apart from the preparation for marriage 

the leadership in the Church should expose the members to situations where their gift 

area becomes evident to themselves and to the assembly of believers. Incidentally, gift 

development is essential for a self-perpetuating leadership (2 Tim. 2:2). Provided that 

they meet the biblical qualifications, as laid down in 1 Timothy 3:1-13, elders should be 

recruited from those men who display a speaking gift, and deacons from those who 

demonstrate an acting gift.   

     In concluding this section, it has been well said that the speaking gift is the non-

negotiable prerequisite for the office of Pastor-Teacher (elder, “bishop”), just as the 

serving gift is the prerequisite for the office of Deacon. Do not “saddle” anyone with an 

office for which he is not equipped. It is a blueprint for failure. There is every reason to 

                                                                                                                                                                             

according to most church leaders, no more than 15% of the membership is self-impelled. At any rate, self-

impelled individuals make for awesome marriages! Incidentally, there is also biblical reason to believe that 

God has graced specific believers with the gift of Evangelism (Mt. 4:19; Acts 6:8). In order to “pop up” this 

gift there is a need for “Boot Camps” as well. Further, the recognition of it paves the way to the office of 

Evangelist (Acts 8:5ff, 26ff; 21:8; Eph. 4:10). Every believer has the mandate, privilege, urge, and delight 

to evangelize (Mt. 28:19; Acts 8:4; 11:19ff) and every pastor-teacher is under the joyful obligation to do 

the “work of an evangelist” to bring his ministry to (its) full(est) expression (2 Tim. 4:5). But the 

Evangelist is apparently the “Spear point” of a “Marching Church,” who with the assistance of his 

Lieutenants, graced with the gift of evangelism, mobilizes the “Privates,” all the believers, under order to 

evangelize. This turns a church that is dominated and controlled by pastors-teachers, also called overseers 

(bishops) (1 Tim 3:1; Tit. 1:7), or (ruling) elders (Acts 14:23; 20:17; 1 Tit. 1:5), whether they have the 

specific function of regular preaching or not (1 Tim. 5:17), into a stifling and eventually into a dying 

Church, if they (1) do not see the necessity of having a (fulltime) Evangelist (Acts 21:8), (2) do not seek to 

employ someone for programmatic evangelistic outreach (Acts 8:26ff; 13:1ff), (3) are not engaged in the 

work of an evangelist themselves in addition to their focal mandate (2 Tim. 4:5), and (4) do not, or refuse 

to, activate believers to evangelize (Acts 11:19-21). Church history is there to demonstrate this in living 

(read: dead) colors!               
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believe that something similar, if not the same, applies to the office of Evangelist (Eph. 

4:11). Apparently there is an evangelistic gift that is geared for the external ministry of 

the Church and prepares for the office of Evangelist (See Footnote 30 as well as Mt. 4:19; 

Acts 21:8). If this is the case, it should not come as a surprise to find out that the 

prospective mate is graced with this external ministry gift. At any rate, the principle 

stands. Until the gift “pops out,” the future mate is below biblical par, if a Christian at all.      

 

 

c. Godly Conduct and Progress 

     

The third area of inquiry is that of patterns of godly conduct and progress. The aim, of 

course, is not judgmental condemnation but mutual sharing, encouragement, change, and 

growth. 

     Total openness and honesty must be the hallmark here. This is especially to be 

remembered when on the more negative side there has been a history, pattern, or occasion 

of sin that had a generally molding influence or left a specific mark that either had 

consequences or still has a lingering effect, even if it may have been forgiven. However 

painful it is at the moment, great care should be taken that pertinent information is 

supplied and that no skeletons can come out of the closet at a later and usually most 

inopportune time. 

     This applies to transgressions against any of God's Ten Commandments as well as to 

all the activity of the flesh (Gal. 5:19-21). Careful and prayerful consideration in this 

regard will prove to be time well spent. 

     But there seems biblical warrant to apply it specifically to sin in the sexual area. Its 

peculiar seriousness, in its consequence, if not its essence, can hardly be denied in the 

light of the biblical witness that an instance of premarital sexual sin destroys the marriage 

after it belatedly comes to light (Deut. 22:13-21). 

     Confession must be made for improper sexual touch, fornication, illegitimate 

pregnancy, abortion, homosexuality or lesbianism. Peeping Tom’s must share their past, 

as should those who have frequented establishments of pornography, nude dancing or 

massage parlors, and those who have been addicted to magazines or after-hour TV 

programs that display sexual filth. 

     It is wholesome to “come clean” this way. Since there should be no secrets in a 

marriage relationship, this puts a pattern of disclosure in place. Also, since an early 

twisted and warped lifestyle at times casts long shadows, present openness paves the way 

for future cooperation in dealing with them. 

     Proper confessions, however, never do, and never should, dissipate in general 

expressions of regret, let alone in an apologetic stance of one kind or another in view of 

alleged mitigating circumstances. This will at best evoke a response of early sympathy, 

but without any assurance that the past will not be raked up again in later fits of 

disappointments or anger. 

     No, biblical confession does, and should, admit true guilt and full responsibility, and 

will seek to secure forgiveness. Only the latter will dispose of the past, the present, and 

the future.  To grant forgiveness is to declare officially that the matter is once and for all 

put behind you and implies a pledge that it will not be brought up again. When asked, 

there must always the readiness to grant it. Those who have tasted forgiveness themselves 
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know that they have no choice (Col. 3:13). 

     But there is more. It is incumbent upon an offended party, not only prior, but also 

subsequent to (!) marriage, to grant forgiveness, even when it is not asked for. This has 

been contested on two grounds. Scripture seems to indicate that forgiveness follows 

rebuke and repentance (Lk. 17:3-4). In this light to forgive without confrontation and 

without requiring that amends be made does not seem to be the compassionate thing to 

do. In fact, it appears to be deadly. First, it short-circuits Jesus’ explicit requirement to 

confront sin (Mt. 18:15-17), and, second, it prevents matters from being settled by means 

of repentance or otherwise. True love will not allow things to fester (Lev. 19:17-18).  

This, indeed, would be deadly! So, forgiveness should not be granted without dealing 

with issues and settling them.  

     However persuasive this view may seem at first sight, it does run counter to Matthew 

6:14-15 and Mark 11:25, and must therefore be rejected. Neither one calls for a 

protracted procedure before forgiveness is granted. What then is the solution? Well, a 

distinction should be made between granting and receiving forgiveness. This is vital for 

the proper understanding of this issue. A parallel is found in the Lord’s Supper.  In this 

sacrament Christ is “given” to all recipients, but without faith the partakers do not 

“receive” him.  Similarly, offended parties are told to grant forgiveness to their offenders 

immediately and unconditionally. This is a “must,” because they themselves have been 

forgiven so much more in comparison. By the same token offenders will not receive this 

forgiveness from God apart from repentance.   

     When properly understood, this will be a boost for, rather than a hindrance to, the 

confrontation procedure laid out in Leviticus 19:17-18, Matthew 18:15-22 and Luke 

17:3-4. The offended party has no ax to grind. So he does, and can, come in a Gospel 

mode. “As the forgiven sinner that I am, in fact, forgiven as the chief of sinners before 

my conversion, and continuing to be forgiven as the least of the saints after my 

conversion, I can only wholeheartedly, without wavering and without reservation, grant 

you my forgiveness. But because you need God’s forgiveness as well and you will not 

receive it apart from repentance, I must bring this matter, gently (2 Tim. 2:25) and in all 

humility (Gal. 6:1), but at the same time unmistakably to your attention.” This will 

remove any confrontation from the realm of the personal, and is bound to enhance its 

effectiveness greatly.  There is nothing like an understanding of the full-orbed biblical 

truth!  

     In other words, man’s forgiveness is unconditional, even if God's forgiveness is 

conditioned upon true repentance (Acts 5:31). However, when repentance occurs, God 

does not just grant forgiveness, but simultaneously unleashes the power of the Holy Spirit 

(Acts 2:38) that will enable man to break the grip of any offense and any sin, whether 

sexual or otherwise, and ensure that past patterns do not need to victimize him again 

(Rom. 8:1-4). Of course, in the preparation for marriage repentance, inclusive of the 

evidence of a transformed life, stands in need of verification, if either party is to enter 

into the marriage with confidence. In fact, without this necessary confidence to proceed, 

marriage may not, and should not, be an option. 

     When divorce has occurred, it should be determined before anything else, whether it 

took place before or after the person involved came to know the Lord Jesus, what 

occasioned it, and whether there were biblical grounds for it.  In the absence of biblical 

grounds it may well be that (re)marriage cannot be legitimately contemplated. But even if 
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it can be ascertained that such grounds were present, the reasons for previous failure 

should be investigated carefully. This is not to dot every i or cross every t legalistically or 

to rub anything in. It simply flows forth from the realistic recognition that what produces 

or contributes to it once can do so a second time as well as regrettably . . . a third time!  

The statistics are far from encouraging. 

     If any additional area must be singled out, it is that of authority. Is there a track record 

of proper communication with those in authority? Have the latter a history of inviting 

those under authority to share their thoughts and have their full say? And do these 

function, after they had their input, as a model of proper submission and obedience? It 

may be well to consult both the parents and the elders in the church on this issue. In fact, 

it is strongly recommended. In no other area is there more at stake than in this one, for it 

touches every phase of life. The failure of the authority structures may be the single most 

important contributing factor to the disintegration and destruction of life, including the 

marriage relationship. The authority issue has been fully fleshed out already in the 

Chapters 1 and 4. But it should never be forgotten that the authority commandment is the 

first one with a promise (Eph. 6:1). By divine diagnosis it is pivotal to harmonious, 

peaceful, and successful living. Therefore, it should have our undivided and continuous 

attention!  

     Whenever and wherever unfinished business of whatever kind is encountered, it must 

be dealt with immediately. Realistically this may mean a variety of things. Issues may 

have to be raised. Self-examination may result. Confrontation may be inevitable.  Action 

may have to be taken. Counsel may have to be sought. Acknowledgment of failure may 

be proper. Repentance may be called for.  Forgiveness may have to be secured. Patterns 

may have to be broken. A new approach may be needed. A deadlock may be faced.  

Assessments may differ. Feelings may appear to run high. Bitterness may be detected. 

The list seems endless. 

     At best breakthroughs will be experienced and issues settled. This is significant in 

itself. If nothing else, skills will develop to tackle issues and see them through. This holds 

out a promise for the future. If this is the net result, even temporary snags can be taken in 

stride. The worst scenario is that in the process tensions mount, tempers flare, and 

solutions are too hard to come by. Or for that matter without any apparent tension or 

display of temper the recognition simply dawns that the discussions have reached a dead 

end street. When this occurs once too often, the termination of the relationship will be no 

hardship. 

     For the relationship to continue a pattern of progress, personal growth and increasing 

unity must be in evidence. This will most likely, but not necessarily, be a continuation of 

similar patterns that were already in existence prior to the start of the special relationship 

in which the possibility of marriage is explored. 

     On the more positive side it may be fruitful to explore, identify, and map out these 

patterns. They may pertain to the relationship to God, home, school, money, marketplace, 

and society, cover areas such as worship, cooperation, study habits, accepting 

responsibility, and outreach, and touch upon attitudes, motivations, goals, emotions, and 

methods of operation. This list is, of course, limited and tentative. It should be expanded 

as conditions and circumstances warrant or require. 

     To see this through there is need for genuine commitment as well as the recognition of 

its importance. What ought to produce both is the simple fact that all these issues will be 
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faced in marriage, when the time they cannot be ignored (any longer). What an advantage 

to get an early start! Even if certain patterns are in need of correction, let them be 

implemented. What an advantage to get not only an early but also a running start! It 

builds a much-needed momentum. The littered landscape of the last decades, filled with 

unsightly broken marriages, is there to underscore the propriety of this observation. 
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2. Man-ward Assessment 
 

 

a. Character Traits and Temperament 

      

The first area of inquiry under the man-ward heading is that of character traits and 

temperament. In general, psychological and inventory tests together with possible input 

from parents, elders, teachers, and friends will go a long way to come up with some 

determination. Specific traits and habits will be recognized and patterns of action and 

reaction identified. Strengths and weaknesses may be assessed and a package of 

strategies and methods of handling them put together. Successes and failures are defined 

and steps to deal with them responsibly implemented. 

     More specifically, however, there are various types of people. Many of their 

characteristics will be genetic in origin, and will have been inherited from their parents.  

Some may be environmental and will have been shaped by their situation in life, their 

upbringing, and their training.   

     To mention a number of people types, some are introverts, others extroverts. Some are 

quite private; others are outgoing. Some have difficulty in sharing; others open up easily. 

Some are flexible; others are principled. Some are people-oriented; others are issue-

oriented. Some are sensitive; others are straightforward. Some are passive; others are 

active. Some need regular encouragement; others are self-reliant. Some crave for 

reinforcement; others are self-sufficient. Some only see red lights; others have a green 

light mentality. Some are waiting to stop; others cannot wait to move. Some are problem 

conscious; others are goal oriented. Some are as steady as they come; others have 

frequent ups and downs. Some are always on an even keel; others go through many a 

deep crisis. Some are leaders; others are followers. Some think quickly on their feet; for 

others it comes more slowly. Some give up easily; others never quit.  Some cave in 

quickly, others have strong personalities. Some grew weaker under pressure; others grow 

stronger. Some are pessimistic; others are optimistic. Some tend to see the plus side of 

things; others focus on the minus side. Some are plagued with much self-doubt; others 

plunge right on. Some often second guess themselves; others never do. Some are often in 

a turmoil; others are usually serene. Some are energetic; others have a slow metabolism.  

Some are independent; others are dependent. Some are emotionally fragile; others have a 

lot of strength. Some have a good deal of character strength; others are easily intimidated.  

Some easily have their feelings hurt; others are difficult to “wound.” Some are strong-

willed; others are easy going. Some are ambitious; others are quickly satisfied. Some are 

sticklers in details; others see the global picture. Some are easily bogged down; others 

take everything in a stride. And this is only a partial list. 

     In addition to this there are the intrinsic differences between men and women. Men are 

generally more discursive and analytic in their approach. Like a computer they work 

through problems step by step. Methodically and systematically they think things through 

to the end. By that time they can account not only for the conclusion but also for the way 

to the conclusion. It all adds up to a verification process, if not a demonstration process, 

that produces certainty and stability. This process is deliberate and therefore usually not 

too fast. It takes time to produce all the building blocks and to assemble them into a 

complete edifice. 
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     Women tend to be more intuitive and global in their thinking. Judgments generally 

come quickly.  They do not form the crowning piece of a series of rational stepping 

stones.  There is no need for that because of an immediacy of life contact with that which 

is intuited. This does not make these judgments suspect or inferior. They are simply 

arrived at in a different way. Neither can they be branded as illogical. They have a logic 

all their own. 

     In short, a man usually knows something because he has shown it to be true, at least to 

his own satisfaction. A woman tends to know something because . . . she knows it. The 

interesting thing is that she often truly does, even if she cannot adduce any reason for it. 

     Now, the genius of a properly, that is biblically, conducted preparation for marriage is 

twofold. 

     First, both parties assess their own and each other's character and temperament as 

human beings as well as their peculiar makeup as man and woman, and draw up a 

composite picture. This should be done with the help of pertinent literature, inventory 

tests and counselors. Then, they should learn to evaluate and experience what they are, 

not as competitive, adversary, harmful or destructive, but as mutually complementary, 

supportive, enriching and edifying. In short, they must stand shoulder to shoulder with all 

that they are, have and accomplish! 

     Scripture virtually forces this approach upon us in its teaching of man as the image of 

God. This image also has a social feature, which comes to a culmination point in the 

marriage relationship. Although male and female are created uniquely and have distinct 

modes of operation, as a composite unit they should complement each other, and stand 

shoulder to shoulder, not just as an option, but rather as an indispensable necessity in 

order to function as the image of God also in its social dimension!  

     It is a well-known fact that a man can destroy his wife by his relentless reasoning 

prowess, especially in conflicts. By the time he is finished, she is finished off. Despair is 

bound to well up within her because he does not even seem to hear what she is saying. 

     Vice versa, it is equally well known that a woman can cut her husband to the quick by 

her pointed statements in those same conflicts. He is bound to throw up his hands. She 

does not understand what he is after and is unwilling to follow carefully what he is trying 

to get across. In fact, she does not seem to care for his point of view and does not even 

listen! Apart from the tragedy of the conflict, the truth is that both point at some 

elementary facts. 

     In (very) general terms, it is difficult for the man to understand his wife and for the 

woman to understand her husband. The type of intuitional and holistic thinking that is 

characteristic of the female may always be somewhat of an enigma to the male. At the 

same time, the discursive and analytical thinking typical of the male may be something to 

which the female may never get quite accustomed. In fact, given not only the structure of 

the thinking of man and woman, but also the inherent limitations of the thinking of any 

human as a created being, perfect (mutual) understanding is by definition impossible. 

     At any rate, it is easy to see how in conflicts both the enigmatic and the unaccustomed 

become a source of frustration, resentment, bitterness, and possibly irate action. When the 

parties to the conflict really dig in, they will resort to what they know and do best. The 

tools of their created distinctiveness become weapons of war with all the destruction and 

devastation that this entails. 

     The solution is basically simple. The husband should invite his wife to express her 
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holistic and intuitive judgments as often as possible and in as many areas as possible. 

This will add an innovative, sparkling, and refreshing dimension to his life. It is assumed, 

of course, that the wife will come up with these judgments within the pursuit of God and 

holiness. Otherwise they will be detrimental, however innovative they may be.  

     At the same time, the wife should request her husband to share with her his discursive 

and analytic reasoning equally often and across a similar range of issues. This will give 

her stability, depth, and riches of insight. Of course, also this should be done in zeal for 

God and godliness. Otherwise it will be equally detrimental however cogent the 

reasoning may be.  

     In this way the husband will learn to trust and rejoice in the enigmatic and the wife in 

the unaccustomed. Both in their distinctiveness will be mutually complementary, 

supportive, enriching, and edifying. This, once again, is what “shoulder to shoulder” is all 

about. As they first and foremost seek the King and his kingdom, the wife supplies 

crispness and freshness to the relationship, the husband the checks and balances. 

     Both do not just happen to complement each other.  They need each other for survival.  

I would like to make this point by means of an exaggerated statement that should by no 

means be regarded as universally applicable. If with her intuitive judgments the woman is 

usually fast, but tends to be 50% wrong, the man with his discursive approach could be a 

competent judge, but would also be 50% late. Frankly, one can take little pride in either 

liability. Being wrong and being late both spell failure. In this scenario the bottom line is 

that in general the godly man needs the godly woman to be “up to speed,” while the 

godly woman needs the godly man to be “up to standard.” Only by being complementary 

can the couple shed their liabilities, be on the move, and head in the right direction at the 

same time! A similar approach should be taken in conjunction with the characteristics 

that the man and the woman display as human beings. A partial list of possible traits has 

already been suggested. After a composite picture of the parties has been drawn up, it 

should be explored how the various traits can become mutually beneficial. 

     Again, a trait in the one party may seem alien or even threatening to the other. The 

proper way of handling this is to define the trait and to determine its assets and its 

liabilities. For instance, to an extrovert a stranger often seems a friend whom he has not 

met as yet. This opens the communication lines rather quickly. At the same time, he may 

tend to volunteer too much information. This may prove to be embarrassing or may make 

him feel vulnerable, especially when there is no reciprocation. On the other hand, an 

introvert usually keeps his own counsel and opens up sparingly. His is a self-sufficiency 

that does not stand in need of constant company. At the same time, a friend may seem 

like a stranger whom he meets for the first time. 

     Similarly, a goal conscious individual, for whom the lights are always green, usually 

succeeds in meeting his objective, but may fail to have sufficient sympathy for the 

problems that need to be solved to reach the goal. A problem conscious person, for whom 

the lights are invariably red, is usually very sensitive to obstacles that stand in the way of 

completing a certain project but in the process may become so overwhelmed by them that 

the project is abandoned.   

     The aim of the parties in the preparation for marriage should be to minimize the 

liabilities of their own traits and to emulate the assets of their partners' traits with the help 

of each other. So they will both be properly critical about themselves and have 

admiration for their partners. 
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     Concretely, the extroverts, without losing their communication skills, will no longer 

disclose inordinate amounts of information, while the introverts, without abandoning 

their self-sufficiency, will gain in necessary openness. Similarly, the goal conscious, 

green light, persons will meet their objective but still be fully sensitive to the sometimes 

painful steps that must be taken to arrive there, while the problem conscious and red light 

individuals will retain their sensitivities, but not be paralyzed by the obstacles that they 

face. 

     Of course, it requires dedication and hard work on the part of both parties to make a 

go of this. But it holds out the promise of a harmonious and thriving marriage. At the 

same time, it goes without saying that the relationship has no future when the parties 

regard and experience their particular distinctives as male and female, or their divergent 

characters as human beings, to be adversary rather than complementary, to be harmful 

rather than edifying. In that case it had better be terminated. Marriage is similar to a 

sophisticated engine. It must be, and remain, finely tuned, and may never backfire, if it is 

going to yield top performance.  In actual life quality control would (have to) scrap it, if it 

could not idle smoothly or could not be delivered in top shape. Why would a lower 

standard be applied when arguably the most important human institution is launched?    

 

 

b. Talents and Skills 

 

The second area of inquiry is that of talents, skills, abilities, and accomplishments.  A 

determination of what the talents, skills, etc., of both partners are, how they thus far have 

been put to use, and how they can be put to future use is not without significance. 

     First, in general the exercise of one's talents and skills under God is, and should be, 

very satisfying. The display of dominion over created reality, to which God has called 

man, produces not only a sense of mastery and accomplishment, but also the exhilaration 

of freedom and personal development. 

     Incidentally, if this dominion fails to be dominion under God, it is no more than an 

attempt to build one's own empire rooted in the age old desire to be like God, ultimately 

not free under him, but free from him. This is simply another form of slavery to self and 

sin that eventually self-destructs. The exhilaration that accompanies such empire building 

will not last long.  God does not tolerate this kind of human competition (Gen. 11:1-9). It 

turns into ashes for everyone else as well. Slavery to self and service to others are 

mutually exclusive.  Disintegration of society is inevitable, and so is the judgment of God 

(Gen. 4:16-24; 6:5-7). In short, to take any dominion other than dominion under God 

strikes at the heart of the love for God and the neighbor. It will collapse under its own 

weight and the disapproval of God. 

     It also should be noted that ever since the fall the practical outworking of the 

dominion mandate (Gen. 1:26-28) is not without its toil, sweat, and at times blood.  

Talents have to be developed, abilities sharpened, and skills perfected. That takes time, 

concentration, and energy. Keyboard proficiency, for instance, requires many hours of 

hard practice! As always, it calls for self-denial to subject oneself to short-term pain in 

order to enjoy long-term gain. 

     Second, in the preparation for marriage all this comes into its own in a unique way. 

     To begin with, the talents, abilities, skills, and accomplishments of the parties with a 
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view to the enrichment of the potential marriage and its use for the purposes of the 

Kingdom should be identified. They may run the gamut. They may be verbal, lingual, 

mental, intellectual, organizational, social, practical, manual, etc. They may be in areas 

such as mathematics, computers, languages, business, social, public relations, electronics, 

medicine, nursing, mastery of an instrument, carpentry, automotive skills, etc. 

     Then, an assessment should be made what the response to these strong points was.  

Did the parents affirm them and encourage their development? Was there proper 

schooling and training where that was possible or called for? Did the parties themselves 

react positively to their strengths? Did they greet their development with enthusiasm, 

indifference, or antipathy? Were they willing to pay a price to see them blossom out or 

not? These and similar questions will undoubtedly unearth patterns that are bound to 

repeat themselves for better or worse. So it is advisable to make this assessment, evaluate 

the patterns that are in place and either affirm them, augment them, or correct them.  

     Finally, it should be considered how the strengths could enrich the marriage and 

promote its ministry in the Kingdom of God. Apart from the fact whether they will or 

should determine the choice of vocation or career, where and how should they be 

deployed in the marriage relationship? How can they be put to use so that they are not a 

road to independence or self-realization? Indeed, how can the freedom that accompanies 

this kind of dominion taking avoid being self-centered and self-seeking and have the 

service of the partner as its exclusive purpose? How can the partners learn to admire their 

respective strengths, and refrain from being jealous of each other’s success, and of the 

acclaim this may bring? How can they avoid being rankled when their mate always gets 

the limelight? In short, how can they be mutually complementary and sanctifying, rather 

then competitive and adversary, as they seek to draw out the strong points of their 

partners to offset their own weakness, and so to build as thriving a marriage as possible? 

     It certainly would be an exciting preparation for marriage, if at this time already not 

only the strengths of the partners are assessed, but also a track record is established of 

appreciation for their actual deployment and encouragement of their further development.  

Such track record of mutual appreciation and encouragement is bound to continue in the 

marriage and to last throughout its duration. For one thing, it would certainly alleviate, if 

not prevent, the stress times in so many marriages in which partners suddenly experience 

the need to search for their identity (once again?). This already would have been 

established once and for all in their service to each other under God and his Word in the 

fullness of their created humanity. 

     Just in case it is missed, we are alerted to the fact that assessment alone is not 

sufficient. Pains should be taken to measure the achievements of the potential partners.  

What have they accomplished in and with the use of their talents and skills? Are they “on 

the move?” Contrary to a widespread conviction, “to be faithful” does not quite do it in 

this context. While necessary, by itself it is too passive a terminology. There must be a 

measure of effectiveness, if not success. To have the talents and skills of a fisherman may 

prompt someone to go fishing. But no one is actually labeled a fisherman, until and 

unless he has caught, or is catching, fish, on a regular basis. Of course, fishermen must be 

faithful in the discharge of their duties, but part of that faithfulness is, and must be, their 

desire to catch fish. The same applies to any other occupation or profession, such as 

bakers, shoemakers, lawyers, teachers, preachers, etc. Their desire is, and must be, to 

produce bread, to manufacture shoes, to win cases, to prepare for life. In a word, not only 
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is the assessment of the partners’ abilities called for, but also their productivity should be 

appraised. Regrettably, ability and an F for failure are not always mutually exclusive.  An 

A grade in terms of the full realization of one's potential should be the objective and 

therefore also the standard of measurement. Everyone is selectively brilliant in terms of 

both spiritual gifts and created talents. The more marriage partners stand shoulder to 

shoulder, the more their selective brilliance will fuse, their individual points of light 

combine into a beam of light, their productivity increase, across the board!   

   
 

c. Family 

 

The third area of inquiry is that of relationships, first of all the family, but from a specific 

angle. The focus here is not on the past behavior patterns of both parties in their original 

family setting, but rather on the way the family operated, and specifically upon its 

effectiveness, in training the children in the service of Jesus Christ for all of life. The 

family is the premier training ground for better or for worse, whether by design or 

default. In fact, proper instruction will lead by God's grace to a godly lifestyle (Prov. 

22:6), while the impact of ungodly and unrighteous models will haunt the children up to 

the fourth generation (Ex. 20:5). These are facts of life, and history is there to prove it. 

     If this is to be taken seriously godly sons and daughters owe an awful lot to their 

parents. This calls for thankful and repeated acknowledgment. At the same time the 

conclusion is inevitable that a lack of godliness, not to mention ungodliness, in children, 

of whatever sort and to whatever degree, indicates a deficiency in the family in general 

and in the training in particular. Such deficiency is bound to affect all the children in one 

way or another. Under such circumstances the baton cannot be handed on to the next 

generation as it should be.   

     Especially the latter makes a loving scrutiny of the family home nearly imperative.  

Without a judgmental attitude deficiencies ought to be identified and strategies to offset 

them formulated and implemented. 

     This assumes fresh urgency when it is recognized that children by and large are not 

exposed to any other training model than the one supplied by the home. Hence it is hardly 

surprising that consciously or not they tend to end up with the same traits as their parents, 

even if they had misgivings about them or had a measure of distaste for them. After all, it 

is the only model they know and as such has a molding power that is not always 

recognized. The bottom line is this.   

     “You do not wish to share your home either in whole or in part with your parents or 

in-laws for the rest of your life, do you? That is to say, you do not desire for them to 

make an imprint upon your life so that their model will influence your children through 

you, do you? Well, with a touch of irony, do not worry, they will make their influence 

known! You cannot escape them. For two decades plus they have infiltrated your 

thinking, your emotions, your will, indeed your life. They are bound to move in with you 

and your mate to one degree or another.”       

     Whichever parent they may resemble otherwise, in their conduct patterns it can be 

expected that somehow the male partner will frequently mirror his father and the female 

partner her mother. This is true for better and for worse. Consistent examples of male 

irresponsibility and female domination will rub off, however subtly, and the deficiencies 

that flow forth from it will perpetuate themselves in one way or another. All this is so, 
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unless conscientiously checked by God and his Word, and left at the door of the new unit. 

This is something to think about! 

     To be concrete, the deficiencies may be in lack of proper discipline, erratic treatment 

of children, lack of communication, search for self-realization rather than service, failure 

to control the TV, a critical spirit to outsiders, a false protectiveness of family members, 

sloppiness in the affairs of the home, unwashed dishes in the sink, accumulation of dirt, 

failure to fix things around the house, unmade beds, interest in happiness rather than 

holiness, refusal to worship twice on Sunday, unattended prayer meetings, lack of interest 

in family conferences, laziness in private devotions, expenditure of energy on items of 

secondary importance, mistaken priorities, lack of prayer or discussions in the family 

circle, no interest in starting and ending the day together in the Lord, family members 

always doing their own thing, lack of creativity, bad taste in music, superficial reading 

habits, defensive attitudes, attack language, “can't wait to leave home” feeling, refusal to 

listen, stranglehold upon the children, too much liberty for the children, unilateral 

decisions and actions, lack of sensitivity, failure to care, no mutual support system, 

tendency to ignore parents, impatience with children, disagreement about methods of 

training, underlying indifferences, tendencies to bitterness, harshness of spirit, unbroken 

wills, a divide-and-conquer attitude, and a host of other possibilities. This list can be 

multiplied. 

     It is imperative for the parties who prepare for marriage to recognize that many things, 

great or small, have the potential of eventually producing deterioration, disintegration, or 

destruction in the future family circle. Therefore, not to be appropriately perceptive and 

properly determined to distance oneself from deficiencies is to invite a rocky road into 

the future. 

     A powerful incentive to take this seriously is found in the historical fact that shortfall, 

in whatever area and to whatever degree, of previous generations tend to become more 

prominent as time goes on. This is the case even if the pluses initially outweigh the 

minuses. Bad traits when left unchecked become proportionately larger in the later 

generations and drive out the good ones. The latter are stunted in their growth and wither 

when they go without proper nurture. It should not go unnoticed that weeds never need 

encouragement. The good stuff always does! 

     As the conclusion of a process a state of ruin is always some time in coming.  

Destruction is invariably preceded by deteriorating influences. The end never comes all at 

once as a result of, say, a sudden full-blown heresy or a sudden cataclysmic event.  

Preparatory forces are at work long before that. Perceptive observers, usually in the 

minority and often decried as alarmists, identify the danger signals in an innocent looking 

proposition or a series of seemingly unrelated rumblings. In other words, big problems 

are always preceded by small ones. That is why there are ultimately no small problems.  

Every small problem is a big one and consequently ought to be treated as such. It will not 

just go away and should not be swept under the rug as if it will. There is an ominous 

chain of cumulative cause and effect! 

     In summary, no element or aspect of the family home is out of bounds for this inquiry.  

As the new family unit, about to make a beginning, can only continue existing and 

established biblical patterns to its own benefit, it cannot afford any luggage that will 

prove to be a time bomb or in any other way will have a detrimental effect. 

     It is immediately admitted that the implementation of the suggested inquiry is far from 
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an easy task.  It is not easy for or on the parents. When they have been their children's 

counselors all along, it may take on the form of a joint self-examination, evaluation, and 

assessment. This, of course, would be the ideal situation. It may prove to be quite 

refreshing as expressions of deep and thus far never formulated gratitude set the tone. It 

may also lead to repentance, forgiveness, substantial healing, and a new chapter in life. 

     When the relationship has never been very close, it will undoubtedly be more difficult. 

They may be wounded when they see the new unit head in a different direction. Even 

that, however, may be a challenging and sobering experience that will be wholesome in 

the long run. The more frank the mutual discussions are, the more the wounds may be 

healed and the greater the chances will be of a positive development. 

     At any rate, it would be indicative of a deep spiritual pride, if parents would object to 

a non-judgmental inquisitiveness that seeks to avoid defective patterns and aims at a 

more consistent walk with God. If it is any consolation, the procedure recommended here 

will be practiced unconsciously anyway. The new unit will make its negative and positive 

choices. It might as well do this above board and in a way that is biblically responsible.  

In fact, since the new unit has a solemn obligation to organize itself biblically across the 

board, no one, parents included, may stand in its way. Instead everybody, and especially 

parents, should encourage this, even if they may have to swallow from time to time when 

the cutting edge of this procedure touches them. 

     Naturally, if the inquiry procedure is subtly used as an excuse to throw a biblical 

lifestyle overboard, it is a sham and a shame and stands condemned before God.  Parents 

must steadfastly oppose the propriety of such an enterprise, even if they have to accept 

blame for a provocative treatment of their children. When a deep sorrow for and an 

ungrudging confession of their own sins accompany such opposition, it becomes evident 

that they have no ax to grind but in fact look out for their children's ultimate welfare. 

     At the same time it is not easy for or on the children either. The bottom line is that 

under no circumstances may anything be transacted that breaks down the authority 

structure or detracts from the proper respect. 

     Again, under ideal circumstances the hearts of the parents will be knitted to those of 

the children (Mal. 4:6) and communication will express true friendship. In the free 

sharing of both heart and thought those who are preparing for the new family unit may 

well expect advice from the more experience parents--counselors so as to avoid the 

pitfalls to which they have fallen victim over the years. 

     Under less ideal circumstances the job still has to be done. Great care has to be taken 

that any anger, resentment, or bitterness is rooted out.  It will cloud the judgment and 

certainly be counterproductive in the end. Through it all not only should a spirit of utter 

humility prevail! In addition to everything else to identify shortcomings in others is not 

the same as escaping them yourself. But also there should be constant vigilance to 

maintain the proper biblical motivation, not to lose sight of the proper biblical standard 

and to honor the proper biblical goal for all conduct, also in the kind of encounter that is 

recommended here!  

     There is hardly anything more detrimental and paralyzing for a church or a family 

than unsettled issues (Mt. 5:23-24; 18:15-17; Lk. 17:3-4). Love is taxed. Joy diminishes. 

Anger takes its toll. Resentment follows. Enter either bitterness or indifference. The 

fellowship dissipates. The unity splinters. The vitality leaks out. Impotence sets in. The 

motions may still be there. But there is no progress or productivity. This story is repeated 
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in church upon church and family upon family. The church, once a picture of blazing 

Spirit power, has lost all it vigor and impact. If it does not devour itself, yet it is no longer 

a fighting unit and is heading for extinction. The family, once pulsating with spiritual 

strength, is no longer energizing anyone. If it does not fall apart, it will simply fade away 

with the departure of the children and the death of the parents. Unsettled issues have, 

indeed, this devastating potential. 

     If the parents and the new family unit in the making would sit down together in this 

sensitive preparation stage and begin to open up and share, the outcome could exceed all 

expectation. It could lead to repentance, quests for forgiveness, reconciliation, renewal in 

the relationships, and an exciting future under God for the established as well as the new 

family unit. 

     There is, of course, the possibility that in such “encounter with the past” a tension 

develops between the two candidates for marriage. It is only natural that special 

sensitivities develop when the relationship with one (or both) of the parents and the 

parental home has been intimate and rewarding. This may result in a defensive attitude. 

While intimate relationships in and with the parental home by and large ought to be 

applauded, too often brokenness prevails, there is a type of closeness that is detrimental 

and ought to be condemned. 

     This type has such a competitive force that a future marriage relationship comes out 

second best and, what is even more ominous, the relationship to God and his Word does 

not have the primacy. The domination of, usually, one parent is so pervasive that he or 

she sets the tone in the new family unit. Since a man, and also a woman for that matter, 

must leave father and mother, such domination is intolerable. The umbilical cord must be 

broken. Not to do so constitutes disobedience. Furthermore, the influence of such parents 

reaches so deep that God's Word takes the back seat. No human may have that kind of 

stranglehold. It must be broken at all cost. To cherish such influence or to leave it 

unchecked amounts to idolatry. As has been mentioned already, if a woman in her 

preparation for marriage identifies twenty-one “minuses” in her potential husband, list 

them in front of her counselor, and finally realizes that twenty of these minuses do not 

represent her own conviction, but are her mother’s, there must be a kind of stranglehold 

relationship between mother and daughter that is unhealthy, if not sinful!      

     By all means, let the couple during the time of preparation find out where the final 

allegiance of the potential partner in marriage is located. The order must always be God, 

his Word, the (future) mate. Any other order disqualifies for marriage. 

     But what about thorny situations in which the parties are honestly but nevertheless 

hopelessly deadlocked in the analysis and assessment of a pattern or issue of conduct?  

There is subjective integrity, inclusive of openness to God and his Word. But there seems 

to be no prospect of yielding or compromise on either side. This is admittedly a crisis 

point. On the one hand, this should be put in the proper perspective and not blown out of 

proportion.  Many of these crisis points will come and hopefully go during the average 

marriage.  So when in the preparation time the first one presents itself, the parties will 

have the opportunity to determine, however taxing it may be, whether they have the 

capability to solve problems together. Every time they are successful, they will gain in 

confidence. Eventually they simply know that between them no issue needs to remain 

unsettled, no problem unsolved, and no crisis unresolved. From that vantage point early 
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crises may be blessings in disguise. Only experience can produce the confidence on 

which a marriage thrives. Long-term gain cannot come without short-term pain. 

     Still, an early crisis point in the assessment of the originating families is serious 

business. It will bring several important items into the picture.  

     Item number 1: Who will serve as the referee? The parents will have the greater 

experience but will be biased. The children have less experience and may not possess a 

sufficiently wide and objective frame of reference. A counselor, such as a pastor, may 

have experience and objectivity, but does not have the final authority. The Word of God 

does have the final authority, but may be interpreted differently. These observations are 

quite sobering. But they are not unrealistic. Life does not come in neat packages. It is 

awash with deadlocks. The proper realism will produce a spirit of humility, a prayerful 

search of God's Word, and openness to counsel. This by itself already would constitute 

gain.   

     Item number 2: What does or should happen when no one is willing or able to break 

the deadlock? The biblical mechanism of responsible decision making in cases just like 

this is triggered! While honoring all the biblical details and provisos in this process, as 

listed in Chapter I, the man should show the leadership of which he is capable and map 

out a course of action. This always should be sacrificial, unless the need for edification/ 

sanctification dictates otherwise. When the woman is able and willing to submit 

cheerfully, the crisis is weathered. When she refuses to submit, which before marriage is 

her prerogative regardless whether it displays biblical wisdom or not, the relationship 

should be terminated. When she submits with resentment, this should either dissolve 

biblically or it will grow as further crisis points are passed. Accordingly, the preparation 

for marriage will either continue or should come to a close. 

     It should be emphasized again that this phase is fully anticipatory in character. It is 

there to determine what the prospects are for a biblically based marriage. If it is 

implemented properly, it should always be successful, either in the prevention of 

unwarranted marriages or in assisting the establishment of new family units that are truly 

Christian in character. 

 

      

d. Relationships and Friendships 

 

Apart from one’s interaction within the family circle, there are also relationships in 

general to consider, especially friendships. All such relationships have their own focus.  

That’s why it is worth exploring them in detail. Marriage is after all a relationship and 

should be the culmination point of an existing friendship. In fact, marriage will never 

reach its full potential, unless and until both spouses regard it as their closest and most 

cherished relationship and their deepest and most intimate friendship. Only then will they 

stand shoulder to shoulder in the totality of life, launched by their joint-spirituality, 

displayed in their joint-dominion taking, and culminating in their joint-sexuality, because 

only then will their hearts fuse together.    

     To exist is to live in a vast network of relationships and to a lesser degree of friends.  

One enters into relationships in the home, in school, the church the business, on the job, 

in the club, in the ballpark, in the mall, on the street, on vacation, during travel, in the air, 

on land, on the high seas. The list is potentially endless. The relationships may be of long 
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standing. They may be of short duration. They may be casual. They may be intimate.  

They may be blossoming out. They may be coming to an end. They may be exciting.  

They may be dull. They may be personal. They may be businesslike. They may be 

rewarding. They may be beautiful. They may be ugly. They may be edifying. They may 

tear down. They may be sanctifying. They may be seductive. They may be sought. They 

may be shunned. 

     In some instances relationships may develop into friendships. These friendships may 

be more or less common. They may be more or less intimate. They may be more or less 

satisfying. They may be more or less productive. Again the possibilities are many. 

     But both all relationships and all friendships have a common denominator. From the 

biblical perspective all relationships must be rooted in love and meet the standards of 

God's holiness. Furthermore, all friendships must be rooted in trust and characterized by 

openness. 

     In an earlier context both love and the standard of holiness have been defined and the 

relationship between the two explored. So that will not be repeated here. However, there 

is an aspect of the biblical teaching pertaining to the love toward the neighbor that has not 

yet been fully developed. 

     The type of love that man must display toward the neighbor is defined on three levels.  

These levels increase in height and intensity as God progressively reveals himself. First, 

the command is for man to love his neighbor as he loves himself (Lev. 19:18; Mt. 22:39), 

then for a man to love his brother as Christ loves him (John 13:34) and, finally, for 

brothers to love each other as the Father loves the Son (John 17:21-23). The progress is 

remarkable: as man loves himself, as God loves man and as God loves God! Each of 

these aspects is in need of some future evaluation. 

     It has been said that in the early phases of divine revelation man is first of all 

commanded to love himself and on that basis to extend his love to the neighbor, and then 

also to God. This is an error. In fact, it has been maintained that unless a man loves 

himself first, he simply cannot love the neighbor or God for that matter. This is to 

compound the error.   

     Scripture does not know a so-called triple commandment of love, the first one directed 

to oneself, the second to the neighbor, and the third one to God. It promulgates a double 

commandment. Man must love God above everything (primary object) with his whole 

heart, soul, mind and strength (intensity). Then he must love his neighbor (secondary 

object) as himself (intensity).   

     Man does not need a command to love himself. He does so instinctively, 

spontaneously, intensely and perpetually. Statements like these usually do not go 

uncontested.  After all, are there not various forms and degrees of self-hatred that stand in 

great need of a remedy? How about suicide for instance? Is that not the ultimate of such 

hatred? Well, not quite! In actuality, suicide is an extreme form of self-love. The one who 

resorts to this loves himself to such an extent that he decides to remove himself from the 

apparently unbearable pain that has (undeservedly?) been inflicted upon him.   

     Similarly, all other kinds of so called self-hatred are rooted in the conviction that there 

is either something absent that should have been there or something present that should 

not. Whether it is bound up with self-pity, resentment, or any other emotion, ultimately it 

appears to be a type of self-love. 

     No, man neither needs nor ever gets from Scripture a command to love himself. In 
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fact, self-love ever was, is, and will be the cause of his downfall. It will sour relationships 

with all that this entails and ruins any kind of future that one may have. That is why the 

Bible untiringly summons man to self-denial. Only this paves the way to man's love for 

his God with the exclusivity and radicality that is required, as well as to man's love for 

the neighbor with the spontaneity and intensity that he usually reserves for himself. 

     Jesus' promulgation of a “new” commandment (John 13:34) seems to be a natural 

extension of this. Of course, he does not imply that there is a substantive change in the 

love that is enjoined. This new commandment remains the "old" commandment (1 John 

2:7-8). But he transposes it to a higher plateau.  From this vantage point it is brand new.  

The disciples ought to love each other as Jesus loved them. The timing of this 

promulgation, between foot washing and crucifixion is telling. Christ' love is sacrificial.  

It is rooted in self-denial and self-crucifixion. Further, his love is redemptive. He did not 

love his disciples because they loved him, but in order that they would love him. Finally, 

his love is purposeful. He aims at edification and enrichment. From now on this is the 

model the disciples must follow.  

     This does not negate the lower level injunction. This remains in force. And why 

should it not? It would truly have astounding consequences if every man loved his 

neighbor as he loved himself. The quality of life would improve immeasurably. But a 

new dimension is added for them who identify themselves with Jesus Christ. They are 

expected, indeed commanded, to be his imitators. Were it not for the fact that Jesus is not 

only the model for, but also the source of this love (2 Cor. 5:14; Phil. 4:13), such 

imitation would be impossible and every attempt to implement it futile. 

     But there is a further dimension and a higher plane yet. Disciples of Christ ought to 

love each other and be united to each other as God the Father loves God the Son and is 

united with him. Somehow the Christian seems to be pointed to dizzying heights. But this 

should not really come as anything too unexpected. For in the divine economy the child 

of God is consistently summoned to be perfect as his heavenly Father is perfect (Mt. 

5:48). Further, in that same economy God has ever been willing to grant as a gift of grace 

what he commands by way of reflection of his holiness. Just as the love of Jesus enables 

man to love like Jesus, so the love of the Father perfects man so as to love like the Father 

(1 John 4:7-19, esp. vs. 17). 

     The pertinence of all this for the preparation for marriage can hardly be missed. All 

thoughtful parties to the preparatory process who envision and strive for a genuine 

biblical love relationship in their marriage find in these Scripture teachings in principle 

all the grist for their mill they will ever need to reach their objective. 

     First, they will examine the various relationships into which they already entered in 

the light of these Scripture teachings. This will determine to what extent they met God's 

standard in terms of both the dynamics of biblical love and the substance of biblical law.  

Their findings, in turn, will dictate where and when to make amends, remedy situations, 

steer a different course, or continue as is. 

     Then they will seek to nurture the relationship in which they are presently involved in 

accord with God's standard with a view to bringing it to full bloom at the time of 

marriage. 

     As the relationship of love and holiness grows and matures in this process, it will have 

the beneficial and pleasant byproduct of an ever deepening trust and an ever-increasing 

openness.  Of course, this spells friendship. 
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     It, indeed, should be the avowed aim of any two parties in the preparation for marriage 

to become best friends first, who share everything with each other, before marriage is 

even contemplated or the wedding date is set! This cannot be expected to happen 

overnight. It requires a transition period. During this time the deepest trust and greatest 

openness of which the parties are capable should be transferred from any other 

individual(s) to each other until that trust and openness is total and without reservation. 

     Naturally this is exclusive of God. The trust in him and the openness relating to him 

always ought to be ultimate and unique. This trust is for time and eternity and is wrapped 

up with the glory of his Person, the sum total of his perfections, the excellence of his 

counsel, the stipulations of his providence, the beauty of his condescension, and the 

provisions for the consummation. This trust should be overarching and all encompassing.  

The openness welcomes God's examining eye and the searchlight of his Word 

unreservedly (Ps. 139:23-24; Heb. 4:12-13) and pours itself out in praise and prayer to 

God without holding anything back (Jam. 5:13). 

     All other individuals, however, including parents, brothers, sisters, friends, associates, 

acquaintances, must move over! The future mate becomes the new focus and the new 

fountainhead. At the same time the prospective partners in marriage will do well to have 

the transfer of that trust and openness carefully monitored by godly parents who do not 

have an ax to grind or a knowledgeable counselor who is acquainted with possible 

pitfalls.   

     The transfer is a gradual process. Through commitment to and integrity in the 

preparation both trust and openness will increase steadily. It also should be a deliberate 

process.  It should not be made impulsively, hastily, or for ulterior reasons. 

     As long as there is an inclination to trust anyone else or to share with anyone else 

more than with the potential future partner, the marriage preparation is not complete. If it 

appears to be impossible to dispose of such inclination, the relationship ought to be 

terminated long before the wedding. Similarly, if there is a lingering distrust of the 

partner in any area or respect or a hesitancy to open up fully to him or her that cannot be 

overcome, it should spell the end of the relationship as well. Nothing but total trust and 

total openness toward the partner should be the objective (Gen. 18:17; Jam. 2:23; John 

15:15). Failure to reach it disqualifies for marriage. After all, this should be the most 

intimate of all friendships. Success in attaining such trust and openness is an 

indispensable and huge step in the right direction, even if it is not the only one that needs 

to be taken! 

     The partners in the preparation process will do well to take a look at the previous and 

still existing friendships of significance in which they were or are involved.  What kind of 

friendships were they? How deep did they go? Of what benefit were they? Were they 

ever tested? In biblical terminology, were they lasting (Prov. 17:17) and close (Prov. 

18:24)? Could they stand painful honesty (Prov. 27:6)? Was there ever a cause for 

distrust (Mic. 7:5)? Were they ever a disappointment (Job 16:20)? Was there ever a 

betrayal (Jud. 14:20)?   

     It depends upon the answer to these questions whether the experiences were good, 

bad, or mediocre. The track record will naturally influence whether the preparation time 

will display an immediate spontaneity or will be characterized by an attitude of caution. 

     It would not be encouraging if past friendships invariably soured or even simply 

ceased.  It certainly should be investigated why this happened. Neither would it be good 
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if no friendships ever were cultivated. Each individual, for reasons of character growth, 

social interaction, spiritual maturation, and a host of other reasons, should have (had) at 

least one or two friends with whom he or she can fully level. Each individual also should 

have (had) at least two friendships that were able to take the strain of disagreements and 

problem solving.   

     Without all this the preparation for marriage may be a good deal more difficult, and 

total trust and openness a lot harder to come by. At the same time, to diagnose this in the 

beginning of the relationship may be a large part of the cure. It will give both partners an 

awareness of and sensitivity to a need. One or both of them will have to catch up in an 

area where they already should have made considerable progress.  
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Chapter 8 
 

 

Handling the Present 
 

 

Introduction 
 

What has been covered thus far sets the stage for dealing with the present. This must by 

the nature of the case be structured somewhat differently, since it is in the process of 

development. Successful and fruitful disposal of the issues of the past, however, will go a 

long way toward a competent interaction with issues in the present. Many patterns 

already agreed upon are now awaiting implementation.  Also, the progress already made 

holds out a good deal of promise for the future. The focus is twofold.  First, the general 

organization of life will pass in review, and then the personal interaction of the 

prospective partners.   
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1. General Organization 

 
 

a. Time Table 

      

The first step is to set up a realistic time table in which matters to be disposed of can and 

will receive an appropriate time slot. The format for planning may be weekly, preferably 

monthly, and for certain items even quarterly. Proper planning is more significant than 

may seem at first sight. For one, it easily does and should lead into a discussion of 

priorities. Since most likely it will be impossible to schedule everything that is necessary, 

seems important, or proves to be urgent, it will be quite revealing to find out which items 

are proposed for preferential treatment. For another, the conclusion of a specific planning 

period does and should provide an opportunity for a review of what has been 

accomplished. This will be revealing as well in terms of available energy, level of 

commitment, creative imagination, resourcefulness, and effectiveness.   

     If nothing else, planning fosters communication, stimulates a mutual sharing of all 

things together, and in general establishes a solid pattern for the future. Too often 

husbands and wives lead their own lives, map out their own plans, and pursue their own 

goals, and they fail to have large chunks of the daily events in common. When serious 

conflicts arise that threaten the relationship at this low level of intimacy and intensity, 

dissolution of the marriage is bound to come easy. After all, it would not take much to 

make the existing situation official. 

      

 

b. Priorities 

 

For general planning purposes it is customarily recommended that the following chain of 

priorities be observed: God, family, church, work. After that it is a matter of individual 

choice or personal preference. This, however, does not quite reflect the biblical model. In 

fact, one will search the Scriptures in vain for such a chain. It is neither taught explicitly 

nor suggested implicitly. In the Bible God is the priority and the only priority. All created 

entities, including all facts of life and society, fit into this framework of divine priority. 

Their nature, structure, and operation are mandated by God. So are their place, function, 

timing, and relationship to each other. Therefore, all activities involving any entity or 

within any sphere carry true meaning and significance only when they serve the purposes 

of Divine priority. They must be God-centered in their motivation, standard, and goal, 

just like all ethical conduct. From this vantage point they are equal and on a par and have 

the same status and weight. At any rate, these activities will only fall into place and have 

smooth sailing through unconditional surrender to God. This, in turn, leads to self-denial, 

sacrifice and submission in love and holiness. 

     At the same time under the dome of the absolute priority of God there are definitive or 

primary priorities as well as relative or secondary, and optional or tertiary priorities.   

     The primary priorities, as has been indicated already, follow a hierarchical order. In 

the marriage, according to Scripture (Gen. 1:26-28), spirituality (conformity to the image 

of Christ) precedes humanity (dominion taking). Further, humanity precedes sexuality 

(marital relationship). Finally, in the family sexuality precedes humanity (dominion 
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taking). Of course, as has been indicated as well, this biblically exquisite order will 

misfire as well as backfire, unless this “foursome” is firmly understood and 

wholeheartedly pursued as a joint-spirituality, a joint-humanity (marriage partners), a 

joint-sexuality, and a joint-humanity (family members).        

     In contrast to the primary priorities, the secondary priorities are not ordered in a 

“chain” that is set in concrete. Quite the contrary! They shift according to the time of day, 

the specificity of the conditions, and the requirements of the circumstances. From "eight 

to five" on weekdays the employer has the first claim. On Sunday morning and evening 

as well as Wednesday evening the prime focus is upon the Church. Weekday evenings, 

off days, and vacations are ordinarily family affairs. But even this is not iron clad. In case 

of death in the family the employee is free to interrupt his work. The Church accepts the 

shift work of nurses and policemen. The family yields to the employer or the Church or 

to friends for that matter in cases of emergencies, evangelistic outreach, or overnight 

parties.   

     The priority of God must remain undisputed (Mt. 6:33). But under that umbrella first 

the Word of God and then sanctified sense and creative imagination determine what 

ought to or may be done when and where. This provides both structure and flexibility. It 

makes for predictability and versatility. It lays the groundwork for agreement, unity, 

unanimity, and stability. It also allows for freedom, diversity, spontaneity, and surprise.  

The combination of obedience, responsibility, and imagination, in that order, will prove 

to be a proper blend. However, in all this the necessity of self-denial in love and holiness 

should not be ignored. On the contrary, it should play a decisive role.  

    The optional or tertiary priorities pertain to anything that makes life pleasurable, but is 

not necessarily mandated in Scripture, such as, dinner engagements, entertainment, 

outings, vacations, etc. Again sanctified sense and creative imagination as well as self-

denial in love and holiness come into play in deciding to plan and implement the “what,” 

“where,” and “how” of the jointly selected priorities!   

    At any rate, against this threefold backdrop a timetable can and should now be drawn 

up.  As is well known, the urgent has a tendency to crowd out the important. In fact, some 

people move from crisis to crisis. This creates tension and frays nerves. Careful planning 

will go a long way to alleviate both. Of course, urgent matters do come up and cannot all 

be eliminated, and crisis situations do arise and must be faced. But more often than not 

proper planning takes care of things before they become urgent and deals with issues 

before they assume crisis proportions. 

     Non-negotiable are the worship services (Heb. 10:25) on Sundays and the prayer 

meeting(s) (Acts 1:14; 3:1) during the week, ample time, including rest, for the proper 

performance of a contracted job, the same for the studies required to pass a realistic 

number of courses when in school, and sufficient opportunity to interact with the parents 

when still under their roof. It is to be expected that parents who are witnessing a new unit 

in the making will not make extraordinary demands upon their children. 

     Among the necessary habits to be cultivated are private devotions as well as Bible 

study and prayer together. Since Scripture has a monopoly on a person's proper routing 

through life and prayer a similar monopoly on the proper power to implement this, they 

are priority items. Too often folks refuse to "read the instructions" before they venture 

upon a project in a spirit of overconfidence or stubbornness. In this setting such 

procedure is far from humorous in its outcome. Consistent and persistent (inter)personal 
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communication with God is a veritable lifeline. Like every good habit, it is hard to come 

by. It will take considerable commitment and determination. But once it is in place, it will 

pay handsome short-term and long-term dividends. 

     In the short term it will produce personal and interpersonal growth and hopefully 

result in involvement in service projects such as evangelistic outreach, Sunday School 

teaching, care for the disadvantaged, etc. After all, truth is there to be practiced. In the 

long term it will provide a sound structure and set a healthy tone for the marriage that is 

contemplated. 

     In addition to this as much time as possible and appropriate ought to be spent together, 

whether in the non-negotiable primary, the relative secondary, or the optional tertiary 

priorities.   

     All this is predicated, of course, upon the assumption that both parties are ready for 

marriage, spiritually, mentally, emotionally, financially, etc., and do not face 

circumstances that prevent marriage in the foreseeable future, such as, drawn out 

educational prospects or strictures imposed by parents. In the latter two cases the 

advisability of starting the preparatory process is highly doubtful. But once it has begun, 

great care should be taken that the preparation is not finished long before the marriage 

can take place. This means practically speaking that the process ought to be deliberate 

and slow(ed down). Required for that is both a wise time management and a close 

monitoring of the progress by a counselor. One way of slowing down the process is to 

postpone by common consent a definitive response to the two qualifying questions that 

must be answered in the affirmative for a marriage to receive God’s approval until at 

least the midway point between the start of the one-to-one male female relationship and 

the earliest possible wedding day.   

     At any rate, under all circumstances the preparatory process ought to run its biblical 

course. This involves a great deal of time. A prominent focus of this process is the 

general discussion, analysis, and evaluation of the issues and events of the day. 

 

 

c. Daily Events 

 

The issues and events of the day  things of the home and the church, the job and the 

school, the daily newspaper and the weekly magazine, labor and leisure, the individual 

and society, the city and the state, the nation and the world, in short, God and his total 

creation. They may and should include the hurts and the wounds, the pains and the 

sorrows, the frustrations and the irritations, the stumblings and the failures, the defeats 

and the downfalls, the challenges and the prospects, the encouragements and the joys, the 

progress and the accomplishments, the victories and the conquests.  

     This is not to imply that all issues and all events must pass in review every time. This 

would be a virtual impossibility. But it is to say that whatever either party wishes to bring 

up for discussion, analysis, evaluation or action must be treated with the utmost attention 

and interest by the other one. If the matter can be disposed of quickly, well and good.  

Some issues, indeed, do not require much more than some sanctified sense. Others are 

more difficult to deal with.   

     If an issue, such as abortion, which calls for a definition of what “a human being” is 

all about, requires serious biblical input, let the pertinent Scripture data be studied 
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carefully and diligently. If matters pertinent to politics, economics, or education or other 

such areas cannot be settled apart from a philosophy of life, let it be developed. It may 

require serious study, a lot of reading, attending conferences on world and life views, 

such as Marxism, Socialism, Eastern Mysticism and, of course, Christianity, as well as 

involvement in study groups. But whatever ought to be done to deal with issues, let it be 

done! 

     It may very well become evident that what excites the one partner bores the other, 

what the one regards as extremely important the other has no feel for. If the interests are 

so consistently divergent that it creates pressure, tension, irritation, or even hostility, the 

end of the relationship may well be near. A compromise may be struck in matters that 

both view as non-essential. But if conflict erupts in an area that one of the partners looks 

upon as a “must” candidate for serious treatment, the other one either gives it full 

attention or the relationship had better be terminated quickly. When Scripture requires 

husband and wife to be “one flesh,” which is one person, in their spirituality, humanity 

and sexuality, it includes that they should be of one purpose. Even if full agreement 

regarding the substance of an issue is lacking, as long as there is a fully agreed upon 

course of action pertaining to that issue, whether reached through yielding to each other, 

or stipulated by authority, the parameter of the “one purpose” is (still) honored. However, 

constant tension and irritation makes a mockery out of it! 
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2.  Personal Interaction 
 

 

a. Mutual Ministry 

 

An indispensable focus is upon mutual support, assistance and accountability. This is 

simply the next step on a continuum, even if it is more personal in nature. Mutual support 

and assistance may assume a wide variety of forms. The support may be spiritual, mental, 

intellectual, emotional, psychological, financial, etc., and the assistance may be a matter 

of listening, speaking, comforting, encouraging, running errands, researching issues, 

planning, taking action, etc. Whatever they may be, however, the partners must display 

willingness, indeed, an eagerness, to provide full support and total assistance.   

     If “one flesh” in marriage means anything, the husband and the wife may and should 

be able to claim each other across the board, in every area and at any time. Biblical 

marriage is marked by full surrender and service. Prior to marriage and within the bounds 

of biblical propriety both the willingness and the eagerness to yield to this claim must 

already be present. Resistance to it spells disqualification for marriage. So does the 

unwillingness to deal with one's resistance. This even goes for an apparent inability to 

uproot it (fully)! Even the slightest remaining resistance to total surrender by either party 

excludes marriage as a biblical option. 

     A simple experiment will bring out the prevailing state of affairs. For one month the 

future husband should yield to every request and cater to every desire of his partner in the 

preparation process. The second month the tables are turned. Now it is the future wife 

who is on the giving end. For the duration of the test, it is understood and agreed that 

every price must and will be paid, in terms of the intellect, the will, or the emotions, with 

regard to money, time, energy, etc., as long as it does not transgress the boundaries of 

biblical propriety.   

     But some may protest, “What if one or both of the partners decide to take advantage of 

the situation?” So much the better for the experiment! For at the conclusion of each 

month, a simple question will be asked to both parties, “Did you enjoy the experience?”  

Depending upon the reply the partners will be advised about future steps to be taken. 

Only an unqualified yes will keep the prospective partners solidly on the way toward 

marriage. A qualified yes or a qualified no ought to extend the experiment for another 

month (or so). An unqualified no must mean the end of the relationship.  

 

 

b. Mutual Accountability 

 

Mutual accountability springs into action when both partners pledge each other full 

disclosure of what they are, have and do, grant each other the privilege of assessing all 

this, invite each other to have a substantive input, and promise each other to give this 

serious consideration. It is assumed, of course, that any judgments passed and voiced, 

whether negative or positive, and any suggestions formulated and made, whether 

corrective or supportive, is rooted in love, aims to reflect biblical truth, is at least a matter 
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of sanctified sense, and is designed to edify. If any of these ingredient elements are 

missing, it is nearly a lost cause.  It will be, unless a remedy is found. 

     Especially the mutually accountability is bound to open a Pandora's box. What comes 

into view are motivations, emotions, considerations, attitudes, vulnerabilities, character 

traits, temperament, actions, reactions, patterns of conduct, etc. They run the gamut from 

laudable to questionable to unacceptable, from predictable to understandable to 

unexpected, from God-centered to seemingly neutral to man-centered, etc.      

     Certain emotions are sure to surface, such as love, hate, joy, sadness, confidence, fear, 

trust, jealousy, contentment, worry, etc. It is similar with attitudes. They are alternately 

good or bad, positive or negative, upbeat or poor. It is highly recommended that such 

emotions or attitudes that are sure to be experienced or encountered, especially if they are 

bound to occur with great frequency or high intensity, receive special attention. 

     They ought to be biblically defined, assessed, and dealt with. This serves both a 

preventive and a methodological purpose. This is to say, it may and will flush out 

problems before they arise and produce a model for the treatment of other issues as they 

surface.  Of course, everything that is certain to come into the picture sooner or later 

deserves similar attention, not just emotions or attitudes. 

     By way of illustration, let us take a look at worry. The pertinent passages of Matthew 

6:25-34 and Philippians 4:6-9 determine that in worry man comes apart in the inner core 

of his being (heart) and in his thinking processes (mind) as a result of a threatening future 

that he does not control (any longer--or so he thinks), and which will consequently allows 

to paralyze him and wipe him out for any immediate task. Apparently anything and 

everything can produce this.  These are the clinical symptoms. At bottom the problem 

strikes because man in a subtle or not so subtle pride appears convinced, more or less 

consciously, that he is in charge of the future and determines his own destiny. Thus far he 

has managed rather well. Everything, therefore, seems to support this conviction.   

     However, as soon as control is wrested from him due to circumstances such as the loss 

of a job in a depression or a devastating sickness without much hope of recovery, a 

painful truth becomes evident. Apparently he never took seriously that God controls 

everything that comes to pass (Eph. 1:11) and causes all things to cooperate for the 

ultimate good of them that love him (Rom. 8:29), namely, their transformation into the 

image of Christ, i.e. their sanctification (Rom. 8:30).   

     The, once again more or less conscious, conclusion? When he loses grip of the 

situation, no one is in control anymore. For all practical purposes God is dead, has to be 

dead, or might as well be dead. He is certainly not in sovereign, total, loving, active, 

purposeful, and wholesome control. Here the root cause of worry is laid bare. There is an 

intellectual assent (at best) and a lip service (at worst), but no heart's knowledge of the 

reality of God (as his sovereign covenant God). The acid test of authentic Christianity--

man pushed to a breaking point--appears to be an eye opener. He falls apart.  

     The solution? First, it is prayer, supplication, and thanksgiving time, in everything, by 

way of both prevention and cure. After all, anything may (prove to) be the entrance gate 

for worry. Then, it is request time, but only in relation to, and with a view to taking 

responsible action in, the present. Tomorrow is God's domain. This will produce the 

peace of God in the very heart movements and thought processes of man that had become 

unglued earlier.   
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     Finally, for there is one more step to take, it is saturation time. The mind must be 

filled with what is approved of God and the vigorous pursuit of a holy life must be in 

evidence. In the words of Matthew, seek first the Kingdom and the righteousness of God, 

and everything necessary will come your way (Mt. 6:33). In Paul's words, not just peace 

of God, but the God of peace will be present. Here the circle is completed. He will 

exercise his sovereign and protective control, which he had all along but is now 

consciously experienced and gratefully acknowledged, for your good. 

     It hardly needs to be argued that thumbnail sketches, such as this, that outline the 

biblical teaching on issues of existing or anticipated concern are extremely valuable. Not 

only does the net result provide the much-needed direction for the present (and the future) 

that produces stability and confidence, but also the very search for biblical truth already 

is richly rewarding. It bespeaks commitment, self-discipline and diligence. Further, it 

constitutes a learning process, especially when research is required and literature must be 

consulted, that enhances the caliber of communication and sets a pattern that holds out 

the prospect of a promising future. Of course, the illustrations in further support of all this 

could be multiplied! 

     Incidentally, the short exposition of the biblical teaching on worry should once and for 

all explode the myth that emotions are purely irrational. As the study of worry indicates, 

it is based on the conviction that no one is in control of the future. Foundational to every 

emotion is a definite, rational judgment! Emotions do not just “zap” man out of the blue.  

It is often portrayed that way so as to deny any responsibility for actions that arise from 

one's emotions. Humans “fall” in love to “fall” out of it again. They cannot help that. 

Humans are overcome with grief. They are passive under it and victimized by it. But 

nothing could be further from the truth. Every emotion springs forth from a judgment of 

the mind and is a choice of the will. Men and women are fully accountable for every last 

one of them! 

     On the other hand, it is equally mistaken to maintain that an emotion consists of 

nothing but a rational judgment. No, at its core is a motive power. When angry, for 

instance, an otherwise mild mannered man will do something of which he is hardly 

capable under normal circumstances. An emotion clearly has an experiential dimension.      

     To deal with emotions responsibly, first the root judgment has to be examined in the 

light of the Word of God. If it proves to be unacceptable, it should be adjusted, altered, or 

replaced. Then, through prayer the appropriate motive power would enter the fabric of 

human experience. So, the love of sin would be replaced by hatred for sin, in thought, 

word, and deed. Concretely, the love of the brother would be substituted for the hatred for 

the brother. The consequences would be predictable. Sin is removed, and holiness takes 

its place. Appropriate words will be spoken and proper action taken. What a testimony of 

divine grace it would be if everyone involved in the preparation for marriage would learn 

to order their emotional lives, and what it entails along these biblical lines! 

     In the context a few words are also in place in conjunction with the concept of 

vulnerability that has been mentioned. 

     In recent years two studies on homosexuality, that both properly rejected the genetic 

or environmental hypothesis of its origin, nevertheless took a divergent approach in 

assessing and dealing with it. The first one distinguished between the lust and the act, 

designated them both as sin, and insisted that repentance was the only proper response to 

either of them. It came through as rather wooden and insensitive, more clinical then 
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pastoral. While it is difficult to contest what was said, one still is left with suspicion that 

this does not represent all of the biblical truth.      

     The second study distinguished three facets. The lust was mentioned as well as the act.  

Also in this study they were defined as sins that necessitate repentance. But a third facet 

was added, an inclination to homosexuality that was portrayed as a sickness, comparable 

to a more or less permanent fire in the bones of a Christian. However much he is drawn 

to it in one sense, he battles it in an eternal vigil in an even deeper sense, and never gives 

in to it.   

    This approach displays a much greater sensitivity and a much superior pastoral 

concern. But it leaves one with no less of a suspicion. While the first study seems 

deficient in what it does not say, this one seems incorrect in what it does state. The 

designation sickness seems invariably to remove or downplay responsibility. Scripture 

appears to be unalterably opposed to that. 

     From the perspective of the Bible and of sanctified sense it is, indeed, far preferable to 

make a threefold distinction. There is the lust to sin and the act of sin, both of which are 

roundly condemned in Scripture. The act of adultery is a transgression of the seventh 

commandment. But, in the words of Jesus, to lust after a woman's in one's heart is 

adultery as well, and therefore equally a transgression of God's law. 

     But there is another dimension. Ever since the fall there is a brokenness to life that is 

universal and runs deep. Most likely it is impossible fully to comprehend the appalling 

nature of sin's destructive influence. Only an experiential comparison of life before and 

after the fall could provide such insight. But this, of course, is outside man's reach. 

    At any rate, this brokenness of life has produced, and here is the third dimension, a 

vulnerability to sin, sharply to be distinguished from the notion of sickness. While it is 

possible to categorize the vulnerability to sin in a broad way, it may well be that there are 

many types and shades of vulnerability as there are people. The one may be vulnerable in 

the sexual area (Seventh Commandment), the other may be more open to an inordinate 

love for money (Eighth Commandment), while a third person may be easily given to 

jealousy (Tenth Commandment).   

     Further, two individuals who are both vulnerable in the area of money may not be 

equally so. Each man or woman has his or her own peculiar and unique temptation(s) in 

his own her own specific area(s) and in his or her own specific way(s). 

     Naturally the vulnerabilities can be accentuated. The area of consistent sinning, in 

other words, is most likely to become the area of one's greatest weakness, if there is 

going to be one, even after God grants repentance and the penitent has tasted his 

forgiveness and experienced his life changing power. This is especially the case with total 

life controlling sins such as drunkenness, drug addiction and homosexuality. They must 

receive careful attention. After all, they are known to have reared their ugly head again, at 

times even after years, if not decades, of remaining underground.   

     In view of all this it would, once again, be a testimony of God's grace of the parties to 

the preparation process were to isolate their vulnerabilities in terms of both kind and 

degree, and work on strategies to deal with them. Since they are fully responsible for 

their fall in Adam, they are also fully responsible for their vulnerabilities. 

     It is refreshing to hear a mature Christian man testify in the bosom of his family 

before his wife and children that he should shield himself from tempting occasions such 

as a certain type of TV programming and ask her for prayer for strength to resist the 
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enemy who is certain to attack. Similarly, it is encouraging to hear a mature Christian 

woman testify in a share group about her vulnerability to the "pride of life," hear her 

determine that when praise comes her way she will keep her eyes on Jesus, and hear her 

request prayer for power to overcome the temptation she is sure to face. 

     All this should be developed during the preparation for marriage. It requires 

self-knowledge and implies self-exposure. So, it is far from easy. But there is not much 

choice. There are vulnerabilities and they will surface sooner or later. For a harmonious 

marriage it had better be sooner, rather than later. If one of the parties, however extended 

a time period of reluctance he or she goes through, is ultimately unwilling to dig in and 

bring his or her vulnerability into the open, it is better that the relationship come to a 

timely end. Such unwillingness may indicate a serious deficiency in the broad-based 

preparation for life. It may point to a stubbornness that will be a source of continuing 

trouble until and unless it is dealt with. It also may quite simply bring out a lack of desire 

or ability to reach the level of intimacy with a specific individual that is an absolute must 

if marriage is going to materialize. Whatever the reason, the relationship has no future. 

     By way of one final but nonetheless pivotal point of mutual accountability, what has 

been planned together should be reviewed after the time of its projected implementation 

has expired. Such plans are somewhat akin to vows, especially when there are promises 

involved. Apparently vows and promises weigh heavily with the Lord. One's Christian 

character appears to be at stake (2 Cor. 1:17-22). There is therefore every reason for the 

parties to "check up" on each other. Successful completion of planned activities produces 

an ever-growing trust. Failure to do so may need just a simple explanation. It may also 

point to deeper lying problems that call for repentance, forgiveness, and prayer. This is 

not being a stickler for unimportant details. Little burs are known to have thrown 

competent riders out of the saddle. 

 

 

c. Activities 

 

A further focus is upon activities, responding to situations and doing things together.  

This, then, completes the continuum. 

     Needless to say, God is and remains the absolute and in a real sense the only priority.  

After the “relative priorities,” as determined by God's Word in specific situations, have 

been satisfied, there is and should be time left for a wide variety of activities. It is 

somewhat difficult to go in great detail at this point. The type of activities preferred and 

chosen depend greatly upon individual taste and temperament. Here the humanity of the 

individual enters into the picture. It is still possible, however, to outline some broad 

categories. 

     There are service-oriented activities such as assisting the needy and under privileged, 

both at home and abroad. There are group activities such as fellowship dinners, picnics 

and other outings of that sort. There are entertainment activities such as attending 

concerts or going to the ballpark. There are involvement activities such as running or 

rock climbing. There are relaxation activities such as going to the beach or the ski slope. 

There are issue-related activities such as facing problems or confronting people.  

Undoubtedly there are additional types of activities. But at least this provides some 

perspective.     
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     One activity that ought to be noticeably absent is that of sexual touch. This has been 

argued earlier. That is why it is simply mentioned here. What is important in the 

preparation process is that the parties learn the art of communication, the meaning of 

friendship, the skill of settling things, the way to come to terms, the procedure to reach 

agreements, the road to full unity, and the avenue to concerted action. All this is put in 

serious jeopardy by the intoxication of sexual touch. In addition to this, of course, there is 

the far from minor matter that principally such touch has legitimacy only within 

marriage. 

     The choice of the various activities, as has already been implied, is totally in the hand 

of individuals. Often such choice is narrowed down or even dictated by the 

circumstances. At any rate, they must comply with all the conditions for proper ethical 

conduct.  Their motivation must be God-oriented. They must by couched in the love for 

God. Their standard must be the law of God. They must be intrinsically holy. Their 

source must be Jesus Christ. They must be part of a lifestyle that flows from the "vine" 

into the "branch" (John 15:5). Their agent must be the Holy Spirit. They must be part of 

the all-encompassing sanctifying process of the blessed Spirit. Their goal must be 

God-centered.  They must bring glory to God. 

     There will undoubtedly be times that the preference for or the choice of certain 

activities will produce tension or create conflict. 

     In certain instances one of the parties may be of the opinion that one or more of the 

conditions for proper ethical conduct come into play. This may emerge in the case of 

watching certain movies or reading types of literature that portray sinful practices, 

whether sexual or otherwise, as glamorous, promote them as enviable, or present them as 

harmless in direct violation of the law of God.   

     Participation in such "entertainment," therefore, might go against the grain of a heart 

that is sensitive to sin, might violate a conscience that is finely tuned by God's law, and 

might "kill" something on the inside. Ultimately (non)participation might be experienced 

as a choice for or against God. Under these circumstances one must stand firm and may 

not yield whether in the face of expressions of disbelief, emotional pressure, subtle 

mockery, or open ridicule. The relationship with man should be dropped before the 

relationship with God is endangered. 

     Possibly the parities in the preparation process will do well to draw up some objective 

rules for entertainment before such crisis erupts. Usually subjectivity has the last word.  

“I will participate as long as I can take it.” This does not seem to be enough. For by the 

time one cannot take it anymore, it will be too late! As a rule of thumb the parties should 

shun anything that glamorizes a transgression of the law of God, suggests it as an 

attractive lifestyle, virtually invites to participation in it and otherwise presents 

preoccupation with it as quite normal and harmless. Failure to come to terms in this area 

does not bode well for the future. 

     In other instances the conditions for proper ethical conduct may have only a remote 

bearing upon preferences and choices. The parties may gravitate strongly toward different 

types of music. One may prefer classical music. The other will choose contemporary 

music anytime. Or the parties may have their own ideas as to how to spend their leisure 

time. The one enjoys long, uninterrupted stays in the woods or on the beach without 

interference by anyone. The other prefers occasional communal camps and conferences 

where Christian instruction and fellowship is part of the daily menu. Let it be further 
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stipulated that in both illustrations the parties have somewhat of a distaste for one 

another's preference and eventually might experience it as a recurring source of irritation.  

How should this be resolved? 

     Even if they cannot call the patterns of each other's choice in these areas sinful, the 

questions still must be asked whether they regard them harmful to the present 

relationship, the future marriage, and the potential family, whether spiritually, socially, or 

otherwise.  If the answer of even one of the parties is in the affirmative and the issue can 

not be settled, not even with the help of a godly counselor, they should be advised to 

bring the preparation process to an immediate end.  If the hearts do not break toward each 

other at this point in time, why should they break in the future when that will prove to be 

necessary again and again? Without a history of such breaking every marriage is a dead-

end street! 

     In a third set of instances the conditions for proper ethical conduct do not come into 

the picture at all. There are divergent patterns of preference, which do not spell sin in 

themselves or harm in their consequences. The one party may prefer traveling along rural 

routes, the other on the interstate. The one enjoys the seashore, the other the mountains. 

The one likes to go to a steakhouse for dinner, the other to a fish camp. If any two parties 

who desire to work toward a godly marriage experience conflicts in handling their 

preferences, they have a serious problem. 

     It emerges when one party always “wins out.” Apparently someone refuses to serve.  

It is in the open when a decision always leaves one of the partners discontent. The 

backlash will eventually come. It may even be evident when preferences prevail on an 

alternate basis. This seems too mechanical for a loving relationship.  

      Quite clearly the hearts need to be inclined toward each other and the wills need to be 

broken. In the final analysis the partners ought to take such pleasure in each other's 

company that the activity itself becomes totally secondary. Unless all this is the case, the 

serious problem remains and the relationship is as good as doomed.  

 

 

d. Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, to honor the various aspects of the activity continuum properly is 

admittedly no small task. It requires first and foremost a conscious commitment to go to 

work. This, however, should be assumed when two individuals enter into a process that 

seeks to prepare for marriage. If such commitment is absent, one might as well terminate 

the process before it gets off the ground. 

     Beyond this it will require submission to God and his Word in terms of absolute and 

relative priorities. It will demand time, energy, desire, involvement, determination, 

openness, interdependence, readiness to be corrected, in short, self-sacrifice.   

     In it all there should be the willingness on the part of the man to determine by means 

of an actual track record whether he is capable of a loving, sacrificial, and edifying 

leadership. The counterpart is a similar willingness on the part of the woman to find out, 

also through an existing track record, whether she is capable of a loving, cheerful, and 

full submission to the type of leadership he offers. 

     Proper preparation for marriage will undoubtedly have its share of differences, 

disagreements, irritation, frustrations, tensions, exasperations, quarrels, fights, shortfalls, 
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failures, letdowns, disappointments, anger, resentment, and possibly even bitterness.  

However, one might as well be realistic about it.  Both parties are “wretched saints.”
32

  

So disruptions of whatever kind simply can be expected. Thankfully, at the same time, 

sin has never condemned or damned an individual. That takes refusal to repent and deal 

with it biblically!  So the parties have an opportunity to do in this context what all sinners 

should do all the time in every context. They must go to it and settle what has to be 

settled at times with and undoubtedly at times without the assistance of their counselor(s). 

     In fact, it is preferable to have a more or less stormy and rocky courtship that regards 

every little problem a big one and as a result of that be blessed with a peaceful, 

harmonious, and productive marriage than to be lulled into a false sense of security and 

expectation by shoving everything under the rug during courtship and consequently to 

find the marriage full of land mines that are difficult to remove, and impossible to defuse, 

and that invariably detonate at the most inopportune moments. 

     In short, preparation is preparation after all and like every period of training for 

something that is eminently worthwhile it invariably requires a lot and is frequently 

extremely taxing. 

     With all due emphasis upon a realistic approach to less than desirable experiences, 

however, it is important to recognize that certain decisions, opinions, remarks, and 

actions strike at the heart of the relationship and cannot be tolerated.  In one way or 

another they all have something to do with refusal. Refusal to take time or spend energy 

to tackle issues properly and to follow this up with the appropriate action is deadly.  So is 

refusal to be totally open by insisting upon “some” privacy and refusal to be corrected 

when that is admittedly called for. Similarly, refusal to display proper leadership or 

submission is unacceptable.  So is refusal ever to take action in tandem or to yield to clear 

biblical directives or implications for speech and action. 

     Such refusal may be expressed or displayed in a variety of ways.  It may assume the 

form of a more or less hostile remark, “Do not nag me,” or “Do not bully me, I am not 

married to you (yet) and therefore must be allowed my independence (still).” It may be 

implied in words of sarcasm o ridicule. It may also come in the form of an action that is 

undertaken grudgingly. Or it may be communicated by the silent treatment or giving an 

issue the cold shoulder. 

     However it manifests itself, if it persists, the preparation process for all practical 

purposes grinds to a halt. For it strikes at the heart of the commitment to see things 

through to the end. The parties are either prepared to settle all the issues, or they are not 

ready to settle down. Apparently this is the case when whatever prospective partners have 

to offer, in whole or in part, is experienced as intrusion upon one's freedom and 

independence, or an imposition upon one's time and interest.       

     Of course, if it is part of the natural learning process with its normal ups and downs 

the appropriate adjustments will already at this point be recognized as necessary and 

eventually be implemented. In any other case, however, it is simply time to cut one's 

losses in obedience to God and to quit the preparation process. Marriage is not the object 

                                                           
32

 Not “active sinners,” as some put it. Except in one instance (Jam. 4:8) Scripture never designates 

believers as “sinners,” but always as “wretched saints” (Rom. 7:24; Jam. 4:9; Rev. 3:17). This implies that 

one can expect them to have a “thirst for holiness” and to cast themselves upon the Lord Jesus (Rom. 7:25; 

Rev. 3:18, 20) for this holiness. If there is a noticeable absence of thirst and a stubborn refusal to pray, the 

so-called wretched saint may well (prove to) be a wretched sinner!        
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of a gamble. People have too often been blind to the warning signals. At times they 

ignored them. At times they even rejected the counsel that brought them with a good deal 

of emphasis to their attention. The bottom line is this. Unless the potential partners 

demonstrate that they (seek to) stand shoulder to shoulder across the board, in their joint 

spirituality, joint humanity, and eventually their joint-sexuality, they pursue a lost cause!    

     To be sure, in certain instances biblical harmony entered into a marriage after many 

heartbreaking experiences that, incidentally, often left a lasting negative impression upon 

the children. But in many other instances the marriage simply could not, and did not, 

stand the strain and a break-up resulted. In all instances, however, it constituted a sin to 

continue the preparation process and even more so to enter into a marriage with a track 

record that disqualified either or both of the parties. 

     Unless the parties to the marriage preparation understand specifically this last truth 

clearly, agree upon it solemnly, and promise to act upon it decisively in case of need, 

there will be no end to the unsightly stream of unbiblical marriages. This would mean 

concretely, in terminology that has been used at an earlier occasion, that the failure in the 

Christian community to “turn off the tap” systematically, programmatically and 

habitually, whenever that is called for, will persist.  It would also mean that it will be 

necessary for that community by means of its pastors and counselors to continue to “wipe 

up the floor.” 
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Chapter 9 
 

 

Facing the Future 
 

 

Introduction 
 

A shared assessment of the past and a solid track record in the present will inspire 

confidence pertaining to anything the future has to offer. While the assessment of the past 

is a matter of mental judgment, the track record in the present is a matter of living 

experience. The latter is clearly the more crucial phase in a process that culminates in a 

blueprint for the future. Here the philosophizing about the past is translated into patterns 

of actual, agreed upon, habitual conduct as a launching pad for the future. 

     Good habits are invaluable. They accomplish at least two things. First of all, they are a 

determinant in the good sense of the word. They function as well-laid tracks. They 

indicate a sense of direction, and a steady course. They spell dependability, and inspire 

confidence and hope. Second, they are liberating. They free time and energy to deal with 

the important issues of life. It is both time-consuming and wearisome to have to make the 

same decisions over and over again. The charge that habits kill spontaneity is ill founded.  

Good habits pave the way for spontaneity in areas where it counts most. 

     The good habits, then, that are established in the present can be expected to carry over 

into the future. The worship services on Sunday, AM and PM, prayer meeting(s) through 

the week, the exercise of spiritual gifts, Bible study together, as well as private devotions 

remain non-negotiable. So, of course, are employment, mutual sharing in, assessing of, 

and interacting with the issues and events of the day, as well as mutual advice, 

encouragement, and exhortation in the face of difficult situations! Participation together 

in any variety of meaningful activities completes this picture.  

     Beyond this, however, new trails must be blazed for the new unit to operate. The 

families of origin are bound to function as a model in one way or another. But ultimately 

the new unit in the making is responsible for organizing itself under the new standard of 

Scripture. Since the future will be full of unexpected surprises, it is impossible to 

anticipate and settle all eventualities. But it is incumbent upon all those who prepare 

themselves for marriage to sort out and settle every issue that is certain to come up.  In 

short, the couple should take it as a rule of thumb that it must make all the decisions 

before marriage, without any exception, of which it is aware that they will have to be 

made in marriage, whether sooner or later.  

     This has both a preparational and a preventive function. First, it helps in building an 

indispensable track record in decision making and problem solving that in the future will 

prove to be of inestimable value. Second, it will prevent unacceptable marriages ever 

getting off the ground. There is no reason to believe that somehow through marriage the 

chemistry between the partners changes so as to make the decision process automatically 

successful. Far from it! What cannot be solved today, can on the average not expect to 

have any smoother sailing in the future. So, a questionable track record today should end 
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the relationship as without sufficient prospect of being biblically acceptable. Once again 

the focus is twofold. 
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1. General Organization 

 
 

a. Time Schedule 

 

The first issue that will surface is that of the daily time schedule. Shall the day start out 

with chaos or order? Will the members of the new unit, small at first, but soon to be 

extended, get up in the morning at will, eat breakfast on the run, and be off without any 

display of self control? Or will the alarm clock officially indicate the beginning of each 

day allowing sufficient time for private devotions, an orderly family breakfast, a preview 

of the anticipated events, and communal Bible reading and prayer? The value and impact 

of potentially thousands of hours for members of a household to bond themselves to God 

and to each other are inestimable. The value and impact of such starts for the activities of 

each day are equally incalculable. 

     Similarly, shall the evening meal be a free-for-all in which every individual member 

looks after his own needs according to his own schedule? Or shall it take place at a set 

time with everyone present as a worthy capstone of the working day during which the 

details of the day are shared and discussed and once again God is honored in regular 

Bible reading and prayer? 

     And how does the new unit retire for the night? Is it everyone for himself or herself?  

Or shall it be preceded by evening prayers? 

     Shall the Saturday be structured a little more loosely? And how about the Sunday?  

Breakfast together and on time appears a worthy preparation for the worship of God. The 

prospective couple will do well to take a special look at the anticipated schedule for the 

Lord's Day, especially in the light of the fourth commandment. Does God insist on a 

certain pattern of conduct for that day? And if so, what kind? Do the future husband and 

wife find themselves in agreement, also with regard to what will be required of the 

children? The issue of the Sunday observance should be settled in the light of God's 

Word and prayerfully. 

     Then, there are options for further structuring of the week's events. The new unit may 

choose specific kinds of breakfast and dinners for specific days of the week. It fosters a 

spirit of togetherness in which the family will look forward to these days as highlights in 

the week. It may also set time apart for specified activities or for activities to be 

determined later, or by prior agreement to be determined by one of the members of the 

new unit. 

  

 

b. Residence 

 

A second issue to be settled is that of location, something that is often intertwined with 

the choice of employment. At times the latter makes the former a foregone conclusion or 

severely limits the possibilities that are open to the new unit. At other times it has no 

bearing upon the issue whatsoever. In that case other determinants come into play: the 

pull of the family, the geography and the climate, economic, cultural, and spiritual 

factors, or more simply subjective feelings such as preferences, likes, and dislikes. 
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     Since the choice of location is not a matter of obedience or disobedience, it must be 

viewed as ultimately irrelevant. It is definitely not a decision over which one should 

agonize. After all, biblically the issue is not where one takes up residence, but rather how 

to conduct oneself before God and man in the place of residence after it is chosen. If 

there is to be any agony at all, it must be reserved for that.   

     Still, in the choice of location there is a hierarchy of considerations that must be taken 

into account. Which location presents the best prospect for usefulness in the kingdom of 

God, the greatest opportunity for nurture in the body of Christ, the most conducive 

climate for the rearing of children? These questions must be given prime consideration.  

Only after they have been answered, should attention be given to the prospect of a 

financially rewarding job, the opportunity of professional advancement, and the general 

quality of life that a specific location offers. It may be advisable to assign appropriate 

number values to the various elements that factor into the decision-making process. The 

higher scores, then, could indicate greater or lesser excitement, the lower scores greater 

or lesser reluctance. Everything being equal, the choice of the location that scores highest 

is eminently reasonable. 

 

 

c. Profession 

 

A third issue to be settled is that of job, vocation, career or profession, on the part of both 

the man and the woman, unless, of course, at the time that the preparation for marriage 

begins this has already been decided. It is unrealistic to insist or expect that the clock be 

turned back.  In any other case, however, both partners should have their full input. The 

financial returns, the fringe benefits, the time required, and the energy to be expended in 

the job run too large a gamut to be decided quickly or unilaterally.   

     For any course of action one should count the cost before embarking upon it, 

especially a course of action that locks in the future in such a significant way. There is a 

vast difference between a job on which one can just scrape by and one that allows for a 

comfortable lifestyle, between a career that taxes one to the limit and one that leaves 

plenty of get up and go to pursue other interests, between a profession that requires one to 

be on call twenty-four hours a day and one that is satisfied with an eight-to-five 

expenditure of time. The drawbacks and advantages of any job, career, or profession 

ought to be carefully analyzed and balanced out in order to insure as harmonious a future 

as possible. 

     The couple should concentrate first on the "employment" of the man. Not only did he 

historically have a running start before the woman came upon the scene. He already was 

engaged in taking authoritative and interpretive dominion before God gave him his 

perfect companion (Gen. 2:18-22). But also he is principially presented as the primary 

breadwinner. As such he has been assigned a task that is costly indeed (Gen. 3:19). 

However, the woman's input is a “must,” and should ever be solicited at the earliest 

possible opportunity. Her wisdom should not be underestimated. Also, she has a vital 

stake in the final determination of husband's future. There is every reason to involve her, 

and to request her “full say.”  

     Her own primary focus, however, is and remains her husband (Gen. 2:20), her family 

(1 Tim. 5:14) and her home (Tit. 2:5). This is not to imply that upon marriage any kind of 
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full time or part time involvement in the marketplace is by definition out of the question.  

Scripture indicates quite the opposite. For the godly woman marriage is not tantamount to 

“house arrest.” She is known to have pursued a ministry of mercy (Prov. 31:20), set up a 

business (Prov. 31:18) and ventured into real estate (Prov. 31:16). Clearly, she may use 

her creative imagination outside of the narrow confines of marriage. In fact, she should 

be encouraged and may well be trained to do so formally or informally, as long as any 

kind of outside involvement does not arise from a desire for independence, self-

realization or self-fulfillment. Her husband, her family, and her home, however, are her 

primary concern. She must abstain from anything that competes with this or impinges 

upon it.   

     Whenever these parameters are honored, the husband does not always have to look 

over his shoulder in fear or uncertainty. He trusts his wife explicitly, will be twice the 

man he would have been otherwise, and will make the mark in society (Prov. 31:11, 12, 

23). Similarly, the family will be clothed, fed, and well taken care of (Prov. 31:21, 22, 

27). No wonder that the children of this type of woman call her blessed and her husband 

praises her (Prov. 31:28)! 

     It goes without saying that any kind of outside employment is conditioned upon 

consultation with and following the approval of the husband and must be feasible in the 

circumstances. This may well pave the way to the anomalous predicament that years of 

formal training, including Ph.D. work, may appear to have been pursued in vain. This 

seems the inevitable conclusion when those years are not crowned with a fitting career.  

The fear that this may either lead to a profound disappointment or foster a rebellious 

attitude can easily produce the mistaken conviction that Christian women should shy 

away from such training. Fear, however, is always a bad taskmaster. Retreat in the face of 

circumstances is no acceptable option.   

     Let Christian women pursue any possible training they desire. Let them follow the 

biblical mandate to go as “fast, far and furious” as possible for the Lord. Let them make 

plans to that end and determine to pursue them unless and until the Lord brings them to a 

stop. But let them also acknowledge that whatever God's providence may have in store 

for them following their years of training, it will be the very crowning piece that fits them 

best and will prove to be most useful for the Kingdom.   

     So it is fully imaginable that a Ph.D. in biochemistry ends up as the wife of a Bible 

translator in the middle of nowhere and therefore without any prospect of putting her 

training to work. It is equally possible that a Ph.D. in linguistics marries a missionary in a 

remote area where the Bible has never been translated in the vernacular. Then the two 

preparations could not dovetail more perfectly. During preparation for marriage, of 

course, there is always the option either to change the field of study to something that 

seems to be more useful, or to break off the relationship when the price to be paid appears 

to be too steep. The latter should in no way be regarded as dishonorable, when such 

decision has the proper motivation and the proper goal. Of course, the only such 

motivation and goal is to please the Lord. Paul emphatically states in 1 Corinthians 7:1, 

32 that celibacy is preferable to marriage for that very reason. Let it be added, however, 

that the termination of a relationship in order to please the Lord does not by definition 

exclude the start up of a later relationship that will lead to marriage! 
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2. Specific Planning 
 

 

a. Guidelines 

 

The most fundamental guideline is based on the recognition of the difference between 

necessities and preferences. Whatever is stated in Scripture as required by God or 

legitimately dictated by the framework within which one lives, or the circumstances that 

one encounters, must be given the priority in the planning process.   

     At this point the partners must carefully monitor their hearts, their thinking processes, 

their wills and their emotions. All these can easily throw a monkey wrench in the works.  

The heart often has its idols that it pursues and refuses to give up. The mind frequently 

has its ironclad reasons for going after objectives. The will quickly has its movements 

that take on a life of their own. The emotions readily have their addictions that cannot be 

shed. Without Jesus none of them can be trusted. Without the Holy Spirit none of them 

can be controlled. Without the Word none of them can be regulated. Without prayer none 

of them can function properly. 

     Once necessities have been identified, neither partner has any other option but to obey.  

This is a principle that has to be agreed up early in the focused preparation process, and 

should not again and again become a matter for debate. When obedience threatens to 

become a burden, whether physically, spiritually, psychologically, mentally, emotionally, 

practically, or otherwise, it must immediately become a matter of prayer. Contentment, 

joy and thanksgiving must prevail, even if there is a price to pay in terms of suffering of 

whatever sort.    

     After the necessities have been identified, the preferences come into view. A spirit of 

self-denial ought to mark the decision making process. Again it must be emphasized, that 

lack of self-denial tends to drive the partners apart. To lose is to win! If there is no 

agreement, and a satisfactory solution seems to elude them, the authority structure must 

kick in. Here the twin realities of sacrifice and submission should concretely enter the 

picture. When they do, and produce the anticipated peace, harmony and the pay-off of a 

prosperous relationship that invariably accompanies them, the focused preparation has 

made great strides, and paves the way to a beckoning future. If sacrifice and submission 

are regularly absent, the relationship will deteriorate.  

     If it cannot be turned around, the inevitable conclusion may have to be drawn sooner 

rather than later. No “compatibility,” no progress, and therefore no chance of a God 

honoring and successful marriage. The next step to be taken is self-evident!   

     This introduces the two most important “candidates” for the planning process, 

finances and sexuality. No two areas have proven to possess greater destructive potential 

in the marriage relationship than these. Financial instability leaves the marriage and the 

family on the economic edge, something that easily frays the nerves and may lead to 

resentment, bitterness and harsh words. Sexual tension leaves the marriage on the 

emotional edge, something that easily leads to frustration, estrangement and retaliatory 

action, of course with implications for the family. Both areas better be planned biblically, 

prayerfully, carefully, thoroughly and well in advance! 
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b. Finances 

 

The first major issue to be settled is that of the finances. This is arguably one of the more 

tender spots in marriage.  Earning, spending, and saving habits that are in evidence prior 

to the marriage give fair indication of what can be expected. There is an interesting rule 

that commends itself for implementation. Pray as much as possible, work as much as 

possible, save as much as possible, and share as much as possible. Incidentally, the 

"share" aspect is (should be) much more than an afterthought. It ought to be a prime 

motivator (Eph. 4:28). Unless this is the case--hopefully on more than rare occasions--, 

this rule quickly becomes suspect. At any rate, its implementation requires not only 

biblical altruism, but also self control and . . . a budget.   

     The budget should be both biblical and realistic. It must be based upon actual or 

properly anticipated income figures, control and direct the outflow of available funds, and 

serve to establish proper spending habits.     

     The first aspect should be that of Kingdom funding in keeping with the biblical law on 

tithing. The tithes were never meant to be taken out of the leftovers, but rather to be 

creamed from the top.  This is from the gross pay before taxes. The government was 

never meant to have the first bite out of the one's paycheck. This is God's prerogative.  

The three major line items under the category of Kingdom funding should be the local 

church, missions, and benevolences. Giving should start at the irreducible minimum of 

10% (Mal. 3:8-10). This OT teaching has never been abrogated.   

     However, the NT, fully in line with the OT legislation that transcends the 10% level, 

such as the laws on gleaning (Debt. 23:24-25; 24:19-22), loans (Deut. 15:11; 23:19-20), 

special gifts (1 Chr. 29:6-9; Mal. 3:8) and vows (Lev. 27:1-25), shows that giving may go 

as high as 50% (Lk. 3:10-11), if not beyond (Acts 4:34-37), indeed 100% (Mk. 12:41-

44), and possibly even beyond that (2 Cor. 8:1-4). The prerequisite is that the donors are 

filled with the Spirit (Acts 2:38, 44-45) and first give themselves to both God and the 

neighbor (2 Cor. 8:5). The couple will do well to sit down and determine together the 

precise level and focus of their giving in terms of the local church, missions, and 

benevolences. That should double as a self-examination as to how filled they are with the 

Spirit and how much they have given of themselves to God and his Church! 

    The second aspect should be the family budget. The line items under this category are 

housing, utilities, maintenance, food, clothing, personal care, transportation, insurance, 

big ticket items, savings, retirement, entertainment, vacation, emergencies and 

miscellaneous. 

     A big advantage of a budget is that the priorities are set and the moneys locked in 

before the lure of one item or another throws the finances into disarray. Too many times a 

miscalculation has placed a severe, if not intolerable, strain on a family. A second 

advantage is that such lure can be routinely resisted upon recognition that the money is 

not available. It saves time and energy not to have to make the same kind of decisions 

over and over again. A third advantage is that any item that is acknowledged as 

sufficiently important can be placed in the budget at a future time. It should prevent 

undue disappointment, tension, and possibly even resentment. 

     It is highly significant that at this point in time already the prospective couple 

determines that it will operate under a joint budget with a joint bank account and that debt 

financing to satisfy its wants is not an option. A joint budget is an extension of the “one 
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flesh” provision laid down in Paradise (Gen. 2:24) and mandated by marriage as an 

authority structure. The family is not a free for all. This does not mean that the marriage 

partners may not divide the administration of the several budget items between each 

other. Nor does it mean that they may not have some discretionary funds to spend as each 

sees fit. In fact, the talents and the niche that they will bring into the marriage may make 

this quite advisable. Further, if to facilitate this, or to meet similarly practical objectives, 

separate bank accounts are in order, there should not be any hesitation to proceed with 

them. Under no circumstances, however, should they serve the purposes of independence 

or unilateral decisions.   

     Debt financing to satisfy wants simply is not biblical (Rom. 13:8). Since it implies a 

lack of contentment with the level of blessings that God saw fit to grant, it is a form of 

rebellion. Further, since it results from an inordinate desire to possess now what one can 

not afford, it is also a form of idolatry. It turns the biblical order around as it opts for 

short-term gain and long-term pain, rather than short-term pain and long-term gain.   

     Debt financing to meet needs is a different issue. Loans to meet basic needs are 

permitted by Scripture (Deut. 15:7-11). In terms of all other needs, however, every effort 

should be made as a rule of thumb to avoid them at all cost. The borrower is and remains 

slave to the lender (Prov. 22:7). Apart from the fact that it is personally ever so much 

more satisfying, it is financially ever so much sounder to save and pay cash. If a loan is 

unavoidable, however, it should be ascertained that there is sufficient equity in the item 

purchased that it can be resold or repossessed without any injury to the lender. 

     A special word about retirement funding is very much in place. Social Security 

payments are usually insufficient. And even if the workplace contributes toward one’s 

retirement, one still may face a shortage of income. That is why careful planning is a 

must. Due to the “miracle” of compound interest, the allotment of limited funds for 

retirement purposes early in life will pay off handsomely. Such allotment is not only 

recommended for its evident wisdom, but also mandated for the responsible self-

government it would display. The following example may serve as an encouragement not 

to postpone planning for the future. One individual paid a substantial amount of money 

annually into an investment fund before and during his College years over a period of 

some five years. Soon after his graduation he ceased to make any further contributions. 

At that same time, however, his twin brother started to deposit the identical amount of 

money into a similar investment fund and continued that for a period of thirty years.  

Both retired simultaneously. It appeared that both funds had the same balance. The early 

payments over five years and the later payments over thirty years yielded the same totals.  

The miracle of compound interest is undeniable. 

 

 

c. Sexuality 

 

The second major focus under this heading is that of sexual relationships, their function 

and frequency, as well as family planning, the number of children, and birth control 

methods. Sexual relations and family planning are so closely intertwined that it is 

difficult to separate them from one another. Since this issue has the potential of creating 

more tension in marriage than any other issue, including place of residence, vocation, or 

finances, it is of the utmost importance that it be settled before the marriage commences. 
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It is also recommended to leave it until last because of its intimate nature. If the issues, 

mentioned earlier, cannot be settled, this does not need to become a subject of discussion.  

The one-to-one male-female relationship will have been terminated. By the same token, if 

they have not caused any problems in the relationship, this issue can be the final testing 

ground. 

     In general, it has to be remembered that God in his creation of man provided for both 

joyful marital “recreation” and thoughtful human “procreation.” This is not simply a 

fluke of history or an evolutionary coincidence. It is the divine design. There should, 

therefore, be a healthy fear not to identify what God has distinguished, nor to separate 

what God has joined together. 

     This means, on the one hand, that marital union is the crowning piece of a relationship 

in which both the spirituality and humanity of the partners come into their own.  

Enraptured and at one in spiritual fellowship with God, and deeply content in the joint 

deployment of their humanity, they fuse physically. This fusion has a nobility of its own, 

quite apart from reproduction. All prudishness is totally alien to the Biblical teaching.  

Concretely, the goal is simultaneous climactic orgasm. It is advisable to consult 

handbooks of sexual techniques to maximize the ministry to each other, and therefore the 

joint pleasure. The value of such pleasure, not only physically, but also psychologically, 

in fact, across the board, is incalculable. 

     On the other hand, the methodical separation of “recreation” from “procreation” is 

irresponsible. For family planning that wishes to be biblically informed and patterned 

three clusters of two Scripture passages each (should) provide the broad parameters. The 

first cluster consists of Genesis 1:28 and 9:1, 7. The second one is made up of Psalm 

127:3-5 and 128:3-6. The third one is found in 1 Timothy 2:15 and 5:14. 

     The Genesis passages lay down a general standard. It is incumbent upon man to 

multiply. There is no reason to believe that this is limited in its scope, in terms of place, 

time, or circumstances. It is an ordinance promulgated at creation and emphatically 

repeated following the flood. This underscores its universal applicability. Neither is there 

reason to believe that this will produce a population explosion that will eventually see 

humans stacked into outer space. If all the billions of people presently on earth would be 

allotted modest homes on modest contiguous plots, they would occupy no more land than 

a state the size of Texas. If only standing room would be available, the whole world 

population could fit in the greater San Francisco Bay area. 

     The claim that multiplication will sooner or later produce serious food shortages, 

famine, and widespread starvation has no merit either. Any shortage is due to a 

combination of three factors, false religions such as Hinduism, false ideologies such as 

Marxism, and the judgment of God upon a rebellious mankind. There is an incalculable 

supply of solar energy at the disposal of man. It is there to be harnessed. The potential for 

food production and industrial growth is so vast that abundance and wealth should be the 

rule rather than the exception. 

     Furthermore, God himself made a solemn promise following the flood that the natural 

order of seedtime and harvest would no more be interrupted, holding out the prospect of 

an ever-present sufficient supply of food. The blame for any shortfall, therefore, must be 

squarely placed at man's own doorstep. 

     This, indeed, proves to be the case. Wherever Hinduism with its emphasis upon 

reincarnation gained operational control, countries that used to be agriculturally self-
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sufficient began to experience shortages. Similarly, wherever Marxism with its insistence 

upon central planning became dominant, one-time bread-baskets for vast regions 

suddenly could not feed their own population anymore.   

     Combine this with man's refusal to honor God in his own world (ungodliness) and his 

penchant for unacceptable moral conduct (unrighteousness), and it is not surprising 

anymore that scarcity and shortages are too often the order of the day. But this does not 

have any bearing upon the standard as it is formulated for all men everywhere as a 

creation mandate, repeated when God made a new beginning with mankind following the 

flood. For it still stands that “I have been young, and now I am old. Yet I have not seen 

the righteous forsaken, nor his children begging for food” (Ps. 37:25). 

     The Psalm passages add two significant features to the creation ordinance of 

multiplication against the backdrop of the fall (Ps. 127) and in the fullness of life (Ps. 

128). Fully in keeping with the mandate they characterize children as an inheritance, a 

reward and a blessing. The additional features are that they spell out God's grand 

objective for them in the darkness of a fallen world, and his grand provision in the light 

of a redeemed life.   

     Standing shoulder to shoulder with their parents it is theirs to be engaged in spiritual 

battle and to enjoy the victory. The military metaphor of a quiver full of arrows hardly 

leaves room for any other conclusion. Sitting around the table with their parents, they 

experience a prosperous Kingdom present as well as future. The metaphor of the fruitful 

vine and the olive plants indicates that the experience is rich and enriching. 

     It has rather facetiously been said that it is not specified how many arrows make a full 

quiver. Ten? Five? Two? So any number of children a couple was to agree on would 

qualify as such. Even one child might do, especially if he or she is a “handful.” In that 

case the quiver would be quite small! While it is technically correct to say that “mere” 

exegesis cannot determine how many arrows constitute a full quiver, a few pertinent 

questions suggested by the Psalm passages themselves may go a long way toward at least 

approximating the number.   

     If it were in the power of the recipient to do so, how large an inheritance, how high a 

reward, and how much of a blessing would he stipulate for himself? To ask this question 

is to answer it. He would go for “the limit!” 

     Further, if a general were asked how much ordnance he wished to have at his disposal 

facing the most savage opponent in what threatened to be the most intense and protracted 

battle of his life, how would he respond? Or if it were up to the farmer to determine how 

large a crop he would harvest, what would he decide? Again, to ask these questions is to 

answer them. As much ordinance and as large a crop as possible! The sky would be the 

limit. 

     It seems, therefore, that any couple, gripped by the grand goal of the multiplication, 

would wish to maximize the multiplication as far as this is possible. Vice versa, the 

number of children that a couple desires to have, whether this is feasible or not, is a fair 

indication of the extent to which it is gripped by God's goal for children. 

     The Timothy passages form in a real sense the crowning piece of biblical teaching.  

They are the NT capstone, which do not add as much as accentuate and underscore 

previous Scripture. They underscore the OT revelation when they in general instruct 

young women to marry, to have children, and to manage their homes (see also Tit. 2:4-5).  

In fact, this is so much the expected thing to do that widows in later life may not be put 
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on an official list unless they, among other things, have brought up children (1 Tim. 

5:10). They accentuate the OT revelation when they state that the woman "shall be saved 

by means of child bearing." 

     This last phrase has a long history of interpretation. In the early Church it was 

proposed that according to Paul the woman, i.e. Eve (“she”), would be saved (from the 

curse that was pronounced upon her after the fall) through the birth of the (promised) 

child (“Jesus”) and that this salvation would filter through to all other women who 

displayed faith and holiness. This interpretation has survived until today.   

     As an alternative it has been suggested that according to Paul the woman (“she”), 

generic for women in general, will be prevented (“kept safe”) from taking over man's role 

(presumably in the church) by marital involvement (symbolized by child bearing), 

provided that this is characterized by faith and holiness. 

     It seems to be too alien to the context, and therefore too tortuous, to see in the 

phraseology, “by means of child bearing,” a reference to the birth of Christ rather than to 

take it as a reference to motherhood in general. If this is correct, it is preferable to take 

“the woman” of the verses 11 and 12 as the antecedent of the “she” in verse 15a rather 

than “Eve,” who is the “woman” of verse 14. In that case this “she” is a collective 

pronoun and is practically identical to the “they” in verse 15b, namely “women in 

general.”   

     But what, then, does it mean that they are “saved through child bearing?"  It seems 

less than attractive to equate child bearing with marital involvement and subsequently to 

construe the latter as the antidote for taking over the authoritative role of the man. Even if 

the temptation to seize control in the context of the church would be no less than within 

marriage, it still would be too negative.   

     No, it is far preferable to seek a positive solution in the meaning of the verb "saved."  

In common parlance this is identified as “justified.” However, Paul frequently uses it in 

the sense of “sanctified” (Phil. 2:12; 1 Tim. 4:16; see also Jam. 1:21). This sheds fresh 

light on the meaning of the phrase under consideration within its context. The woman 

may not occupy an authoritative function in the church by virtue of both creation and the 

fall. This, however, does not put her on the shelf. Her function as mother in the home is 

different but no less significant. In fact, just as her disobedience contributed to the fall, so 

the commitment to her God-given function in child bearing will constitute her obedience. 

Her contribution to death's entrance into the world can now be offset by her contribution 

in the production of life.   

     This contribution is not automatic. One cannot expect any mother to make any 

difference unless faith, love, and holiness, coupled with propriety, accompany her 

faithfulness to her function. So 1 Timothy 2:15 can be paraphrased as follows: The 

woman is obedient when she bears children as her function in life and makes a lasting 

mark upon them when hers is a life of continued godliness. 

     The Genesis, Psalm, and Timothy passages are clearly all variations on the same 

theme. The aim of God is, and the aim of any God fearing couple ought to be, a godly 

seed (Mal. 2:15). Apparently no political oppression or economic depression (Ex. 2:1-3), 

religious malaise or hostile persecution (1 Sam. 1:9-11) is a valid reason to limit the 

family.   

     Admittedly all this does not determine the number of children in each case. But it 

provides the biblical parameters that the couple that prepares for marriage must honor in 
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the decision-making process. If it does, it will not succumb to the secular mind set that 

harbors a deep hostility toward large families for a variety of reasons and evidences that 

in just as many ways. 

     This hostility may be rooted in selfishness, pure and simple, in the conviction that 

children spell bondage, in the fear that economic freedom will be curtailed or that 

economic viability will be threatened etc. It may evidence itself in vasectomies, tying of 

tubes, abortion, etc. Any God-fearing couple will think twice to entertain ungodly reasons 

and display ungodly evidence. 

     The Bible does not express itself beyond the parameters just mentioned. This is why 

no one may saddle someone else with an intrusive opinion, let alone a guilt trip.  In this 

area every couple is fully responsible to God only. In fact, the biblical decision-making 

process discussed in Part II, Chapter 6 kicks in at this point. The decision as to the 

number of children is subjective, but not arbitrary.   

     Guideline (1): Whatever decision Christians make in areas or issues where God gives 

no injunction or prohibition, they may and must know that they are by definition pleasing 

to God as long as they delight in God.   

     Guideline (2): As long as they delight in God, God will give them the desire of their 

heart. Obedience and delight spell commitment to the six passages stated above. 

Commitment to these six passages, in turn, spells God's smile upon the Christian's 

conduct whatever that is, and specifically upon the goal in terms of the number of 

children that a Christian couple sets for itself. 

     May birth control means be used to reach that goal? First, the principles of biblical 

decision-making remain inviolable. Second, the function of sexual relations comes into 

play as well. They are given to the partners, as has been observed, for the purposes of 

both mutual delight and child bearing. In a word, “recreation” and “procreation” go hand 

in hand and are both honorable.   

     The interdependence of the two as well as the preponderance of the biblical teaching 

does not seem to favor the use of artificial means to prevent conception and childbirth. In 

fact, they seem to discourage it. At the same time, there does not seem to be a biblical 

warrant to prohibit it across the board either. The distinction between “recreation” and 

“procreation,” which, incidentally, does not apply to the animal kingdom, seems to imply 

that the Christian need not exclude the use of birth control means by definition. In short, 

since Scripture has no definitive word in the matter, the final decision is left up to the 

individual couples. However, in view of all the biblical parameters the use of artificial 

means always should be guarded. Further, when a couple reaches a “biblical” agreement 

about the number of children, the use of such means is only legitimate if it does not 

vitiate the set goal.   

     As a rule of thumb, the fact that in marriage the final responsibility rests with the man 

implies that the burden of the means of birth control should not be borne by the woman.  

So, the “pill” and other means, such as IUD's, that threaten early abortion or may be 

detrimental to the woman's health should not be accepted as viable alternatives. This may 

exact the final price of birth control from the occupant of the womb, and lay a possible 

price, such as cancer, at the woman's door. Practically speaking, this only leaves open to 

the rhythm method and the use of condoms and possibly of foams and creams. It must be 

recognized, however, that neither the rhythm method, nor the use of artificial means are 
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100% “safe.” Besides, the artificial means tend to interrupt the spontaneity, reduce the 

sensitivity, and diminish the pleasure of the loving relationship of the couple.   

     Not only should the number of children be agreed upon in advance. The frequency of 

sexual relations should be determined as well. After years of counseling in this area, a 

reasonable recommendation is that sexual relations take place on an average of three 

times per week. To defuse the problem of “insensitivity” in terms of an “ill timed” desire 

for relations, or a “frustrating” reaction to that desire, one of these times should be on a 

predetermined evening. Both partners know in advance that “this is our evening,” and can 

prepare for it. The second time the one partner should take the initiative, the third time 

the other partner. In case of refusal either to take the initiative or to comply, an alternate 

time should be proposed in order to avoid the detrimental feeling of rejection. 

    While a handbook on sexual intimacy that deals with techniques should be consulted, 

only one thing should in the long run predominate, whatever techniques are used. Sexual 

intimacy is a mutual ministry from the one to the other. It is a matter of reaching out and 

giving, rather than demanding and taking. This means that any kind of sex that is 

unnatural, such as oral of anal sex, is out of bounds. Anal sex easily tears the fragile 

tissues that are encountered and is in the long run infectious. Oral sex is similarly 

questionable, as it tends to cause genital herpes. Neither one, clearly, qualifies as a 

sacrificial and edifying ministry! On the other hand, such ministry includes carefully 

orchestrated foreplay to prepare the partner properly for the sex act, self discipline in the 

act on the part of the male to assist his partner in reaching her climax as well, and tender 

after play to bring the act to a satisfactory conclusion.   

     It is well documented that unsolved problems in the relationship influence sexual 

intimacy adversely. As has been observed, any baggage accumulated in the interaction 

through the day finds its way into the bedroom at night. A word to the wise is very much 

in place here! Scientific polls indicate that the strain of unsolved problems tends to 

produce aversion to sexual intimacy on the part of the woman. At the same time the lack 

of consistent sexual intimacy tends to effect perversion in the man. In a major Christian 

assembly, where tens of thousands of men were gathered, over 50% reported to have 

dabbled in pornography and occasional sex. Furthermore, it was estimated that 

approximately the same percentage of women had developed an aversion to marital sex, 

and that 25% of them had been involved in extra-marital affairs of some duration. In their 

frustration with the present situation most appeared to opt for a counterfeit intimacy to 

suit their specific unmet needs, while many decided simply to bail out. Of course, neither 

these men nor these women have a valid excuse for their conduct. Scripture directs both 

to count exposure to trials joy, since trials are designed to effect endurance as a wayside 

station to holiness (Jam. 1:2), and roundly condemns fornication, whether in the form of 

adultery, homosexuality, lesbianism, bestiality, as well as the reverse fornication of 

“closing shop,” as utterly sinful. In fact, it solemnly declares that unrepentant persistence 

in this sin disqualifies from entering into the Kingdom of God (Rev. 21:8).   

     The purpose of mentioning this in the present context, however, is not simply to make 

a point in a vacuum. Rather it serves a launching pad for a very solemn and sober 

reminder to all who are involved in preparation for marriage. Sexuality is so woven in the 

warp and woof of human existence that its privileges, responsibilities and possible pitfalls 

better be fully understood!  Since in marriage 100% plus 100% equals 100%, not only the 

spirituality of the partners (their relationship to God) and their humanity (their dominion 
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taking), but also their sexuality (physical intimacy) fuse together without any ifs, ands 

and buts. This implies that the partners surrender themselves without any reservation, 

mental or actual, to one another in each of the three areas. This also implies that they can 

claim one another for 100% in each of these areas. After all, their spouse is their human 

priority and lifeline. This further implies that any resistance in the prospective partners 

against this crowning piece of the biblical blueprint for marriage or any advance refusal 

to honor this disqualifies them, and leaves them with no other option but to terminate the 

relationship. The central reason is simple. It would be sinful to proceed. To spell it out 

specifically and concretely in the area of sexuality, both partners should recognize clearly 

and submit wholeheartedly to the biblical teaching that by saying “I do” at the wedding 

day, they hand the authority over their bodies to each other (1 Cor. 7:4). This means that 

in principle spouses can exercise this authority at any time. In practice, however, 

Scripture demands prayerful self-denial on display in sacrifice and submission on the part 

of both. When the partners are in each other’s heart, this will be in evidence. If so, every 

sex-act will turn into a mutual delight. The personal, familial, as well as ecclesiastical and 

societal benefits will be incalculable. If not, there is a high price to be paid. To put it 

bluntly, partners in marriage, whether prospective or actual, either come to grips with the 

blueprint of Scripture or they are saddled with a blueprint for misery and disaster. All this 

goes to underscore the utter necessity of the thorough preparation for marriage as is laid 

out in this volume, the magnitude of a totally positive answer to the two fundamental 

qualifying questions, and the trail blazing significance of a biblical track record of 

manifest godliness before the wedding date is announced.                                

     But how can the blueprint of Scripture prevail? The answer stands to reason. Once 

again, the importance of the proper order of spirituality, humanity, and sexuality 

evidences itself. Only if spirituality receives top billing will humanity fall into place.  

And only when the causes of spirituality and humanity are properly served will sexuality 

come into its own. 

     Concretely, only if the couple “jointly” practices the presence of God in the person of 

Christ and in the power of the Spirit, with all that this entails, will full, cheerful, and 

tender care be taken to assist each other in living deeply satisfying lives in a “joint” 

humanity, which includes, but is not exhausted by, the development of a rich personal 

relationship, the effective deployment of talents and skills, the successful achievement of 

tasks and goals, in short, everything that is perceived as prerequisite for that contentment. 

Then, and only then, will sexual intimacy reach the pinnacle of Proverbs 5:18-19, “May 

your fountain be blessed, and may you rejoice in the wife of your youth. A loving doe, a 

graceful deer--may her breasts satisfy you always, may you ever be captivated by her 

love.”   

     Solomon’s Song indicates that this is a two-way street! It warns that love between the 

sexes should not be awakened before its season (Song 2:7; 3:5; 8:4), that is by 

implication, before the issues of spirituality and humanity have been settled. But when it 

is the proper time, by all means bring it on! The description of monogamous, marital, 

love is superlative and exquisite. It is rich and shuns all coyness! The loveliness of the 

physical beauty of the “bride-to-be” is extolled (Song 1:5, 8, 12-14; 2:14-15; 5:9; 6:4), 

while no one seems to be more handsome and exciting than the prospective “groom” 

(1:16; 2:3, 8-9; 5:10-16). Their mutual love is as the fragrance of the choicest of 

perfumes. It is sweeter than the best honey, more pleasing than the best of wines, and 
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more delightful than the finest of spices (Song 1:2-3; 3:10-15). Both are “lovesick,” and 

anticipate the wedding day and the lovemaking of the honeymoon with great anticipation 

(Song 1:2-4; 4:1-7; 7:1-9). In short, it sets the standard of love’s intimacy in the marriage 

relationship. It is hardly surprising that commentators explain Solomon’s Song as 

descriptive of the relationship between Christ and the Christian. While it is questionable 

that this is the proper meaning of the text, it is certainly a proper application of the Song.   

In short, when the Song’s intimacy prevails, one plus one will truly equal one in a joint 

sexuality as the culmination point of a joint-spirituality and a joint-humanity. It certainly 

would go a long way to nullify the grim statistics mentioned earlier! 
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CONCLUSION 

 
 

Introduction 
 

Eventually the couple will have assessed the past, handled the present and faced the 

future together. If the track record of settling the past, interaction in the present, and 

finalizing the future is fully positive, the qualifying questions should be answered in the 

affirmative. Both the man and the woman must be willing to give themselves to their 

future spouse 100%. Any residue of doubt should lead to the postponement of such an 

answer. Total restfulness and contentment of heart, mind, will, and emotions is the 

indispensable condition for entering into marriage.    

     Further, the presence of even the slightest uneasiness about the successful completion 

of the preparation process, unless that can be resolved, is sufficient ground for the 

discontinuation of the relationship. In fact, the experience of any inward “nausea,” 

“doubt,” etc. about a future marriage must lead to a discontinuation of the relationship.  It 

would be a sin to enter into the marriage covenant unless both parties are willing and able 

to give themselves 100%. Besides, it ought to be remembered that “turning off the tap” is 

always preferable to “wiping up the floor.” Hard statistical experience informs us that the 

pain of those who wish to be married but do not seem to find a suitable partner cannot be 

compared to the pain of those who are married but wished they were not!      

     Once again, it is urgent for any couple that goes through the preparation process to 

have a counselor who assists, monitors, and assesses so that the final answer to the 

qualifying questions will reflect the true state of affairs. 

     Such an answer will always be enriching because much has been learned in the 

preparation process, whatever the answer may be. 

     Depending upon that answer, it is either a sin to continue the relationship, or an act of 

holiness to enter into the marriage. If the preparation was conducted biblically, and the 

continuation of the relationship would prove to be sinful, it can be terminated with 

relative ease. After all, the Christian wishes to shun sin at any price. In fact, it can be 

terminated with honor, since no bounds of biblical propriety have been transgressed. 

     If the preparation was pleasing to God, and the continuation of the relationship is 

sanctioned, the marriage not only will take place, but also will serve the best interests of 

the couple's spirituality, humanity, and sexuality, in that order. 

     In short, in the former case the couple will gladly forego marriage, in the latter it will 

gladly embrace it, either one out of a godly motivation, according to a godly standard, 

and for a godly goal. Following a godly model of preparation for marriage ensures that 

there will be no losers ever, but winners only, whatever its outcome. 

     At any rate, the bottom line is this. In the broad preparatory phase of marriage, before 

even a one-to-one male-female relationship has started both male and female have to ask 

themselves the question whether they have a track record of standing shoulder to 

shoulder with others through thick and thin, whether in the family circle, among friends, 

in school, in the workplace, etc. These situations are a testing ground for the most 

intimate relationship of all. In order for this “shoulder contact” to materialize everyone 

must learn at times to speed up, and at other times to throttle back. This requires a 
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lifestyle of self-denial, sacrifice and submission under the umbrella of unconditional 

surrender to God and his word through Christ and in the power of the Spirit. If the answer 

is in the negative, a one-to-one male female relationship better be postponed. If it is in the 

positive, the focused preparatory phase can get started. However, it better be understood 

that God ups the ante in this setting. The “shoulder-to-shoulder” relationship in marriage 

is much more demanding. It is unconditional, comprehensive, and for keeps. In a word, 

both prospective partners must be desirous to become “one person.” They must vie to 

become Siamese twins inoperably connected at the shoulders who move together, speed 

up together, throttle back together, change direction together, etc., etc. When they 

succeed in achieving this, they will prosper. This will be the case, even if at times the 

demands of the Kingdom, which is their summum bonum, keeps them apart physically. In 

their heart of hearts they will be present in each other’s absence, and as a result be co-

participants in each other’s labors, and co-partakers in each other’s blessings (See Phil. 

1:5, 7 for the biblical model). Functional togetherness is the motto of their lives, in the 

broad range of their spirituality, humanity, and sexuality. Once more, any kind of unease 

or distaste in this regard, whether experientially (their heart), rationally (their mind), 

volitionally (their will) or emotionally (their feelings) disqualifies for marriage and 

biblically does, and should, terminate the relationship. To ignore danger signs in the 

focused preparation and to push ahead with marriage regardless is sinful. It is displeasing 

to the Lord and apart from repentance may result in a life time of “wiping up the floor.” 

One of the objectives of this volume is to prevent this to the glory of God and the well 

being of his children!  

     Two final scenarios and two final reminders in closing! In each of the scenarios and 

the reminders (some of) the main points of this volume are (hopefully) driven home by 

means of some telling case histories. The purpose is to show both the significance and the 

applicability of the biblical principles. 
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1. Two Scenarios 
 

 

a. Scenario Number One 

 

 

The purpose of the first scenario is to emphasize that scrupulous care be taken to honor 

the biblical order in the triad of spirituality, humanity and sexuality in a specific 

situation!  What if at the start of the focused preparation it is evident that marriage cannot 

become a reality for a number of years for reasons of education or otherwise? Of course, 

it is always the better part of wisdom to discourage such an early start! But if that is no 

longer realistic, it is recommended that the qualifying questions will not be answered 

until the midway point. (A good rule of thumb in any case!) This, of course, implies the 

abstention of sexual touch, at least until that time. If that is seen as a frustration, it would 

be a great deal more frustrating to bring the pot of preparation water to the boiling point 

and then be forced to put it on the back burner for an extensive period of time to avoid 

being scalded! In one instance the wedding day could not occur until four years after the 

preparation started. I consented to monitor the progress under the condition that the 

qualifying questions would not definitively be answered until two years into the 

preparation. In spite of the rather surprising opposition against this procedure on the part 

of one of the mothers the couple fully consented in recognition of the biblical wisdom of 

this approach. Suffice it to say that the marriage is harmonious, rich and influential.  

     Frequently in such situations the wedding day is moved up at the expense of the 

education of the woman. However, this should not even be considered as an option. As 

has been argued before, the man must first and foremost serve the spirituality of the 

woman, then her humanity, and only subsequently may focus upon sexuality. 

Regrettably, this biblical order of human priorities has not always been respected in 

situations like this. In retrospect many a woman has greatly lamented the interruption of 

her studies, especially when it became impossible to complete them at a later occasion. 

At times this caused resentment, if not bitterness. On the one hand, this is passing strange 

and should never happen. Not only does it take two to tangle, but also the sufficiency of 

Christ is at stake! On the other hand, the man ought to recognize that even in this early 

stage of the relationship he must assume responsibility. It would be an evidence of a 

sacrificial and edifying leadership, if the man would refuse the option of a premature 

marriage. For him either to insist on such marriage anyway, or not to preclude it from the 

start, would constitute both a lack of sexual self-control and a callous disregard for the 

humanity of his future spouse. But the problem goes deeper yet. Ultimately it would put a 

question mark behind his spiritual leadership ability. To put it mildly, it is not devoid of 

all wisdom when parents do not want to give permission to marry until after all studies 

are completed.  In one instance this wisdom was recognized and the wedding was put off.  

The effects of this decision were quite beneficial. In another instance the studies of the 

woman were interrupted and the wedding took place. Some years later, and of course in 

retrospect, deep regret was expressed about the shot-gun approach. The woman resumed 

her studies, but this undertaking became partially a separate track in the marriage. While 

it did not destroy its unity, it certainly affected it adversely.    
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     Of course, not every situation is the same. If the script has either set of parents 

underwrite or guarantee the expense of the remaining year(s) of education as a wedding 

gift, all bets are not necessarily off. The issue of children would (should!) complicate 

matters. But there would be room to maneuver. It might be a good rule of thumb that 

such wedding gift is only acceptable if it would cover no more than the last year of 

studies. Naturally there are other possible scripts of this general sort. Each of them would 

require close scrutiny in terms of both its substance and its implications before a course 

of action is chosen.      

 

 

b. Scenario Number Two 

 

The second scenario envisions a sinful upset of the hierarchical order in the biblical triad. 

What if the preparation for marriage is not spotless, because the couple in an unguarded 

moment succumbs to premarital sex, with or without an ensuing pregnancy? Scripture 

indicates that on the part of the man a premarital sexual act constitutes a proposal of 

marriage (Ex. 21:16; Deut. 22:28-29). But Scripture has additional input!   

     Since both the man and the woman have shown themselves incapable of handling their 

own affairs, they both thereby forfeit the right to decide upon their own future. It now 

squarely lies in the hands of the father of the woman either to “accept” or to “reject” such 

a (virtual) proposal (Ex. 22:17). If there is true repentance on the part of the couple, they 

will unreservedly subject themselves to both the judgment of the father and to the 

procedures he follows to arrive at that judgment.  

     At the same time, a biblically informed father will recognize that premarital sex does 

not automatically spell marriage. If he handles the situation properly, he will not 

compound one sin with another. He must determine whether the couple qualifies for 

marriage.  In case of need he will draw on consultants, such as a pastor or counselor, to 

confront the couple with the “qualifying questions!” In doing so, he will not run 

roughshod over the mind, the will or the emotions of the couple. It is the genius of the 

qualifying questions, since they are fully Scriptural in their content, that they give a full-

orbed diagnosis, honor the full integrity, and minister to the full personality of the people 

they confront. Is the man willing and able to love the woman fully and tenderly with self-

sacrifice and edification? Is the woman willing and able to submit herself to the man's 

leadership fully and cheerfully?   

     If the answers are negative even to the slightest degree, the father will not only turn 

down the "proposal," but the couple must/will be profoundly grateful for this decision. If 

the answers are positive to the fullest degree, not only will the father accept the proposal, 

but the couple will also receive that acceptance with great joy! The wisdom of Scripture 

is a genuine marvel. It remedies the most impossible situations, and leaves a deep 

satisfaction, an amazing gratitude, and a great joy in its wake. The present writer can 

testify to that from personal experience!  In one instance of premarital impropriety both 

the man and the woman acknowledged that they had forfeited the right to make their own 

decisions and placed themselves in the hand of the counselor. Both experienced deep 

repentance. In the process the woman was converted. They carefully followed the biblical 

blueprint, and began to develop an obedient track record. The sacrificial spirit in the man 

was beyond expectation. This was soon matched by his ability to edify effectively, 
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tenderly and consistently. The full and cheerful submission on the part of the woman was 

equally admirable. Deep and mutual love and a purposeful holiness were in clear 

evidence. There was every hope that one plus one would equal one in marriage. After six 

years of a happy marriage it appears that this hope was well-founded. The husband is in 

full time ministry, and his wife and family could not be more supportive! Now on to the 

two final reminders!   
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2. Two Final Reminders 
 

 

a. Reminder Number One 

 

First, the insistence throughout this volume that in marriage the 100% male and the 100% 

female ought to equal 100% without any reservation, and that the preparation for 

marriage ought to display a track record, which indicates that this can be anticipated, is a 

grim necessity.  But it also contains a glorious encouragement! 

     It is a grim necessity, since prospective partners do not enter into the preparation 

phase or into marriage itself as two blank sheets of paper. They all come with 

questionable baggage, if not serious liabilities, that can easily upset the biblical blueprint 

at any time, in any form and to any degree. In one counseling instance the mothers of two 

prospective partners had manifestly checkered backgrounds. Some of their siblings were 

either quite weak spiritually or had denied the faith. It was established that the biblical 

training in their families clearly left a lot to be desired. (Incidentally, both fathers came 

from homes that by the grace of God were purposefully godly throughout.) However, 

neither the presence of the various spiritual “moth holes” in the fabric of these families, 

nor their cause was recognized or acknowledged. Therefore they failed to have a 

sufficiently sobering influence. Both mothers, whether by default or by design, proceeded 

to pursue a course of (semi-)independence that may well have been modeled to them in 

their parental home, whether consciously or not. At any rate, total and radical unity in the 

area of spirituality, humanity or sexuality was not their prime objective, let alone their 

“magnificent obsession.” While they professed Christ, frequently they failed to neutralize 

their tendency to be dominating, and insisted on virtually doing their own thing and going 

their own way, when it pleased them. Consequently disagreements were the order of the 

week, if not the day. Periodically they would surface. They could pertain to the service of 

God, the teachings of Scripture, the choice of church, the involvement with church 

members, the content of family devotions, the discipline of the children, the reading of 

literature, the choice of entertainment (spirituality), the selection of a residence, the 

requirements of the job, the place of vacation (humanity), or the frequency of sexual 

intimacy, the number of children (sexuality), etc. These disagreements would not 

necessarily erupt in open conflicts, marked by harsh attitudes and shouting matches, etc., 

or for that matter turn into covered conflicts that below the surface would smolder in 

sullenness, sulks, the silent treatment, etc. Often they would simply be waived off in a 

nonchalant, laughed off in a pitying, or shrugged off in an impatient fashion, even if 

Scripture was quoted. Frankly, the patterns of interaction never became so ingrained that 

they resulted into automatic response mechanisms. Nevertheless, the long and the short of 

it was that conflicts were never thoroughly discussed or truly resolved. This did lead to a 

situation in which communication about anything significant virtually ceased. The 

various priorities and objectives were simply too divergent. In a real sense the parents 

were basically ships that passed in the night, notwithstanding appearances. Apart from 

the grace of God such model can hardly fail to put an indelible stamp on the children. 

     Clearly the issue was not the fact of disagreements. In a broken world they are 

inevitable. No, the problem was the absence of a fundamental biblical unity, hand in hand 

with a lack of fellowship on the deepest level that failed, refused, or did not care to 
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resolve any outstanding issues. Without such foundation turmoil and disarray, if not 

virtual chaos and anarchy, were always just around the corner. No wonder that the 

children were basically confused, if not bewildered, whether they were fully aware of it 

or not. Without clear and united parental direction, they were either pulled to one of the 

two parents, or they simply were left to their own devices. Not knowing where they 

should go, they went their own way. Fail or refuse in a concerted way to train up children 

in the way they should go, and when they are old, they will be going nowhere (an 

apparently justified implication of Prov. 22:6)!     

     It became evident that in the process the mothers in question ignored, opposed, or 

even undercut, and in each case short-circuited the spiritual leadership in their homes.  

“Without a king in Israel, everyone was left spinning his or her wheels.” The sad net 

effect was that all this exponentially aggravated the problem in the original family 

settings. “The poison of the past” was not recognized, and not left behind at the threshold 

of the new family units. Quite the contrary! Eventually it did even greater damage than in 

these units. Additional patterns of sin emerged and the exodus from the Church 

accelerated. The “superior” spirituality of the fathers was clearly unable to stem or even 

reverse the downgrade. The reason for that will be pinpointed later!   

     When the children were of marriageable age, and became prospective partners, they 

were apparently not aware of the dynamics that caused the problems, and proceeded to 

pay an even steeper price in their own households. In short, the poisonous acids of the 

failures of the great-grandparents that trickled into the life of their children, freely flowed 

into the life of their grandchildren, and gushed into the life of their great-grandchildren. 

From seepage to a stream to inundation! No wonder that the third generation was for all 

practical purposes the end of the line. To be sure, there were some conversions among the 

great-grandchildren, but no longer through the instrumentality of the parents. Outsiders 

evangelized them, or God’s providence gave them a reality check! These conversions 

virtually constituted a new beginning, a new edifice on the ruins of the old.  In a sense 

God transcended the destructive lack of proper covenantal faithfulness and at least partly 

had “to start from scratch.”     

     The grimness of this exhibit, that spans four generations, hardly needs to be 

underscored. When the family is not on the alert to check and eliminate any and all 

spiritual rot, the latter will “mature” and eventually turn the tables and exterminate the 

family.   

     Of course, the fact that in the present scenario the families of the mothers were the 

pipeline for patterns of spiritual poison is purely incidental. Statistically the families of 

the fathers could just as easily have been “the culprits.” “Male pipelines” have produced 

their own share of casualties. In this case, however, the contrast was startling. Not that 

the fathers did not bring any baggage along, were faultless, or did not share the blame for 

the disarray. Far from it! (For one thing they should have shouldered their God-given 

responsibility, executed their spiritual leadership, grabbed the rudder of their homes, and 

insisted on unity of direction, any and all disagreements notwithstanding. After all 

biblical unity and fellowship is not based upon agreement, but upon union with Christ!) 

But after some investigation it appeared that both fathers had one eye-opening 

characteristic in common. Both came from families that basically were on the same page, 

and drew one line. They had the same overarching spiritual objectives, pursued the same 

human goals, and appeared sexually quite well adjusted. Harmony was the order of the 
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year, the month, the week, the day and the hour, if not the minute. The atmosphere was 

one of peace, tranquility, cooperation and prosperity. Their families may not always have 

steered the right course. But they were never willfully pursuing their own independent 

goals or aimlessly milling around. There was godly rhyme and biblical reason to their 

lives. The results were telling. There was no marginal Christianity and there were no 

spiritual drop-outs! The members of these family units were a “happy” godly lot.  

Without exception they were fully committed to the service of Christ, and thrived in their 

spirituality, humanity and sexuality under the approval of God. They experienced Isaiah’s 

promise, “This is my covenant with them, says the Lord, my Spirit that is upon you, and 

my words that I have put in your mouth shall not depart out of your mouth, nor out of the 

mouth of your children, nor out of the mouth of your grandchildren.” (Is. 59:21).     

     Of course, this passage of Scripture makes it abundantly clear that when parents are 

successful in their training, they have only God’s 100%, expressed in his gracious 

promise, to thank. But by the same token Scripture makes it equally clear that when 

“children” and “grandchildren” are spiritually indifferent or exit the service of God, one 

can only conclude to a lack of (grand) parental faithfulness in the covenant training of 

their children in one way or another (Prov. 22:6). In other words, when (grand) parents 

are unsuccessful, they have only themselves to blame! The failure or refusal to maintain 

biblical family unity and wholeheartedly to be on the same page in the bond of peace in 

obedience to Scripture through the presence of the Spirit (allusion to Eph. 4:3), whether 

this is being done subtly or openly, must be regarded as a major, if not the root, threat to 

marital and family success. Willful independence of the slightest sort produces separate 

objectives, cross-purposes, competition, conflict, disarray, chaos and dissolution. In such 

an atmosphere no one should expect that the hearts of the fathers and of their children 

will be inclined to each other (Mal. 4:6a). Fathers may well claim to be too exhausted in 

terms of time and energy to go out of their way to sacrifice themselves for their children, 

and the children may well be too confused and torn up to desire to be directed by them. 

However, Scripture is bluntly clear! Whether Malachi’s blueprint for the home is 

jeopardized by self-seeking, independent and dominating, wives and mothers, by equally 

self-seeking, negligent and irresponsible husbands and fathers, or by equally self-seeking, 

rebellious and uncontrolled children does not really matter. Whoever the major culprit(s) 

may be--the blame may well have to be equally shared--, lack of repentance and 

obedience, however belated, will precipitate God’s curse. In fact, in that case he will 

utterly destroy home and hearth (Mal. 4:6b).   

     In other words, whether the fathers are castrated in their biblical headship by their own 

irresponsibility, the callousness of their wives, or the rebellion of their children, it does 

not really matter. It invariably produces lack of deep unity and spiritual direction.  

Subsequently any concerted effort to seek godliness across the length, breadth and depth 

of life will be conspicuously in its absence. This eventually will either leave or blow 

spiritual holes, including defection from the faith. A family may have all the earmarks of 

a Titanic. But it can and will sink if it is not purposefully and integrally God-centered! 

Therefore, families, including husbands and wives, parents and children, better take note 

when the first spiritual indifference rears its ugly head, and better be alarmed when the 

first defection from the faith takes place. It may well be the first installment of God’s 

curse!   

     This anatomy of four generations is, indeed, a veritable eye-opener. Any self-willed 
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marriage partner, who refuses wholeheartedly to aim for one plus one to equal one, self-

destructs sooner or later. According to Scripture, “A wise woman builds her house, but 

with her own hands the foolish one tears hers down (Prov. 14:1). That the same applies to 

the man goes without saying.  Clearly, when the cracks appear, it is time to look for folly, 

not to cease until it is found to whatever degree, and to repent of any that is identified.             

     All this is, of course, to emphasize that preparation for marriage is serious business. It 

is literally a matter of life and death, even if that is not immediately noticeable. This may 

tend to relax the prospective partners unduly. But it should not! The stakes are too high!  

A biblical track record in terms of self-denial, sacrifice and submission, in love and 

holiness that spells common biblical cause and common God-centered objectives in the 

areas of spirituality, humanity as well as sexuality, should be in evidence before marriage 

can even remotely be regarded as a biblical option. Too many marriages and families, 

even in the Church of Christ, have bitten the dust. In many instances they did not even 

know what hit them.         

     However, the insistence that in marriage as well as in the preparation for marriage 

100% (male) plus 100% (female) should equal 100% is not merely a grim necessity. It 

goes hand in hand with a glorious encouragement as well! After all, it brings the 

substance of the Fifth Commandment into view. And it is precisely this commandment 

that is said to be the first commandment with a promise. Unqualified obedience to the 

Fifth Commandment in terms of self-denial, sacrifice and submission in the authority 

structures with its resultant unity will lead to long life undoubtedly for parents, children, 

grandchildren and great-grandchildren, etc. (Eph. 6:2-3). There does not need to be a 

second, third, fourth, or even fifth, generation cut-off, whether in whole or in part.  

Continuous New-Covenantal obedience will lead to continuous New-Covenantal 

blessings. The promises of God are tokens of his astonishing generosity. They are 

genuine and rich. They are beckoning for parents, their children, grandchildren, etc. to 

surrender to them, and to embrace them as their lifeline. This, however, brings us to the 

substance of the second reminder.   

 

 

b. Reminder Number Two 

 

The second reminder will prove to be fully intertwined with the first one. In fact, it flows 

forth from the first one. A recent systematic and intensive presentation of the material of 

this volume precipitated an amazing and unexpected conversion. According to the 

convert’s later testimony, it became crystal clear that a biblical marriage, including a 

biblical preparation for marriage would be a total human impossibility without Christ. 

This became the turning point. When the person sought out Christ, the realization dawned 

upon the seeker that this was a totally new experience. It appeared to be a conversion 

experience. However, what prompted the turn to Christ in the first place was the 

recognition that holiness of life had to be a Gospel gift.   

     That the Gospel of the cross and the resurrection of Christ are necessary for us to enter 

into the presence of God is a recognized truth.  After all without it there is “no peace with 

God” (Rom. 5:1).  However, it should be embraced with equal vigor that same Gospel is 

also indispensable for us to reflect the holiness of God, “without which no one shall see 

the Lord” (Heb. 12:14). Indeed, the Gospel permanently does and must accompany 
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Christians not only at the threshold, but also in the fabric of the Kingdom. As such it 

functions in a twofold capacity. First, it is the impetus for a life of love and obedience.  

Sacrificial service is said to be the (only) logical response to the mercies of God (Rom. 

12:1-2). But this does not begin to exhaust the function of the Gospel. It also grants the 

content of a life of love and obedience as a gift (John 15:5; Eph. 2:12; Phil. 4:13).    

     The following five principles, that do and must govern all of the Christian life, make 

that abundantly clear. 1. I must have practical godliness. 2. I cannot produce practical 

godliness. 3. I desire practical godliness. (Or, I do not desire it. This calls for an honest 

self-evaluation.) 4. I cast myself upon the Lord for practical godliness. 5. I display 

practical godliness. In a nutshell, “I must, I can’t, I desire, I cast, I shine!”  

     Incidentally, these five principles bring all of us face to face with the five points of 

real Calvinism. To be a five-pointer in this sense is by definition to be a Christian! If I get 

stuck in the third point, and come to the conclusion that “I desire not,” I am not a five-

pointer, need to be regenerated, and therefore cannot possibly be saved. 

      Because the explosive truth of the above-mentioned five principles is not always or 

easily grasped, they will now be fleshed out in the area of (preparation for) marriage.         

      Principle I: The call to unqualified obedience to the Fifth Commandment as central to 

a biblical and prosperous marriage may never be compromised. Failure or refusal to 

honor the function of both the man and the woman, as it has been defined above in terms 

of sacrifice and submission, will bring on disaster, either short term or long term It will 

never allow one plus one (fully) to equal one, which sets the stage for conflict and all that 

this entails. Therefore, true believers, because they recognize this, will listen when God 

speaks. Concretely, when God says, “You must,” by definition they respond in kind, “We 

must,” or more specifically, “I must.”   

      Principle II: All practical godliness required in marriage, inclusive of the substance of 

the Fifth Commandment, is a total human impossibility. This simply particularizes 

regarding one aspect of life what God makes clear in Scripture about all holiness. All 

obedience is a gift of God, stored in Christ, embraced in faith, received through prayer 

and implemented by the Holy Spirit. In a word, all true holiness is always and by 

definition Gospel holiness. Legal obedience can never match the requirements of God.  

True believers acknowledge that in their confession, “We can’t,” or more concretely, “I 

can’t.” This, incidentally, is not experienced as a burden, but as a joy. The believer’s 

impossibility is his glory. It extols the Gospel! Therefore Romans 7 is one of the most 

festive chapters in Scripture. It is liberating in that it steers believers away from 

themselves and their own efforts, and opens up the vista of Christ as the source of all 

sanctification. Not wonder that it ends with a “thank you, God” (Rom. 7:24).  

     Principle III: The way to practical godliness in the human experience always starts 

with the regenerate heart that embraces Christ in repentance and faith, and by definition 

desires not only forgiveness of sins, but also holiness of life. It is one of the marks of 

Christians that they fear God. In their awe of God by virtue of his majesty and mercy 

their grand and magnificent obsession is to experience the approval of God at any cost.   

Therefore, when they recognize the necessity of holiness as the crowning piece of God’s 

saving activity they will passionately exclaim, “We desire it,” or more particularly, “I 

desire it.” If this is merely a matter of words, and is not based in fact, the new heart is 

absent, and regeneration is required! (Of course, all those who question their desire, 

should move on to the fourth stage, and ask God for that desire to be experienced for the 
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first time as an evidence of the new heart in regeneration, or to be rekindled.) 

     Principle IV: Holiness will never be a reality without prayer, heartfelt, prevailing 

prayer.  “You do not have, because you do not ask” (Jam. 4:2).  “Everything is sanctified 

by the word and prayer” (1 Tim. 4:5). Prayer is the human pipeline through which 

holiness enters into the fabric and the experience of the Christian life, including the 

obedience that is required in (the preparation for) marriage. This obedience is so 

stupendous and vast that Christians need mercy in the fabric of the Kingdom (Heb. 4:16), 

just as much as they needed it for the entrance into the Kingdom (Lk. 18:13). All 

Christians, therefore, are committed to prayer as an indispensable means of grace, and 

will confess, “We cast” ourselves, or more personally, “I cast” myself, upon Christ for 

the grace of obedience. 

     Principle V: In the light of the promise of God that his children who continue to ask 

and to knock without let-up, will receive an answer and an open door, they will be 

joyfully confident not only that God hears them, but also that the content of both God’s 

promises and their prayer is theirs by definition (1 John 5:14-15). All things that 

Christians need for life and godliness, including pre-marital and marital godliness, has 

already been given them, and are there for the asking (2 Pet. 1:4). Therefore they will 

testify with assurance after their heartfelt prayer, “We shine (perform, speak, etc.),” or 

more distinctively, “I shine” in what God requires. 

     To be sure, Scripture condemns perfectionism (1 John 1:8). The presence and power 

of indwelling sin will be experienced by the Christian until his death. However, Scripture 

also condemns defeatism  (1 John 3:6, 9). The presence and the power of the Holy Spirit 

are more than sufficient to offset anything and everything indwelling sin can throw at us 

(Rom. 8:1ff). That means for all practical purposes that there is never any excuse not to 

be perfect! Until his dying day, when man has the victory, he has only God to thank. But 

equally, until his dying day, when the victory eludes him, he has only himself, his lack of 

desire, and his prayerlessness to blame. 

     All in all, the Gospel is that the believer’s life is one broad, deep, and long walk in 

union with the crucified, risen and ascended Christ. In his crucifixion Christ is the great 

(Ex)terminator of the sinfulness of his own, inclusive of their rebel hearts, their guilty 

records, and their offensive lives. In his resurrection Christ is the great (Re)originator of 

his own as a new creation, inclusive of their regenerated hearts, their forgiven records and 

their transformed lives. In his ascension Christ is the great Repository of all holiness for 

his own, sufficient to supply their new hearts with daily repentance and faith, their new 

records with daily forgiveness of sins, and their new lives with daily acts of obedience.   

      In the light of this the believer’s walk in union with Christ is, first of all, a continuing 

participation in his cross. This means the continuing “fumigation” of whatever is sinful in 

the area of the heart, the record and the life. It is also a continuing participation in his 

resurrection. This means the (re)initiation of whatever is pleasing to God in these very 

same areas. It is finally continuing participation in the ascension of Christ. This means 

being fueled with the continuing provision that will is abundantly sufficient to supply the 

Christian once again in all these same areas. In a nutshell, the only life that is acceptable 

to God, and is truly worthwhile life, is on the far side of the cross. It wells up out of the 

open grave, and it is garnered from the heavenly storehouse. The flip side is that 

everything produced by man apart from Christ must be nailed to the cross, enter into the 

grave, be buried and stay buried. After all, Good Friday is good riddance forever of bad 
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rubbish! Anything “natural” that humans seek to take into the Kingdom will by definition 

contaminate it, and therefore disqualify and bar them from entering. Not even  

“common grace” can constitute the Christian’s ticket into the Kingdom. However 

abundantly bestowed in human society, individually or corporately, “common grace” is 

no more than the embalming fluid in a corpse that stems its stench.  No, for the Christian 

“to live is Christ” (Phil. 1:21). Everything that falls short of that has already been 

assigned to the great garbage dump of the universe, and will end up there permanently.    

     The upshot of all this? In many instances of preparation for marriage these truths were 

taken to heart and implemented. The impact, as was to be expected, was nothing short of 

remarkable. Sinful patterns were (ex)terminated in conversion or fumigated in 

sanctification. Fresh beginnings were initiated.  And new track records were generated.   

In some “happy” cases it was realized that the preparation did not and could not go 

anywhere. “The tap was turned off immediately, so that the floor did not need to be 

wiped up later.”        
        

 
c. Synopsis 

 

All in all, to the extent that the pattern of preparation for marriage, proposed in this 

volume, is biblical, the Church can only ignore it to its own peril. However, when it 

honors the biblical model, it will first get itself back on the track. That this is quite 

necessary hardly needs to be demonstrated. The vast literature on the subject speaks 

volumes. So do the busy airwaves. But there is more. The Church will also be in the 

position to be the “salt of the earth . . . and the light of the world” (Mt. 5:13-14). That is 

to say, it will negatively stem the decay of a society, and positively showcase the remedy 

for a humanity that is in the process of committing suicide in the area of marriage and the 

family.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


